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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON THE HEAD START
PROGRAM

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1982

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATWES;
SC3BCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:30 a.m., in room2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ike Andrews (chairmanof the subcommittee) presiding.
Members present: Representatives Andrews, Perkins, Corrada,Williams, Miller of California, and Good ling.
Staff present: Gordon A. Raley, staff director; Michelle D. Stent,legislative counsel; Deborah L. Hall, clerk; and Mary Jane Fiske,minority senior legislative associate.
Mr. ANDREWS. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Pursuant toits oversight responsibility for the Head Start program, the Sub-committee on Human Resources convenes this morning to reviewand discuss this administration's plans for Head Start during thenext several years. Their plans are contained in a policy paper en-titled "Head Start: Directions for the Next Three Years." Whilecertainly not limited to the contents of this document, our discus-sion will certainly center on it during today's proceedings. Both thedocument and the discussion are timely, given the almost unani-

mous consensus of Head Start's worth and the suggestions somemonths ago by the Director of OMB that the program might bestbe placed in t. block grant and phased out.
LetT me say beforehand that the subcommitteeand I believe Ican speak for all membersis gratified that the President vetoedMr. Stockman's suggestion! December seems to have been a par-ticularly bad month for our Budget Director, but a particularlygood month for Head Start. Let me also say that I am pleased thatthe administration's policy paper acknowledges Head Start's effec-tiveness and seeks only to maintain and possibly increase its en-rollment and quality.

Our purpose here today is to ascertain whether these suggestionsindeed accomplish their intended purpose or whether, instead, theyplace us in a position of attempting to fix a wheel which no oneseems to think is broken. -The policy paper itself has certainly stirred lively debate. TheOffice for Human Development Seri 2.es informs us that they havehad some 000 comments on the drait. The subcommittee staff hasinforrned me that they believe they have received almost as many
(I)
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calls. There are several proposals which, if I understand them,
seem to cause particular anxiety:

One, restricting program support for Head Start programs only
to those whose operations are liniited to 6 hours a day, 8 months a
year;

Two, terminating parent child centers and children and family
resources programs;

Three, limiting per-child cost in "high-cost" projects;
Four, weakening performance standards;
Five, weakening compliance monitoring; and,

.Six, moving away from regulations to "guidance and sugges-,
eions,"

We are here today to explore these issues, as well as others
raised by the policy paper and to do so publicly, since, as I under-
stand, the paper will not be printed in .the Federal Register. We
are here to find out what the Head Start community thinks and, if
I may say so, we are here to provide a little "guidance and sugges-
tion" of our own perhaps.

We are pleased that Chairman Perkins, who is chairman of the
full Committee on Education and Labor, of which this subcommit-
tee is a portion, is with us. He can't stay long since he must return
to another hearing in this same building, wherein the two tragic
mine accidents in Kentucky, both of which occurred in his district,
are being considered. We welcome you, sir. We think some other
members are also on the way.

Mr. PERKINS. Let me observe, Mr. Chairman, that I will be here
to help you make a quorum at any time that you need me today. I
will be around arid available.

This hearing, to my way of thinking, is most important. And I
am delighted that you have such an outstanding chairman to head
up this Head Start program. It is one of the programs that Mr. An-
drews made sure was not block granted. He intervened irLevery
way possible at the White House to keep that from being done. To
my way of thinking, it is one of the greatest programs that Con-

gress has eVer enacted.
The program was enacted in 1964 as a part of the Economic Op-

portunities Act, and it is still going. It has done so much for these
3-, and 4-, and 5-year-olds in the country. It really gave them a
headstart at the time they were.able to enter the first grade. All
studies point that out. It is of such vital importance to the people
of the countryto the parents, teachers, and everyone else in the
communities. We must hold fast to this program.

I don't know of any better individual in the world to protect this
program than Congressman Andrews. We will all work together
and do our best to protect the Head Start program.

But we must be on guard at all 'times to protect this program.
I am delighted that Congressman Andrews is op'ening up these

hearings, which will have one effect, and that is to protect your
program.

Thank you,"Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We will

call you if we need you.
Mr. PEAKINS. All right.

{)
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Mr, ANDREWS- We are not as 'Much worried about quorums thismorning as we are about kids. That is what we want to concentrateon.
We have a very distinguished group of witnesses for this morn-ing. I would like to start with two of our distinguished Members ofthe House of Representatives. First, the Honorable Jim Dunn, aMember of Congress from the Sixth District of Michigan.
Jim, we are glad to have you, sir.
[Prepared statement of Hon: Jim Dunn follows:]

I'REPARED STATEMENT OF HON JIM DUNN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN LDNGRESS FROM THE
STATE OP MICHIGAN

Mr Chairman, I want to commend you and the members of this subcommittee forproviding this forum to comment on the Administration for -Children, -Youth, and'Familieime-morandum "Head Start. Directions for the Next Three Years "I am here today to oppose the option discussed by ACYF that Federal funding forthe child and family resource programs (CFRPI as they are presently constituted beterminated by the end of fiscal year 1982 I believe that these programs should befunded through the end of-fiscal year 1983 in order to facilitate an orderly transferof services under the program to other service providers and to allow more tiine forCFRP projects to prepare the necessary evaluations to effect the technology transferenvisioned by ACYF.
The child and family resource program is funded by Head Start discretionaryfunds as a demonstration program It serves the family from the time the mother ispregnant through the time the child is 8 years old. The child also attends regularI lead Start which serves children from 3 to 5 years old.
The overwhelming majority of families served by CFRP have incomes under pov-erty level Many of the parents are single Ten percent of the children are handi-capped.
CFRP is based on resairch which shows that the younger a disadvantaged childreceives special assistance, the greater his or her chances of leading a successful andhealthy life As parents, we all know that young children have many needs. Theyget sick They need immunizations They may need special speech tutoring and awide variety of other services during their first critical years of development.CFRP recognizes the fact that poor families are less likely to be aware or haveatcess to those community resources that can help meet a young child's specialneeds. It therefore helps the child's parents locate and utiliw existing resources. Inaddition, parents learn more about the needs of their children through classes andhome tutormg provided by CFRP.
In 1973, the city of Jackson in Michigan which is located in my district waschosen as the site for one of 10 CFRP programs across the Nation. The programbegan with 80 families at that time Over 200 families are currently enrolled inCFRP The regular Head Start program there serves a total of 450 families withabout 800 children in two separate locations (Jackson and Hillsdale).

HOW DOES THE JACKSON URI' PROGRAM WORK?

Parents with children under 3 years old who choose to participate are aSsigned ahome parent teacher who visits the family twice a month. During these visits, thehoine teacher brings in developmental activities to leave with the mother and shows" her how to use them with the child until the next visit Nutrition, mental health,and physical and emotional growth are also considered when planning these visitsEach child's current development is assessed with the parent-and lesson plans areindividually designed to help the child develop to their full potential.When the child reaches age 3, he or she is included in the regular Head Startclassroom. Parents are urged to come in to volunteer and to become involved incenter activities. Children are fed nutritionally balanced meals and exposed to awide variety of learning experiences and materials Teachers hold regular confer-ences with each parent to report on their child's progress Three year olds are in-cluded in a home visit option similar to that provided for infants and toddlers, butalso come into the classroom once a week for group activities.
Finally, once the child enrolls in a regular public school, the Head Start staffmaintains contact with the school to ensure a comfortable transition.

11
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ARE HEAD START AND ITS RELATED PROGRAMS NEEDED?

A 1979 General Accounting Office study clearly showed that early childhood and
family, development programs for low-income families are needed The report esti-
mated that 3.7 million young children are "badly" in need of help in order to have a
chance to lead successful and healthy lives. Specifically, it noted the following-

- "In 1975, about 89,000 welmen who gave birth received little or no prenatal care,
thereby greatly increasing the risk of mental retardation in the new born Health
experts have estimated that 75.percent of the incidence of mental retardation can
be attributed to adverse environmental conditions during early childhood "

"Millions of children, suffer from poor nutrition, a lack of immunization, abuse,
neglect and undiagnosed learning disabilities."

"Low-income ciuldren as a group perform significalttly worse in school than other
children. The Department of Health, Education and Welfare IHHS) estimakes that
25 percent will drop out before obtaining their high school diplomas Children who
fail in school may turn to delinquent behavior."

The ACYF.memorandum underscores these findings "Many low income families
cannot, unaided provide their children with the services and opportunitieswhich
are necessary to foster sound growth and development Moreover, the relationship
between poverty and vulnerability in several domains of well-being, and the fact
that poor children are at. significantly higher developmental risk than non-poor chil-
dren is wellknown, poor children are at a higher risk of illness and have less access

to heidth services, they are more likely to suffer from nutritional deficiencies; and
they are mote likely to underachieve in school."

Clearly, there is a need to, provide and encourage assistance to low-income pre-
schoolers across the country.

IS HEAD START EFFECTIVE?

According to the GAO report, research completed in 1977 indicates that develop-
mental programs for low-income children during their first 4 years of life Produced
lasting, significant gains, helped them to perform significantly better in school than
control groups of children who had no early childhbod development programs; and
were most effective when the child starts at a young age and when parents are
closely involved in the program. 4

Specifically, the report concluded that. "HEW has demonstrated an effective pro-
gram m early childhood and family development with the Child and Family Re-
source Program."

The ACYF memo agrees that Head Start and its-related programs are successful
It further states that these programs enjoy widespread support within the adminis-
tration, Congress and the general public. The ACYF memo acknowledges that "re-
search and evaluation studies indicate that Head Start participants consistently
score higher than their peers un standardized tests of intelligence and general abili-
ty, and demonstrate improved academii. performance as evidenced by both teacher
and parent raungs and by mdependent observations of their actual performance in
the classroom."

Specifically, the memo refers to CFRP as a "high quality" prograri
Thus, I believe there is a profound need for providing and encouraging education-

al programs for disadvantaged youngsters n d that Head Start, the vehicle, that the
federal government has chosen fur reaching this goal, is extremely successful

ACYF DISCUSSION DRAFT

This brings me to the option discussed by ACYF m its draft memo to terminate
funding for CFRP by the end of fiscal year 1982. The ACYF memo antkipated an
$832 million funding level for 1982 based on the President's Septelnber 24th request
for a second round of budget cuts for fiscal year 1982 In actuality, Congress has
provided $912 million for fiscal year 1982 for Head Start.

In an effort to maintain enrollment levels on an anticipated appropriation of .$832

million, the ACYF memo discusses a "substantial reduction" in discretionary fund-
ing for Head Start and a shift of resources to local program operations CFRP's are
funded from this discretionary funding. Further, the memo discusses facilitating a
new "technology transfer, to make available information learned from the oper-
ation of CFRP and FCC's.

With a $912 million appropriation for fiscal year 1982, there is no longer a com-
pelling need to abruptly reduce funding fur demonstration resources under Head

Start and terminate CFRP in 1982.

12
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I believe that Congress ought to fund the 10-CFRP programs until the end offiscal year 1983 This would allow time for (171-iP personnel to seek other sources offunding and to set up alternative services .for the families to utilize in cases where
the CFRP program will end when federal government funding rims-out In additiqn,it would allow nmeto preparp the evaluations and ii,formation necessary to facili-

-tate the ACYF's technology transfer plan.
Whatever the Administration nray finally propose, CFRP's should'be assured aminimum of their current funding levels through the end of fiscal year 1983
I urge the members. of this subcommittee to eve the CFRP program -a littlebreathing room and sumjt its funding through the end of fiscal year 1983,

STATEMENT OF HON. JIM'DUNN, A REPRESOZTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM TIIE STATE OF MICRIGAN

Mr. DUNN. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman. I woulklikeio ask that
my formal-statement be entered in the record, and I will summa-rize it.

I also have a CFRP-Head Start program distaf and thedirector provided me with some testin?onN I would ask the Chairthat that testimonysalso be included.in the-record, ir I might.
Mr. ANDREWS. Without objection, bottl, will lie included in theirentirety.
Mr. Durni.,Thank you Mr. Cliairrhan.
I would just like to echo the r'emaOs of the full committee chair-man, Mr. Perkins. It is a.pleasure to-testify in front of you. I am-aware of-the role y'dla played in the Head St4r-tvogl.am in, the pastyears. 4
I would just like to btiefly suinmai wh'yj'Iuam here today andwhy I am involved:4n this as,a new Member bf Congress. In taking

a look at the young people of ours Nation and the poor ani the dis-advantaged, I came to 'the conclusion long before I became aMember of Congress that there were three things-we had to do ifwe are going to change their situation for the better. Those threethings were: provide a better living environment; provide jibs; andvmvide education. Head Start is one of those vehicles that provideseducation.
Let me add that I am nbt here just as a legislator; I am also hereas a parent. My wife and my preschooler join me today, 2-year-ojd.-1Katie. So I personally recognize the value of getting educationearly.

.The administration has talked about eliminating the CFRP pro-'gram. The original Head Start program covers the ages 3 to 5 in aschool situation. CFRP deals with 'children 0 through 8 years old,And I_ believe it fits in with the overall scheive of the administra-tion to concentrate more on family life, because indeed it sendsstaff members into the hOmes to talk to, the parents, even at thestage of being pregnant, before the child is born, to give them guid-ance and counseling..
Here's one of -the caseS in my district tha.t -I became aware of.When the staff ,member first interviewed the smother, the motherwouldn't even relate to her own child, wouldn't even talk to herchild. She haa a habit of keeping her head-down. After 4 years inthe CFRP program, not only was the mofher relating to her child,but she also had become a volunteer arid was serving other young-sters at the school.

. 1 3
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So, in the myriad of cases that I looked atand I have one of
these programs in my district that currently serves about 400 fanii-
lies in Jacksonthe program has proved to be worthwhile.

This is a demonstration project. It started out in 1973; it is sched-
uled to end already in 1983. That is basically what I am here today
to ask for, is that we continue the funds for the last year through
fiscal 1983. -

I think there are some very good reasons why we should contin-
ue in the funding fur the last year, and those are that, in any dem-'
onstration project, you have to do the followup work, the finding of
the criteria, what was wrong with the program, what went rii,nt
with it, and the improvements that were made under the program.
To eliminate the funding in the last year, I think, would minimize
the things that we have accomplishecf in the 'first 9 years of the
program.

The second area I would like to cOver today is the fact that while
Congress authorized $912 million last year, the original ACYF pro-
posals only included funding for $832 million. So the administra-
tion had not counted on having this extra funding in here. Never-
theless, Congress put it in the larger funding figure. So I don't
think they can make a very strong case that the funds aren't there
for it to continue in 1983.

Let me simply say in conclusion that r believe in this program, I
have seen this program work. We are talking about a 1-year con-
tinuation of funding. We are talking doout funding that is, already
available. And I would urge the members to support the program.

I thank you.
Mr.ANDREWS. Thank you, Jim, for your remarks and 3rour sup-

port. We need it and I am glad to hear you reiterate that this
, morning. I also thank your wife and Katie for being here with us

also.
Mr. DUNN. My pleasure.
Any questions?
Mr. CORRADA:Mr. Chairman, I don't have any questions. Howev-

er, I would like to cOmmend Mr. Dunn for his statement. I believe
that he raises a matter of deep interest to this committee 4rurthat.
we should carefully and seriously consider his request for the ex-
tension of this program that, on a .demonstration basis, has already
borne fruit and may, through the 1-year extension that we have to
consider, provide additional reasons why it should be' supported. I
want to commend our colleague for his presentation.

Mr. DUNN. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. ArinaEws. Shirley Chisholm,4 Member of Congress from the

12th District of New York, wishes to insert a statement. She una-
voidably is not here at the moment, but is expected back around
noon. We look forward to hearing from her upon her arrival!

Mr. ANDREWS. Next we would like to very much welcome Dorcas
R. Hardy, Assistant Secretary for Human Development Services,
Department of Heatth and Ruman Services, Washington, D.C. I
talked with Dorcas about 3 days ago when she was in Florida. We
gre pleased that she has safely returned and is at the helm again.

Dorcas, we welcome you and any statement you or your col-
league have for us this morning.

[Prepared statement of Dorcas R. Hardy follows1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DORCAS It HARDY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY, OFFICE OF
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICM DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Mr. Chairmanl Members of the Committee, it is a pleasure to
4

appear before you today to discuss therecently CIrculated-

paper entitled "Head Start: Directions fpl the Next Three

Years".

Informally known as the "Head Start Strategy Paper", this

working paper was intended to 8ut1ine, in one cohesive

discussion; the objectiveslthat we have estab.ished fo: Head

Start and the,policy options.and actfons that could be used

to reach these objectives. Its purpose was to otitline

discussion the possible directions'that could be pu,:sued and

to decide what is most important to accomplish within the '

program's current thXee,year reauthorization period.

Mr. Chai.rman, I wish to assure this Committee, and the Head -

Start community generally, that this Administration is

. strongly supportive of the Head Start program. It is, in my4

yiew, one of the most importAt and effective service

'programs administered by the fedezal gove.nment. Our aim
,

is

to improve it further.

14,
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The paper,was prepared by the Administration for Children,

Youth and Families (ACY.F) in respabse to my request-for an

examination of current pokicies and practices from the

perspective of whether or not they result in the effective

delivery os..-services to Head Sta--t children. I believe it .

is imperative that we continue to explore ways to make

optimum'use of the Head Start dollar and to do a more

effective job of secu41.ng other local resources. I am

particularly mindful of the fact that Head Start currently

serves only 20 per cent of the low-income preschool children

who are-eligible to participa in the program. If at all

possible, I would like to maximize the use of current

resources to increase that percentage and asked that the

.
'teview of Head Start consider how this might be done.

/ wish to emphasize, Mr. Chairman, that the Head Start

strategy paper was developed as a discussion draft and no

policY decisiodi have been made on the issues*discussed to

'date. /t provided the interested public with information

about.Head Start issues, policies and actions under
,

consideration and served as a vehiclle for stimulating

further thqught and comment about them. We have aSed it as

a mechanism for obtaining the views of the Head Start

_community and other groups outside of the federal

7
government, and as a starting point for further deliberation.
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Toward this end, we made a strong effort to publicize and

disseminate the paper. Over 600 copies we-e distri-buted to

a wide rabge of agencies and organitations throughout-the

country. Examples of g_roups-th&E received copies include:

the National Head StartlAssociation, the Black Child

'Development Institute, the National Association for-the

Education of Young Children, the Chilg Welfare League, the

Day Care Council of America% State and othe, *public agencies

interested Tn children's services, individdal Head Start4

giantees and State associations of grantees, colleges and

universities, and Head Start technicad assistance

providers. Copies were also made available to the Congress

and to any organization or individual zequesting one.

Along with this.. broad dissemination effo.A, ACYF addzessed a

number of State Head Start organizations about the major,

options under consideration and asked fu.: feedback from

these o'rganizations. In addition, seVeral meetings were

held at ACYF headquarters with individuals and outside

agency representatives who were interesEed in discussing

various aspects of the paper with us.

We also held two briefings for Congressional staff and

explained the background and rationale fo, the pape .. and its

recommendations.

1 7
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Mr. Chairman, I view this hearing as an opportunity to

continue this dialogue. I welcome any suggestiomsNhich the

members-of-thiS Committee may have on the merits of our

proposals.

Mr. ehairman,, would like, at this'point, to give the

__JCoMmitte a bripf ove'yiew of the content of the strategy -

paper, including the objectives it sets forth and the issues

and policy options it addresses. As part of this discussion

I will also summarize the tenor of the comments we have

received, particularly with respect-to the most

controversial issues. / would like to emphasize, however,

that many favorable comments we e received in support of

options discussed in this paper.

There are five major objectives outlined in the strategy

paper. The first is to maintain He'ad sta;:t enrol:ment.

ENROLLMENT

This Administration recognizes
that Head Start can and dbes

make a material dtfference in the lives of children from low

income families, and we beliave that a concerted effort

should be made, within- existing budgetary resources, to

18
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provide,enrollment opportunities to as many children as is

'reasonably possible. Our primary goal 'Over the nertth;:ee

years is to at least maintaip current national enrollment

for poor children in the three-to-five yeae old.age range,

and to pursue ways in .which the number of eligible children

served can be increased above current levels. In

cooperation with other public, private, and voluntary

agencies, we propose-to-Pursue this goal in a manner that

does not reduce either the comprehensive nature, the

quality, or scope of the program.

IMPROVED PROGRAM QUALITY

The second major objective is to improve program quality.

We believe, based on available research and evaluation

studies, that the quality of child care programs nas a

significant influence on the extent to which poor and

handi'd4ped children realize developmental gains. The

improvement of Head Start program quality zemains a

continuing responsibility that warrants the investment of

both staff and financial resources. We,are cuently moving

forward with plans to implement a substantial portion of the

qualitative improvements proposed in theAdministration's

1982 *midget request for Head Start. Implementation of these

improvements -- reducing classroom overcrowding and

increasing low staff salaries were identified as

priorities in th'e strategy paper, in the event of a budget

increase. Given the $93M funding indrease Ahat has been

19
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made available for thisflear, we will be able to address

these priority needs and accomplish a major portion-of ou:

qualitative improvement goal, while also providing resources

to projects to help them offset the impact of inflation on

program costs.

TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Our third objective is to improve and"streamline the

delivery of training and technical assistance. The Head

Start training and technical assistance program is a support

service provided to local project staff to help them manage

and deliver Head Start services. /t is essentially a

capacity-building activity whose purpose is to assist

grantees in their efforts to provide services thdt meet the

qualitative standards expected of Head Start. The existing

training and technical assistance system, however, is not as

responsive to local Head Start progrums as it could and

should be; it has become overly complex and diffipultItO

manage; and it relies too heavily on the use of

contractors. / believe that streumlining the current

,technical assistance delivery system will enable us to get

more mileage out of the resources invested and will make it

more effectife in addressing grantee deeds..

20



IMPROVED'COORDINATION WITH COMMUNITY GROUPS

Our fourth major objective is to improve Head Start's

relationships with other public, private, and voluntary

agencies and organizations. While unique in many respects,

Head Start is but one of the many programs concerned with

children and families. Within the localities served by Head_

ik Start there are typically a number of other agenciea and

organizations -- public, private and voluntary -- whose

interests extend to target pOpulation groups similar to Head

Start's and who have key roles to play. Public agencies and

private providers of service both have important and

complementary functions to perfori. These agencies and

organizations represent the resources base and the community

of interest that can be brought to bear on meeting the needs

of low income children and families. We believe it ia

essential for Head Start to strengthen its links with this

network and have proposed ways in which this can be done.

0IMPROVED ADMINISTRATION

'7:bur fifth, and last, major objective is to improve the

administration and management of Head Start. Our efforts to

improve federal administration and management pf the Head

Start program will be directed toward the simplification of

Head Start regulations, the reduction of grantee reporting
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burdens, and the imPlementation of program assessment

procedures that place more emphasis on program improvement.
4

FedeVol administration of Head Start will more explicitly
4

rec,gnize that local Head Start programs are both able and

-committed to delivering high quality services to the

children and families that they enroll. Consequently, the

federal role will continue to emphasize assistance to

grantees in support of their own efforts to improve the

quality of local programs.

These, in brief, Mr. Chairman, are the objectives we have

set for ourselves. They provide the framework within which

we considered various issues, policy options and

recommendations. I would now like to devote a few minutes

to highligbt the major is_sues and options contained in the

paper, witH particular attention to those that have

generated the most public reaction. r will also sammaiize

the general thrust of the comments received on each.

One po icy option identified in the strdtegy is the

phase-out of "summer-only" Head Start programs. The

proposa to phase thesg programs out and convert them to

"regular" Head Start programs (that is, programs of

approximately eight months duration) was basdd on two

considerations. The first was budgetary: approximately VIM

i

22
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could be redirected toward proviling additional support for

children in the regular, mainstream program in states where

summer programs currently operate. Second, the proposal was

based on a recognition that the duration of se:vices in

these programs is too'brief to produce lasting developmental

gains for the children enrolled. In additioa, it should be

noted that the proposed phase-out would be the culmination

of a gradual process begun in prior years.

The reaction which this proposal elicited was generally one

of understanding. It was viewed as regrettable but

necessary under the budget constraints assumed in the,

strategy paper; it was also acknowledged that summer

programs are less effective than full-year programs. It was

tecommended that we make some provision, in communities

previously served by these programs, for enrolling eligible

children in the regular program.

One of our options on this issue would be to continue to

urge and encourage summer programs to p ase-out oz convert

to regular Head Start programs, but on an essentially

voluntary basis, as we have been doing for a number of

years. The other option would be to complete the phase-out

and conversion of summer programs over a two-year period.

23
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This approach willp allow the time programs may need to plan

and implement a conversion, and would allow the oveYall

phase-out to proceed in a consistent manner, based on

clearly developed guidance from the Head Start central and

regional offices.

The second major policy issue raised in the strategy paper

is the conversion of Parent and Child Centers (PCCs) to

regular Head Start programs. PCC's provide comprehensive

developmental services to pregnant women and families with

children three years of age and under. While P*CC's provide

worthwhile and beneficial services to these children and

families, they are n4 directed toward se,ving Head Start's

primary target population, that is, preschool children age

3-5: As part of our glneral objective to'provide maximum

enrollment opportunitie for low income children in the 3-5

year age range, we are Considering conveiting PCC's to

regular Head Start progrAps during FY 1983.

The strategy paper does not propose to eliminate Head Start

services in the thirty-sevel communities currently served by

PCC's. (All existing PCC projects would be provided wYth an

opportunity to convert to regular Head Start programs.) Nor

was it our intention to prohibit these projects from

offering services to infants and toddlers if such se:vices

2 4
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could be supported exclusively through other (non-Head
-Start) resources. Rather the proposal to convert PCCs was

made as a means of providing additional enrollment

opportunities for Head Start's primary target pbpulation.

This proposal was not based primarily on budgetary

considerations. Rather, it is esentially a'tazgeting

issue. The $11M currently spent on these projects would be

redirected to the regular program.

tit

There were several underlying,concerns which led us to

question the appropriateness of continuing PCCs as they

currently exist. These include:

o the rationale for serving youngez children when so many

3-5 year olds cannot participate;

o the appropriateness of providing multip.le years of

service to the same child and famijy;

o the equitableness of supporting PCCs,exclusively in 6le

37 communities which currently have them and not in any

otpers;

o the unresolved long-term future direction of these

projects -- that is, do we simply continue existing

PCCs in perpetuity and largely outside the mainstream

Head Start program?
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The proposed conversion of PCCs to regular Head Start

programs elicited a variety of conceined reactions. Outside

commentors argued that early intervention is beliel.red to be

highly effective, that PCCs are more prevention oriented

than regular Head Start projects, and that they are targeted

on meeting the needs of high risk populatious such as

teenage parents. Someelt that, given the increase in

kindergarten and other preschool programs, Head Start should

move in the direction of serving younge children, where the

need for services may be greater. Others believed that the

matter should be left to local choice.

Our options would be to continue PCC fundrag oa the cu.:zent

basis, to explore some type of partial modilicatioSof the

programs, or to phase-out all PCCs and coave.t them to .

regular Head Start programs. Again, a phase-out would allow

time for individual program planning and conzizteat guidance

and direction to programs from Federal staff.

The third major policy issue raised in the strategy pape:

'dealt with limiting the duratiOn of full yea, full day

programs. SpeciIically, tnis means limiting s.ipport fo1

such programs so that Head Start funds could not be used foi

program operations in eicess of 8 months pc.: year and 6

hours per day.
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This option was advanced as a way of achieving some of tlie

savings that we felt would be needed in FY 1982 to maintain

1current levels of program quality
and enrollment. if

adopted, this policy option would aflect approximalely 15

percent of Head Start programs; it would not reduce support

for the approximately 85 percent of Head Stat prograMs C..at

operate on a part-day basis
-- typically 4 hours per day for

center-based programs.

The intent of this proposal was not to prohi:oit local

projects from maintaining longer periods of service if they

could be provided using other sources of support. It would,

however, preclude the use of Head Start funds for full day

activities that exceed what is required to provide childen
with a developmental

educational experience.

-
Reaction to this proposal was largely unfavosable.

Respondents' argued that this proposal would have a negative
impact on the working poor and that it would diminish Head

Start's overall benefit to the family. Some lmlieved that

ft would have little imiact on reduciag costs bccduse

programs would be averse to cutting hours of employment and

'thereby reducing the already low salaries of Head Start

peonnel.,., Others pointed out that cutting back on the "day

care" asRect of Head Start would actually rcsu:t la an

overallcincrease in per-hour costs.

.2 7
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Our options here would be to limit programming to 6 hours

per day and 8 ionths per year, to limit programming to 8

onths but allow full-day programs to continue, or to

continue the current policy of allowing those Heia Start

programs which now op.erate fullriyear, full-day programs to

continue to do so.

The fourth major policy option dealt with limiting per-child

costs in those Head Start grantees operating at unusually

high cost. As was noted in our paper, wide dispal-ities ig.

cost-per-child exist both among states and among grantees

within the sahte seate.

Commentors on this issue felt that because of varying local

conditions and program design characteristics,

cost-per-chiad should be an item for negotiation between

grantees.and ACYF Regional staff On a case-by-case basis.

Moreover, it was argued that since non-comparable costs are,

at least partly, a function-of non-comparable services, it

,would beidifficult to determine an appropriate relative cost

without first developing a reasonable basis for comparing

services. Some suggested letting each community decide what

is a reasonable per-child cost,
pointing out that grantees

are aware of the tradeoffs between how much is spent on each

child and the number of children that can be served.
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Although we can 'identify possible reasons for tliese

disp#ities =- such as differing local operatfnq

' _environments, program designs, and amounts of non-Head Start

support -- we cannot determine with confidence wnether they

are warranted. On the face of it, however, cost differences

are ih some instances extreme and their appropriateness open

to question. We believe that the feasibility Of setting

some limit on cost-per-child is a policy issue that warrants

exploration. We have, in fact, already undertaken ar0"-'

exploratory_pilot project involving 16 programs in order to

determine the potential for operating Head Start projects

more economically. This project, undertaken jointly with

the Department's office of planning and evaluation, will

-give us a framework for analyzing more specifically,the

reasons for differing costs amOng geantees.

The fifth area in which the strategy Paper identifies

potential policy changes is the delivery of training and

technical assistance. Our proposal to improve and'

'sreamlinerthe Head Start T & TA system consists of three

key elements:

o The establishment of a state-wide T/TA provide: system

in each state, with responsibility for both general

T/TA'and Child DevelopMent Associate .(CDA) training and

assessments;

2 9
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o the utilization of an independe t baiional body,

broadly representative of the child development/child

care field,,to perform a quality control function With

respect to all organizations-garrying out CDA candidate

assessments.

o The eqablishment of several Child Development Resdwice

Centers to provide specialized technical support to the

state-level T/TA providers in areas cuireptly adth-essed

by our ResourceAccess Projects, our Home-Based

Training Centers and the Bilingual/Bicultural Resource

Centers.

'Most of the comments rece4ved concerned the CDA program and

were opposed to the proposed changes. Commentors generally

felt that:

o The strength and value of CDA lies in its status as a

national credential -- that is, nationally awarded,'

meeting uniform national criteria, having acceptability

across state lines.

-o The decenralizeti approach to CDA assessments might

diminish candidate motivation to earn the CDA

credential.'

o The training and assessment funcOons must be kept

separate---that is, there would be a conflict of

interest if the organization responsible for training

is also responsible for assessments.
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o Organizations Chosen to carry out CDA assessments must

be willing to assess candidates who are not likely to-

be their students. If universities -Ire cho'4e11, there

is concern that their academic orientation might:

preclude a high degree of interest' in

competency-oriented assessment.

o Lastly, commentors felt that the concept of having an

independent national body play a "quality control"

function is a good idea.

Rega-rding the state-wide T/TA system, there was sympathy for

the elimination of contractors as being too expensive and

not sufficiently responsive to meeting local needs. There

was also a general recognition of the need for

streamlining. However, concern was expressed regarding the

possible gap in T/TA services capacity that could result

from attempting to undertake massive change in a tight time

frame.

Concern was also voiced about the abolition of the.Resource
\,

Access Projects whose functions would be subsumed by the

proposed Child Development Resource Centers. It was felt

that Resource Access Projects have been effective in

improving Head Start's capacity to serve handicapped

children and in helpihg Head Start meet and exceed the 10

percent handicapped enrollment requirement.
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Lastly, we were urged not to cut.bac% on-funding for T/TA

services because less `funding might reduce caphcity4o meet
AO.

existing training needs of class:oom staff, to promote

better utilization of local program resou.ces, and to

promote Finkages.with other services' providers.

This is a highly complex issue, wip a wide zabge of

possible options, which we are continuiag to explore.

The sixth and final policy rnitiative'which has generated

,

cOtisiderable reaction is ou project to review and

streamline Head Start regulations.

This project has generated stZ'ong ElUblic reaction.

Commentors were concerned that reviliqn of the regulations

might diminis22 the scope and quality of Head Start sel-vices

or weaken parent involvement.

Mr. Chairman, I want to assure this Committee that this is

not our intent. Rather our goal is to establish a set of

requirements that will besclear, concise, enfo::ceable, and

provide for continuation of all the basic Head Start

32
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services that are currently provided, and at the same time

' to reduce the-burden on Head Start staff, volunteers ald

parents who must comply with these &Liles. We are continuing
0

the review of onr.regula.tions and will give the public ample

opportunity to comment on the specifics when we pdolish a

Notice of Proposed liwle Making in the FedeLal Regic.tez. We

will give careful.consideration to all comments that are

received at that time.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I wish to point out that the

overview I have provided to the Committee today has been

deliberately focused on the Most sensitive and controve;:sial

issues raised in our paper. You should be aware, i.owever,

that the strategy paper contained a total of-aLout thLec

dozen separate recommendations and policy options. Many of

these were supported by those commenting on them. For

example; favorable commenteyve received on our proposals

to improve volunteer efforts,_ to strengthca Head Stazt's

relationships with other organizations,to intensify efforts

to strengthen parent education and involvement, to

disseminate information on effective, moderate cost

programs, and on our proposals in a numbe, of othe: a:eas.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I wish to thank you

for this opportunity and fpr your kind attention. I would

gwelcome anY comments or questions you may have.

I4
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STATEMENT OF DORCAS R. HARDY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND HUMAN SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY CLARENCE E.
HODGES, COMMISSIONER, ADMINISTRATION FOR CHILDREN,
YOUTH, AND FAMILIES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN

SERVICES

Ms. HARDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First,.I would like to take this opportunity to introduce to you

the Commissioner of Children, Youth, and Families, seated to my
left, Clarence Hodges. After a short statement, I would .like to
answer any' questions. Both of us would be glad to do that.

I believe my formal statement is being inserted in the record,
and I would like to highlight some of the comments that we made
in that formal statement.

It is not only a pleasure to appear before you today, but also to
have an opportunity to discuss with you some of the "Head Start
Strategy Paper" ideas, the objectives that we have established for
Head Start and the policy options and actions that can be used to
reach these objectives.

Mr. ANDREWS. May I interrupt you to share a thought with you?
MS. HARDY. Sure. "?

Mr. ANDREWS. The record doesn't show things like this, but let
us say it for the record. Let us just observe that there are less than
8 empty chairs in this, the largest of the committee hearing rooms,
and there arc least 50 people who are standing and not able to sit
because there simply aren't enough chairs, even though I believe
there must be more than 150 chairs here. There is tremendous in-
terest in this program. We have been ail over the country and
found this kind of support, this kind of enthusiasm, this kind of at-
tendance. All you have to do is just say the worcls "Head Start."

Ms. HARDY. That is absolutely correct, Mr. Chairinan.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is the kind of support-it has.
Ms. HARDY. I found that out when I visited Head Start centers. I

think my first comment should be that I want to assure you and I
want to assure this committee and the Head Start community and
those who are here with us today that this administration is very
supportive of the Head Start program. It is, in our view, one of the
most important and one of the most effective service programs that
the Federal Government administers. Our aim is to improve it
even further.

The Head Start strategy paper was prepared by the Administra-
tion for Children, Youth and Families in response to my request
for an examination of current policies and practices from the per-
spective of whether or not they result in the most effective delivery
of services to Head Start children. I believe that it is imperative
that we continue to explore ways to make optimum use of the
Head'Stait dollar and to do a most effective job of securing other
local resources:

I am also particularly mindful of the fact that Head Start cur-
rently serves only 20 percent of the low-income preschool children
who are eligible to participate in the program. I would like to
maximize the use of current resources to increase that percentage.
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Therefore, I asked that a review of Head Start be done tu consider
how we might maximize our dollars.

I want to also emphasize that the Head Start paper was devel-
oped as a discussion draft and no policy decisions have as yet been
made on the issues discussed. The paper provided the interested
public with,'I think, good information about Head Start issues and
policies and actions that were under consideratio,n, and served as a
vehicle for stimulating a great deal of further thought and com-
ment. As you mentioned earlier, many peoplef have sent us com-
ments and I think these give us an opportunity for further delib-, ,eration:

We have distributed oi,er GOO copies just from our office alone.
We luvi'e also had sei,eral briefings with congressional staff to ex-
plain the background and the rationale for the paper and many of
its recommendations. I think this hearing today is an opportunity
to continue the dialog that has been started.

I would like to give you a brief overview of the five objectives of
the paper and the issues and the policy options, some of which you
mentioned, that we are considering looking at and the comments
that we received.

The first objective is to maintain Head Start enrollment and at-
tempt to increase enrollment.

Our second major objective is to improve program quality. We
are currently moving forward with plans to implement a substan-
tial portion of the qualitative improvements that were proposed in
the administration s 1982 budget request for Head Start. Imple-
mentation of these improvements, such as reducing classroom over-
crowding and increasing staff salaries, were identified as priorities
in the Strategy Paper.

With the $93 million funding increase that has been made avail-
able for this year, we will be able to address these priority needs
and accomplish a major portion of our qualitative improvement
goals, while also providing resources to projects to help them offset
the impact of inflation on program costs.

Our third objective is to improve and streamline the delivery of
training and technical assistance.

Our fourth objective is to improve Head Start's relationships
with other public, private and %oluntary agencies and organiza-
tions throughout their communities.

Our fifth major objective is to improve the administration and
the management of Head Start.

I would like to highlight some of the major issues and options
which were contained in the paper, with particular attention to
those that have generated the most public reaction. One policy
option identified in the strategy is the phaseout of summer-only
FIead Start programs. The proposal to phase out these programs
and convert them to "regular HSS programs" was based on two
considerations. the first was the budgetary consideration; and
second, the recognition that the duration of services in these pro-
grams is really too brief to provide the lasting developmental gains
for the children who are enrolled.

The reaction which this proposal elicited was generally one of
understanding, it was viewed as regrettable, but necessary under
the budget constraints assumed in the strategy paper. The com-
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ments also acknowledged that the summer programs are less effec-
tive than full-year programs. ,

The second major policy issue raised in the strategy paper is the
conversion of parent and child centers to regular Head Start pro-
grams. While the parent and child centers provide worthwhile and
bdneficial services to pregnant women and families with children 3
years of age and 'under, they are not directed toward serving Head
Start's primary target population, which is preschool children ages
3 to 5.

The strategy paper, however, does not propose to eliminate Head
Stirt services in the 37 communities that are currently served by
parent and child centers. All existing parent and child center proj-
ects would be provided with an opportunity to convert to regular
Head Start programs. Nor was it our intention to prohibit these
projects from offering services to infants and toddlers if such serv-
ices could be supported exclusively through other non-Head Start
resources. Rather, the proposal to convert PCC's was made as a
means of providing additional enrollment opportunities for Head
Start's primary target population.

The proposal was not based primarily on budget considerations;
it is essentially a targeting issue. Eleven million dollars currently
spent on these projects would be redirected to the regular program.

The proposed conversion of PCC's to regular Head Start pro-
grams elicited a variety of concerned reactioni. I think outside
commentators argued that early intervention is believed to be
highly effective and that parent and child centers are more preven-
tion oriented than regular Head Start projects and that they are
targeted on meeting the needs of high-risk, populations, such as
teenage parents.

Some felt that given the increase in kindergarten and other pre-
school programs, Head Start should move in the direction of serv-
ing younger children where the needs for services may be.greater.
And then, again, others believed that the matter should be left en-
tirely to local choice.

The third major policy issue raised in the strategy paper was the
question of the duration of full-year, full-day programs, which com-
prise approximately 15 percent of our du-rent programs. The intent
of this prqposal was not to prohibit local projects from maintaining
longer periods of service if they could be provided using other
Sources of support.

It would, however, preclude the use of Head Start funds, in these
15 percent of our Head Start grantees, for full-day activities that
exceed what is required to provide children with a developmental,
educational experience.

Mr. ANDREWS. Excuse me. Are you on page 6 of your statement?
Ms. HARDY. I am on page 6, yes, sir. I am reading a shorter ver-

sion of my statement. ---
Respondents to the discussion of duration of full-year and full-

day programs argued that this proposal would have a negative
impact on the working poor, and that it would diminish Head
Start's overall benefit to the family.

The.fourtlf major policy option dealt with limiting per-child costs
in those Head Start grantees that operate at unusually high costs.
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Wide disparities in costs per child do exist, both among States and -among grantees within the same State.'
Commentors felt that, because of varying lotal conditions and

program design characteristics, the cost per child could be an itemfor negotiation between the grantees and our regional staff on acase-by-case basis. Cost differences are, in some instances, extreme,
and their appropriateness perhaps open to question. But we believe
that the feasibility of setting some limit on cost per child is a policy
issue that does warrant exploration.

We have, in fact, already undertaken an exploratory pilot projectinvolving 16 programs in order to determine the potential for oper-ating Head Start project more economically. We think that thisproject will give us the framework for analyzing more specifically
the reasons for differing costs among grantees.

We had two other areas that I might draw to your attention. One
was training and technical assistance. Most .of the comments re-ceived concerned the Child Development Associate program and fo-cused on, the traditional belief that the strength and value of theChild DVvelopment Associate credential lies in its status as a na-tional credential.

Regarding the statewide technical assistance and trainingsystem, there was a great deal of sympathy for elimination of con-tractors as being too expensive and not sufficiently responsive tomeeting local needs. There was also a general recognition of the
need for streamlining. Respondents, however, prefer that anychanges take place somewhat more slowly. We think that this is avery 'highly complex issue with a wide range of possible optionswhich we are continuing to explore.

Our sixth and final policy initiative that I wanted to bring toyour attention, one which has generated considerable comment, isour project to review and streamline Head Start regulations. Com-mentors were toncerned` that revisions of the regulations might di-minish the scope and the quality of Head Start services or weakenparent involvement.
I want to assure you that this is not at all our intent. Rather, ourgoal is to establish a set of requirements that will be very clearnot in three different volumesand concise and enforceable. Theywill provide for the continuation of all the basic Head Start serv-.ices that are currently provided; and, at the same time, reduce theadministrative burden on the Head Start staff and the volunteersand the parents who have to comply with these rules.We are in the process of reviewing our regulations and believe

that, when they ,are published in the Federal Register as a notice ofproposed rule making, there will be suffijent time for significant
public comment on all of our ideas. We will certainly.give careful
consideration at that time to all of thosscomments.In closing, I would like to point out that this overview that Ihave provided to the committee has deliberately focused on themost sensitive and controversial issues raiSed in our paper.

You Should be aware that the Strategy Paper contained a total otabout 36 separate recommendations. We received a lot of supportfor many of these such as our proposals to improve volunteer ef-
forts, to strengthen Head Start's relationships with other organiza-tions, to intensify efforts to strengthen ,parent education and'
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parent involvement, and to disseminate information on effective,
moderate cost programs.

I think it hasbeen more than an exercise. I think it has been a
good paper. We are still open to comments and suggestions from
this committee. I appreciate your attention and would welcome any
questions that you may have.

Mr. ANDREWS. Would there be any comments from your distin-
guished colleague who is, I believe, from Goldsboro, N.C.?

Mr. Hopp's& Thank you, Mr. Charrman.
I would just like to add that I am extremely honored to have

been asked to serve as Commissioner for the Administration of
Children, Youth, and Families. Prior to my acceptance of this posi-
tion, 1 was assured by the President, the Secretary of Health and
Human Services, and the Assistant Secretary for Human Develop-
ment Services that this administration was committed to the kinds

*of services that are being provided by this great program, Head
Start.

And since coming on,board in just 4.-:ecent months, I have discov-
ered that the Head Start spirit, vihith is exemplified by the pres-
ence of these persons here today, exists also within the administra-
tion. lam pleased as I travel around the country and look at the
progtams and see the kinds of things done for children, talking
with parents who are involved, holding children and listening to
them tell why they love to go to school. This administration is on
the right track in increasing its activities and support, and desiring
to expand these services to other children who are eligible but have
not been served.in the past. -

I am pleased to be a part of that effort and I appreciate the op-
portunity to appear before this distinguished committee today.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very much.
You halie an important mission there to work both ways. It is

certainly not the attitude of this Chairman nor this subcommittee
nor our full committee chairman or any member of the full com-
mittee, in my honest opinion, of whichever political party, to seek
to cast the administration in some sort of a devious role, or to take
credit or take away credit. That is not the point.

We want to work together with you,_with the Administration,
with all these great people here and all over tile country, to make
this as effective a program as is possible.

I, for one, don't question your motives. I don't know that I agree
with every suggestion you are making, but I don't question the =-
fives. I think you are trying to reach more children and as effec-
tivelTas possible. As long as that is your goal, you will find us sup-
porting you 100 percent.

Ms. HARDY. Thank you.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Corrada, do you have questions of either of

the witnesses?
Mr. CORRADA. Yes, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am very ,pleased with the commitment made by this adminis-

tration to support the Head Start program and that it has been
saved from cutbacks that are being proposed for other programs
under the jurisdiction of this subcommittee and the Education and
Labor Committee.
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However, I do have some concerns that, through changes in regu-lations and administrative guidelines, we might be hurting theservices provided to the children under the program.
Referring now to a draft document entitled 'Head Start: Direc-tions for the Next Three Years" prepared by your office, on pages4, 7, -8, and 9 of that draft, the administration seems to have pre-sumed an apptopriation agure of $832 million for fiscal year 1982.As-you are aware, the actual appropriation, or at least the amotmtof the continuing resolution, is $912 million.
Isn't this amount enough to allow us to maintain the enrollmentand maintain quality for fiscal year 1982 without taking the risksimplied by the changes proposed? The administration itself admitson page 36 of that draft that these approaches are somewhat noble.I would like to have your comments on that.
Ms. HARDY. I think both Commissioner Hodges and I can com-ment on that.

- We are certainly aware that the budget for 1982 is substantiallyhigher than what was assumed in the paper. Nevertheless, we feelthat there are improvements that can be made in the program. So,many -of these areas that we have proposed in the Head Start
Strategy Paper we would, in some cases, be supported of.

As I indicated, the more than $90 million increase, will be goingto quality improvements in the current Head Start grantee pro-gram, such as increasing staff salaries and reducing.classroom size.We feel that most of those dollars need to go to those kinds of ef-forts for quality improvements in the current programs, and thatmany of these other strategy paper ideas will strengthen the pro-gram and continue-it in a very positive vein.
Mr. CORRADA. But the original proposals were made on the basisof assuming an appropriation level of $832 million, and not of $912million; is that correct?
Ms. HARDY, Many of the proposals in that have dollar impacts,yes. But we still feel that if we could have some dollar impacts, wecould make our $912 million go further and serve more children.
Mr. CORRADA. Is it your intention to review these proposals inthe light of the higher level of appropriation, or do you still standby your original recommendations-and proposals?
Ms. HARDY. We are certainly reviewing them in the context ofthe current budgetary situation.
Mr. CORRADA. On page 11 of that same docuinent, the adminis-tration estimates that if you reduced the full-day programs by "2hours, yot would save $4 million ,a year. Could you tell how thissaving was calculated'.3 As you know, since salary, rent and trans-portation costs are fixed for full-day programs, that is 8-hourversus 6-hour programs. Aren't your only savings likely to comefrom reducing salaries and wouldn't that contradict.your goals toraise salaries, as stated on page 20?
And, also, if you restrict full-time programs to 8 months, whathappens to teachers in those programs? Wouldn't you have toreduce their salaries? Might not many of thorn have to find otherjobs?Vould you care to comment on that?
Ms. HARDY. Let me first point out 'that only 15 percent of our -programs-15 to 18 percent of our programsare operating on the
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full-day, full-year basis. We are not talking about all 1,300 grantees
thrqoghout the country.

In terms of the calculations, we can supply you with exactly how
those Were put tOgether. That is an estimate of $4 million and we
stand by that. We are still in the process of making those decisions
in terms of whether we should cut back on that.

I think we need to look at the total program, not only full-day,
full-year. We have some programs that are only operating 3 days,
maybe 2 hours. So we have different kinds of programs, throughout
the country.

My basic concern was that, if we want to try to serve more Head
Start eligible children, we could perhaps rotate two 4-hour pro-
grams in the same center; that the child who came in the mornirig
could have day care in the afternoon and Head Start experience in
the morning, and vic&-versa. So that the staff that was there=my
personal idea was the possibility that the staff that was there
would certainly not be decreased in terms pf their salary or their
time. Nor would we have a problem with providing day care for
working parents. But we would be able to reduce the Head Start
dollars that are going for that particular program.

Mr. HonoEs. Further, if this particular possibility was adopted, it
would have different impacts in different communities. We would,
therefore, have to look to see what would be the impact in a given
community before we could say specifically what the benefits
would be there.

There are those communities that are interested in keepingtheir
costs down in order to be able to serve more children or even in
order to maintain the present level of services, in spite of inflation.

This is an option that many are choosing to look at to see if they
can keep the costs down, if they can avoid cutting children and, if
possible, even increase a few here or there.

But, again, the impact would be different in differerit communi-
ties, such as the transportation requirements. Regarding teacher
needs, the teachers for Head Start in those locations where the du-
ration of Head Start services is reduced would have the same kinds
of problems as far as summer employment as other Head Start
teachers, and also as other teachers in the regular school system.
But we are sympathetic to those issues and have considered them

, written responses have come in and we have met with particularly
, leaders of the Head Start associations and others who are interest-

ed in these proposals.
Mr. .CoRRApA. Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would be seriously con-

cerned about the elimination of the summer programs, as this may
impact the poorest of the children and also those that, because of
the family environment, might find themselves'in a very difficult
situation during that period.

What are your current views on that option or that possibility?
Ms. HARDY. Like the other options that are contained in the

paper, that is under consideration. I should also clarify that the
elimination or the decrease in summer Head Start programs has
been something that has been going on for several years. When the
Head Start program started, it was primarily a summei program.
It later expanded into a full-year or 8-month program.
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The decrease in suminer enrollment has been ongoing and about15 percent of oUr projects are summer only. If we tre to go aheadand eliminate these programs, I want to emphasize that this wouldnot just be "bingo," and-cut people off immediately. We want towork, as the Commissioner has said, with the grantees and findother opportunities for those children in that community.
We would also encourage those summer projects to convert toregular programs, so that those children who are in the summerprogram would have a full 8-month program in Head Start. Assum-ing that is durinethe school months, in the summer months wecould hopefully have other opportunities within that communitythat would provide.similar experiences for those children.
Mr. HODGES. I think there are two issues here that you are con-cerned about regarding summer. One is those who currently re-ceive 12-month services, what will happen to them during thesummer if ihose- summer activities are eliminated? And, No. 2,what happens to those who are receiving summer only- Head Startand no other services?
We are considering these questions as we look at the various re-gions where we have those situations. The effort is to convert themso that those children would no longer receive just 6 to 8 weeks ofHead Start seiVice, but every one of them will receive 8 months in-stead of 3 months. For those who are receiving 12 months, wherethe situation could Mean a reduction from 12 to 8 months, thenthere are other areas that we want to work with, other resourceswithin the communities, particularly departments of parks and rec-reation, to make sure that there are meaningful activities, thoughnot of a Head Start nature, that would not allow the summermonths to detract from what has been done during the preceding 8months.

Mr. COERADA. I am concerned, as you know, that some of theseother non-Head Start resourc6s that you are alluding to, or at leastsome of them, mc ellE:n the subject of severe and drastic cutbacks,so that if you reduce the Head Start services expecting Chat othersupport services will be forthcoming from different programs, myconcern is that you would be doing that at a time when we may bereducing the financial resources for those other supportive servicesthat you are referring to.
4. Mr. ODGES. Our looking at Mese other supportive serviceswould not call for an increase in these services. Our study is look-ing at ale impact of any alterations to. our present program. Weare looking at these, not only with those agencies that provide al-ternative services but. also with thbse parents who are involvedwith our services and who would have to determine for themselveswhat would be available for their children.

But the great concern is increasihg and maintaining the num-bers that are being served at least 8 months during the calendaryear.
Mr. CO.READA. You see, for instance, I know that in the pastRead Sta'rt children hasi benefited from other Federal programssuch as medicaid, EPSDT and the USDA food reimbursement, staffmoneys from othet sources such as CETA which is 16 percent ofstaff needs, handicapped services, and other social service pro-
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grams' contributions. But these are, among others, precisfely the
programs where the administration is cutting resources.

So I think that you should bear in mind; given tin?, fact that the
President has indicated he wants to protect Head Start, that you
do not shift some of the supportive responsibilities to agencies that
the President is not so willing to support at this time.

Well, Mr. Chairman, you Inve been verigenerous with the time
and I yield back my time, if any is left.

Mr. ANDREWS. I thought you were _doing very well. I didn't want
to interrupt you. [Applause.]

Did.you tave another comment?
Ms. HARDY. I just wanted to make one comment,.and that is that

your distinguished colleague from Michigan referred earlier to the
child and family resource program project. We had indicated that
we are continuing to fund that in fiscal year 1982.

-Mr. ANDREWS. Very good.
Let me ask this additional question:Dh page 2 of the draft before

us, special staff participatton in the development of the paper is
limited to Federal and regional officials of ACYF, OHDS, and HHS.
Was there any involvement outside of the Department of Health
and Human Resources? Specifically, was there any involvement
whatsoever -from the Office of Management and Budget? If so,
please describe that.

Ms. HARDY. In terms of the development of this specific paper?
No, sir. There were discussions with a lot of people from the com-
munity, plus staff participation, and I am sure many of my staff
have had conversations with others who are involved with children
services throughout the Government. But, there was rio formal dis-
cussion with OMB. However, the paper has been circulated widely,
inside and outside of-the Government.

Mr. ANDREWS. As noted nn'pages 4, 7, $, and 9 of the draft, the
administration seems to have presumed an appropriation figure of
$832 million for fiscal year 1982. As you are aware, the actual ap-
propriation, or at least the amount in the continuing resolution, is
$912 million rather than the $832 million. Isn't this amount
enough to allow, us to maintain the enrollment and maintain qual-
ity for fiscal year 1982 without taking the risk implied by the
changes proposed?

The administration itselr states on page 36 of the report that
these approaches are, "somewhat novel."

Mr. HoDGEs. Mr. Chairman, that is correct. These funds are ade-
quate to maintain quality and to niaintain ,enrollnient. The con-
cerns at this point, particularly regarding those children receiving
only summer Head Start and those receiving no seryices, is to
make available to them the same quality services ParticularlY that
those receiving 8 months are getting, and to do it within the con-
strpints of the present budget.

I think this is where the best minds of all of us are required to
come up with the kinds of adjustments that can make Head Start
services available., to those young children who are getting only 3
months services to get 8 months, and for those that might not be
getting any, we can include a few more of those. But, very definite-
ly, the quality and quantity need not be limited and we do not see
that it will be.
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,Mr, ANDREWS. That is the same view we have and, yet, I stilldon't see how you reconcile that with the fact th apparently the'administration sought only $832 million of the $91 million.Ms. HARDY. No, sir. The paper was put togethei during the firstpart of the first continuing resolution. So there were possibili-ties---

Mr. ANDREWS. Bill wasn't it based on the assumption that theadministration was seeking only the $832 million?
Ms. HARDY. Yes, sir. Yes. I am.trying to think of the timing.Mr. ANDREWS.-That was a correct assumption, was it not?Ms. HARDY. I think it was a correct assumption at that particu-lar point, day, in time. Things have changed since then.Mr. ANDREWS. Well, I am not aware that th e. administration everchanged its position with respect to requesting the $832 millionrather than the $912 million.

iIn other words, if I understand it, both of you are saying that itis the position of the administration that you want to maintainquality and maintain at least the enrollment we had. Now, to dothat, I take it that you agree that you need the $912 million. I amfrying to reconcile that statement on behalf of the administrationwith the fact, as I understand it, that the administration, at thetime the report was drafted; was supporting only the $832 millionappropriation level. There seems to be--
Ms. HARDY. Mr. Chairman, I believe when we were drafting this,this was just after the President was asking for a 10-percent or 12-percent cut across the board for all programsthe end of Septem-ber. That was what our assumption was based onthat was goingthrough the processand we needed to move this out and getpeople to respond to it and move it through the system. So thatwas where the $832 million came from.
Mr. ANDREWS. Well, the administration's request, budget-wise,remained that, did it not?
MS. HARDY. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. And the addition was made in the Appropriations

Committee without the support of the administration; is that notcorrect?
Ms. HARDY. I would have toI think so.Mr. ANDREWS. On page 11, the paper states that there is a greatrange of per-child cost, both from State to State, and even withinStates. It gives an example of North Carolina, where the per-childcost ranges from $1,400 one place to $2,230 another.
Couldn't one factor influencing higher per-child cost be thatsome States provide, or some areas of States provide, higher sala-ries for their staffs and teachers? If you force them to reduce theircost to 125 percent of the State or regional average, aren't yougoing to cause these grantees to either cut salaries or cut teachers?Ms. HARDY. I think there is a disparity throughout this countryin terms of costs of Head Start. We certainly do not want to do anyof what you just suggeSted, cut staff or cut children or whatever.What we are trying to get at is, maybe there are moderate costprograms that are doing a very good jO.b and how can we replicatethose and bring the high-cost ones down? It is obviously more ex-pensive in some of the cities or in the State of Alaska to run aHead Start program than it is someplace else. We want to acknowl-
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edge those differences. But we also feel that there may be some
cost-per-child or cost-per-gfantee kinds of economies that we can
effect and look at and assist the grantee in better management so
that we can, bring those costs down to a more moderate level.

But we want to recognize the disparities or the differences in dif-
ferent parts of States and regions.

Mr. ANDREWS. Wit:, regard to the 125 fiercent of State or region-
al averages, did you ascertain that that percentage would be ade-
quate, to the end that there are no places where thal would cause
either reduction in personnel or teachers or otherwise?

Mr. HODGES. As we loOked at that, there never was any proposal
or any interest in seeing any reduction of teachers or any reduc-
tion in the pay of teachers. We feel that we have found no place
where our teachers are overpaid. In most places, they ere under-
paid, if there is any problem with pay. So there has never been any
thought that there should be a reduction of teachers or a reduction
in the pay of teachers; rather we want to look at the various possi-
bilities for holding costs down.

We would want to make comparisons, In some States, you could
not make an adequate comparison within the State. The area
might be verY much different from other places within that State.
So it might be more reasonable to make comparisons with other
areas that have more ecimomic similarities and conditions that
would warrant that kind of a pay structure.

So, in this particular proposal, provision -vould be made to pro-
tect numbers of teachers, to protect pay of teachers, but to explore
and to look at other ways to keep costs down that -aight make it
possible to keep enrollment up.

Mr. ANDREWS. I believe you state somewhere in the report, the
average salary of teachers is about $7,000. That is quite low, isn't
it? While I would agree with everything you say, I still don't know
how .you relate that to the figure of 125 percent. How do you?

Ms. HARDY. The 125 percent is not something that is cast in con-
crete. I think it is illustrative of a concept of taking over x percent,
it could be 50, 40: whatever it should be over 100 percent. And I
think if we are going to go in this direction, we need to go back and
make sure that that percentage is accurate and fair. Maybe region-
al comparisons could be made.

Mr. ANDREWS. I would suggest that that figure quite possibly is
not high enough. I Nould ask you to review and determine in actu-
ality rather than just in concept, in actual dollars whether that is
going to enable the salaries to remain at least as high as they are;
and whether the number of teachers can remain stable; and wheth-
er the teacher-pupil ratio can remain at least as favorable as it
now is.

I can't say that it isn't adequate, but I question that figure.
Unless you can offer us some evidence to support how you arrived
at the figure of 125 percent, I would certainly suggest that you
review it and, at some point, be able to assure us that your final
figure is in fact adequate in amount to accomplish what you just
said.

Mr. HODGES. We will do that. At the same time, that 125 percent
was intended only as a flag to say, "Look at the cost of those that
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are more than 125 parcent." So, very definitely, we will followthrough with that recommendation.
Mr. ANDREWS. So your intention is not to mandate whatever

figure you place here, be it 125 or otherwise. Are you simply sayingthat, if the cost exceeds that, you would-take ihat as an indicationthat some minute examination of the cost of that particular pro-gram should be conducted rather than limiting funds to thatfigure?
Mr. HODGES. You are correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. With that I have no argument. It seems to eyeedcost.
On page 12, the paper presents a 'plan to consolidate small grant-ees which are "geographically proximate." Wouldn't that result inlarger child-to-teacher ratios? Might not this also encourage class-room overcrowding? Wouldn't this contradict goals to increasequality listed on page 20?
Ms. HARDY. We have had quite a lot of discussion, Mr. Chairman,' about consolidation of small grantees. We feel that might be possi-ble to do in some areas, but I think it would be diffidult in a largerural area, for example.
Mr. ANDREWS. Transportation costs is one.Ms. HARDY. Exactly. That would not be cost effective.But if we have two or three small grantees in one area, I thinkwe could look at some of the possible economies of scale that couldbe gut together and how we can make that whole group more effec-tive. We would certainly not want to decrease staff, or increase thechild-to-staff ratio.
Mr. ANDREWS. That seems to me to be reasonable. I think con-solidation would be cost effective and promote quality in certain in-stances, -But, again, I don't think, as I believe you would agree, that

to overemphasize the effort to consolidate wouid be wise. I hopeyou are going to look at them one at a time rather than just
coming up with some policy that is applicable to all.Ms. HARDY: I would hope that we would have conversations withthose particular Head Start grantees and say, "Listen, we havefour of you 1,tere in this geographic area. Can we encourage you tomerge and donsolidate, and how can we be of assistance to you?"Mr. HonGis. We would be sensitiye to their community needsand to their organizational structures, to boards that are in placeand corporations. The total picture would be a part of our processto look at and examine and to be sensitive and responsive to the'needs.of the local area.

Mr. ANDREWS. Very well.
On page 17, your paper states that you intend to reemphasize ex-isting policy on Head Start resources as the "dollar of last rebort."What is-the source of this existing policy? Is it stated anywhere inthe law or its legislative history? How long has this policy been ineffect, and exactly what have you done as a result of this policy?Mr. HODGES. Could you repeat the page on that?Mr. ANDREWS. It is on page 17 of your-report.

There are several questions in that. Let me send the question inwriting down to you so that you will have a fair opportunity tofollow it.
Mr. HonGEs...We appreciate that.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Frankly, we are trying, among other things, to get
you on record as-to what some of this means, and I don't want to
do so-unfairly. I think yvith regard to all the questions henceforth,
we would like to hand to you in writing so you can see exactly
what we are asking you to answer.

Ms. HARDY. I appreciate that.
Mr. ANDREWS. May I say this: I have 12 of these questions. I am,

going to submit all of them ,to you in .writing. If, after today, you
want to, sui3plement your response to these questions in any way,
we will leave this record open. We are not trying to be tricky about
it. We want to work with you. It is our responsibility, as well as
yours, to work with you to try to see that we maintain the quality
and quantity of which you speak.

So if you will read that particular question and respond to it.
Ms. HARDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ,
It is my understanding that, in terms of the "dollar of last

resort", the Head Starelaw specifically encourages us to try not to
duplicate services. And I think the existing policy guidance that we
have talks abouti"dollar of last resort". So we are encouraging-the
grantees to make use of as many services in the community that
can. provide additional services to those children, to insure that the
direct services, the social services, medicaid, and EPSDT that yoUr
colleague was talking about, that those services are provided and
that they go to that source for those services.

Mr. ANDREWS. That is fine. But if you Swill, reread the question
now. Specifically, what is the source of this existing policy? Could
you tell me that explicitly? Is it in the law or is it in the legislative
hisfory, or did sorheone over there come up With it?

MS. HARDY. I would have to look back. It is my understanding
'that it is in'our policy guidance to the grantees and ihat it is a
departmental interpretation of the law.

Mr. HODGES. We will identify it specifically, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. HARDY. I do not have the page, whatever it is.
Mr. ANDREWS. Well, that iS fair.
I am partly referring, as you well know, back to the question Mr.

Corrada asked. A lot of these resources you seem to rely on have
been and are threatened to have ever reduced resources, CETA,
medicaid, and the others, from which you have been drawing sup-
port. Those supports are becoming less and less, b-udget after
bUdget. I 'don't see, without increasing your resources, how you can
maintain, as you say you intend to do, both the quality and quanti-
ty of outreach of these programs, in view of the cuts that are being
requested elsewhere.

It seems to me that 'this "dollar of last resort should l;e inter-
preted not just as the funds within your program, but the funds
that are in the community where each particular program is at-
tempting to function. That is to say ,the combineld resources that
are available.

On page 21, the paper talks 'about "performance indicators." I
am attempting to emphasize the wiiir"iiidiEle." How do these
compare with performance Aandards? Why is there no mention in
the paper of performance standards? What fire your plans with
regard to performance standardsstandards as opposed to indica-
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tors? We have dealt with performance standard's, I think, since theprogram was conceived, as the Chairman says, in 1964.
Somebody has apparently, intentionally,avoided -that -term inthis-particular paper and has substituted 'performance indicators";_am I correct in that? If so, why have you done that?
Ms. HARDY. No, it doesn't sound accurate. Let me see if I can-getthis straight. The performance standards are the ones that are inthe regulations. There are more than 100 performance standards

which-Head Start grantees operate by, having to'do with nutrition,
delivery of services, lunches and everything else.

Performance indicators are really internal departmental indica-
tors, both within the Head Start program, within the Administra-tion for Children Youth and ramifies, within the whole Health andHuman Services area. These performance indicators have to dowith the number of children, for exaniple, who have received im-inunizations. We set performance targets for all of our staff and
our grantees, for example, of having 90 percent of our children atHead-Start immunized.

They are measured quarterly as a management tool for us to seehow well we are doing. If we come up with only 5 percent of ourHead Start children being immunized, we both, Mr. Hodges and I,certainly know that there is something wrong.
So I see those as indicators of management performance.
Mr. HODGES. These indicators help us to see how well we aredoing with the standards.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, you ,don't see those as contradic-tory. You see indicators as being something like a thermometer,whereby you measure whether you are meeting the 'standards. Itisn't intended to replace standards.
Ms. HARDY. No, sir, not at all.
Mr. HODGES. That is correct.
Ms. HARDY. As a management tool, right.
Mr. ANDREWt. It is still odd, though. I can't say. The staff tellsme that the words "performance standards" are eliminated for thefirst time from this total document, that there is no phrase "per-formance standards" in the document at all.

x Mr. HODGES. Apparently--
Mr. ANDREWS. What you are saying orally is that performance

indicators are a means by which you seek to determine if your per-formance standards are being met.
Ms. HARDY. That is correct. Performance standards are in theregulations. This is not discussing a lot ofthese are more manage-ment kinds of things.
Mr. HODGES. What is included in the strategy paper, for the mostpart, considerations for change. There is no thought of consider-ations for change in the standards. Therefore, there is no mentionof the standards here.
Mr. ANDREWS. Would you considerif there is any redraftingwould you consider placing into your revised or final draft what-ever you may say about indicators, and that such ascertainment ofperformance indicators are for the purpose of determining whetherthe performance regulations or standards in your overall policy arebeing implied, to the end that they will comply? Would you reiter-ate, in other words, in your draft, that the intent of making these
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ascertainments from time to time are for the purpose of assuring
, that yOur performance, as set forth in your regulations, are in fact

being met?
rthink that would offer a lot of us the same reassurlince you are,

giving us orally.
MS. HARDY. OK.
Mr. HonGEs. That would serve t6 clarify.
MS. HARDY. We wduld be glad to do-that
Mr. ANDREWS. A better way to put it is as a matter of clarifica-

tionjilt so we will have it in writing. We don't necessarily have
to have it in concrete, but we would like to have it-somewhere.

Gordon, do you have a copy of number 10?
This-one, as you see, is rather lengthy, so let me get it in your

hands.before I start reading, Fnallfaiieness.
On page 26, with regard to training and technical assistance, the

paper reports that you plan to move away from contracts toward
grants and cooperative agreements to get more flexibility. The
paper says that contracts are more expensive, and that Federal
contract procurement is very lengthy and burdensome.

But didn't we make the move to contracts away from grants
some years ago because they, that is the contracts, provide more
legal recourses for the Government to recover funds if work is not
performed? Don't Federal contract procedures provide the best as-
surance that quality work is done for the most competitive peice?
Don't contracts provide more protection against "sweetheaft ar-
rangements" than grants or agreements? Does this suggestion
apply only to training and technical assistance, or do you intend to
implement this- throughout OHDS?

Ms. HARDY. I think this section has to do with restructuring the
training and technical assistance system and how we would suggest
doing that. The system, we believe, currently is too federally direct-
ed and too controlled through contracts, which are a very control-
ling mechanism. Furthermore, we don't think they are as respon-
sive as they should be, 6ecause we are talking about nationwide
contractofs to locally determine needs for technical assistance.

We are looking at ways in which we can provide technical assist-
ance, either directly by grantees if they want to gurchase their
own technical assistance, or if we want to have multiple technical
assistance staff people at some kind of a local level. There are all
sorts of options.

So I think it is more a question of restructuring the technical as-
sistance 'than a question of getting into grants versus contracts.
Grants and cooperative agreements are more flexible, but that is
not the issue here. Our issue is really moving from a national con-
tractor, one or two national contractors serving the whole NatiOn,
to more locally provided training and technical assistance.

Mr. ANDREWS. But you can have other contractors other than na-
tionallyi. You can make a contract anywhere you can make a grant.
It is jut,c, a matter of choosing between the two. You can contract
for thelservices in one community.

Ms. HARDY. Correct. But the training and technical assistance
that we have currently are provided under national contracts. And
the issue is here whether we should move from a nationally based
instrument to more locally based instruments. Those could lie con-
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tracts between thelocal Head Start grantee and a technical assist-ance person.
I have nO problem with° having contracts. I think contracts are avery good instrument and protect the Federal Governnient.
Mr.,H000Es. On this, Mr. Chairman, what we have had is a mixof some grants and a larger number of contracts. The suggestionhere is to change this, not to go all grants just as we were not allcontracts, but to change that balance so that there will be moregrants-as compared to our current mix_of grants and contracts. ,One of problems is that, once you start a contract and a localagency decides they need something slightly different, it becomesextremely difficult and time consuming to make an adjustment to. that contract, whereas, it would be.easier to have flexibility with agrant. The purpose and the suggestion here is not to do away withthe contracts, but to change that mix to some extent where we willbe using pore grants than we have been using in the past to pro-vide more flexibility and opportunities to adjust to changing needsas we move through the 'contract period.But I think there is a very definite need to ,protect ourselves'when there are grants used, providing the kinds of protection thatwe normally see in a contract. Lthink our current system does pro-tect already against sweetheart grants. It is an involved processalso which has protection and involvement of many persons beforea 'decision is made.

Mr. ANDREWS. I wouldn't presume to suggest that I or anyonecould sit here and dictate the answer to that dilemma. I think youdo get more flexibility. You can make changes in the process betterin a grant situation than you can in a contract situation. I agreewith you as to that.
On the other*hand, I would admonish you to realize that thissometimes isitypical of the new coach, or the new anybody. Thisroute has been traveled over the years: There has been this argu-ment: flexibility, yes, is better with the grant; but it was deter-mined some years ago, after years of debate and examinationtheGSA and others participated in that. Vety extensive examinationindicated that, yes, there ,was more flexibility in grants, but not asmuch assurance of quality and not as much assurance of retainingthat cost that was initially agreed ulion. In the grant, the costs arenot held by a contract, hence, they tend to float up, and qualitytelds to float down. That is the flexibility that frequently results.I don't think that I or anyone would want to try to mandate in alaw what you use in a given situation. I think you can best makethat deterinination. But I just admonish you, as you seem to leanmore to the grants, to realize that your predecessors over a longperiod of time with the help of a lot of good people caused us to benow in 'this ratio of more contracts to grants. I wouldn't just pre-cipitously, in order to get more flexibility, make drastic changes inthat.

Again, I .don't think you should be limited. That probably iswithin your discretion. But just be careful.
Mr. HODGES. We shall.
Mr. ANDP.EWS. I see Mr. Williams has joined us, and Mr. BillGoodling. I am taking too much time. We also have Mr. GeorgeMiller of California.
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Let me cease asking these questions and defer instead to whoever
arrived first among the three. Who was it?

Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am delighted that

you looked up. --

Ms. Hardy, in ,the wxiting of the paper, directions for the next 3

years, you obviously wanted to receive as much staff participatidn
and, I assume, public comment, as you could. Can you tell us about
that parti4ation and comment? I would be in knowing
generally the quality and quantity of thelSoklic's rticipation and
comments.

Ms. HARDY. We received over 3,000 comments from peOple
throughout the country. We have also had the opportunity to meet
with congressional staff, and we have also met with Head Start as-
sociation people, many of the Head Start grantees, many of the
parent child center perspns, the whole range of other constituents
who were involved in this issue.

We circulated the paper beginning the end of October and in
early November, so that it has been out for over 3 months, and we
feel,that we have received a lot of good reaction and many com-
ments, 'some positive, some negative. .We are in the process of
weighing all of those.

Much of my presentation earlier was intended to lay out the pros
and cons of the kinds of things that we have received in many of
these areas.

Mi. WILLIAMS. You have had ample time to analyze the com-
ments?

Ms. HARDY. We are in the process of doing that. We feel that we
started getting comments v ay before Christmas. We are in the
process of doing that and ccntinuing our dialog with you all. Then
we see moving forward to mak:: some of these decisions.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Did you accept the comments on a regional basis

from across the country?
Ms. HARDY. No; many of the comments were directed to our re-

gional offices, but they were forwarded to Washington. Most of the
comments came directly into Washington.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Did you have a good section of comments from
across the entire Nation?
*Ms. HArtny. Yes.

Mr. HODGES. Every State, and it appears tilt almost every city,
is represented in the comments,that came in.

Mr. WILLIAMS. With regard taithe question of the continuation of
Head Startand I understand that there is a commitment to con-
tinue itbut with regard to that question, how were the comments,
pro or con? s

Ms. HARDY. I think there is great support throughout the .coun-
try, especially from people who are interested in child develop-
ment, that Head Start is an excellent program and should definite-
ly be continued..That is the administration's position as well.

Mr. WILLIAMS. On page 9 of the paper, I note that there is a
planned elimination of the summer programs. Did the public com-
ment about the summer programs?

Ms. HARDY. Yes, they did comment about the summer-only pro-
grams, and about 15 percent of our programs are currently
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summer-only programs. Many of the comments expressed the beliefthat that is really too short a time to have an impact such as HeadStart can have over an 8-month,period.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I guess that leads me to ask whether there is anyempirical evidence that veould-indicate that an '8-month Head Startis moi-e advantageous to a child than a-full-year Head Start? I notethat on -the next page of the report there is the indication thatthere are plans to restrict Head Start programs by 4 full months.Mr. HODGES. We have looked at our Head Start programs acrossthe country and the kinds of things they are doing for children.Heads Start initially started as a summer program. We saw immedi-ately that there wo- a significant difference when we began chang-ing to 8 months, and that this difference made the difference thatwas needed for these children who otherwise would have been-be-----ginning school behind their peers, agewise. We have discoveredthat 8-month prograrhs are adequate and more than adequate, to ,produce the kinds of results we seekand they are producing out-standing results.

When we look at the need to serve those children who are get-ting ozily 3 months, the questiori arises: How can we give them 8months? When we look at the need to serve the hundreds of thou-% sands of others who are Head Start-eligible and ne9d such servicesand are not getting any, the question is: How can we give 8 moniihsto those children?
We realize at thi§ point in time we cannot serve them all. Butthere is strong intefest in the community"th the Head Start com-munitythose that are not receiving these kinds nf servicesthereis a strong interest in providing at least 8-month services to thosewho are eligible.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I will accept the contention that 8 rnotiths arebetter than 3. However, I am wondering if you have evidence aboutthe number of children for whom it is 3 months or . nothing. Inother wor.ds, if you close the summer program, you have closedthem out of Head Start.
Mr. HODGES. We would be opposed to that, Mr. Congressman.Mr.'WILLIAms. Do you have evidence that that in fact will or willnot happen, when you close, as you intend to do, the summer pro-gram?
Ms, HARDY. Well, we have 8,500 children in the Head Startsummer programs. What the Commissioner is saying is that if wego ahead with this, we are going to be working with phasing thosechildren into a total,8-month program.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Have you examined the percentage of the 8,500who, because of family conditions or whatever, cannot transfer intoan 8-month program, can only have the 3 months Head Start expe-rience?
Mr. HODGES. We are not aware of numbers of parents that wouldhave that kind of problem. We have looked to see if there are com-munities where there is no 8-month program. If there are commu-nities where the only program they have is a summer program andwhere they do not have facilities or an ability to go 8 months, thosechildren, should this be a blanket decision, would then be out ofHead Start. And we are concerned that this not happen in those
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communities. So there is a concern that children who are receiving
3 months are not denied their 8 months.
0 Mr. WILLIAMS. I am pleased to hear and not surprised to hear
that that is your concern.

Now, let me follow up then on another questionthat I asked Do
we, have empirical eyidence that an 8-month experience is better
thab a 12-month experience?

Mr. HODGES. No, we do not.
Mr. WILLIAMS. On what basis are we going then from 12 months

to 8?
Mr. HODGES. That particular recommeridation is strictly on the

basis that 8 months is adequate and more than adequate,. Those
programs that are providing 8 months are providing those children
with what they need to have at Head Start. That reduction wduld
be based, not on an improvement of the program, hut only to make
Head Start available to more of those who are now getting only 3
mouths and those who are not getting any. That would be the only
benefit, to give more to those who are getting less.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I found your preVious answer more logical and
rationalthat is with regard to the summdr programthan this
latter answer. It seems to me that we might have the tail wagging
the dog in this situation. We have got to balance the budget and we
are trying to find ways to it and we are taking a look at Head Start
and said, 'Gee, the children that go for 8 months really get a'good
experience here. Therefore,. we shall cut 4 months Out of the na-
tional Head Start program and everyone shall go 8 months."

I wouldn't want 'to do that unless we had evidence that that 12-
month experience was indeed not better than an 8-month experi-
ence. If you don't have that evidence, then I don't understand the
Basis under which you ate making that cut. [Applause]

Mr. HOMES. The evidence is that 8 months is better than 3
months.

Mr. WILLIAMS. But is it better than 12?
7 Mr. HODGES. No, no,'it isn't; 12 months is-better.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Than why are you cutting it back?
MS. HARDY...We have 15 percent of our programs that are at 12

nionths. We have 85 percent of our programs that are at 8 months.
We believe that we can serve more children for 8 months instead of
zero, no months, for 80 percent of the eligible children for this pro-
gram. We are trying to increase the number of people who are in
Head Start.

.

I think one of the discussions that we have had is this is one of
the ways, this is an option avail le to us.

Mr. BODGES. We would love to erye all of them 12 months, Con-
gressman. And we Nree with you or that kind of need. The prob-
lem only comes that we cannot do For some, we can only give 3
months presently, and some, none.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Why can't We do it?
Mr. HODGES. We don't have the funds.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think I have gone

over my time. I appreciate the generosity.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Miller, could you let Mr. Goodling ak his

questiohs?
Mr. MILLER. Sure, he was here before me.
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Mr. ANDREWS. All right. Let us call on Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. Since this is not my subcommittee, I really don'thave any questions, just a couple comments. This is a programwhich often runs on a pretty rocky road. It took a while until itbecame properly organized. Since it has, it has become publicly oneof, two of the most important programsmaybe the only two ineducation that we really have done very much good about. Thesetwo would be Head Start and title I.

Did I hear you sayas I said, this is not my subcommitteeweare now only serving 20 percent of the eligible youngsters?
MS. HARDY. Yes, sir.
Mr. GOODLING. SO, what gou are trying to do is find some way totake the money that the Congress has given you to cover moreyoungsters?
MS. HARDY. Yes, sir.

*Mr. GOODLING. Having been an educator for a long time, I know'that educators, more than anyone else, get very upset when any-body makes any changes. We are subject not to want to change.But I certainly hope that we can find some way to do much betterthan a 20 percent coverage because, as I indicated, we are just be-ginningin some of my areas, for instanceto find out how impor-tant Head Start and title I have been. As the youngsters get intoseventh, eighth and ninth grade, we see the patterns of otherbrothers and sisters who had gone through school earlier,We didn't have a Head start program when I was in the schooldistricts, so I had to use my title I money in order to run the Head ,Start program. We did that and now we are seeing how it paid off.So, I would'say just scrutinize the budget and make sure themoney -is getting to the yeungsters and not too much for travel, in-service, or visitation, or something of that nature. But that wemist concentrate our efforts. I will be anxious to see what recom-mendations you have and how the subcommittee, when they-comebefore full ,committee, reacts to your recommendations. It has de-veloped into an outstanding program for an awful lot of youngstersthat otherwise would not have had very much of a chance by thetime they reached the firskgrade.
Ms. HARDY. That is vpry trde and we are very committed to theprogram.

, Mr. GOODLING. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS.1* am not too good' at dates, but I might just saythat Lremember when I first started working with Head Start leg-' islationI don't know what year that was exactlysomething.like5 years agowe were striving hard to get it up to 15 percent, toserve 15 percent of the eligible children. That represents, percent-agewise, an increase of mere than a third. We ham increased byfrmore than 33 percent the number of children being reached, byHead Start. in I believe less than 5 years.

Does anybody remember? About the time I became chairman ofthis subcommittee, we were serving less than 15 percent and trfinghard to get to 15 percent.
Mr. GOODLING: I would imagine that other school districts are, doing, as we did,. using some Of our title I money to try to do someof the things that the Head Start people are doing.
Mr. ANDREWS. I hope so.
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Mr. GOODLING. In our area, we didn't have any choice.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Miller.
Mr. Mum Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Hardy, I would like to follow up on what Mr. Williams asked

with respect to the 8 months versus the year. That is, I am still
confused somewhat how you made the determination that 8
months is in fact sufficient.

Ms. HARDY. We have had a lot of research that has taken place
over the last 15 years of Head Start. It is my understanding that
more extensive experience than when the summer program, when
Head Start first started, is needed in order to give a child g good
Head Start experience.

I suppose that I could go back to the researCh and decide Wheth-
er it is 8.1 or 9.2 months that is better, but we have settled on 8
months, and I am sure there is data that supports a good; total pro-
gram for 8 months. We also have to remember that it has been ef-
fective for 85 percent of our children in the Head Start program.
They are running on an 8-month program. That is suitable to their
community and they have been successful in doing that.

Mr. MILLER. I understand that. But I still don't quite understand
what it is in that research that led you to the 8-month figure. Did
that research compare children who went through a 12-month pro-
gram with an 8-month program?

Mr. HonaFs. Mi. Miller, that research basically indicated that 8
months was far superior to 3. It would probably alKo indicate that
12 months is superior to 8.

Our problem is, if we had children that needed coats and we
could give coats and sweaters to some, should we give coats to all
or coats and sweaters to some? And this is an issue that has not
been decided yet, but one that we are studying.

Mr. MILLER. What cuncerns me is whether or not the coat yot
then give them keeps them from freezing to death. [Applause.]

You are talking about a policy change that is important. Ant
unless I know what the difference is between 8 and 12, it is no
terribly important for me to know that'Us better than 3 becaus'
nobody is talking about cutting it back to 3. What is important fc
me to know is what is the increment of benefit between 8 and 1

I am just simply asking whether or not there have been cor
parative studies between -Children who participated for .12 montl
and children who, participated for 8 months. That is an importa
factor to know when you are considering the change.

Ms. HARDY. We can go back, Congressman, to the research, an(
am sure with all of the research that has been done on.Head Sta
there may be some ,that would answer that specific question
think our premise at the moment is that we have 85 percent of
children for whom we are not suggesting change. We also h:
sz)tne programs' that---

Mr. MILLER. But if there is a difference in performance levels
is pretty hard to carry the.precepts of the paper if, in fact, ther
a significant difference between 8 and 12 m9nths. It is pretty I,

to say that we are going to improve the overall'quality if whai
are really doing is bringing it down to a lower common denom
tor. That would be my concern.
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I don't want to be antagonistic, but I am just very impressed by
evidence as opposed to statements. j want to know if there is some-thing to back that statement up.

Then I would like to know whether or not o u are.talking about
running a year-round program for which you will only have 8-
months eligibiliV 'Per child? Or are you talking about a programthat starts in September and runs until,June?

Ms. HARDY. We are talking about a program that runs Septem-
ber until June, as 85 percent of our programs:currently run.

Mr. MILLER. OK. Let me ask you this: In the consideration of
that evidence, it seems to me that, from time to time, we have been
presented with evidenceand I don't know whether it is with re-spect'to Head Start children, but I think there 'are some indicationswith title I students and perhaps Head Start studentsthat there \is a backsliding during the summer months. We have had various
pilot programs to try to deal with the problem of backsliding,after
you have given concentrated services to children.

L guess one of my concerns would be that, if we are going to---create a so-called summer-months gap here, whether or not-there
would be slippage over the 3 mOnths from the time the child com-pleted Head Start and entered regular school. I think that is a veryimportant factor. If we are going to invest a very substantial
amount of money and then we lose those gains, that would also be
of concern to thiS committee. It seems to me, if my recollection is
at all correct, that that has been the situation with special popula-tions; that there is in fact a slide back.

Do you know if you have looked at that in relation to 8- versus12-month programs?
Mr. HODGES. That is an issue, and that is one reason that it is anissue. There is slippage. As we look at our regular Head Start pro-gram, that 'ias been the basis for this. The regular program is 8months. The regular program has proven to be adequate for thoe

children and has made a great difference and those children aremoving ahead.
The 8-month concept is tied to the tradition of the regular school

year, and with'the entire school sy'stem, grades K through 12, thereis the same kinds of slippage. But what we have discovered is thatHead' Start has given such a great opportunity to those young
people who are in Head Start, that even with the slippage of the
summer months, they still have the head start that the program
was intended to give. The regular Head Start, which is an 8-mmith
program, has provided that kind of advancement.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I thank the gentleman for yielding.
Do we know where these Head Start programs are, these 15 per-cent that will receive a reduction of 4 months? And do we knowthe condition of the children who attend those programs? Are af-fecting the poorest of the poor here? Who is it we are going toaffect?
Ms. HARDY. Mr. Williams, we would have to return to ymi with

specific places and sites. It affects agparently about 20 States that
are involved in this. It is not all 50 States.

Mr. WILLIAMS: I see.
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'a Well, if the gentleman will yield further, I think it is clears,
George; that the decision was made on the basis of dollars, not qiay
evidence, as, to whether 8 is better than 12. We are not even s,ure
Where these students are or what programs are goitig to be closed.

I don't mean to be harsh with the witnesses, because it is very
difficult to come here with all of the information in your head and
be able to answer every question. But I think we have heard
enough to know that-the budget is ruling this part of the safety
net.

Let me ask this question. How much money are we going to save
by'doing this?

Mr. HODGES. We wouldn't save any money. We are not after
saving money; we are after serving more children for a longer
period of time. The savings would be the saving of children Those
who are now receiving only 3 months would be receiving 8 months.
Basically, that is where the savings would be.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, George.
Mr. MILLER.. Why did those progiams that are 12 months elect to

go 12 months?" .
Mr. HODGES. 1 could not speak specifically to those individual

programs. They had the opportunity and there are advantages for
going for,.12 month's. As you have indicated, there is the avoidance
of slippage. That is a great advantage. I am certain that is probably
why s)-1 se did. .

Mr. MILLERS. Why couldn't we go to 12 months for everybody
then, if that iq such an advantage?

Mr. HoDGEs. It is a budgetary problem. We just don't have the
financial resources to do it.

Mr. MLLLER. I guess what bothers me is that this has been about
the tWrd or fourth time in this committee where we have been told
how Well a, prograni works, but it ir; going to be cut, and nobody
hasasputed "that, the program works. Nobody disputes how WIC
works. Me eviclence on title I is clear. But these budgetary deci-
,sions seem to roll along and, in fact, gobble up the programs in any
case.

Is don't exiiect you to respond, but that is whatis disturbing. And
here, it is very disturbing to see the same situation take place for a
program that many of us have believed for many years has worked;
the program that the Congress has refused to cut several times last
year when given the option, a program that is embraced by the
White blouse. If it is so damned successful, and so helpful to these
children, why don't we extend it? That is not yobr determination.

'That is an OMB. determination, But I just find it incredible that
you can stand before fhe public and say that here is a program
that helpS break the cycle of poverty, that is so all consuming at
the'White Hotise, but you are not going to let it work to its best
ability.4 just fitid that quite ainazing.

The other-thing that I find quite amazing is exactly how it is we
are going to-be able to maintain the standards and the delivery of
services, even if you,go to 8 months, when you consider the other
sexvicesand there was_somtt.talk.here about last resortyou con-
sider other services that are made available to Head Start pro-
grams that simply aren't gointo be there this year or ndxt year
How is that going to happen?

4,
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MS. HARDY. We received a $93 million increase in the last'budgetyear. We anticipate that many of those dollars will go to increasingstaff salaries and to reducing program size in the classroom. Andwe also think that many of those dollars will be used by the HeadStart grantees to perhaps supplement some of the services thatthey have not been able to avail theniselves of this year in theircommunity.
But I also think that there are other opportunities for reachingout through the volunteer programs that vet have gotten a lot ofsupport for, through other parts of ehe community working withHead Start.
Mr. MILLER. That $93 million is what, compared to inflation?How much of that is new money?
Ms. FIARDY. All of it is new money. It is new money, $81*8 millionlast year and $912 million this year.
Mr. MILLER. But we have to do as the Department of Defensedoes, we have to talk about subtracting inflation. Then we are talk-ing about real new dollars. Because some portion of that $93 mil-lionwhether it is 6 percent, 7 percent or 9 percentis going to begobbled up by inflation, right?

Ms. HARDY. Apparently we calculate about less than half of thatis for inflation.
Mr. ANDREWS, It is about an 11-percent increase.
Mr. MILLER. It is about an 11-percent increase, and inflation is 8percent right now; something like that.
I am also concerned with some calculation that Head Start haslost about 6,000 CETA employees. I just wonder how we are goingto make those up Are those all going to be foster grandparents?Ms. HARDY. I think there is a lot of good volunteer service thatcan be provided to the Head Start program.
Mr. MILLER. There probably is a lot of good volunteer servicethat could be provided But for kids who are in Head Start today, itnot there. There is not a replacement for the CETA worker that.vas terminated. I just wondered if thoseCETA workers wereviewed as a luxury They kind of attached themselves to the pro-gram but were nonessential. That doesn't appear to be the situa-tion in the district I represent.

What happens in the meantime, between now and the recruitingof the volunteers?
Mr. HODGES, As I have visited the mail-f-Head Start programsand I looked at their very serious problem, they havethe variousHead Start programshave utilized a number of different optionsthat happen to deal with that. It is a problem that theSr have hadto wrestle with locally with only a limited amount of technical as-sistance from our regional offices.
Parents have responded to a great extent to help to step in to fillsome of the slack But the problems that have been created by thatshortage have not been ignored. And as they are brought to our re-gional offices and to our offices. we are assisting wherever we can.At this point in time, this has not been a debilitating factOr in theHead Start program.

Mr. MILLER. Do you know what the increase is in parents volun-teering compared to the number of parents who already volun-teered before the cuts?
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Mr. HODGES. It diiTers with each center. I could not speak to that-

even as an average.
Mr. MILLER.- Then how do you know that paren ts have jumped in

in great numbers.
Mr. HODGES. This is only what they tell me when I visit the cen-

ters and ask how are they surviving these problems. They feel that
*they have pulled together because they have seen a serious prOb-

lem, and everybody wants to participate in solving the problem.
Mr. MILLER. -Well, the loss to Head Start of those CETA employ-

ees amounts to around $25 million or $27 million, according to the
figures I have. And the loss of the child care feeding program was
roughlyand correct me if I am wroug on thesewas toughly $10
million to the Head Start program. Medicaid, EPSD'I is roughly $2
million. Title XX wasI don't have a dollar amountbut it re-
ceived a substantial cut and is bn the block again this year.

You are in a situation, it 'seems to me, where there is no newt
money at all in this program, especially if that money goes to in-
creasing staff salariesand there is something else you mentioned

you were going to do.
Ms. HARDY. Reduction of classrobm size.
Mr. MILLER. Reduction of classroom size. I don't see how you are

going to accomplish reduction of classroom siZe because that indi-

cates you are going to have a lower teacher-pupil ratio. I don't see
where there is any new money for this program.

MS. HARDY. We calculate thatgiven inflation and given what

you have just saidwe calculate that there are new dollars availa-
ble for the program. But we also feel that the--

Mr. MILLER. Let, us go over the arithmetic again. You are pour.
ing dollars in the top in full view of the public, but you are letting
them pour out of the bottom. When you add it all up, at very best,

it is a wash, at very best. And already recognizing what you said
about the large numbers of children who don't get to participate in
this program who should, it sounds to me like this is a program
that is on the deCline.

Now you-add up the figures again your way and show me how

there are new dollars.
MS. HARDY. We can all do all sorts of arithmetic.
Mr. MILLER. You do it your way.
MS. HARDY. I understand that we have added about $60 million

in terms of the Head Start appropriation, and I consider that $60
million to be very important to the qualitative impfovement of the

Head Start program.
Mr. ANDREWS. George, I might say that it is money we added

here. The budget for 1981 was about $820 million. The administra-
tion request for 1982 was $832- million. That is about a 1.5-percent
increase. The increase from $832 million4to $912 million was mOde

through the appropriations process of the Congress.
Mr. MILLER. I think that that is exactly the point, Mr Chairman.

There is in fact a substantial erosion of resources that are dedi-

cated to Head Start all throughout the program, but they are not
clearly labeled as Head Start funds. So, ,.hat in fact you have is
Members of the Congress ahd the administration saying they are
all in support of Head Start and voting for a new appropriation,
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but there is a sieve in the..program-because-of the loss of Medicaid,ofutritioñ Piagrams, of.CETA workers, of title XX.In fact, the program is on the decline and this charade ought tostop. (Applause.)
The real reason it ought to stop is because there are very well-intentioned Members of Congress, and I suspect residents of theWhite House, who really believe the program is working and thatthey are supporting it. But there is a subterfuge going on there,they are being lied to. I don't know if OMB iss lying to the Presi-dent because they are not telling him the full impact of these othercuts on Head Start; or members of the appropriation committeesare being lied to; or whethel the Members of Congress, when theyvote for Head Start, think they are doing something.All they are doing is holding it level, at best. It is not newmoney. And the program is in fact op the decline. I think it is justthat simple.

You are welcome to add up the figures and make them availableto the committee to refute that point. But I think it is very clear,especially if this is coupled with the new cuts that are envisionedin the President's..budget proposals for this year, it is in fact muchworse than I have outlined right here. That is giving you the bestscenario: that nothing further happens to those supportive servicesthat have been made available to Head Start historically and, infact, have becomeat least from the testimony that I received inmy districtbecome a very crucial part of maintaining a qualityprogram.
I weluld also like to ask you about the performance standards.Apparently on that same vein you believe that these performancestandards which are, I believe, explicitly dictated by the languageof the statute, that they can all be maintained in this situation.That is the real test in terms of the language of Congress. It iswhether or not this rather unique program can be maintainedalong those standards and, in fact, if those standards can be main-tained.

Mr. HoDGEs. We have been assured that it can be by the pro-gram directors and staff persons involved, those right there on thecutting edge of the Head Start program. As they bring to us itemsthat we should look at, we are very ready for them to come becausethey are the ones with the responsibilities that we have to look tofor the kinds of impact of various activities that they are having ontheir programs. They have assured us that they can maintain thestandards.
Mr. MILLER. Is that what the program directors have been tellingyou?
Mr. HODGES. That is correct.
Mr. MILLER. Will you cite for the committee those communica-tions and those program directors?
Mr. HODGES. I could not. We could submit that if that is r equest-ed by the committee.
Mr: MILLER. That is very important, too. Again, that goes to theevidence that people on line are in fact telling you privately thatthe program is not going to sustain any damage and that they canhold together and it will function as well and the performancestandards can be maintainedor let us just limit it.to whether the
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-prformance-standards-ean -be maintained. If that is what they are
ing you, then we will obviously have to take a different look at

It.
It is very important to know who and how many of those pro-

gram directors are in fact imparting that information to you.
Mr. HODGES. These, particularly as I meet with Head Start asso-

ciations and we discuss, whether formally or informally, and they
present the kinds of programs, there is a strong confidence that
comes to me that they plan to continue to operate quality Head
Start programs.

Mr. *MILtER. Why-don't you come out to my district and talk to
them?

I think that it is very important that you be able to substantiate
that, claim to this committeethe claim made by Head Start
people that they can maintain those performance standards.

Mr. HODGES. I do not wish to lead you to believe that these have
been formal statements submitted, or even formal discussions. But
just in informal discussions as we talk about the programs, their
intentions are to continue to maintain quality programs.

Mr. MILLER. I am not comfortable reminding you of this, but this
committee operates on hard evidence, and either the hard evidence
is available tlit that It what they are saying, or the hard evidence
is not available. I cannot accept as hard evidence what you have
now reduced to informal discussions.

So eithyr that can be supplied for the committee or it cannot
Mr. HODGES. We could then, per your request, secure ha'rd evi-

dence. We could n'iove in that direction.
MT. MILLER. You see how many angels you can get on the head

of that pin, and that is what we want to see.
[The information referred to follows:1

HEAD START PEOORMANCE INDICATORS

193O cod of
year

1931 end of
year

Indicator
Percent children who have completed medical screening

80 83

Percent children receiviN needed medical treatment .
89 91

Percent children enrolled in inedicaid/EPSDi receiving.
Medical screening paid for by medicaid/EPSDT

80 83

Npeded medical treatment paid for by rnedcaidIEPSDT._ .
85 81

Dental exams paid for by rnedad/IPSD7.- - --
59 63

Needed dental treatment paid for by medicaid/EPSOT
82 83

Percent children who have completed dental exams
70 74

Percent children receiving needed dental treatment
90 88

Percent children immunized. . .
72 79

Percent staff with early chifdhood education degree or CDA credential 19 20

Average class size . . 19 18

Percent programs receiving USDA reimbursement& .
90 93

Percent famihemeterving needed saial services
75 97

Number of parent volunteers to number of enrolled children
64 .6F-r

Percent staff who are patents of current a lamer Head Start children 27 27

Percent handicapped children receiving special services._
93 95

Mr. MILLER. That also goes to the question as to whether, with
diminishing resources, this program will be in compliance with the

(30
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dictates of the Congress for the program. Apparently you are con-sidering changing the compliance nunlitoring process from onsitecomprehensive compliance reports to Federal stewardship, 'which Idon't understand from your statement. I\vould like you to describethat for me.
Ms. HARDY. I think I need some clarification, Congressman.Mr. MILLER. This is on page 26 where you outline that monitor-ing will no longer involve comprehensive on-site visitsThere- issome discussion of peer review. There is some discussion about theuse of consultants and contractors.I just wonder if you could outline this, because.I am not clear,,about exactly what you are doing in, terms of holding programs tothe compliance with the law.

Mr. HODGES. What I am reading here, this particular bottomparagraph, indicates that the proposal here is for regional staff, forFederal staff, to provIde this oversight, as opposed to the use ofcontractors and consultants. The oversight will be given and com-pliance reviews will be made, but by staff as opposed to contrac-tors.
Mr. MILLER. OK. Then over on page 34, it talks about compliancemonitoring and program assessment. It says that those regional of-flu% will no longer be required. Now that you have moved awayfrom the contractors, you move the obligation onto Federal staff. Itthen says on page 34, "The regional offices"I assume that meansFederal staff"will no longer be required to conduct full-scaleonsite compliance reviews of a fixed percentage of Head Start pro-grams annually. Further, we will no longer require onsite monitor-ing reviews to be comprehensive in scope.'

What is that going to do?
Ms. HARDY. We still make, and will icontinue to make, on-sitevisits. I think the thought here is that. we indy want to be nioreselective in dealing with problem a eas or problem programs. Weanticipate having that flexibility opposed to saying that just be-cause there is a schedule, if somqbody must be monitoredmaybethey have done an excellent job, hey have had good rapport withthe Federal staff and the region offices and are doing very wellwe can spend time of regionalf people on working with problemgrantees than on all grantees.

MrMILLER-.--Again7wharirt ce txrs't-iggesttha; that isgoing to be better or wiser or what have you?
Ms. HARDY. Well, I think it is a question of trying to assist thosegrantees who need more assistance than others.
Mr. MILLER. Is there any evidence to suggest that the ongoingcomprehensive reviews that are currently done or have been donein the past have also contributed to the maintenance of the qualityof programs currently run?
Ms. HARDY. Yes. We get to about 10 percent of the grantees eachyear. I would like to target those to make sure that those 10 per-cent that we go to are the ones who need more assistance.Mr. MILLER. The $2 million, is that what is budgeted for this cur-rent function?
Ms. HARDY. Well, there is $2 million in 'training and technical as-sistance, which is a little different than what we are talking about.-Mr. MILLER. That is not physically budgeted for compliance?
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111K--TI-A-kbV. No. The compliance reviews are a travel portion_
from our budget.

Mr. MILLER. So the $2 million is in technical assistance?
Ms-. HARDY. Training and technical assistance, yes, sir.
Mr. MILLER. For program. improvement, I assume.
MS. HARDY. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. Again, I would be very concerned that we know

what we are doing when we have a program that, by acclamation
apparently, people think is working,.,and is working partly because
it is subject to a review on a comprehensive basis to deliver the
extent to which the quality has been maintained. I don't know the
answer to that question, but I am concerned about it. Obviously, if

we have good programs and that Is Gne of the reasons that it has
been maintained, I. would hate to take away that reason if it is a
key factor.

Ms. HARDY. I also want to assure you that our staff in each of
the 10 regions who are working in the Head Start area are very
much in contact with all of the grantees in that region. So it is not
like just once every 3 years some person from the region calls up
and says, "I am going to come review you." There is a lot of inter-
relationship between the regional staff and the local grantees on
an ongoing basis.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Very well. We certainly appreciate both of you

coming here and submitting yourselves to some detailed questions
and perhaps, in some instances, some differences of opinion. We
look forward to the final draft of your proposals. If we can be of

any assistance to clarify the .queStions we have asked or the pur-
pose of them, please let us know.

Ms. HARDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very kindly.
I see that Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm' of New 'York has ar-

rived. I understand, Shirley that you bring a statement for us, we
hope of encouragement.

Mr. MILLER. Mr.'Chairman?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. I just wonder if, in fact; there has been considera-

tiori of, if you were to move to an 8-month program, if the 8
months should not be counted backward from September so there

is not a.3-month gap.
Mr. ANDREWS. Well, you are talking .only about 5-year-olds,

though. I don't underitand what you mean. That d)esn't apply to
the 3- and 4-year-olds.

Mr. MILLER. 1 am concerned about your decision to go to an 8-

month program, in light of documented evidence that there is slip-

page over those summer months before the child starts regular
school. And fr you are going to go to 8-month programs, whether or
not you ought to count back from September, so when the child is
done with Head Start, the child caa move immediately into school,
so there are not 3 months that the child has lost some portion of
the gain's we have made.

Mr. ANISREWS. Yes. Well, it would apply to the 5-year-olds, but

not to the 3- and 4-year olds, as I see it.
Mrs. Chisholm.
(Prepared StatementV1on. Shirley Chisholm followsj
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PREPARED
STATEMENT.OF-HON.-SHIRLEY-CIHSHOLKA'RtNIFSENTATIVE IN CONGRESS

FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

MR, CHAIRMAN, I APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY
BEFORE THIS COMMITTEE ON THE PROPOSED CHANGES TO HEAD START
AND OTHER CHILD DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMS, I WAS AN EARLY CHILDHOOD

DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST BEFORE ENTERING POLITICS SO THESE PROGRAMS
ARE OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO ME.

IN HIS ADDRESS TO THE JOINT SESSION OF CONGRESS ON FEBRUARY
18TH, THE PRESIDENT STATED THAT:

"THOSE tIHO, THROUGH NO FAULT OF THEIR OWN, MUST DEPEND
ON THE REST,OF US--THE

POVERTY STRICKEN, THE DISABLED,

THE'ELDERLY, ALL THOSE WITH TRUE NEED--CAN REST ASSURED
THAT THE SOCIAL SAFETY NET OF PROGRAMS THEY DEPEND ON
ARE EXEMPT FROM ANY CUTS."

CERTAINLY, THE NATION'S POOR CHILDREN SHOULD BEINCLUDED IN "THE
SOCIAL SAFETY NET" OF 'PROGRAMS

EXEMPT FROh ANY BUDGET REDUCTIONS,
PROJECT HEAD START, AND ITS ASSOCIATED RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION
EFFORTS, IS THE LARGEST CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM SUPPORTED BY
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

WHILE THE HEAD START PROGRM HASr

RECEIVED SUBSTANTIAL BUDGETARY SU1PORT, IN COMPARISON TO OTHER

SOCIAL PROGRAMS, WE SEE,SOME DIS1RUBING TRENDS IN THE PROPOSED

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES TO EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMS.

2Y-

I WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS SOME OF THE CHANGES WHICH APPEAR
IN THE DRAFT MEMO PREPARED BY THE ADMINISTRATION

FOR CHILDREN, YOUTH
AND FAMILIES WITH THE COMMITTEE TODAY, I BELIEVE_MANY OF THESE
CHANGES WOULD BE DETRIrLATAL

TO THE CHILDREN AND FAhILIES SERVED BY
EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMS.
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FIRST, THE CONVERSION OF PARENT AND CHILD CENTERS (PCC'S)

TO REGULAR HEAD STARJ PROGRAMS MOULD VIRTUALLY ELIMINATE COMM

HENSIVE DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES FOR PREGNANT WOMEN AND FAMILIES

WITH CHILDREN 3 YEARS OF AGE AND UNDER. ACYF ACKNOWLEDGES THAT

PCC'S SERVICES ARE "BENEFICIAL" BUT TOE PROGRAM IS GUILITY OF

NOT ADDRESSING THE PRIMARY HEAD START POPULATION OF THREE TO FIVE

YEAR OLDS. WHILE I AGREE WITH ACYF'S OBJECTIVE OF INCREASING

"ENROLLMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR LOW-INCONE CHILDREN IN THE 3 TO 5

YEAR AGE RANGE", I DO NOT BELIEVE THAT WE HAVE TO "ROB PETER

TO PAY PAUL" IN ORDER TO ACCOMPLISH THIS OBJECTIVE.

IN 1979, A GAO REPGRT ON EARLY CHILDHOOD AND FAMILY DEVELORMENT

PROGVAS FOUND THAT "MANY EARLY, CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT PROPONENTS

BELIEVE(D) THAT PRObRAMS NEENED) TO BEGI1 AT AN EARLIER AGEIHAN

3 OR 4 YEARS, WHICH IS WHEN HEAD START USUALLY ENROLLS A CHILD.

RESEARCH INDICATES THAT IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTAL PATTERNS ARE

IDENTIFIABLE IN CHILDREN AS EARLY AS AGE TWO. BY AGE THREE, THESE

, PATTERNS, WHICH ARE TOO FREQUENTLY NEGATIVE WITH LOW-INCOME CHILDREN,

ARE QUITE DEEPLY INGRAINED,

ACYF'S RECOMMEhDATION WOULD ALLOW PCC'S TO CONTINUE SERVICES

TO INFANTS AND TODDLERS "IF SUCH SERVICES CAN BE SUPPORTED

EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH OTHER (NON-HEAD START; RESOURCES". THIS OFFER

IS RELATIVELY MEANINGLESS SINCE STATE AND LOCAL PROGRAMS PROVIDING

COMPREHENSIVE EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES ARE LIMITED.

IN 1979, ONLY ONE STATE) MINNESOTA, hAD A PILOT PROGRAM II EARLY

CHILDHOOD AND FAMILY EDUCATION BUT NO STATE PROVIDED C6MPREHENSIVE

SERVICES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN EI1GM BIRTH THROUGH AGE

FOUR, FURTHER, MANY PCC'S HAVE INTEGRATED THE!R iNFANT AND TODDLER
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PROGRAMS WITH REGULAR HEAD START OPERATIONS. IT WOULD BE

TOTALLY DISRUPTIVE FOR THE COMMUNITIES AND THE CHILDREN SERVED

BY SUCH PROGRAMS TO LIMIT INFANT AND TODDLER PARTICIPATION BASED

UPON THE AVAILABILITY OF OUTSIDE FINANCIAL RESOURCES. WHERE

LOCAL CONDITIONS HAVE PROMOTED LINKAGES WITH PCC'S AND HEAD START,

THESE EFFORTS SHOULD CONTINUE TO BE SUPPORTED, IF WE ARE TRULY

INTERESTED IN "RETURNING PROGRAM
DECISION-MAKING TO THE LOCAL

LEVEL".

FINALLY, THE MEMO'S SUGGESTION THAT THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF

PCC'S AND CHILD AND FAMILY RESOURCE PROGRAMS (CFRP'S) CAN BE

USED IN A "TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER" TO A NEI DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM

MAKES LITTLE SENSE IF PCC'S AND CFRP'S ARE SUCCESSFUL UNDER THEIR

PRESENT STRUCTURE. IN THE RECONCILIATION PROCESS, THE CONGRESS

INCREASED THE HEAD STARTAUTHORIZATION FOR FY '82 10_1950AMILLION

AND OVER $1 BILLION FOR FY '33. 'MR. GARIN, IT JUST SEEMS MORE
LOGICAL FOR THE ADMINISTRATION TO ASK FOR THE mum APPROPRIATION
FOR HEAD STARLRATHER THAN ELIMINATING PCC'S TO CREATE MORE

HEAD START PROGRAMS, AFTER ALL, THESE AUTHORIZATION FIGURES ARE

REPUBLICAN NUMBERS, AND THE ADMINISTRATION SHOULD BE WILLING TO

WHOLEHEARTEDLY SUPPORT.ONE OF ITS SAFETY NET PROGRAMS. I WOULD

URGE THE COMMITTEE TO MAINTAIN ITS SUPPORT FOR PCC'S SO THAT no
INFANTS AND TODDLERS OF AMERICA'S POOR WILL HAVE A CliAm( TO DEVELOP

TO THEIR FULLEST POTENTIAL.

NEXT LET ME TURN TO S'OME OF THE
PROPOSED ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES

MICH I BELIEVE COULD NEGATIVELY AFFECT THE PRESENT OPERATIONS IN

HEAD START PROGRAMS.
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HEAD START HAS HAD AN IMPRESSIVE HISTORY, IN SOME AREAS

OF THE COUNTRY, FOR EXNIPLE, HEAD START IIAS THE CATALYST FOR

SOCIAL CHANGE AT A TIME WHEN OPPRESSION OF THE POOR, THE BLACK,

AND THE MINORITY FAMILY WAS A RULE, HEAD START PROVIDED POOR

PARENTS AND CHILDREN WITH A FORUM FOR LEARNING TOGETHER FOR THE

FIRST TIME, HEAD START HELPED POOR PARENTS UNDERSTAND NE4 WAYS

OF HAVING AN EFFECT ON THEIR CHILDREN'S EDUCATION. UNDERPRIVILEGED

CHILDREN WHO HAD PARTICIPATED IN THE PRESCHOOL HEAD START PROGRAM

HAVE BEEN SHOWN TO DO BETTER IN SCHOOL THAN THOSE_WHO HAD NOT

HAD THE ADVANTAGE OF HEAD START. FOR EXAMPLE, THE NEW JUNIOR

MIDDLEWEIGHT CHAnplon DAVEY MOORE, ACCORDING TO THE nEw YORK TIMES

SUCCESSFULLY ESCAPED A LIFETIME OF POVERTY IN THE BRONX THROUGH

HIS EARLY PARTICIPATION IN A HEAD START PROGRAM AT AGE 21/2. 4ITH

SUCH AN IMPRESSIVE RECORD ONE MUST LEGITIMATELY ASK: IAIY IS

ACYF TINKERING WITH HEAD START THROUGH ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES?

my OF THE MEMO'S RECOMMENDATIONS SEEM TO OPERATE AT CROSS-

PURPOSES:

--ON PAGE 8, THE MEMO STATES THAT HEAD START POLICY FOR FY

1982 WILL BE TO MAINTAIN ENROLLMENT AND QUALITY, PART OF

THE QUALITY ISSUE RELATES TO CLASSROOM OVERCROWDING AND THE

IMPROVEMENT-OF LOCAL STAFF SALARIES.

--YET ON PAGE 10, THE MEMO RECOMMENDS THAT A FULL YEAR PROGRAM

BE DEFINED AS 8 MONTHS AND 6 HOUR DAYS. SIUCE ONLY 20Z OF

THE CURRENT PROGRAMS ARE 8 HOUR PROGRAMS, IT IS DUESTIONALBE

WHETHER SUBSTANTIAL BUDGETARY SAVINGS WILL RESULT FROM THIS

CHANGE. FURTHER, THERE SEEMS TO BE A DIRECT CONFLICT IN

(3 6
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REDUCING PROGRAM HOURS AND THE DESIRE TO INCREASE TEACHER'S

SALARIES. THE FOUR MONTH LAYOFF MAY NOT ONLY AFFECT A CHILD'S

PROGRESS BUT ALSO SPUR A DROP IN QUALITY THROUGH HIGH STAFF TURNOVER.

1-P

--OR PAGE 11, LIMITATIONS ARE SUGGESTED FOR PER CHILD COST_

IN "HIGH COST" GRANTEES, CERTAINLY OliFACTOR IN-HIGHER

COSTS IN STATES, LIKE My HOME STATE OF NEW YORK, IS STAFF

SALARIES, THESE COST LIMITATIONS COULD DIRECTLY AFFECT

THE STATED,GOAL oF INCREASING'TEACHER
SALARIES.

EVEN MORE TROUBlESOME,ARE THE RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING

AN END TO COMPLIANCE MONITORING
AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE THROUGH

FEDERAL CONTRACTORS. THE "FEDERAL STEWARDSHIP RESPONSIBILITY"

SUGGESTED IN,THE MEMO COULD ALSO RESULT IN NON-COMPETITIVE "SWEET-

HEART" GRANTS OR AGREEMENTS. IN ADDITION, WHILE GRANTS ARE

MORE FLEXIBLE, IT IS ALSOAORE DIFFICULT TO REGAIN LOST FUNDS

FROM A "GRANT"'WHERE THE GRANTEE HAS NOT CARRIED OUT THE TERMS

OF-THE PROPOSAL TO PROVIDE TRAINING OR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.

COMPLIANCE REVIEWS BY FEDERAL STAFF OBVIOUSLY REQUIRES ADDITIONAL

PERSONNEL. GIVEN THE NUM±ROUS RIF'S IN FEDERAL AGENCIES, HHS

WOULD BE HARD PRESSED TO PROVIDE THESE STAFF POS'ITIONS WHICH

PROBABLY mEays THAT LITTLE OR NO COMPLIANCE MONITORING WOULD OCCUR.

AT THE VERY LEAST, THE STANDARDS
OF COMPLIANCE REVIEWS WILL BE

GREATLY DIMINISHED.

FINALLY, ON PAGE 30 OF THE MEMO; HEAD START IS ASKED TO

TAKE ON NEW PROGRAMS:

--TO PROVIDE ENROLLMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR CHILDREN WITH

6 7
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SPECIAL NEEDS;

--TO SERVE AS A RESOURCE FOR DAY CARE PROGRAMS;

--TO PARTICIPATE IN PUBLIC INFORMATION.CAMPAIGNS; AND -.

---TO SERVE AS A SOURCE OF REFERRALS?FOR PERSONS REOUIRING

OTHER COMMUNITY SERVICES.

MANY OF THE HEAD START PROGRAMS MAY ALREADY,BE INVOLVED

IN COMMUNITY LINKAGES. I KNOW FROM PERSONAL EXPERIENCE THAT

MANY OF THE PCC'S DO HAVE THESE RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER COMMUNITY

ONGANIZATIONS. THESE LINGKAGES,'HOWEVER, HAVE DEVELOPED AS A

RESULT,OF THE SPECIFIC NEEDS OF THE CENTERS' CLIENTS; IE,HEAD

START IS-REDUCED TO,G, HOUR DAYS,4IT CAN HARDLY TAKE ON THESE

NEW DUTIES WITHOUT AFFECTING ITS "PRIMARY'OBJECTIVE OF SERVING

3 TO 5 YEAR aDS". IN ADDITION, HEAD START HilkLOST'RESOURCES

THROUGH CUTS IN, CETA PUBLIC SERVICE JOBS AND THE REDUCTION OF

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE FUNDS. HEAD START FUNCTIONS BEST AS

A CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM MI AS A GENERAL COMMUNITY SERVICES

AGENCY.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I WOULD CAUTION THE MEMBERS OF THIS COMMITTEE

AGAINST TREATING THESE ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES LIGHTLY. YOU SHOULD

CAREFULLY EVALUATE THESE CHANGES WHICH EVEN ACYF DESCRIBES AS

"NOVEL APPROACHES". HEAD START MUST BE MAINTAINED AS A COMPREHENSIVE

PROGRAM FOR "HIGH RISK" CHILDREN. WHERE PCC'S HAVE BEEN SHOWN TO

BE EFFECTIVE WITH TODDLERS AND INFANTS, THEY SHOULD BE MAINTAINED

IN THEIR PRESENT FORM. GIVEN, THIS ADMINISTRATION'S RECORD ON

HUMAN SERVICES, IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS, I HOPE THAT THIS CqIMITTEE

WILL SEEK ASSURANCES FROM HHS OFFICIALS TODAY THAT HEADSTART WILL
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'INDEED BE MAINTAINED AS A SEPARATE ENTITY. THESE

"NOVEL APPROACHES", IN THE FORM OF ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES,

ARE UNNECESSARY FOR A PROGRAM WHOSE SUCCESS IS_BUILT ON THE

FACT THAT IT HAS NATIONAL STANDARDS. FURTHER, MR. CHAIRMAN,

I WOULD HOPE THAT YOU WILL RECEIVE
ADDITIONAL ASSURANCES TODAY

THAT ACyF'S PROPOSED CHANGES ARE NOT PLANTING THE SEEDS FOR

A GRADUAL PHASE-06T OF THE PROGRAM OVER THE NEXT THREE YEARS._

In CONCLUSION, LET ME SAY THAT THE FRESIDOT'S COMMITMENT,

ON FEBRUARY 18TH, NOT TO COT "PROJECT HEAD START" MUST ALSO INCLUDE

A COMMITMENT TO MAINTAINING THE PROGRAM tN-A FASHION WHICH INSURES

A QUALITY PROGRAM. BAD ADMINISTRATION.CAN BE JUST AS HARMFUL,

TO A PROGRAM AS REDUCTIONS IN FUNDING. I BELIEVE THAT.1HIS

COMMUMENT CAN BEST BE HONORED,BY A MAXIMUM,APPROPRIATION FOR

HEAD START NOT THROUGH "ADMINISTRATIVE ADVENTURES''.
ONLY 20

PERCENT OF AMERICA'S ELIGIBLE CHILDREN CURRENTLy RECEIVE HEAD

START SAVICES. LET'S INCREASE THIS PERCENTAGE WITH ADDITIO6AL

FUNDING FOR HEAD START RATHER THAN DECREASING THE QUALITY OF

SERVICES'TO AMERICA'S CHILDREN THROUGH BUREAUCRATIC TINKERING,

THANK YOU:
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STATEMENT OF II0k SHIRLEY CIIISHOLM, A REPRESENTATIVE
, IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORk '

Mrs. Cinsticiuw. Thank you, Mr. Chairmari.
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity ,to testify befdre this

committee on the proposed changes to H6d Start and other child
) development programs. I was an early childhood development_spe-

cialist before entering politics, so therpe programs are of very spe-
cial interest to me. 0-

In his address to the Joint Sessiop of C ngress on February ,18,
the President of the United States stated, a

11
d I. citlote:

*-- Those who, through no fault of the); own, mus l. depend-Ow the fest of usAhe pov-,
erty stricken, the disabled, the elderly, all those wkh true "needs can,resf'assured
that the social safety net of programs they depend on are exempt frbrb-nny cuti

Certainly this Nation's poor childre,ryshoukl be included in the
social safety net of programs exempt 'from any budget redactions.

Project Head Start and its associated research and demonstra-
tion efforts is the largest child developmeitt, program supported by
the Federal Government. While the J4eidN6tart program has re-
ceived substantial budgeiary support in comparison to other.social
programs, we see some very disturbing and pertarbing trends in
the proposed administrative changes to early childhood' programs

I would like to discuss some of the changes ithich appear in the
draft memo prepared by the administratioickfor charen, youth and
families with the committee today. I belide that many of these
changes would be detrimental to the children and he familie'S
served by early childhood programe. .

First, the conversion of parent and ahild centers to r der Head
Start programs' would. virtually eliminate,: comprehensiv develop-
mental services fol- pregnant women and families with children 3
years of age and under.Vhe Administration for Children, Youth
and Families acknowledees that PC's services =are "beneficial."
But the program is guilty' of not addressing the primary. Head
Start population of 3- to 5-year,oka. While I agree with the objec-
tive of increasing enrollment opportunities for low-income children
in the 3: to 5-year age range, I do not believe thqt we have to "rob
Peter to pay Paul" in order tb accomplish this_objective.

In 1979, a GAO repoit on early childhood apd family develop-
ment programs found that "many early childhood development
proponents believe(d) that programs need(ed). to beginfat an earlier
age than 3 or 4," which is when Head Start usually enrolls a child.
Research indicates that important deVelopmental ASatterns ere
identifiable-in children as early as age 2. By age 3, these patterns,
which are top frequently negative with low,income children, are
quite deeply ingrained.

ACYF's recommendation would allow PCC' to continue services
to infants and toddlers "if such services.can be supported exclusive -
through ot r (non-Head Start) resourceer This offer is relatively
meaning1 since State and local programs providing comprehen-
sive early childhood developmental services are limited In 1979,
only one State, Minnesota, had a pilot program in early childhood
and family education, but no State provided -comprehensive serv-
ices for the development of c'hildren from birth through age four

-ro
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Further, many PCC's have integrated their infant and toddlerprograms with regular Head Start operations. It would be totallydisruptiveif the administration realizes that we are dealing withhuman beings, not the piedes of mechanical instruments to bebatted back and forth We are dealing with human beings' lives. It,would be totally disruptive for the,communities and the childrenserved by such programs to limit infant and toddler participationbased upon the availability of outside financial resources. Wherelocal conditions have promoted linkages with PCC's and HeadStart, these efforts should continue to be supported, if we are trulyinterestedwe may not bebut if we are truly interested in re-turning program decisionmaking to the local level.
Finally, the memo's suggestion that the accomplishments ofPCC's altd child and family resource,.programs can ke used in a"technology transfer" to a new demonstration program makes

little sense if PCC's and CFRP's are successful arready, under theirpresent structure.
In the reconciliation process, the Congress increased :the Head

Start authorization for fiscal year 1982 tp $950 million and over $1billion for fiscal year 1983. Mr. Chairman, it hst seems more logi-cal for the administratiOn to ask for the maximum appropriation-for Head Start rather than eliminating PCC's to create more HeadStart programs After all, these authorization figures are Republi=can numbers, and the administration should be willing, to whole-heartedly support one of its safety net programs. r would urge thecommittee to maintain its support for PCC's so that the infants andtoddlers of America's poor will have a chance to develop to their
fuljeSt potential.

Next let me turn to some of the proposed administrative changes.which F believe could negatively affect the present operations inHead Start programs.
Head Start has had an impressive history. Head Start has hadan impressive history. In some areas of the country, for example,Head Start was the catalyst for social change at a time when op-pression of the poor, the black, and the minority family was a rule.Head Start provided poor p'arents' and children with a forum forlearning together for the first time. Head Start helped poor parentsunderstand new ways of having an effect on their children's educa-'tion.
Underprivileged children Who had participated in the pre-schoolHeacl Start program have been shown to do better in school thanthose who had not had the advantage of Head Start. For exampleI don:t know how many of you know thisthe new JuniorMiddleweight Champion, Davey Moore, according to the New YorkTimes, succesrfuliy escaped, a lifetime of poverty in the Bronxthrough his early participation in a Head Start program at age twoand a half. With such an impressive record, one must then legiti-mately ask: Why is ACYF tinkeringbecause that is what they aredoingtinkering with Head Start through administrative changes?Many of the memo's recommendations seem to really operate atcross-purposes:

On page 8, the memo states that Head Start policy for fiscal year1982 will be to maintain enrollment and quality. Part of the qual-
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ity issue relates to classroom overcrowding and the improvement of
local staff salaries.

Yet, on page 10, the memo recommends that a full-year program
be defined as 8 months and 6-hour days. Since only 20 percent of
the current programs are 8-hour programs, it is questionable
whether's.übstantial budgetary savings will result from this change
Further, there seems to be a direct conflict in reducing program
hours and the desire to increase teachers' galaries. The 4-month
layoff may- not only affect a child's progress but it will also spur a
drop in quality through high staff turnover. ,

On fiage 11, limitations are suggested for per child cost in high
cost grantees. Certainly one factor in higher costs in States, like
my home State of New York, is staff salaries. These cost limita-
tions could directly affect the stated goal of increasing teacher sala-
ries.

Even more troublesome are the recommendations concerning an
end to compliance- monitoring and technical assistance through
Federal contractors. The "Fedecal stewardship responsibility" sug-
gested in the memo could also result in noncompetitive sweetheart
grants or agreements.

In addition, while grants are more flexible, it is also more diffi-
cult to regain lost funds from a grant where a grantee has not car-
ried out the terms of the proposal to provide training or technical
assistance. Compliance reviews by Federal staff obviously requires
additional personnel. Given the numerous RIF's in Federal agen-
cies, MIS would be hard pressed to provide these staff positions
which probably means that little or no complian'ce monitoring
would occur, in spite of the rhetoric that is in all of the pages and
the papers that they send out. At the very least, the standards of
compliance xeviews will be greatly diminished.

Finally, on page 30 of the memo, Head Start is asked to take on
new programs. To provide enrollment opportunities for children
with special needs, to serve as a resource for day care programs; to
participate in public information campaigns; and to serve as a
source, orreferrals for persons requiring other community services

Bb-Y,-hoW we love our rhetoric.
Many of the Head Start programs may already be involved in

community linkages. I know from personal experience that many
of the PCC's do have these kinds of relationships with other com-
munity organizations. These linkages, however, have developed as
a:result of the specific needs of the centers' clients. If Head Start is
reduced to 6-hour days, it can hardly take on these new duttes
without affecting its 'primary objective of serving 3- to .5-y r-
olds." In addition, Head Start has lost resources already throiigh
cuts in CETA public service programs, CETA service jobS, and the
reductibn of Department of Agriculture fund's. Head Start func-
tions best as a child development program, not as a general com-
munity services agency.

Mr. Chairman, I am feeling this very deeply. That is why I seem
a little bit. emotional. I don't think the administration realizes

- what it is dbing.
I would caution the members of this committee against treating

these administrative changes lightly. You should carefully evaluate
these changes which even ACYF describes as novel approaches
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Head Start must be maintained as a comprehensive program. for
high-risk children in this Nation.

Where PCC's have been shown to be effective with toddlers andinfants, they should be maintained in their present form. Giventhis administration's record on human services in the last 12
months, I hope that this committee will seek assurances from HHS
officials today that Head Start will indeed be maintained as a-sepa-rate entity. These novel approaches, in the form of administrative
change's, are unnecessary. They need to find something else to do.They are unnecessary for a program---

[Applause.]
Mrs. Cm§uotzt They are unnecessary for a program whose suc-cess is built on the fact that it has national standards, Mr. Chair-

man. Further, Mr. Chairman, I would hope that you will receiveAdditional assurances today that ACYF's proposed changes are notreally planting the seeds for a gradual phase-out of the program .over the next 3 years. .

In 'conclusion, let me say that the President's commitment onFebruary 18 not to cut Project Head Start must also include a com-mitment to maintaining the program in a fashion which insures aquality program. Bad administration can be just as harmful to aprogram as Feduction in funding. I believe that this coMmitment
can be best 'honored by a maximum appropriation for Head Start,not throuih administrative adventures. Only 20 percent of Ameri-ca's eligible childreli currently receive Head Start services. Let usincrease this percentage with additional funding for Head Startrather than decreasing the quality of services to America's childrencthrough bungling buredicratic tinkering.

Thank you. [Applause.]
Mr. ANDREWS. Shirley, my only regret is that you didn't get herearlier today. The people you need to talk _with left just as your came in. -
Mrs. CHISHOLM. Perhaps it was just as well.
Mr. ArinnEws. I want a copy of that and I will see that it gets tothem, that it is read, and that I get an answer to every questionyou have raised. - .

Mrs. CHISHOLM. All right.
Mr. ANDREWS. You give me a copy of that.
Mrs. CHISHOLM. I certainly will do-that
Mr. ANDREWS. That is an excellent statement..
Mrs. CHISHOLM. Thank you very much.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you for being here and sharing it with us.Mrs. CHISHOLM. Thank you for giving me this opportunity. It is -asubject that is very dear to my heart.
Mr. ANDREWS. Obviously it is.
Mrs. CHISHOLM. Many persons know that I was involved with

early childhood education for 15 years before I entered politics.
Mr. ANDREWS. I don't know of anyplace that a chitdhood special-

ist is needed more than in Congress. Thank you for being one ofthem. [Applause.]
Mr. ANDREWS. Next we have a very distinguished panel that weare so pleased to have with us. They are Head Start project direc-

tors. We have three of them, I believe. I hope they are all here.
Virginia Roman, Stevens Point, Wis.; Billy Jean Hill of Helena,. , , s......._
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Mont.Pat should be here, Pat Williams. See if we can't get Pat to
comeback. We have Bud Choate from Russellville, Ark.

Suppose we ask you to present your statement, either read them
or paraphrase them. We will be glad to submit the written one for
the record.

Let us start with you, Virginia..
[Prepared statement of Virginia Roman follows:]

.-s
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF VIRGINIA ROMAN, HEAD START DIRECTOR, STEVENS POINT,
WIS.

A Head Start Director serving
159-189 children in fourcounties and past chairperson of 0:e state Head Start

Directors' Association in the state of Wisconsin, I amthrilled and honored to be given the opportunity to
testify in front of this committee.

I am especially pleased to meet Congressman Petri. Twoof my four counties: Marquette and Waushara serving sixtychildren are in his district.
Other count.. s in his

difftrict serve an additional 300 children.

As background, a few statistics on my four county pro-gram and of Wisconsin as a whole. Enrollment figures
vary according to the time of the year with the maximum
of 189 served in the first few months and a minimum of
159 served near the end of the program :.ar. The programfeatures seven center-base classrooms with 18-20 childrenin each; oy center-base classroom with eight childrenhoused rent and utility-free in a low-income apartment
complex; and three home-base groups with eleven childrenin each group with a cost per child just over $1700.

Employed In the program, are: (11)*teachers, all ECE
graduates, or CDA credentialled;. (7) teacher assistants;(1) teacher assistant trainee (03T contract); (10) class-room aides (all AWE positions);

(7) von drivers; (5) cooks;(4) component coordinators; and, (1) director.

The state of Wisconsin serves 5,335 children (this figure
does not include children who receive benefits from theHead Start programs prior to actual enrollment and/or
drop out during the course of the program ychr.

In response to the Head Start strategy paper and the pro-posed changes in Head Start regulations and standards Isubmit the following comments.

OBJECTIVE # 1 - Maintain and, If Possible, Expand HeadStart Enrollment.
Proposed policy 4 1 - Reallocation of Head Start Resources

Painfully aware of the duplication, or overlapping of ser-vices that exists among public, private and voluntary organ-izations and agencies, Head.Start directors struggle with
alternative methods to deal with this daily. I feel that
there arc numerous Head Start programs that have been; crea-
tive and persistent in their efforts to seek outsIdc
resources, Why not develop a moder communication mechanismto facilitate wide disemtnation of their efforts and Sue-ceases. Spending additional

discretionary dollars to funddemonstration projects seems to be a waste of precious
Head Start dollars. The demonstrated efforts are presentwe need to gather and diseminate the resu)ts'.

7 .....,
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Proposed policy I 1 eralon of PCC's to Regular Head

Start

Concentrating on the three to five years has the positive

short term result of &crying more eligible, needy ciald,
ren. Those who serve three years and under will arguz

a great deal of learning goes on from 0 to three yearn.
Their argument is valid as research has pointed,out.

Proposed policy I 2 - Promoting Economies and Efficiencies

in Local'Program Operations.

As'one of the fewsocial programs proven to work expansion

of Head Start is clearly warranted. Given Head Start's

success, It is unfOr to limit Ilead, Start to only 202

of the eligible poPulation. Yet in this time of economic

unrest we must weigh the alternatives carefully.

As a director of a part-day program I have Atnessed the
significant developmental gains our children have made.

Where doeS the law of diminishing return enter, or does it?

Is four to six hours as beneficial to development of the

child as six to eight? I don't feel I can answer that
question. But I do firmly believe that if enrollment can be

maintain, or even increased by reducing all full-time-pro-
grams to part-time then so be it. As many eligible, needy

children as possible should be given the Head Start oppor-

tunity.

Of course nothing is simple as all that, consider the low-

income parent(s) working, trying to stay off welfare and

faced with Title XX Bay Care fonds being cut- Many of the

parents who continue to work are forced to utilize small,

in the home, day care providers. The children in thit

environment often arc neglected, forced to sit in front of

the television all day and often fed Kool aid 'instead of

milk. The whole situation is intensified by lack of regu-

lation, or lack of funds delegated at the state, level for

monitorial day care providers. Unfortunately in the face

if less money.per ehild available, Head Start's\mission

intensifies more children need a chance to make, it in the

world, a chance to break away from the chains of pbverty-

getting caught in the vicious circle pcverty breeds poverty.

With this in mind we really can't afford to advocate for

the elimination of full-day Head Start. Rather,we should
work toward expanding the number of programs that \can offer

the full-day service.

How do we do the above when as a taxpayer, I can ogly agree

with Congressman Petri in a recent letter 7,received from

him "unfortunately the only alternative to getting the

budget under control is to intensify ruinous levelsof in-

flation and economic upheaval. In the long run, unless we

restore economic stability and vitality, the federal govern-

ment won't be in a position to provide programs for hnybodr:"
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Proposed policy F 2 Limiting Per-Child Costs In High CostGrantees

The ability to further economize and become more efficient
obviously will differ duc to funding patterns, and local
conditions. Guidelines must be developed, however, to pro-
vide more equity in funding. Cost per child guidelines
should be used to determine grant awards and,as a basis
to determine "too low" and "too high" program costs. Pro-
grams falling outside of the specified guidelines should
be reviewed more intensely to determine whether local cir-
cumstances warrant deviation. The need for the possible
deviation is necessn-. In view of that fact that wide dis-,
parity exists not on due to local conditions.state to
state,A program to program, but,even county to county with-
in a given program. Within my four county program costs per

-county vary from a low of $1453.per child to a high of $1858.---
I agree wil-1--t-Th-epoIlex_proposed to seek the lowest bidder
able to run a quality prOgram_snd the consolidation of smallgrantees. What is a small grani-C-0---Depending on the number
of children, overhead costs: admintstration-,--mn_ter rents,
equipment, etc. could be decreased through consolition
efforts.

Revised staffing i'uidelines would be helpful. Currentlyschool district personnel In my areri admit they could not
administer Head Start programs at current funding levels.
Differing personnel costs are the primary reasons as arc
staffing patterns.

Proposed policy 0 2 - Develop and Transfer Cost Analysis
Technology

I would be interested in receiving " a set of easy-to-use
tools" referred to in the publication "Head Start : An
Effective Program But Fund Distribution Formula Needs
Revision and Management Controls Heed Improvement".
In this time of increased needs and increased concern abou
costs, a guide that could be used to identify areas where
greater efficiences may be possible would be a.oelcomedaddition.

Only an observation, If studies and tools such as the
above are available, why hasn't this information filtereddown to the local level. Why is It we walt to look at
these possibilities when the chips are down. I have five
vans that are five years old and three of which have an
excess of 71,000 mlles and the other two over 65,000 miles.
Replacement is eminent, and local transportation studies
completed last year came up with no recommendations for
sharing of resources and/or staff.

7 7
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Proposed policy 0 2 - Increasing the Utilization of Non-Head

Start Resources

Under federal juiadiction, Head Start has developed working

agreements with State Department of Health nnd Human Services

and the Department of Public Instruction. Similarly, on a
local level, Agreements have been drawn up between school
districts, universities and colleges, County Health and Social
Services, and WIC providers. Policy planning and operational
activities h ve been implemented with state and local support
rxsponsibilities in Wisconsin in such a, manner that all
agencies and organizations involved their

capacity to serve those intended to be s ved. And yet, some
of the very resources that we rely on, for oupport are exper-
iencing deep budget cuts. The Head Vtart program is deeply
affected by these cuts, left with less resources to support
their efforts (ie. As of August 28, 1981 our CCFP reimburse-
ment was 574 for every breakfast served to a child and $1.09

for every lunch served. January 1, 1982, that reimbursement
level was Accrensed to 504 and 96) With the proposed 1983
budget cut,of 201 another 294 per 'child per day cocld -be lost.
The rcault: more actual Head Start dollars spent ,to feed the

children Snd less to pay staff, etc.

Our program has utilizedCETA, Title II and VI, WIN and AWE
slots to furnish classroom aides In the four county program.

(10 slots x 1000 hours each x $3.35/hour equals a val.* of

$33,500. per year.) These slots are essential to meet' 'the

mandated child/staff ratio of 1 to 5. When CETA goes tilkere

does the additional $33,500. come from to maintain aides \in

the classrooms?

It certainly presents a challenge to parents and staff alike'
-------to_become more resourceful as the need to do so becomes more \

urgent-Ti---Oue to inflation, cuts were made this year in staff
adminfstration takes the time away from the children and \\

staff to do their own -Clo-rical work, van drivers were laid off

and the teacher assistants fli -now drive the vans as well as

assist in the classroom, administrative staff working less
during the pre-nnd post-program operation in June, July and
August.) At this point, the Policy Council and I concur, we
cnn do no more cutting without sacrilicing quality Or reducing

the number of children served.

It's true that Head Start dollars are to be used as the "dollar

of last resort". Many community people find it hard to accept
this philosophy, particularly local business people and middle

to high income taxpayers. They feel that the Head Start dollars
are their dollars and they deserve to reap the benefits. The

other side of the picture finds local businesses beseiged by

agencies and organizations soliciting donations.
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With the increased budget. cuts In the social services pro-
grams the need to tap local community

resources will
intensify for all of us. The ability to utilize senior
citizens, CETA, collage students. etc. has allowed the
program to keep its head above water. As inflationary
costs contintt to aurpa.m funding increases, the need forall agencies and organizations to utilize volunteers tosurvive and maintain quality programming Increases. Thecompetition is fierce!

OBJECTIVE 0 2 - Improve Program quality.4
X/ttadity Improvement is a continuing responsibility. parti.

. culary at the present time when social programs all around
Ub are feeling the brunt of state and federal budget cuts.
One tdtds to be somewhat self conscioun (not enough, how-
ever, to say Ptakc me!) but certainly enough to realize
that all eyes are on Head Start. "Why should they getpriority?" "What's so good about it?" It's up .to us toshow them!

Proposed policy 01 - Reducing Class Size

g desirable goal that will require changes in program options.
increased funding or sacrificing program quality and/or
reducing numbers of children served. It is, as a rult,, more
cost effective to run a classroom with twenty vs. fiftervi
children. Conversely, a more favorable learning and develop-
nerptally conducive environment exists when a smaller number
of children are in a group. In a, short term experiment with
ten to eleven Children In the morning and, a similar number
in the afternoon we are findi-,g group management easier and
a good deal more individual attention given to each child.
We have, and are guilty of enrolling twenty children in class-
rooms; however, we do maintain tbe one to five child/staff
ratio.

Proposed policy 02 - Increasing Staff Salaries

An admirtible and extremely important policy if we arc to pro-vide quality programming. / strongly favor employing Head
Start past and present parents in all staff capacities when
possible based on program experience, personal motivation,
job qualifications and availability of positions. However,the majority of our Head Start parents have very little educa-
tion beyond high school, many haven't even gone that far.
It takes, then several years of program experience and enroll=
Ment in CDA to become a credentialled teacher. It's ne wonder
then that many programs, like ours, rely on good-hearted,
eager-to-work for little Early Childhood and Elementary degrced
teachers to fill the majority of our teaching jobs. I'm lucky.the state college -.;.n one of our counties turns out more ECE
graduates each year, a large percentage of which can't finda job in their field.

7
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We ask a great deal of our Head Start-teacia:rs, more than the

public seliools thai pay 30 to 40X more In salaries. The paper

work and supervisory responsibilities are added burdens rho

carry little, if any additional financial renuowration.

The pay scales in OUr agency arc so close together that a

third year teacher assistant with few credentials other thae

three years of experience makes a much as a first 'year tc1,11:.r

%41th a four year VCR degree. Hardly a fitting reward for four

years of financial and personal sacrifice necessary to obtain

a college edueation. There are select programs with higher
teacher salaries ln Wisconsin. However, I haven't figured out

how they accomplish it.

It is becoming illcreasingly more difficult to retain staff,

due to low salaries. High staff turnover, SOX two yeurs ago,

results In a shorr term program erosion and repeated costly

trairing. Low salaries allo discourage competent people from

applying for Head Start positions. Actually some of them laugh

right in my face, or car:

Cost of living increases advocated In the strategy paper are

the only mechanism available to my program to ensure salary

and rent Increases. Without the annual COLA my staff would
maint,ain present salary level disregarding their year of

employment experince. Paid less than 2/3s of a public school
teacher's wage, the inability of a program to give upward

salary adjustments Is a definite "turn-off" for most highly

skilled, motivated teachers.

Proposed policy 0 3 - Performance Indicators

I advocate' for the continuation of the mid-and yearrend
PIRs, how...er. I would, request that the year-end results be

released earlier. When I wrote my proposlnl for 1982-83.

the results were not available for inclusion in our goals

and objectives.

ORJECTIVg 0 3 - _Improve and Streamline the_ Delivery-of

Training and Technical AosIstance.

Region V has decentralized Craining and technical assis-

tance by awarding a large portion of their training funds

to individual programs based on each programs projected

needs. There are some regional training funds used to pro-

vide regional and state-wide training. The current delivery

system is probably nut as romplicated for the local program.:

as it is for the federal and regional offices duo to the

complex administrative demands and insufficient flexibility.

With redueed travel dollars available for regional offict

sstaff, the same would certainly be true if federal review

were to ho Implemented. Rarely do we have the opportunity
to share at the local level our progelm with regional staff.
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A compliance visit uas made totour program in Oklober, 1900,
Based on this visit, I realize the learning that a progtam
reaps before, doring, and after the visit. Bather, or notit la intended, a compliance visit usuaily ac,cotplishes twooblectives; lIdetermining pregiacmatic and administrative
compliance and quality; and 2) sharing of technical :U3NIStante. The second objective is largely dependent npon thecompliance team member:.

The need for continued training and technical an:Istance at
tbe local level demands that I advocate for a larger shareto be allotted for programming at the regional level.
However, our region enjoyu.the epitomy of decentralization.
Individual grant awards for training to local programs.
This year Wisconsin programs were awarded,$500,00a: Consider-ing $25 million specifically

labeled for Head Start T and TA
and fifty states la the union, a $500 000 state allocation
seems equitable. With the recent cut in T and TA dollars,
however, less Is being awarded to the programs. I am to
receive 50t of my allocation latt year for this year's pro-
gram training needs.

Stability of TiTA delivery is neeessary, the ups and downs
of the national COA tredentlalling agencies and the resulting
frn:trotion experienced by candidates, potential candidates
and program administration ls evidence of this need for
'stability. Confidence in the entire CDA,concept ebbcd con-siderably during the 1918-1950 period. As stated In the%
National Head Start Associations' response to the Strategy
Paper, "great care needs to be given when considering

, changes in the CPA credentialiug system; COA should be
ineluded in the Bead Start regulations, and any changes
In competencies and lit trocedores by approved and monitored
by a national body including representatives from the early
childhood profession."

I would further advocate for additional quality eontrol on
universities carrying out a:se:sment and credentialing. Nyfear is that with .;Orte univertity providers the CDA creden-tial is not looked upon as a quality credential 'and is given"n hurry op and get though": attitude..

OBJECTIVE r 4 - Strengthen Head Starts' Relationship with
Other Public, Private'and Voluntary Agyucles and Organization:.

It is essential for Head Start to em.tend and strengthen
.their outward link: if the families we serve are to reap maxi-mum benefits of the services available. The special needs
of the whole child and his family are of prime concern. Onlythrough improved linkages and cooperative working agreements
with other service providers can we strengthen our ability andcapacity to completely serve ti.o child and the family. Thiscooperation I. a two way trkel; Mad Start and the family aren't
the only ones to benefit.

8 1
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Attempting to reach collaborate agreements with all twelve
school districts in our four connry area almost requires
twelve different approaches dependent upon school district

personnel. Will we work toward agreements with all districts

a developmentally appropriate sequenced curriculum from pre-'
school through,the early elementary grades would be useful

as a base for agreements, providing the sys-eos allow the
necessary latitude and flexibility necessary to deal with the

individual needs. Transitioning and follow through is a
constant problem and concern that we deal with on the local

level.

OBJECTIVE 5 - Improve the Administration and Manatsment of

Head' Start

How does simplification of regulation guarantee improved

administration and management? Does the reduction of report-

ing tend to corrode accountability? l fail to recognise the

correlation between simplifying regulations and the develop-

ment of n partnership,

The tendency to disregard guidance and suggestgon is consider-

ably more inviting than disregarding regulation and compliance.

As the National Head Start Associations' responuc indicates:
"we would like programs to know that they will be regularly
monitored for compliance nnd that there vire avenues to be

pursued if quality Is not maintained." The very regulations
and enforcement referred to In the Strategy Paper is what

helped Head Start emerge as the successful program to be modeled

by other pre-school providers. At the time when mmny programs

have begun to establish credibility in the eyes of the commun-

ities we serve, change is being proposed.

In the September, 1980 published report from HHS to the

President, it was noted that "Head Start Is one of the nation's

largest deliverers of health care to poor children .... "

"... dental care to millions of children who would otherwise

not have had It."

In January 29th issue of the Milwaukee Sentinel, Elsbeth

hardberger Schorr, visiting professor of_materhal and'child

healtli.at the Vniversity of North Carolina, is quotes_as

saying "The health of the counrrytc children may he threatened

by national budget cntb.eks." At this time, she says that
"it,is impossible to commmnt specifically on ... the details

of,the effect of transferenme from federal to state control."

Scho'rr goes on to say, "resnits of a two-year study by a

select panel for tile Promotion of- Child Health, sponsored by

Congress and appointed by the Secretary of Health, Education

and Welfare ... called for emphasis on three sets of services

which were deemed clearly essential to the health of children."

The set that emphasizes Head Start need to maintain present

regnlations In the health component says:

8 )
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,

"tomprehensive hea,lth care (or all children up to five yearsof age. We'd like to he able to recommend this kind of carethroughout childhoml but in view, of the budget situation our .emphasis must be picking up early, early things before theybecome majoi preblems-eyes,
hearing and learning disabilities."Schorr goes on "budget cuts are not being made in relation tothe effectiveness of xxist,ing health programs." The sameseems to hold true for the

proposed changes in Head Startregulations, Advocate to keep
the_rregulations and starnlardsgoverning Head Start strongLonri

derepulate':

Proposed policy 42 - Compliance Monitoring and Program ASSesS.-ment

Proposals seem to be valid
given constant f!taff and philosoph-ical views of local programs and regional offices. Given therapid changes in our regional ACYF office staff.,7 doubt thenecessary consistency exists or.is possible at this time. Mypersonal fear is that federal ieView personnel will not beaccessible, or visible at the local level. G.Iven the incrca-sing-cost af travel,

etc., reviews will be Pew and far apart.Used on the last progrim review we experienced, I feel reviewsarc extremely beneficial to the program administration,
staffand program participants. IA good to know if you couldimprOve, and everyone apprecivtes a ps owthe gack from timeto time:

Peer reviews arx one method to acelmplish the above, p conceptsuggested a few years ago Wisconsin e State Head Start Ansocia-
,

tion. It is a cost cffettive,
sensible solution to a program'sneed for reviet.T. A localizee review

syst-m that would be sensi-tive aqd cognizant of localized needs and cozeerns.
To this subcommittee,', I echo the charge issued by the NationalHead Stait Association: "...we encourage gover officialsto seek avenues whereby

the integrity of the ..am and itskey facets will not be compromised." First and foremost, pro-tect Head Start's quality:
1) Maintain the

comprehensive, multi-service nature of theprogram;
2) Parent involvement

should be maintained and not compro-mised ("The fact that Head Start mandates that parentshave dccision-making power in the program is crucial...
Head Start seems to

increase participatings parents'sense of control over their lives, which in turn appearsto contribute to thelr children's sense of self-esteem.")3) Continue direct funding to communities to ensure theprogram and its flexibility( and4) Don't deregulate, keep the regulations and standards tough.
AS "y testimony

reads, you probably have ascertained that over-all l,eoncur with the proposed objectives and proposed policiesa's set forth in the Strategy Paper. it is to he n far teaching,'extensive review and revision of a program that has existed forsome sixteen years. given the blidget restraints that presentlyex.ist, I believe it will he largely up to the lounl Head Startprograms to begin their own improvement, strengthening andstreamlining based on the propo4als outlined in the paper.We need to show you we believe In the progrdm and the system;and that we are cognizant
and empathetic to our presenteconomic plight. You have been nympathetic to Pend Start,-particularly this oast .'eftr, and 7, for one4pledge myselfto ma4nta1ning, but,improving aped Start.

Thank ypts for giving
me the opportunity to testify and for:Jrcadini ny testimory.

. 8 3
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STATEMkNT OF VIRGINIA ROMAN, HE AD START PROJkCT
DIRECTOR, STEVENS POINT, WIS.

Ms. ROMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members' of the com-
mittee.

My name is Virginia Roman. I am a Head Start DrreCtor of 3 "
years, fi past ,chairperson of the State Association in the State of
Wisconsin serving to 189 children in four counties, with o0 eli-
gible children on amaiting list.

I am particularly honored and pleased to be a p art of this sub-
committee hearing this -morning, given the glowing reports from
the committee and ,from the other testimony. It makes me feel,
really good insidd. ,

was 'particularly' looking forward to meeting Congressman
Petri: :rwo of my counties are in his district. Those two co,unties
serve 60 children, and the other-counties in his district serve an
additional 300 children. He is back in Wisconsin.

Mr. ANDRE,WS. I think he is due here soon.
Ms. ROMAN. Later this afternoon, As office said, y5s.
Mr. A,NITEWS. Yes.
Ms. ROMAN. You have my testimony to read. It is really not my

intent to read that testrmony ,verbatfm. Because of the time, I
would rather just summarize my .concerns and my charge to
'this subcommittee.

Xasically, I echo the' charge of the National Association when '
they responded to the paper very resently. That is that they en-
courage GovernTnent officials to seek all avenues to insure that the
integrity and the; key facets of the program are maintained.

First and foremost, th Head Start must be maintained. It must.
not be compromised. First, the comp'rehensive, the multiservice
nature of the prtearn needs to be maintained. Presently, for in-
stance, with one of the componentspresently, I see that' one of
the regulations proposed change is going ,o rurther threaten the
-health of thehildren of this Nation. It is , ..ady threatened with
the present budget slits, with the transfer of Federal to State con-
trol. We don't know exactly how intensive that threat will be, but
it is thexe.

Our emphasis Jherrhas got to be on ear intervention, picking
up at an earlytime those health problems that could become major
problems, the eyes, the ears; the learning disabilities. Head Start,
with its present health component and'its present regulations, can
meet that med:Aiready, Head Start is one of the major earetakers
of health in the Nation among:children. We need to maintain that.
I feel that, by reducing the regulations, this will only hurt us in
this quest.

We need to maintain parent involvement and not compromise it.
In my program, and I. am sure this is true nationWide, parents that
are involved in the program, partidularly in the dccisionmaing
process, tend to gain a much better self-controI ot their lives and,
in-urn, their children develop a much better self-esteem.

Presently, my 1982 and 1983 budget for training and technical
assistance has been cut 50 percent from last year. That means that
50 percent less of my parents will receive mileage and babysitting

84 .
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reimbursement, which means that the parent involvement compo-nent is going to be much more difficult to maintain.
We need to continue direct funding to the communities. It is this

local flexibility, being able to gear our_program to the local needs
and. the local situations, that has helped make the program so suc-cessful.

Don't deregulate. Keep the regulations as they are. Head Start
programs need to know exactly what is expected of them. Our,com-munities, our parents that we serve, need to be assured that we areindeed serving their children in the way we are supposed to servethem. I don't find that regulations are a burden. I find that they
are helpfur to me.

As Caspar Weinberger said When he signed, the Head Start per-formance regulations in 1975, "After years of intensive experience,we feel that the performance standards are reasonable and attain-able." As-a FIead Start Director that has worked with them for 3years, I can only attest to the fact that they are indeed reasonableand they are attainable.
Also, endorse full funding for the Head Start program. Withoutit, there is no question that either quality will be sacrificed, thenumber of children we serve, or the services that we provide. I al-ready am a part-day 8-month program. I know that I am struggling

with my present budget for 1982-83. I am already looking at staffcuts I have 10 CETA slots that are worth $33,500 to me. If they areeliminated, where am I going to get the help. I use foster grandpar-
ents, I use voluntter students from a local university. I don't knowwhere else to go7I feel that I have tarped all possible resources.My child tare food program, as you know, has been cut. I am al--ready looking at an 18-cent reduction for this year. If the 20 per-cent that President Reagan has suggested goes, there is another29.5 cents per day, per child that I am losing. I don't know wherethat money is going to come from. Because of that, it will be hardfor me to maintain the present quality and the present perform-ance standards.

Thank you very much. [Applause.]
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, you are not a Virginia who wants

to answer "Is there a Santa Clause letter.
Ms. ROMAN. Yoti are right.
Mr. ANDIttms;:Next I would like to ask one of our very finestmembers of the sacommittee and of the full committee and a good..friend. His name is Pat Williams and he is from Montana.
I believe, Pat, you know our ne.tt witness. I will ask you to intro-duce her.
Mr. WIIAAAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am -very pleased that Billie Jean Hill is with us this morning,not only, Ms Hill, because we don't get many Montanans here, butals6 because this is a particularly important hearing. I want themembers of the committee to understand that you are well quali-fied to be appearing at this hearing.
Mr. Chairman, Ms, Hill is the Project Director for the HeadStart program in Moniana's capital city of Hclena. She is DeputyDirector of the Rocky Mountain Development Council in Montana;she has served on the National Advisory Board bor Head Start .f9j:the past 6 years; she was a member of the National Task Force for
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Performance Standards for Head Start; is now the Director of the
regional Head Start Association Board; and past President of the
Montana Head Start Directors Association.

So she understands Hepd Start from the point of the administra-
tor, the teacher, the parent and the student. We aro delighted you
are here to share your knowledge with us.

[Prepared statement of Billie Jean Hill follows:]

,..
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'PREPARED STATEMENT OF BILLIE JEAN HILL, PROJECT HEAD START, HELENA, MONT.

The Helena Head Start Program
successfully attempts to meet the needs of

160 children ages three to six year* old. Ninety pe'rlt of the children are

from families with incomes below
the federal poverty level and ten percent are

from families above the poverty index. Familie4 above the poverty index have

children with special needs.

The Program has a staff consisting of a Director, Sociayervices
Coordl.-

nator-Program Assistant, Education
CoordinaPor, Health Coordinator. Parent-

Community Volunteer Coordinator, right (8) Teachers, eight (8) Teacher Aides,

three (3) Bus Drivers', three (3) lids
Aides. two (2) Cook4, a Speech and Language

Pathologist, and a Janitor. (The Program has a Psychologist under contraCt.)

The combined years'of Read Start
dedication in the Helena Program totals 155

years. AL,I these years are representative of a truly professional program.

The Program operates for thirty-nine
(39) weeks of the year from the first

of September to the end of May. Each child attends a part day, four (4) hour

session. NoLay through Friday. there are four (4)
morning sessions and four

(4) afternoon sessions.
The children receive 4 hot breikfast and a hot lunch

or a hot lunch and ono snack a day;
together these meals Provide the child with

two-thirds (213) of his/her nutritional
requirements.

The Social Services Component
maintains a systematic process of outreach

and recruitment which Insures enrollment of eligiblechildren
regardless of

race. color. creed. sex, national origin or handicapp'ing condition. Our

8 7
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children sre enrolled primarily
from most needy families, families who have

children with special needs and
families whose children have had no previous

group experiehce.

The Sociai Services Coordinator
levelops and maintains an ongoing reln-

tionship with tho young children and
their f....iiies and a

\

ists the families in

their OVA endeavors to impreve the eonditions and quality 'S their home life.

During the Coordinators
Initial tisit an assessment is done to ietermine any

needs the child or the family may have. Every effort is made by the Ccordi-

ellnr.and other Head.Start Staff to directly provide what the child or family

needs or to rotor
tne'family to an.agency or individual that can assist them.

Hose visits 4re made as necessary
te6dIscuss iind re-assess family needs. The

Coordinator encourages Head Start parents to become involved with their children's

education, not only in the Head Start classroom but at home. .

The Coordinator provides an awareness of community agencies to families

through a Community Resource Eooklet which is revised and distributed yearly.

In conjunction with this endeavor the Coordinator works with other community

agencies to insure that they provide the best
possihie services to Head Start

families and their Children. A referrai and follow-up system 'n effectively

maintained

The (4.0[31. Services Coordinator and the Parent Involvement Coordinator

revise Che.ttead Start Pamphlet yearly and strive to increase the distribution.

A "Parent Orientation Packet" has been
devised and ift distributed to each

parent each Program Year. Throughout the Ye.ar additional information ftem each

of the compnents is sent home to parents to add to their "Packet".
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The Health Component will continue to dcvilop and expand under the direction

of the Health Coordinator.

Parents have a chotce of medical and dental services. They may seek out a

private doctor or dentist, the Children and Youth Clinic or the Carroll College

Dental Hygiene Program.

The Heanh Advitory Committee consists of a doctor, a dentist, a psychologist,

four (4) Head iort parents. the Head Start Health
Comrdlnator, and the Head Start

Director. At least two workshops a year are conducted from this group of pro-

fessionals.

The component will continue to improve Ihe ihrith Education for staff and

parents by increasing heath resource Information through
notices and in-services.

The Hellth Coordinator will refer mid coordinate services with 4 psychologist0

under contract to the Program.
The Coordinator will continVe to work with the

Head Start Speech and Language Pathologist and other services available ro.the

Health Component.

Health emergencies in the flassroom will b.. handled immediately and al

stated in the Health Plan. Ongoing medical assistance will be provided to all

inrents, I.e., crisis intervention ano 'Problem solving.

The audiological' screening techni.que was extended by using not only the

pure rune audiometer, but the imr_Jence brida tympanogram. thus providing a

more complete.4udiological screening. The use of the tympinogram enabled the

clinfilans to greatly reduce the number of chtldren tnat were previously un-
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tested. (The audiological screening was conducted by utilizing licensed

audiologists from Easter Seals and the Office of Publiz Instruction, tilLs

,Improving the screening process as well as the working rapport between Head

Start, Easter Seals and the Office of Public Instruction.)

The Nutitition PrOgram changed Its nutritional habits by utilizing more

cookery with honey and molasses instead af sugar Ind experimenting more with

.wole wheat products.It is a learning process for the cooks as well as the

children and their families.

The Health Coorptt,it r insures the'mandated number of handicapped children

be correct. The Coordinat4r worka in cooperation with related agencies to see

-to the needs of the handicapped child. 111e Health Coordinator will continue

to see that documentation on
professionally diagnosed handicahed children is in

piace in dai: child's records.

It Is customary in our Program to dire altegistered Nurse as a Health

Coordinator.

Parents, As prime educators of their children, will be given more

training In home-center learning activities.
Teaching methods will continue

lat.'he developed to meet the ages, stages, and needs of each group of children

with priority to be placed on increased individualization and documentation +sf

th. curriculum. Teaching methods will continue to encourage and foster

curiosity, nocial skills, self-roliance, self-esteem and self-conSidence. The

role of the teacher aide In the classroom will continue to be enhanced by

further training.
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The center which is child-sized and
oriented to promote a supportive9

tr.

climate will continue to be improved in the area of the child
learning centers.

The children's outdoor ploy environment has been expanded and made safer
and more 1 dividualized and

stimulating. The outdoor area was extended by the

addition of 4050 square feet
which is fenced and contains equipment designed

primarily for younger children
and children whose motor skills and social

skills are less developed than those
of the older children ye serve. This

area contains a 1_-ge sand box, a low tire climbing tree, a low and vide

blalance ramp, low climbing c:.rgo ner, and a lrage tractor tire crawl

through. The outdoor area that had
been used previtiNly had been.made larger

and safer by the addition of
a fence between the parking

area and the play area.

The Education Component in
conjunction with the Health and Social Services

OP'Components will conduct thtee staffinga
per operating year on all Head Start

children. The content of the stafiings
Includes thvhild'a physical, social,

emotignai, and intellectual
development an well as medical, dental, and special

services information. The initial staffing
occurs within one and one-half

months afwer the children begin Head Start. Prior to the staffing the following
is completed: Develovental screening, vision,

height, veighr, and auditory

screening, and speech screening.
The team attending the initial staffing

is comprised of the child's Head
Start Teacher, Education

Coordinator, Social

Services Coordinator, Health
Coordinator, Speech and Language Pathologist, and

if necessary, a Psychologist.
The intermediate and final staffings differ some-

what: the staffing team is extended
to include professionals from the Office of

Public Instruction wbo presently
provide or will provide services to the esald

in the following year.
These staffings are in addition lo

the child study lOaCS

and Individual Education Plans
developed for handicapped Hek'irt

children.
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The Informatto garnered from these +Outflow, la used to help Individualize

the eurricul m to meet children's needs, 1.e to collate Information and

expertise, 0 provide referrals to resource agencies, and to help with Per-

sonal need

A fol ow-through study tracking former Head Start chileren in elementary

school was Instituted lo the Spring of 1979. The areas with which this study is

concerned are: over-all ranking in class, adult-chIld relation hlp, child-peer

relationship, adaptability to school situation, child's behavlo , self-concept,

gross and fine motor skills, attention span, Initiative and cre tivity In

school work, Problem solving ability, language development, com rehenslon,

reading readiness, general health, attendance, and parent Involvement.

The objective of this study Is multi-purpose: to track the grade school

progress of Children previously in Head Start, to compare the children's grade

sehool progress to the number of years they attended Head Start, to assess the

ellectiveness of Our Project, and to delineate artis where progrommatical

changes may be needed.

An integral part of the Fall opening of Head Sta.t Is the use of the

Diagnostic Inventory of Assessed Learning -- the DIAL -- as a toed for screening

the developmental Skills of children who had not previously attended Head Start.

The DIAL concentrates on the child's gross motor, fine motor, concept and

'perch development. The screening is Administered during the first week of

Held Start. The parents accompany their child to the screening AN' follow the

child through the various screet..ng stations. After the screening is completed

the ptrent and the child go to the clusroon. The children In attendance the

first day of school .ro those who h.ve been in Head Start previously mid those
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that have completed the initlai screening. The Initial screening is conducted

for floe (57 days. Therefore, each day of school -- from the first day to the

fifth day -- has increasingiy more children in attendance. This allows the new

children more individual time with their teacher on each child's first day of

Head Start. It also ailows parents to meet the Head Start Staff on an individual

basis. -Within A week of the completion of the initial
sceening, parents are sent

a letter stating'that their child passedathe screening or would be re-screened.

Children who did not perform adequately in two (2) of the four (4) developme.tal

screening areas were scheduled for a re-screening. The re-screening occurred

vithin three (3) weeks of the initial screening.
If a chiid's skills in tWO (2)

developmental areas ranged below the scecning cut-off points on the re-screening.

the parents were contacted for permission o refer the child to the appropriate

resource person for dia:ttio lvaivat ion 11 a chlid did not perform well in one

(1) developmental area on the inl
screening, the child was placed in

follow-up category. The follow-up w.s conducted by the child's teacher utilizing

in-class individualized4eaching techniques to concentrate en rticular

developmental

The use of ihe DIAL enabled the ancillary staff
and teaching staff to have ,

an earlier and better_enderstanding
children's individual skill ievels thus

providing A means fot adividealizing curriculum and referring children to special

re..ources earlier in the school sear. This new approach -- stangerfnA clabsroom

attendance and the DIAL screening
-- is well received by parents, children and

staff.

Read Start Staff receive, ,talnfne In the
resPective early childhood develop-

ment areas through ore-service. 1n-service and
ongoing training sessions ind work-

shops. We currently have nine staff members that have completed the Child '

9 1.5
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Development Associate and ftve remain on the staff. One (I) teacher has a

degree in Early Childhood Education and two
(2) teachers have degrees In Child

Development. Each of three (3) teachers have more than six (p) years experience

in Head Start with
ElemenZ'ary degrees and the two (2) remaining teacgers have a

degree in Psychology and Art and Physical flAucation respectively. pith a classroom

staff [hit is lettered and CDA eredentialed and a professional ancillary staff,

our children receive quality experience.
The non-professfonal staff In composed

of sixty-two percent pant and present Head Start parents and the remaining from

the low-income group. Over the last fourteen (1A) years that the Helena Program

hfs been in operation, we hive employed over
one-hundred (100) Hvd Start parents

in professional and paraprofessional positiods.

After an Initial visit informing the Head Statl'parent about their role as

parent in the Program, the Parent
Involvement Coordinator encourages their par-

. ticipation throughout the year. The parents fiil out a questionnaire at the

,Coordinator's visit and the Coordinator utilizes this information [la enhance

parent InvolvAent.

The Parent involvement Coordinator provides on-going in-service for'all

the parents including classes, nutritional aorkshops. and other areas rciating

to parent roles.

The Coordinator is an ad hoc member of the Policy Council, acting as

facilitator. The Coordinator has explained the Policy Council and its functions

during the initial Visit. Policy Council training is on-going. Each year the.

Policy Council becomes stronger and more knowledgeable and the fac3,0va old

members are actively seeking re-election the past three (3) years denotes a

viable Policy Council stroctuie that is functioning as it should.

9
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Ideally, In a Head Start Program of
fourteen (I4) yearn duration the piob-

lems facing parent g'roups have leveled
off and from experience, they are able

ro see more clearly in what direction
they should be headed. They hnve expert-,

molted and succeeded and the),
have experimented and failed. From these expert-

ments hive come new in-lights of
operation. The old parents working with new

Parents are able to see our Parent
Involvement first au 4 socialization

program.
Reid Start offers our

parents at opportunity to meet,
to socialize, to learn and

to be accepted, and Ps have fun.
On this basis, the Parent

Involvement begins.

The ptrent becomes twat, of
the problems he,ean so,Ive

in the Program and becomes

aware of how he or she CAP Contribute tO
the Program. It matters not how largt

the groups are,- What really
matters is how active and Interested

the group is.

One core group ean enliven and
enrich a whole Program far

better than any Staff

letters, notices or directives. The Head Start Program
belongs to and benefits

the Head Start family and they
are the ones best able to form thgir groups.

invent their p ojects and design
the contracts of their

gatherings to best suit
their needs.

Head SCartils the only
agency that provides a person to coordinate all

volunteer activ" ties ;n the Community.
The,Vofenteer Coordinator initiated and

continue* to be esponsfble for a weekly column
"Lend-A-Uand" published in the

Sunday Edition o the Helena newspaper.
This.coIumn Is available to any individ-

ual or organizat on who needs or can provide volunteer services.

The Volunteer Coordinator is also a member of the Helena Volunteer

Coordinator* Council. This Council, consisting of
twenty-three (23) Helena

Agencies, began four (4) years
ago under the direction of the Head Start

Volunteer Coordinator. This year the main project
of the Cottncil was the

publication and distribution of
the %Volunteer, Opportunities" booklet. The

Volunteer Coordinator was responsible for the origin and implementation of this

/project. The Helena Head S.tart Program is pleased to be the initiator of these

valuable community resources.

All Staff members are advocates of
the Head Start Program in the Community.

They arc available as resource people. They arc knowledgeable about the goals

of the Head Start Program. They Ate aware of the needs of low-income people.

They since'rely,care about their Head Start Program.
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STATEMI*I' OF BILLIE JEAN HILL, HEAD START PROJECTOR,
IIELENA, MONT.

FIn.L. Thank you, Mr. Williams. Who was that wonderful
person that, you were talking about?

I have been with the Head Start program for 11 years. I started
as a teacher, moved to Education Director and then Director So I
feel that I do have a fair knowledge of the Head Start program It
is a program that I dearly love. It is a very special program and it
is a program for the whole family.

Head Start uses as a base four strong components. We need to
keep these components intact, education, social services, health and

parent involvem it. These components work hand in hand to make
the program one whole program.

The education is a program of the classroom. We have in Helena
a 9-month program. We did have a 12-month program, but did lose
them a few years ago.

The methods used in the classroom meet the ages, 'stages and
needs of each group of children. Individualizatipn is stressed. Curi-
o'sity, skills, self-reliance, self-esteem, self-confidence, are all fos-
tered in the classro6m. We did have CETA's in Mintana, but they

are now extinct.
The second large component is social services. It works with the

whole family. It recruits children, counsels tlie families, refers fam-
ilies to other agencies, works with the other agencies to see that
they help our families.

The third large component encompasses medical, each child has
a medical and followup, dental, each child has a dental exam and

followup; handicapped; psychological; and nutritional.
The fourth large component is parent involvement. We ask the

regional and the national office not to touch a document called the
70:2 or the 1-30 or the 1-31, which clearly defines the role of the
parent in the home, in the classroom as a volunteer, in the pro-
gram as an employee, and as a decisionmaker in the program

We have strong training and technical assistance, strong in-
service, strong preservice. It has always been extenSive and com-
prehensive and ongoing to make g program more important and ef-
fective in all components. Our local or contractual people have im-
proved year by year with the recognition of the importance of early
childhood devehipment.

The-successes-of-HeadStarthave allowed us to be inno,vative and
creative. We feel free to move -6heacl and continue our quality pro-
grams. There is so-much room for growth in the program, if only it
is not stunted or snipped or cut: Everyone who touches or is
touched by fl,kad Start feels the the strength and worth of our ef-
forts.

We voluntarily evaluate ourselves by a sophisticatet1 instrument
called the SAVI, or self-assvssment validation instrument. We need
to self-dissect-ourselves. We need to complete program information
reports to see where we stahd,twice a year. We need to be moni-

tored byleams with expertise in r related fields.
I would' ask that Head-Start be etained in all its completeness,

that, we be allowed to continue w rking with the whole child and
his family,-and that some day so n, we may conduct our quality,

-96
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business of families without an ominous cloud hanging over our
head. Head Start has done well, does well, and will continue to do
well if it remains the same. Please recommend no fix-its.

Thank you'very much. [Applause.]
Mr. ANDREWS. Pat, I don't believe you overintroduced her at all,

- not at all.
All right. From Russellville, Ail., Bud Choate.
[Prepared statement of Bud Choate folloWs:]

9 7.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BUD CHOATE, HEADSTART PARENT, RUSSELLVH.LE, ARK

Under the direction of the Assistant Secretary for

Human 6evelopment Services, ACYF prepared a draft entitled

HEAD START. DIRECTIONS FOR THE NEXT THREE YEARS. The draft

was dated October 22, 1982. The purpose of the draft, as

stater!, was to provide a brief overview of ACYF's program

objectives for the Head Start Program over the next three

years and outline the actions that could be undertaken to

.4chieve them.

While we wish to acknowledge the guidance and support

ACYF has provided for Head Start in the past we must at this

time, as representatives of the Head Start community,

question many of the proposals made in the draft.

Our areas of concern will be expres..ed specifically

in the.order they appear in the draft. This will be

followed by a summary zald an overall review of the draft.

Specific concerns about each part and objective are as

follows:

PARTS I AND II - PURPOSE AND STRUCTURE OF'PAPER:

Although we feel a draft of this nature can be inform-

ative and an asset, the fact that this particular draft

appeared so quickly and with very little response time, left

us to believe that most of the proposals were made without

sufficient input from the local Head Start community and
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that any ut after the'draft was issued would have to0be
quick and minimal. In this case we believe "haste may make
waste."

'PART III - STAFF PARTICIPATION:

We suggest that local grantee's should have been more
directly involved. We feel this would have saved time

and money in the long run.

PART IV - CONSIDERATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS:

We are extremely pleased to see ACYF's recognition of
Head Start as a

viable,comprehensive program that has and
is meeting an urgent need in our nation.

We regret the fact that in this part ACYF did not

foresee the support Head Start has both in Congress, and
froWl the public, friends,

parents and staff as evidenced

from a funding increase and the many letters and phone calls
in response to program cuts and changes.

Under the same part the draft talks about "Emerging

Changes in the Federal Role_.±

It appears to us that this section is alluding to the

new "federalism policy." We strongly feel that a move in

that direction would be the end of Head Start.

Under this same heading, ACYF suggested a renewed

emphasis on stimulating
the participation of the business

89
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community, private and voluntary organizations in addressing

social needs, and on promoting the contribution of reSources

from the sectors. Our response to this is that we are

already by law providing a 20% match to our funding from

local sources. Given the present economic situation, high

unemployment, business uncertainty, and cuts in support

programs, it is highly unlikely that additional resources,

beyond those already requized can be secured in man}, local

areas. We do believe that programs should be required to

provide the non-federal share and few, if any, waivers

honird be granted.

PART V - OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES:

Objective ;71 - Maintain and, If Possible, Expand Head Start
Enrollment:

This is a very positive objective which I'm sureAhe

Head Start community strongly endorses. However, the manner

in which ACYF proposes to accomplish this is one of our

strongest points of objection. ACYF has identified four

faCtors related to this objective.

.The first factor is budget. Congressional support for

Head Start has allievated this factor so far.

The second factor is program quality. We recognize

ACYF's commitmdnt to this goal and agree with theit efforts

to direct moA discretionary monies to local programs. We

1'

1 o
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agree that summer programs should be phased ouc or converted

to another Head Start option. We believe that present

standards must be kept and maintained to ensure program
quality.

The third factor is Promoting Economies and Efficiencies

in Local Program Operations. This is an area of great con-,

cern for several reasons.
First,-ACYF proposes to limit all

programs to part-day operation on an 8 month basis. On

close examination of this change it is clearly evident from

pArent responses tha program participation in rural areas

would drop dramatically. To elaborate,-HuadStart programs

are designed around parent.and
local community needs, this

flexibilitx is of the essence to the success of Head Start.
Many rural programs

serve working parents and it would be

impossible for them to accommodate a shortened day from a

finanCial and transportation standpoint. In many cases

there are no (or very limited) day care facilities available.

In many cases parents have
openly stated they would have to

gat work and apply for welfare if a full-day program were

not available. Therefore, Head Start is not only providing

excellent comprehensive services, including care

and training for their children, but also allowina parents

to become active particlpants in their community, and last but
not least, "tax a ers instead of tax liabilities. Also, We

suggest, that in most rural areas it will cost more to
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convert to and maintain a part-day program in lieu of an

already functioning full-day program:

Another important fact is that many of the full-day,

full-year programs are operating at lower cost per child

than the four or six hour programs. In essence this pro-

posal will likely limit enrollment_and increase operating_

cost - the opposite effect it is intended to have. It is

our suggestion that these full-day, full-year, cost-

effective, quality programs should serve as models for

others to follow.

Setond, ACYF proppses to limit per-chiid cost in high

cost grantees. They suggest two solutions. One is to

"standardize" all programs so a cost analysis_could be

made and then single out the high-cost programs for

Our contention is that to standardize Head Start is a

direct assault on its very fibers of success. Further more,

to penalize the many cost-effective programs in order to

get high-cost programs under control is both uneconomical

and absurd. Their second proposal is to study each high-,.

cost program individually and bring it under control by

negotiation. We suggest that this second solution will be
F

much less disruptive to successful programs, and will

6definitely be more economical. We strongly agree that
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high-cost programs should be brought under control, but

not at the expense of low-cost successful programs.

Along this same line of promoting efficiencies, ACYF

also proposed the consolidation of small grantees. We

seriously question the economy in this and, more importantly,

suggest that this will seriously disrupt local control and

familiarity of, available resources within local communities.

Again, this 1s a move toward
centralizatioa which is not

comnatible with Head Start success. We believe this to be

of beriefit to regional office staff only and is not'

supported by local ainmunity leaders nor parents. We

ggesc_thaLeach_small_ogency he reviewed as to their

operating efficiency before being automatically consolidated.

The development of staffing and guidelines is also

suggested by ACYF in view of the" fact that personnel cost

constitutes a large percent Of local Head Start operating

expense. We, in turn, suggest that this is to be expected

and is a normal pattern in
an organization serving people.

Although Head Start is currently operating under federal and

state staffing guidelines, we 9gree with ACYF's proposal to

further analyze this area in hopes of creating more equal

and-fairpatterns-of staffing among programs. We strongly

caution ACYF in their analysis of this area to,,.make careful

note of the fact that availability of special types of

personnel will vary greatly from region to region and from

c
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grantee to grantee. It is likely that some areas will not

be able to operate under a strict set of regulations in

this area. Again, local program design may be disrupted.

Another ACYF proposal addressing this need is the

development and transfer of cost analysis technology con-

cerning techniques for monitoring and assessing the cost of

child care services. This technology is based on a project

carried out by OHDS concerning day care services. While

ACYF acknowledges the difference between day care and Head

Start we would like to further caution them in applying

this technology to Head Start without first consulting

with local programs to determine what specifically is needed. u

We suggest this will save money, duplication and disruption

in the long run.

Under "Other Activities" to promote efficiencies in

program operations, ACYF proposes to study the efficiencies

of high-quality, low-cost programs in hopes of learning

from them and supplying this information to high-cost

programs. This is perhaps one of the most "common sense

approaches" in the draft and we strongly agree. Here, ACYF

also comments on the high cost of transportation. Our ,

resPonse is that not all Head Start programs own or operate

a fleet of vehicles, Arkansas and Region VI for example. It

is our belief that this inequity is due to historical

funding Atterns and definitely needs to be analyzed by ACYF.

J.
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This could certainly be a major factor in high-cost programs
and in'which these same programs could learn from lower .

cost programs.

In this same area of
program efficiencies, ACYF also

acknowledges the fact that they do not have a reliable,

on-going system for collecting and analyzing program cost.

Due to Head Start diversity
and uniqueness we are in

sympathy with this problem. In response, we suggest that

ACYF, in close contact with
regional office staff and

local programs (work programs approved by regions con-

tain program information),
work together to make this

possible and beneficial to both. Further in this area,

we are in agreement with the proposal to require a more

detailed grant applicacidn at least every three or four
years,

ACYF is also advocating in thic section a renewed

emphasis, particularly to programs weak in this area, on

the utilization of non-Head Start resources. We whole

heartedly agree with this proposal. Although, we feel we

are, and always have squeezed the turnip as tight as

possibfe, we wish ACYF luck in accomprishing this on a

national level. We believe thalit programs operating at a

low cost have successfully
coordinated and utilized all

community and state resources. We believe this to perhaps
be one of the factors in cost variance. We believe that in

I.
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light of present economic conditions and numerous cuts in

related programs that Head Start will find resource:4 not as

plentiful.

Objective 112 - Improve Program Quality:

We strongly agree with ACYF's proposals in this area tO

reduce class size, increase staff salaries, and maintain

the performane indicators. To elaborate, much of Head.

Start's expensive staff turnover is, a direct result of

.inadequancies in the first two of these areas, Under

"Other Activities" in this same area ACYF advocates in-

tensifying program activities dirtcted at pareTi and family

involvement - we strongly agree. Also, they address the

lack of qualified Ceacters. We'suggest that emphasis."

should be placed on competency-based programs ratfier than

degrees, for example, the highly successful CDA Program.

ACYF should keep in mind that part of Head Start's philosophy

is to provide opportunities for local pqle to participate

in the program and receive career development training.

41

Objective 43 - Improve and Streamline The Delivery of
Training aild Technical Assistance.

'we acknowledge some of ACYF's beliefs in this area.

For example, T/TA functions that are vital,to Head Start's

success should be continued, that it must be,more.accountable

I.
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to the local Head Start
grantee community, that"it must be

flexible and that it must be stable. It is our opinion

that our corrent state-wide
T/TA programs are doing a fine

job at carrying out their responsibilities.
We, also,

strongly suggest that if "streamlining" must take place it
should be done by diverting

more Research and Demonstration

funds to state-wide T/TA's. It is our strong contention
that each state has within its own boundaries training re-
sources that are in tune with local needs that are not
being utilized. We believe that certain

specialty trainings
that are well established

and proven erficient, such as
Home Based Training conducted by the seven Home Start

Training Centers and the RAP Programs, should be con-

tinued as presently funded to give extra support to the
State T/TA - CDA networks. We are also positively against
a large expenditure of funds for the establishment of any1.

more information exchange systems or specialized technical

consultation centers at the .r...eyonal levels, specifically
'this means the Child Development Resource Centers proposed
'by ACYF. We suggest that what is in place now is sufficient

and working well to serVe local needs. More duplication in
this area is absurd.

We are in complete
agreement with more directly linking

CDA to state-wide T/TA's. We strongly emphasize the need

A
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for a natidhal group to provide the direction and actual

CDA Credential. We do not want total decentralization of

'the eredentialing process as we believe this will lead to

weakening the validity of the CDA credential.

Objective #4 - Strengthen Head start's Relli,onshio With
Other Public Private and Vo untarv
Agencies and Organizations:

In this area ACYF propdses Xhat collaborative agree

ments with other agencies either be established or reaffirmed.

Although we know that Head Start ha's this already in place

in many states, we agree that improvement in this area is

needed. Also proposed in this area is more "Demonstration

and Technology Transfer Projects." We state again, that

more of these projects are not only not needed but are an

extreme waste of valuable funding. We propose, instead,

that current information is more than sufficient in most

cases and can be disseminated adequately through %he

proposed T/TA state systems. We must stress again, that

this objective will likely.be extremely limited due to'

economic conditions and cuts in.other programs.

Objective #5 - Improve the Administration and Management
-Of Head Start:

ACYF's direction on this objective is toward che

simplification of Head Start regulations, the reduction

of grantee reporting burden and the implementation of
4
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program assessmefit,precedures that place more emphasis on
"".

program improvement than regulatof5;-Compliancet

Our response is that whi.le this direction may look

good,iL, in fact, may lead to the demise of HeaU Start.

To elaborate, due to HeadStart's complexity and high

'staff turnover we suggest that the guidelines and re-

gulations now in plare are a hrength of Head Start not a

weess. We, th,..refore, are against "watering Lhem down."
---We think the guidelines placeemphasis on having gond_

p'rograms.

In sumMary/ we feel.that many of tht proposals in

the draft will either be unworkable andlorcreate higher

cost. We feel that children, parents and local community

needs are not being taly addressed. We feele Lso, that
.

some of the proposals.are a direct duplication ofservices
already in place. !,,) think that mattY ACYF suggestions would

limit'flexibility of program designs, to meet local needs,

such as, the total conversion of Perent ChileCenters.

Although we are in agreement with some of.thepro-

posals, we strongly suggest thit ACYF further analyize

the points we are concerned'with..
-
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STATEMENT OF BUD CHOATE, HEAD START l'ARENT,
RUSSELLVILLE, ARK:

Mr. CHOATE. I would like tc say again, Chairman Andrews, mem-
bers of.the committee, that my name is Bud Choate and I am from
Arkansas. I would like to say that I sincerely appreciate this oppor-
tunity to come up and shaft our yips with you about this draft.

I am currentlyI am not a 'Head Start Director, I might addI
am currently in the role of a Head Start parent, a speech patholo-
gist and a hatidiqap coordinator in a nine-county agency in Arkan-
sas serving approximately 624 children. I think this role has given
me the opportunity to see Head Start at its grassroots.

Chairman Andrews, since ny written testimony is quite long, I
would like to summarize it, Vmay.

Mr. ANDREWS. Very welt If you will submit to the gentleman
over on your left, at the end of the table, your full statement, we
will see that it becomes ayart of the record.

Mr, CHOATE. Thank you.
I would like to bring up the fact that we realize that this draft

was circulated as a draft for comment purposes. However, we found
that its wording, in many cases, led us to believe that it was a lot
stronger than a draft and that really concerned us. For example,
wording like "we are planning" is used several times. The phrase
"policies we are making," that concerned us.

We were concerned that the response data on the draft was in-
sufficient, and that input from local parents and staff and commu-
nities would be very limited. For example, the draft was dated Oc-
tober 22, 1981. We didn't receive it in our office until November 14,
1981. The cover letter said they want a response date November 25.
That worried us about the amount of response that they were look-
ing for from this draft. We do not feel it was circulated nearly as
widely as they made it out to be. In fact, our own Congressman in
our owl State had to find it out through us. So we felt like the
local people might have-been left out in that. I believe we-have cor-
rected that problem now.

Mr. ANDREWS. Ms. Hardy told us this morning that the final
draft of this before it is implemented willThe printed in the Federal
Register? I understood her to say this morning thatcheck that if
you will. If riot, let us get back in touch with her and ask for that. I
understood her to say that the final draft would be published.

Is Mr. Kieffer here?
Mr. KIEFFER. We Win provide that for you.
Mr. ANDREWS. You will provide that.
Dicishe say that this morning?
Mr. KIEFFER. I don'tbelieve so.

. Mr. A.NDREWS. You don't think so?
She 'did.make a statement of that sort, but was she talking about

the regulations?
Mr. KIEFFER. Right.
Mr. ANDREWS. Then I misunderstood her. I will get the answer to

that question. .
Mr. CHOATE. Thank you.
In responSe to Mr. Miller's comments, mdybe I can shed some

light on one of the other problems we have, and that is on the, di-.

11 0
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,

lemma with the 8 months and shortened day programs. We firmly
believe thatif they would, have done a more indepth analysis ofthis, it would have shown the many of thb programs providing
full-day, full-ydar services are not only necessary, but they are cost
effective.

In our program, we don't have the luxury of assumptions. We
have .to put the pencil and paper to everything that affects us. And
through our own analysis, it came up that for us to convert sopie oi
our full-day, full-year programs, it was going to cost us $30,000
more, seiferal thousand dollars more to make the conversion be-cause of the extra expenses it would have entailed. So we feltreally strongly about that.

We feel that these programs were designed what was neeaed in
the local community as expressed by the people in that community.
That why we are successful.

In mahy of the program-s serving working parents, alterAate day
care is not available. It is either limited or nonexistent. We think it
would be absurd to limit these people to half-day services and force
them back on welfare. We need more taxpayers, not tax liabilities.
[Applause.]

Mr. CHOATE. Let me read to you one of the parent letters that I
have with me. I would like to submit these to your staff, Mr. Chair-
mah, for inclusion in the record, if they so desire.

Mr. ANDREWS. Very well. Without objection, they will bp made apart ofthe record of.the hearing.
[The information referred to follows:j

WALDRON, ARK.
(1) Head Start has helped my child a great deal and has given her things to learn

and play more than I would ever be able to do. S,he's learned her colors and etc.what I don't have time to teach her and she gets vitamins and meals that I can't' afford to give as often It helps me to be able to enjoy and spend more time with her
when she's with me because I feel more like being with her,

(2) Head Start would hurt every working mother and wouldn't pay them to evenhave their children in the center because they have to have them picked up and pay-a sitter.t,.
(3) I like Head Start in every way that I know and I think their weakness would

be that they should rais'e the income on the patents because you would have morechildren in the center, For the money requirements on the wage statement. Thankyou very much.

DIANE SMITH,
Head Start Parent.

WALDRON, ARK., February 17, an.
Head Start has given my children the opportunity the be with other childrentheir age & learn so many things. They truly enjoy the classes, music, being withthe other children. It has helped in so many ways. In this time it takes 2 parentsworking in order to make ends meet. The Head Start program has given me thechance to help my family, because, when my child is at the center I don't have to

worry about the care she is receiving. If the program were cut to 4 hrst The childvitouldn't 'Ott as much learning time. It would really affect my job also. The greateststrength of H S is the attention the children receive froth the instructors & all theteaching they do to teach right from wrong. To help the parents in the raising ofthe child. I can't think of a weakness one in H.S. Everything they do is for the goodof the children & for the good of the community.
PATRICIA J. &tows

iij
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WALI;RON, ARK.

(1) Head Start has helped my child a great deal. She was very shy and withdrawn,
but since she has been going to H.S. she is alot more outgoing.

(2) If Head Start were cut to 4, hrs. it would be difficult for me because I work and
would have to pay someone to pick my child up early and to keep her until I get off
mirk.

(3) Head Start has many strengths it has a lot of learning activities and games. I
think the greatest .weakness is they don't have enough teachers or volunteers to
help out in the center.

GAYLENE CANADA,
Head Start Parent.

WALDRON, ARK.

(1) Head Start has helped my chrid in many ways. It has helped tt) team how to
interact with other-children. And also in problem solving. He doesn't depend on me
so much fdr dressing him aniFdoing every little thing for him.

(.3) cutting Head Start to 4 hours would not effect me now. But if I went to work
it Would. And I know it would effea everyone else in program because of picking up_
the child and babysitthig cost.

(3) Head Start's greatest strIngth is the help it gives the child in adjusting to a
learning situation before he starts school. Head Starts greatest weakness is the
money lack in the funds which cause it to not operate at its full potential.

LYDIA BUTLER,
Head Start Parent.

WALDRON, ARK.
r

(1) The Head Start program !Ms really helped d'iSe children. They have learned so
much that °ley probably wouldn't have had the chance to if they were staying full
time with a babysitter. Also I know they are provided with two nourishing meals
aday which, as a working mother really cuts down on worrying about thern.

(2) Cutting, back to 4 hrs would hurt the children themselves because they won't
have as great a reliance of learning as tkey have M a 4 hr program. Also I live 10
Miles from the center and on my days off it would not pay me to drive.to town fqr 4
hrs.

(3) I don't know what I consider the greatest strength of the center and I cannot
'express how much good I think it does children. I have compared my children with
ilthe'r children not goihg to the center, and they just seem to know so much more. I
just hope other children have the chance to attend the.-center.

-
Mr. CHOATE. i have several. I will pick one here- that was inter-

. esting. It says, "How would the absence of Head Start affect you,
your family and job if they were eliminated?"

It says, "I would probably find. that I would be better off staying
home and drawing welfare benefits .and food stamps. Babysitters
are hard to find and would give up my job rather _than leave my
child with just anyone." -

The question: "How would a half-day pOgram affect you, your
familiy and your job?" It says, "This would be the same as "cutting
it out completely because I could pot leave my job to pick my child
up."

It shows that comments ,that* they talk abo.ut how much Head
Start has done for them,. the strengths and weaknesses. There are
some really good ones. r

To continue, we are strongly opposed to the idea of standaitli,zing
'Head Start so that cost analyses can be made. To penalize the
many cost effective programs -in order to get-the high-cost pro-
grqms under control is absurd. We Thope that ACYF will move

CARLA RUSSELL.
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toward thein proposal to analyze the high-cost programs on a case-,by-case basis. '
Along the line of the consolidation of small grantees, especiallyin the rural areas, we question the economy of this, considering thehigh cost of the administration and travel. We believe also thatthis would seriously disrupt the local control and the efficient useof the local resources that are already in place in that area.We are also against- as proposed in the draft, the costly estab-lishment of any more information exchange systems or specializedtechnical consultant centers. For example, at the regional level, thechild development resource centers. What is in place now is suffi-cient and 'it is working well, Ind We object to any more duplicationin this area.

Concerning the CDA program, we are in agreement with thetraining to be carried out by the States, but we feel strongly that tokeep this credential valid, we keep the credentialing agent at thenational level.
In the area of training, we think that certain of the specialty,training such as the seven Home Start training centers, the RAT'programs, have proven their efficiency and quality and they shouldbe continued as presently funded.
I would also like to add that,- as a handicap coordinator and aperson that goes out into these programs and sees these kids everyday and does evaluations in the home, I find my worse cases fromkids in the home base area. This is the program whete the onehome base trainer goes out into the field. These are the people thatcan't get into the centers. These are the people that are back there,that are hard,to find. They need that service. That is where I findthe most severely handicapped kids in our program.I would like to say that we are confused about the way the draftaddresses the important role that parents play as decisionmakers.For example, on page 3, it says:

Head Start encourages parents to participate, in making decisions concerning localprogram policy by affordmg them opportunities to serve on policy councils andother committees concerned with the planning and management of Head Start serv-ices.

If you will turn over on page 10, you will see where they wantedto standardize all of the programs, without parent input.As far as the regulations go, we really support the regulations.We feel like they grew with Head Start and they were necessary tokeep a quality program going. We really want to keep them inplace. However, we feel that to keep them in place we will need thefunding to go with them to keep the program at a high qualitylevel.
I would like to talk to Mr. Miller again. I had the erosion of cutsin here. He already talked about that. We felt strongly that thatwas a point that should be made.
In conclusion, we know that Head Start is not perfect, but wefeel that it is in good shape the way it is. It is successful. And weseriously have questions of the motives of this draft. We feel thatthe best way to increase enrollment is to continue our work for in-"- creased funding, as we always have.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my testimony.

II 3
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Mr. ANDREWS. Bud, thank you, all of you, for an excellent state-
ment.

We are far, far over time, and all of us have commitments to be
other places. In the interest of time, I am just going to ask one
question which I hope is not even pertinent in the future. But I
have a feeling that it might be.

Just for whatever it is worth, since each of you are from a differ-
ent Stateand I am sure you are aware of the conditiops in your
StateI would just like to ask this question, first of Virginia and
then to each of you: If there should be any considerable curtail-
ment of Federal financial support for Head Start or if Head Start
should be block granted to the States, with some much smaller
amount of Federal assistance, ,ifid you had to look, Virginia, to

your Legislature in Wisconsin to add a lot of money to whatever
may be sent to you from Washington, just to maintain what you
have now, is your State in a position, in your opinion, to carry on
that substantial part of the funding for the program? Would they
do that?

Ms. ROMAN. My aisumption, based on the work I have been
doing wieh the children's political arena in Wisconsin, which was
established recently because there is no legislative body that really
isconcerried with children at the State level and the struigles that
they have had, and the fact that day care funding has not been a

it priority, my assumption would be that that is not very likely._
Mr. ANDREWS. Perhaps Pat could answer also, but since we have

you, Billy JeanrI believe you said you have been with the pro-
gram 14 years.

Ms. HILL. That is.correct. '
Mr.ANDREws. Coiild you tell me if in your State of Montana, if

the State Legislature either could or ivould niake up any drastic
curtailment in Federal assistance for the Head'Start program?

Ms. -HILL. I thipk they would not. There 'has not been d heavy
emphasis on children in our .Legislature either, and most of the
ptograms that were.ohild-related have now been cut, obliterated
obliterated is a strong word, but some programs were removed
from 'the scene.

Mt. ANDREWS: The Opposite is happening.
Ms. BILL. Right.,So I deaibt it very much. "
Mr: ANDREWS. What about-Arkansas, Bud?

.Mr. CHOATE. We have a case in point with the title XX program
where it was cut and, instead of the State making up the differ-
ence, they decided that the parents should make it up out of their
own pockets. So they came up with a little pay scale. As a results,
we have lost several children outOf that program already.

Mr. ANDREWS. You say. you serve nine counties. Are they basical-
ly rural counties?

Mr. CHOATE. We serve 9 counties, not 99. I am sorry if you mis-
understood me:

Mr. ANDREWS. I thought I said nine. Are they basically rural
counties?

Mr. CHOATE. It seems like 99.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the largest city in the nine-courdy area

you serve.
Mr. CHOATE. Russellville is the largest.
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Mr. ANDREWS. What is the Population?
Mr..CHOATE. It is about 13,000, I believe, or 14,000somewherein there.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is the largest?
Mr. CHOATE. The largest, yes.
Mr. ANDREWS,. Do you pretty well know Ale parents of the chil-dren whO are in the prog. ams in that nine-county area?
Mr: CHOATE. Sir, -I work with nearly all the parent's. I go to allthe centers one time of another and do training with all the par-ents and talk to them. I have a good give-and-take informationsystem with them. We talk about my work with their handicappedkids. Strictly in the home base; I am in the home and show theparents how to work with them. I feel like I ,have a .good under-standing of that.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are any substantial numbers of those parents ableto make up the difference if the State didn't, assuming the. Federalfunds foethis program were severely cut?

,Mr. CH9ATE. No, sir, not those, or even some higher than them.' Mr. ANDREWS. Is that right? Thank you for that.
Mr. Williams, do you have additional questions?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you,Ur. Chairman.

saw some-Atatistics not too long ago that said out of every 10children who would be eligible for and need Head Start, we servetwo of them. I can't vouch for the validity of those statistics, but itis am good opportunity for us to find out what your ideas would beabout the number of students approximately in your areas thatmight be eligible to be served against the percentage we are serv-ing. Ms. Roman.
Ms. ROMAN. In response to that, we just recently did_a study forour four-county area because we were trying to prioritize wherethe enfollment needs should be. We found that, overall in the four-county area, we are serving just about 20 percent. Howeter, in oneof our counties, we are serVing as high as 39 percent; the lowcounty, we are serving 10 percent. So we are trying to equalize thatout.

But we do.maintain about the national average.Ms. HILL. Perhaps a difference in the population in Montanamakes it not quite so stringent an answer. I think we serve 75 per-csnt in Helena of the low income, and in the tricounty area. AndpOssibly notso many in the other areas, the larger cities, Billings,Missoulam, Butte; and smaller areas like Anaconda and RavaliiCounty serveoless than 50 percent of the low-income families.*Mr. CHOATE. Excuse me, are you talking about the numbet oflow-income people or just the number of kids we are serving? -Mr. WILLIAMS. The nuniber of children you are serving versusthe number you might serve if you pould serve everyone that waseligible and needed the..service.
Mr. CHOATE. OK. I think, through the resourcefulness of our pro-gram, we are serving a large niajoritY of our people in our atearight now. As far as the number of low income totally, I would saywe are serving-71 would hope at least 50-or-better percent of thelow-income people in that area.
Mr. ANDREWS. Did you say 50?
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Mr. CHOATE. I would say at least'50 or maybe more, about 50 per-
cent or maybe more, due to the resourcefidness of our agency.
Now, if we were a high-cost program and bad a transportation
system, we could not serve nedrly that many.

Mr. WILLIAMS. That is interesting and it is instructive for the
committee to have both the 20-percent statistic that I mentioned
earlier and to know that, from your three areas, we may be serving
as much as half or perhaps 60 percent in some areas.

But it does show the great need unmet in this country for chil-
dren. Look, we recognize that this Nation is in a -budget crisis and
there is only so much money to go around. But the question is:
Could we serve, if wp had the wi1lin this country, every single last
young person that wanted to go to Head Start, despite the dollar
problems we have today?

Put it in this framework, my friends: If Head Start classes start
at 9 O'clock in the morning and we start the Head Start dollar-
drain clock ticking at 9 o'clock in the morning; and then we start
the dollar-drain clock down at thp Yentagon ticking at 9 o'clock in
the morningnow listen to thisby noon, by the time those chil-
dren have been in your Head Sfnrt program for 3 hours, the Penta-,
gon is going to have spent every dime that will be appropriated for
all of the Head Start in all-of America. [Applause.]

In other wordt,the money:4s there;- the will is not there. We
should change that in tOis coii/itiy. [Applause) -

I thank jioth the chaiman and-you.
Mr. ANDREWS. Very good analogy.
Yes, Bud?
Mr. CHOATE. Mr. Andrews, T thought about that beforethe

figure on our agency was about 30 percent. That is closer.
Also, Mr. Williams, I tried to call one of the professors over there

oand find out how many taxpayers there were in the United States.
Do you have that figure?

I was going to divide that by the, total Head Start Iludget and see
just how much each person really,paid towkd a program like this.

Mr. AfitiftEws. I don't know, but we can get That.
Mr. CHbATE. I doubt if it would be three or four dollars a year

that would be paid toward a program that does this muéh for their
oWn country.

Mr. ANDREWS. Kery good point. We can get that. We will make
those calculations.

Mr. Miller.
`Vt. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. J want to thank the

panel. This is a rather unusual panel, especiallS, with this adminis-,_
itracion, because usually what v-/e find s that Congress is respond-

ing-to pleas front the people to get the_Oovernment off their backs,
to Iift this onerous burdensome load that they are carrying. This
administration is pretty good at responding to that, whatever spe-
cial interest it comes from.

Here you have a ,panel of people representing a larger group of
people. To the extent that I have listened to people in my district
and in that general area of California, I have never heard anyone
sugge,st that the system is not working. In fact, as I say, it is held
up with accolgdes at the White House.
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You have got to start questioning these massive suggestedchanges- I think that Mr, Choate has hit on it, and' that is: What isthe mOtive? In fact, the motive is to allow the'President of theUnited States to get credit, to look like he cares for children .bytaking a strongly supported program-of high visibility and wavingthat flag, while, internally, he is gutting that program. It is justthat simple.
I think that the motive i;\ evil. I think it is very duplicitous interms of the face that the White, House puts forth with respect tochildren in this country. And Presitlent Reagan should not be al-lowed to get away so cheaply.
I would be very interested) to go through your testimony, as op-posed to what was. suggested by the Commissioner here a littlewhile ago, that the 'project directors are in fact saying that every-thing is all right and this will work out. I have not heard that yetup and down the State of California. I heard just the opposite.I think that you do, in fact, bring the evidence of what these cutsmean when- you have to try to deliver the services out there in thefield. And your evidence is a lot different from what we are beingtbld by this administration that wants to reveit to loCal control..I suggest that the motive really is what Mrs. Chisholm pointedout, the future consolidation of this program. Once it can be meltedinto a function or it can be melted into a block eant and it losfsits v,isibility in the American public's 'mind, yo,, can kiss it good-bye.fApplause.]

I think that one of the very important things is that that not beallowed to happen.
I. mania like to extend, I hope on a very candid basis, to pkojectdirectors around the country to submit to is committee theirwritten testimony as to what they think the impacts .are 9f theseregulatory changes and, the cuts that have taken place in otherprograms that have provided services to Project Head Start, en-abling it. to meet its, mandate, apparently successfully, that Con--------gress.-gave-it-someyears_ago I would hope that you_would_get thatmessage out. Becatise I dare say that the picture that has been pre-sented to this committee by people concerned is not the one that ispresented by people who sit here a Washington and claim theyhave some informal discussions with somebody who told them it,would, all work out. [Applause.]

We cannot operate on that basis. I suspece for the administrationto continue to do that is just to continue living a lie, because that isnot exactly what is going on out there.
I really appreciate you takin;kyour time and waiting this long totestify. I think you will find ouNthat the Congress has a differentfriml about Head Start than thit administration does. [Applause.]gr. ANDREWS. Thank you, George.
The room number of our subcommittee "staff is 2178, RayburnHouse Office Building. We would very much appreciate hearingfrom you. Don't call; write.
Mr. MILLER. What made me think of that, Mr. Chairman, is Mr., Choate here. He was acting like the President. He happened tohave a letter here that he pulled Out of his pocket. I thought: MyGod, that man is going to run for President pretty soon.
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Mr. ANDREWS. All right. Again, we thank you very much for
doing an excellent job as representatives of project directors all
over the country.

We next have Marian Wright Edelman, president of the Chil-
dren's Defense Fund of Washington. Is she here?

Come around, if yourplease. I was just about to skip you. I am
trying to get adjusted to these new bifocal glasses, and when I go
up and down I don't always catch the right place op.,the page.

[Prepared statement of Marian Wright Edelman, feillows:]

11 8.



PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARIAN WRIGHT EDELMAN, PRESIDEt4T, CHILLPEN'S°
DEFENSE FUND, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. Chairman, thembers of the Subcommittee, the Children's
(Tense Fund is a national public charity created to provide a
long-range and szstematic

voice on behalf of the nation's chil-
dren. .CDF is organized into four program areas: education,
child health and mental

health,,child welfare, and child care
and family support services. We address'these issues through,

research, public education,
monitoring Of federal and state

administrative and legislative policies and practices, network
building, technical assistance to-,mational, state, and loCal

groups, litigation, community organizing, and formatiOnerN

specific issues coalitions. ye appreciate,this opportunity to
testify on the Department

of Healt'IS;and Human Services' Strategy
. -Paper, Head Start: Directions lor-tthe.N,ext Three Years, prepared

by the Administradon
on -Children, iciuth and Families.

We find it disconcerting
to be addressing this issue at

this point in Head Start's history. pr anA other child advo-'
cates across the country applauded President Reagan!s inclusion
-of Head Start in the "safety met" for in doing so he recognized

its success as a
comprehensive/nd-effeViveschild development

program. In the President's own words:'

As you know, we have carefully reviewed the
national programs which benefit our nation's 'children in an effort to improvlthe delivery
of social services. Ais review has re-
affirmed ourtielief that the Head Start pro-
gram-has Worked and should receive additional
Federal support. I assure you that Head Start-remains a high priority in thisAdthinistration
nnd has my strong support.1

1. Letter toHead Start Training Conference, May 1981.

1
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We are deeply concerned that the Administration i s now
.7 .

proosing to overturn'the very core of the program's regulations

which have contributed in a critical way to Head Start's success,

CDF's position On Head -Start is simple and emphatic. "If it

.isn't broken,.don't fix it." ,For the past 16 years, members of

the Head Start community--parents, community leaders and organi-
,

iationi, child, development experts; academicians, and others--

-Kaye testified before this aneother committees in the Congress

on Head Start's effectiveness. We all know that Heed Start

works:

Head Start improves children's health.

o Head Start imprgves children's nutrition and'reduces
the prevalence CT andmia.S.

o By theuend of 1979-80, 80 percent of all Head Start
children had completed all.required medical screen-
inga. Twenty-five percent of the children.screened
required medical treatment and 89 percent of them
seceived necessary trdatment.

o By the end of 1979-80, 70 percent of akl Heae,Start
children had received dental examinoions. Forty-
five percent needed treatment. Ninety percent of
therri receixed the necessary dental treatment.

o By the end of 1979-80, 72 percent of all Head Start'
children received all required immunitations for
DPT, polio, measles, rubella, and mumps. The immu-
nization rate for Head Start children is,20 percent
hipther than the national average for poor children:

Head Start gives chilAen a better chance in school.

o A follow-up og 820 Head Start children showed gains
in'sohool perfrormance lasting is-long as 13 years.

*o Children4ho have par'ticipated in Hqad Start and
other preschoo): interveqiion Rrograms are less
likqy to require expensive, speciar education and' "
are mcqe likely to be in the correct grade level
for their age.

c

4
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o On fourth-grade siaggirdized
tests, children who .have teen in Head Start or preschool scored sig- l'ZnifiCantly higher in

mathematics'achievement thanthose in the control group and tenaed t? score '
..higher in reading as well.

_

o Head Star t's benefits
outweigh its Jets by 215.

percent, 'ttie benefits include indreased projectedlifetime earnings for Head.Start.childran and.iheabience oZ the high costsof specihl eaucational.
.services often (tssociated with non=Head Startchildren. ,

,

Head Statt involves parents.in their chiadren's educa-tion and development.
.

o For eirery'15 children enrolled in Head Start, 10parents provide.vOluntser services to the program.
o Head Start parents involve their children more inhousehold tasks, lead to.their children more, andshow more interest in their Children's reading
'and mxiting skills

than notr..-HeadStart-parents-.--,. .._
. .

ACe .o In,a survey of Head gtart
graduates' parents, 82

.,

perCent reported going to their children's elemen-tary school to meet and talk with"their child's'teacher.
.

.

- .Head Start ihdreased th'e self-sufficiency of parents.
- o \Some 12,000 Head Start

parents have receivi collage,'
training for credit through' the Head ttart program.Ovgi 1,000 Head Start-parents have A.A. or B.A.degrees.

o One-third of'61e trainees for the.Child'0eve1opment
Associate degree-(Child care certificate) are par-

.ents of current or former Head Start children.

o One-.third of all Head Start staff are parints ofcurrent or former Head Start students.

*COP:firmly believes that the quality Of-'561'd Start has in
-large part resulted from ibAComRxehensive Performance Standards_

including health, social
services, education and paeent involve-.

ment components. Contemplated changes in these sta ndards are

pro'foundly'a/arming.4 When the Standards'werb
promulgated and

S.

4
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signed in 197$ by then SeCretari of HEW, Casper Weinberger the

The performance standardg reflect more,than
se"ven years experience with piii5r requirel-
ments and fig:1d testing during FY 1973-7'4:

They pertain to-the methods and processes
by which Head Start programs meet the:needs
of children... We have laid out c;ittria
that havebeen field tested, revised and
have been used by the programs,for many
years. We the4efore believe they are.rea-

%sonable and attaibable...;-

(40 F.R. 27562, June 30, 1975)

Departdietit noted:

Three years later Fhen dead start was reauthorized; the

House Conference Report acdbmpanying the House bill which

eventual/Y enacted as'te 1978 amendments to the Economic

Opportunity Act of.i964,,the gonfeiees noted that: s

...Head Start performance itatdards have

, conEributed tdmaking Head Stgrt.a Unique
program providing quality Child develop-
Mtnt sermices to young children'and thtir

Head Sthrt should be governed
cr. byffitionally applicable quality standards

uniquely designed fot the special needs-Ofs
local Head Start granteps and not by rules

'
applicable to other programs. .Any changlp
in the standarft governing Head Seart shall
maiptain these characteristics in order to
Xnsure e'at the uni,que national high quality
nature of the Head Start program be con-

. tinued.

was
S.

, 4

1

(H. Cdng. Rpt. No. 95-1766, October 11, 1978)

The Head Start performance stand;rds are not onerous and '

burdensome on those wilp are most directly affected. It is ironic

and knappropriate to,argue for change ih Head Start's perfosmance

standardewhile the Head tart community itself welcomes and
e

clearly supports these standards. Congress has heard from them
2

on this issue before.

3.

0.
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Lait year during.the
Senate's oversilht hearings'on

Head Start, Marilyn 7homas, a flead Start director in Ohio, when
questionedrabout the importance of the performance standards e°
stated, "By indicating

very specifically what the founders of
Head Start wanted to happen in that

program, there are not a lot
of questions about what you should be doing. You should have a
classroom environmenethat has such-pd-such kind of equipment.
They tell you right ih the performance

standards. You must pro-
vide certain.kinds of health examinations.

They tell you exactly.
They are lengthy

and detailed, but they give you a.very acc=ate
picture of what the

government expects." Asked by Senator Denton .
if he agreed with Mrs. Thomas, )4aude Pitterson, a Head. Start,
directorl.n Missouri repYien:

_

As you know, ocCasionally
anyone Will Chafeunder such a load. But then We back.off andsay, it is that kind

of proteCtiOn that assuresthe child and family-with
whor9 we work will be4erved the way they are supposed to be served.And beiond the'162

performance'standards, thereis quite a bit of room for flexibi,lity at thelocal level for-us to do'whit we are proud ofdoing, and that:is to go beiond those 162 sten-dards. And it is'that extra
measure that we -call quality.

More recently the Mational
Head Start,Association reinforced

its support ok the performance standards iii its comments on the
Strategy Paper stressing,that the scoee-and &both of each compo-

,

nent should not be changed in any substantivp
manner and that the

performance standaras help assure parents
and concerned gommuni-

\ties that children,receive
the services^they need.
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. Given this unanimous and varied support of the current

performance Standards we.can only conclude_that any so called

"streamliming" or lessening of the performance standards would

undercut the quality of Head Start and violate the provision '

of the Head Start statute which states that anyjevisions in

the stanards shall result in standards "no less,comprehensive"

than those in effect on November 2, 1978;

--, Other proposals to tamper with Head Start including the

dismantling of a national credentialing system for Head Start

staff, a:lessening of support for technical assistance, train-

ing; monitoring and evaluation, the elimination of funding for

full day programs, and parent and child centers, and a move to

shift more iesponsibility to political appointees from experi-

enced program staff who have nurtured the program are not only

also distressing but short-sighted.

Head Start in the 1980s Rel.hew and Recommendations, a'major

study chaired by Dr. Edward Zigler, who directed Head Start under

President Nixon, concluded that in order for the program to maln-

tain its high quality, additional dollars had to be invested in

Head Start. Even if Head Staft were at the full $950 million

level, programs would have to contend with insufficient resources.

Funding constraints over the past several years have not only

limited Head Start programs abilty to serve eligible children,

they have also begun to affect their quality. To cut costs,

grantees have had to reduce both the number oi hours of service

per day and the number of weeks per year that program's stay open.

124
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Teachers receive extremely low salaries (averaging approximate-
ly $7,500 ger year)4

Classroom size has increased, staff-child
ratios have decreased, and high transportation costs have ex-
cluded mahy isolate(Prural

families from the program.

The Administration's funding cuts in a range of programs

have.punched further holes in this "safety net" program which
threaten to undermine

thequantity and quality of Head Start's
services. This year.Head Start

programs precisely-because they

have cbordinated'so well with otlier programs at the local revel
as the Adthinisiation recohmeAd's

will suffer from a range of

funding cutbacks including:

o The loss of 6,000 workeis
(or $2.6.9 million) becauseof the elimination of the Public Service Employmentcomponent of the

Comprehensive'Employment and Train-ing Act (CETA)," These workers. serve about 50,000children-

o- the loss of almost $20 million from the United StatesDepartment of Agriculture's Child Care Food Program.
o The loss of approximately

$12.1 million from Title XXsocial services (now the Social Services Block Graft).
o the effects of massive cuts in AFDC, Medicaid, foodstamps, and lOw income

energy assistance on thechildren and families served by Head Start.

Tinkeringswith the prOgram at this point in tiMe not onlY
represents a bizarre substitute

for inadequate funds but also
undermines the unique quality of Head Start. In addition to pro-.

viding additional reiources,
the Department of Health and Human

'Services must simultaneously make a commitment to monitoring and
working with programs to help them achieve their full potential. ,

We Zirge thil Subcommittee
to support Head Start by providing the

full authorized level
of $1.007 billion in 'FY 1983 and send a

clear and explicit signal to the Administratioh from the Congress
to cease its counter-productive

efforts t5,revamp the program.
We repeat.... It works, don't,fix it.
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STATEMENT OF BARBARA A. BUSH, STAFF ATTORNEY, CHIL-
DREN'S DEFENSE FUND, WASHINGTON, D.C., "ON BEHALF OF
MARIAN WRIGHT EDELMAN, PRESIDENT, CHILDREN'S DE-
FENSE FUND, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Ms. Bum. Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, Ms. Edelman was here
but had to leave for another engagement. But she was present
when Congresswoman Chisholm gave her testimony. She did want
me to tell this subcommittee that the Children's Defense Fund
would reiterate the very concerns that Congresswoman Chisholm
expressed.

She also felt that the goncerns expressed by the local Head Start
people that you just heard were concerns that the Children's De-
fense Fund would also support and reiterate.

The Children's Defense Fund has already submitted its testimo-
ny for this'subcommittee's record. But I think if I were to summa-
rize very briefly what the Children's Defense Fund position is on
the changes being proposed, it would be a simple and emphatic, "If
it isn't broken, don't fix it." And we say that the Head Start pro-
gram is not broken, as its own record reflects.

Mr. ANDREWS. Very good.
Ms. Bum. Thank you. [Applause.]
Mr. ANDREWS. Next is the Special Projects Panel, Ms. J. "lorris-

sette-Ndulula and Ms. Yvonne Bushyhead. Come around, if you
will.

What is the name of the towri in Oklahoma?
MS. BUSHYHEAD. Tahlequah.
Mr. ANDREWS. Very good.
Are you originally from North Carolina?
MS. BUSHYHEAD. Yes; Cherokee.
Mr. ANDREWS. Someone told me you were. There is some beauti-

ful country up there. So is it beautiful in Oklahoma. I guess we lost
you, but you didn't lose.

We welcome your statements.
[Prepared statement of J. Morrissette-Ndulula followsj
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF J. MORRISSETTE-NDULULA, EXECUTIVg DIRECTOR,PHILADELPHIA PARENT-CHILD CENTER, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

On behalf of the 37 Parent and Child Centers (PCC's)

that are currently operating, I wish to thank the

Subcommittee on HUman Resources 'for giving me tbis

opportunity to present our testimony ifiresponse to the

draft of the Head Start strategy paper, "Head Start:

Directions for the Next Three Yearst"

Many of tis might feel that some changes in Head

Start would be beneficial. However, Head Start, as it is

now designed, works well; and it would mkt be wise to tinker
with its various components, since a change in one part

might affect the effectiveness of the whole. We urge that,

any changes that are undertaken in the future be done ohly

after thorough, in-depth, and extensive evaluations are

'made of all of its components.
G.

Since, however, this testimony is to be representative

'of-the 37 Parent and Child Centefs, it. will be confined to
out: mutual concern about the future of PCC's. The strategy

paper proposes under "Reallocation of Head Start Resources"

the "Conversion of Parent and Child Centers (PCC's) to

Regular Head Start Programs." We strongly urge and request

that the Parent and Child Centers component of Head Start

remain unchanged. EvIdence to support our appeal is

extensive and will be projected in this stat,ement only

partially, as follows: need, theoretical and experimen'tal

support, and cost. Additional documentation and supportive

material is included at the end under the appendix section.
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Need

The Parent and Child Center program began nationwide in

1967.to serve children ages 0-3 because a task force created

by President Johnson had determined that in many instances

to delay intervention until the age of three woul be too

late. The program began as a "demonstration project," but

became "operational" in 1975 because it was determined by

this time that the success of the program supported the

findings,of the task force. Further, Head Start for the 80's,

a report_published in January of 1981, recommended that the

regular Head Start Program for three, four and five year

olds expand to inClude children from their prenatal state

to age-36 months.

A large percentage 'Of the parent/child population

served by FCC's is highly at risk medically, socially,

educationally, and financially. And in many of our programs,

.rural and urban alike, isolation, lack of models, lack of

information about normal child development, lack of services,

the high incidence of incest, the high incidence of child

and sexual abuse, and domesticrviolence create barriers in

parents which hold them back from providing their children

with the fOundations necessary for their child's later

healthy development.

We believe, and are supported by researchers in the

'field of early childhood development, that the "0-3"

period is the most critical,time for laying the ground work
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for future Social and intellectual proficiency. It is very

clear that given the precariousness of some of their home

situations, some of our ':0-3" population would not.live to

be part of our three to school age program without some

form of early intervention. Those who did manage to survive

would very likely display a wide range of deficiencies,

includyg mental retardation, learning disabilities,

nutritional deficiencies and the like. The cost of

attempting co correct these deficiencies, through special

educatiOn and other forms of intervention would be much

greater than the cost of a preventive program begun in the,

early years.

PCC's affect more than the children and the parents

involved. They benefii' the total family of the child,

neighbors and friends of the family, and, as a result,

impact on the total community.

Theoretical and Experimental Support

As ACYF's Head Start/Directions draft paper points

.out, there is ao doubt about the effectiveness of preschool

programs. Reliable researchers such as Zigler (Early

'Childhood Intervention Programs: A Reanalysis, 1980) and

Lazar (Intervention is Effective, 1980) have amply documented

the ability of early education programs to increase

"disadvantaged" children's abilities in all areas to levels

at least equal to chose of "advantaged" children. It has

12 3
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also been shown that these gains can be maintained through

the elementary years--for example, by Gray (Family-Oriented

Home.Visiting Program; A Longitudinal Progitam) and Laiar

(The Persistence of Preschool Effects A Long-Term Follow-

Up of'14 Infant and Preschool Experiments). Additionally,

in the most recent longitudinal Head Start study compiled

by Irving Lazar in October, 1978, both the Parent and

Child Centers and the Child and Family.Resource Programs

were cited for their outstanaing effectiveness with parents

and young children. Also, the"General Accounting Office,

in the same year, cited that the approaches utilized by

PCC's and CFRP's had been effective in meeting the

multiple needs of families and children enrolled in the

program and recommended to the Congress and the Department

of Health and Human Services that the programs be expanded.

The draft paper suggests that in order to provide for

a larger number pf children the Parent and Child Centers

should be eliminated and the money used to provide more

slots in Head Start programs for,four year olds. The

authors of the draft seem to have overlooked or forgotten

the lessons learned about program effectiveness auring

Head Stares early years. The original.programs, conducted

during the summer for four year olds, were generally not

*very successful in promoting any long-term (or even short-

term) gains. It was soon realized that programs needed to

be extended in length and that children had to be enrolled
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at an earlier age.

12$

A number of studies have indicated that the earlier a

child.is4involved in a preschool program the more.successful

he is in school,. Palmer (1976) found that fifth grade

-.children who had,been.enrolled.in an ear/Y intervention

prOgram when they were, 24, months old had significantly
-'

bett'er reading Abilities than did childtlen who had hotV

enrol:led in the program until they were 36 months old:

_IndAd, Heber and darber (-1972) stress that preventio# of

learning problems' requires "inareasing emphasis on early

detection and inter vention." Their program, whichsfocused.

on mothers during pregnihoy and during the early development

of their children, demimstrated Ling-lasting increases in

childxen's teaming ability, language development, an&IQ.k-
: A very comprehensive study (Vopava, 1978) of early

interven4on programs which had proven to be successful

identified*yve characteristics as being the most

significant indicators Of program effectiveness. These

were: child's age at the beginning of intervention (the

younger the child, the more effective'tt(e intervention),
4

adult/Child rattos, goals for parents, home visits, and-4

parent involvement. The investigators concluded that "the

most effective programs were those where one intervenor-

worked with an infant or toddler and his/her parent in the

home" (emphaiq added). This approach is imp1em4nted in
,

most of our MC's as an adjunct tO the center-baseeitogram.

. 1.
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The National Center for Clinical Infant Programs

strongly supports the argument for the continuation of

PCC's in its statement entitled, "Reasons for Head Start's

Continued or Expanded Focus on the Education of Parents of

Infants." The following is an excerpt from that paper:

The First Three Years: Programs vhich have Worked

Looking now at programs which have intervened
with high risk families after birth, Ahe results of
such intervention, when compared to those with
randomly sele6ted contrbl groups of children with
whom there is no intervention, are startlingly
positive and have broad implications for prevention.
Though undoubtedly many programs have been effective,
many have not been quantitatively evaluated.
However, some of the better known, carefully
measured program results are:

1) The Parent Education Program developed by
Ira Gordon in Northern Florida involving home
visits and high parental involvement showed its
"graduateu," by ages 8-11, to be only 113 as likely
to be in special education programs (Lazar et al,
1977).

_

2) The Yale Child Study Center Welfare
Research Program, led by Sally Provence used a
service-centered model for parent support and
education. Evaluators found five years later that
the children in the program had higher IQ scores
and verbal ability test scores, higher school
attendance, higher performance on achievement tests.
Their parents as a group were more upwardly mobl.le
and had more years of education than the'control
groups with which they were compared? (Trickett
et al, in Zigler and Gordon, 1982).

3) The Syracuse follow-up study of its
Family Enrichment Program found that its "graduates"
were, as kindergarteners, "more involved, relaxed,
dominant, energetic, socially independent, purposeful,
affectionate to others, flexible, less submissive to
adults and other children, less dependent on adults
and other children, more affectionate toward adults
and other children" than were their matched control
ZHonig, Lally and Mathieson; 1.978).0 '

1 32
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As various kinds of models of parent education
have been tested% over the years, it becomes clear
that ones which focus on giving support to the
mother, not just extra stimulation to the infant,

,.have had more lasting results. (Bromwich, 1977).
For example:

41__The_Models-of Newborn Nursing interventt6n
.

projects led by Kathryn Barnard found that a model
which focused on supporting the mother in the first
ttree months (tha NPACE model) showed superior
development of the infant from 3 to 10 months
(Barnard, 1981).

5) ,The Parent Child Development Projects_ t
(PCDC's) sponsored by ACYF as a carefully controlled
study of parent support and education prograts for
mothers of infants fOund, after five years, that
there were pOsitive gains for mothers and their
children in maternal attitudes, mother-child
interactions, social-emotional development for
mothers and children, and cognitive/language
development in children (HEW 105-78-1302).

6) Evaluations of,ACYF's model Child and
Family REsourte Programs (OM's), a model of
parent support which emphasizes linkages to other,

'social health and ,education services for families,
found that the quality of the home environment
after two years involVement, using gross measures
such as physical environment, encouragement of
learning, amount of health care, nutrition, and
quality of adult-child interaction, had improved
almost half again (HRD 79-40).

fl-In addition to the resea ch and evaluation cited above

by the National Center, studies have been done by other

researchers, One of the most highly respected researchers

is Burton L. White, M.D., Director of the Harvard

Pre-School Project. In his book, The First Three Years of

Life, Dr. White states: ". . . t8 begin to look at a

child's educational development when he is two years of

age is already much too late, pirticularly in the areas

3 3
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of social skills and attitudes" (emphasis added).

Dr. White is referring to improving relationships

between parents and children who are codsidered "normal."

Support and intervention is -even more critic al with the

PCC population of parents. The investment in the future

is clear. If programs such as this are cut without

significant discussion and understanding of why they

exist, we.are concerned that our common sense, the

research and the obvious previntion benefits of the

program will be thrown oUt with the bath water. It

could be that the decision makers decide to cut out a

7-

whole class of people whose children have kittle chance to

develop the skills necessary to cope with an increasingly

colplex life.

'Cost

We can f.ppreciate problems due to budgetary

11--constraints...Inflation_has_made_the_operationof all

of our programs more difficult. Ks you consider

discontinuing PCC's, the issue becomes whether the cost

benefits derived from the conversion of PCC's to Head.

Start Programs will outweigh ehe detrimental effect of

the loss of.such vital services, to our children, families,

and communities.

There is the need for long range financial planning

On the part of ACYF to avoid the danger of short-sighted
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savings. We hope that ACYF will avoid being "penny-wise

and pound foolish." The cost of prevention is much leis

than the cost of remediation. Each dollar spent on

preventing deficits in young children will save much largen

silffis wiiich would iieed to be spent later in the child's

,life on special education and juvenile offender programs.

The cost of all the Parent and Child Center programs

is approximately $11,million, while the total Head Starts

budget is $820 milli,on. The'PCC portion is equal to

' only about one percent of the total budget.

Since there is general agreement that the earlier

intervention begins with children the greater the long,.

lasting returns, this means that the dollars would be better

spent earlier. To discontinue PC: with the hope of saving,

money is certainly not a cost-saving measure. It means

'that we will save money next year, but we wduld be

borrowing from the future. To exp.and and operate an

effective PCC program will mean that Head Stares job

would be easier and money would be saved in the future.

But to delay the beginning of our efforts until the child

reaches the Head Start age only means that Head Start's

future problems will be much greater and much more costly.

The proposed conversion of PCC's will have detrimental

results which will not be seen immediately but which will

emerge after the current ACYF policy makers have moved on

to ocher positions and will no longer have co take
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' Although we.airee with the draft Head Start paper that

the Head Start Program is "A Program that Works," we

cannot justify the total sacrifice of Parent and Child

Centers to expand Head Start. Funds should be

realistically sought to expanklboth Head Start and PCC,

and other worthwhile programs such as the Child and

Family Resource Programs.

Since parent involvement is mandatory in PCC's,

cost should be computed op the bas,i.s of cost per family

member participating, or cost per family (average family

size, 3.5 persons) as opposed to cost per child.

In the face of such overwhelming evidence of the

effectiveness of Parent and Child Centers in making a

real difference in the lives of children and the saving

_

by society of the cost of remedial programs in later

years, we urge you to continue to fundvIthe existing 37

PCC's-- and look toward a future when these programs can

be expanded.
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? APPENDIX

0

PARENT CHILD CENTER
NORTH EAST KINGDOM, VERMONT

FAMILY CASE HISTORY

tc-
01 .FAMILY_SITUATION:

Mother and Father and six children. Mother isolated, no pe.
Children hooked outsiAe with clothes lines. Rabbits lived ineidedouse, rabbit feces inside bathtub. House cOVered with human fecesend either debris. The State removed two of the children from thehome. Only ope worker Vas allowed to go into the home at a time.
Children were developmentally delayed.

ACTIONS TAKEN:

A worliir visited the home once ...week. Mother brOUght four of thechildren to the, center two morning's a week. Mother was enrolled inparenting classes two mornings:a week.
The children were worked with.,Individually on their developmental delays. Encoiraged-Mother tobring the children to the Child Health Clinic and.to use other agen-cies. ,

RESULTS:

Mother began cleaning house by herself. Developed her own values,
gained self-esteem and understanding of child devedopment. Motherland Father added on to the house and improved the living conditions.
Mother eventually alloied a lady from another program in the hometo visi4. One child graduated from high school, one child was onthe honor role during high school years, on...of the two children
removed from the home by the State was returned home.

1 3 '7,
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PARENT CHILD CENTER
NORTH EAST KINGDOM, VERMONT

FAMILY CASE HISTORY

12 FAMILY SITUATION:

,Retarded Mother, Father and one child. Found living in abandoned
house-where child was born without-benefit of any medical inter-
vention. Child hosOitalized for three mouths due to poor health
care. Father had poi** work record, unable to find job. Family
disappeared and were foun2 three years later after reports of child
being tied up outside in all kinds of weather came to our attention.

ACTION TAKEN:

Family started to come into cent'er after initial disappearance.
Found job.for Father which he kept until his death. (We died of
carbon monoxide poisoning when his truck was stranded in a severe
snow storm). Worked with Mother oe hcimemaking skilla and parenting
skills. The child received immunizations and health carei

RESULT'S:

Mother received all the necessary support systems which enabled
her to become a responsible parent. Relative relocated Mother and
child to Burlington where she has since remarried and hasqwo more
children. '

1 38
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,PARENT CHILD CENTER
NORTH EAST KINGDOM, VERMONT

FAHILYZASE HISTORY

M3 FAMILY SITUATION:
.

. .
, . , .- Mother, Father, two young children. Additional four children withinfour years. Mother would not communicate with anyone. No radio, TV, . 0silence in the home all the time.

'ACTIONS TAKEN:

Finally got family to participate in center two days a week. Educa-ted parents on parenting skills,
child-development skills, and fam-ily planning. Encouraged Mothef to talk with staff, then parents andchildren. Worked with children individually on child development.'

RESULTS:

Mother able to communicate with children, talked to staff about her
feelings and what was going on in home. Mother participated in
Policy Council representing her center. Children weie brought up
to age appropriate level in deverepment.

74 FAMILY SITUATION:

Mother, Father, siX children (oldest 6 years). Mother would not
allow anyone in the house. Talked to worker from_behind-closed
door. Younger:1 child (14 yrs.) did not speak. Children did not
attend school because-of lack of transportation. House was In
poor condition. Could see right through-the floor boards. Only
mattresses on the floor. Mother had severe lental problems.

ACTIONS TAKEN:

Brought family into center. Found bedding and clothing for family.
Went to legal aide about transportation problem for school age
children. Taught parenting skills to Mother and Father. From role
modeling family learned about child development.

.

RESULTS:

'Mother allowed workers into home. Legal.aide got the children trans-
ported to school. Family started fixing Up house. Mother started
going to dentist on her own. Children were brought up,to age
appropriate developmental level.

1 33
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PARENT CHILD CENTER
NORTH NAST KINGDOW,-YERMONT

FAMILY CASE HISTORY

05 FAMILY SITUATION:

;RN referral, Mother, Fathei, three toddlers and elderly lady.
Family found living in-chicken coop that wae not clean. Incubator/
Brooder was their source of heat along with an open sink on the floor
used to burn wood in. A hole in the ceiling for ventilation. The
children had lost skin from frost bite and had never received any
immunizations. Fatheryas an alcoholic.

ACTIONS TAKEN: -

Brought family into center two days a week. Nousing_was found for
family. All support services were use for food, clothing and hous-
ing. Mother learned parenting skills. Children were given a chance
to socizlike with other childrenin classroom based programs. Staff
support for Mother when Father left the home.

RESULTS:

MOther became responsible parent without support of Father. All
immunizations were given to children.

4

0

IS FAMILY SITUATION:

Mother (pregnant)-and three year old child. House in filthy condi-
tion. Mother also an alcoholic and depressed.

ACTION TAKEN:

Exterminator was called in to rid house of rodents and bugs. Three
stiff members went into home and cleaned house thoroughly. Mother
Mother and children came into center two mOinings a week. Child
could not come in until treated for head lice. When condition was
corrected child came to center. Contacted Alcoholics Anonymous
for Mother. Taught Mother parenting skills, nutrition, child de-
velopment and health education.

RESULTS:

Mother's condition improved while attending center. Drinking in-
creased during summer months when center was closed. Nome visits
once a week were very important to family.

-11
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.7
The Philadelphia-Parent Child Center, Inc.

The Philadelphia Parent Child.Center is one of a network of

37 Parent Child Centers which have been in operation since

1968. The Philadelphia PCC is located in a heavily

populated section of North Philadelphia where most of the

famllies have incomes below the poverty level. The programs

which the Center offers are directed toward helping families

provide a favorable supportive
environment which will improve

their children's opportunity for intellectual :nd social

,growth. The PCC portion of the Center operates three basic

programs: a prenatal maternity education program, a

home-based infant stimulation program, and a nursery school

for toddlers.

Program Descriptions

The Maternity Care Program is designed to serve 15

ekpectant parents. The .participants take part in classes

and activi,ties whose focus is maintaining maternal physical

-an*d emotional health and laying sound foundations for the

.heal,th and well-being-of-their babies.

Since 14 percent of the babies born in North Philadel-

phia each year are low birth weight babies who are at risk

for,exPeriencing health problems, developmental delays and

mental. etardation, the Maternity Care Program empbasizes

good maternal nutrition and health CArees During the last

1 41
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program year, 30 participants were served by the Maternity

Care Program--twice the 'number PPCC is funded to serve.

The Home Visitor Program emphasizes infant stimulation

activities for childken one to 18 months old. Teachers

visit children in their homes each week. Time is devoted

both to working with the child directly and to educating

the mother in infant care and infant stimulation techniques.

Parents and children also attend a weekly center-based

group session. For a part of this session, parents and

children share in activities. For the remainder of the

session, parents participate in workshops involving child

development, budgeting, nutrition, effective parenting, and

employment counselling.

During the course of a year, approximately 100 families

--- participate in this program.

The Learning Center seryes 40 children betWeen 18

months and 3 years of age. The teaching stag...placesa-

strong emphasis on the development-of expressive and
__----------

receptiye-langUage skills through first-hand sensory-motor

experiences. Parents participate in the classrooms as

volunteers and observe teachers model techniques for belping

toddlers learn.

Supportive Services

PPCC recognizes chat the healthy, continuous growth of

children is dependent, in part, upon a favorable physical

A'
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and- social- environment-, The Center'S' s-cidial service staiff

offers help to families in solving problems related to such

areas as health, housing, education, and employment.

Great emphasis is placed on helping parents continue

their educations and participate in job training programs.

The Center has itself sponsored two job training programs

for parents. In one program, which is conducted yearly, parents

complete a course designed to prepare them to work in early

childhood settings. While some of those who successfully ---

complete the course are employed by PCC.,-25-lie-r-c-e7;have

obtained jobs outsi4e-the-PL..

arent Involvement

Parents are involved in planning and carrying out all

of the activities of the center. Besides providing.large

amounts of volunteer time in the classroom, they help in

fund raising, lead workshops for other parents, and assist

in policy-making and operationoof the center.

This experience in parent involvement encourages parents

to continue to take responsibility for their own and their

children's develOpment_after_they_leave-PPCC-.----Parents

become reluctant to continue to be dependent on the welfare

system. They actively seek, find, and maintain employment

(when _it is aveilable) and they support their children's

progress chrough the school years.
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Ofter PPCC-Programs

The Parent Child-Center program is the core of a

'number of other-programs which are-operated by PPCC. The

$ funding for thesa programs was attracted because of PPCC's

demonstrited expertise and excellence in-the area of early

childhood and parent education.

The largest program operated by PCC is a familY day

care program which serves 200 children under the ageof three.

This program is funded-by the state of Pennsylvania, the

city of Philadelphia, and parent fees. Ninety percent

the parents of childrep enrolled in this program work, the
. -

rest are enrolled,in school or in training programs. A

large number are Iow-income, single parents who are able to

continue to wdrk only because they are assured of quality,

reliable day care foi their children.

PPCC also operates a Head Start program for 150

children. This Head Start program assures continuity of

education and support for the Parent Child Center families

who need such support.

This year the Parent Child Center received a grant from

a private foundation which increased the size of PPCC's

SoCial Services Emergency Fund. This fund is designed to

provide families in the North Philadelphia area with

assistance in obtaining emergency food, shelter, clothing,

, and heating. The fund also helps subsidize families'

payments for family day care._

1 4
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Number of 'Former Families FundingemployeesParents _Served Level

Parent child Center '

Other 1:rograms

- Family Day Clre

- Head Start

- Social Service
Emergency .Fund '

total for Other ProgramsP

The Philadelphia Parent Child Center is not only a
program which provides

comprehensive development services for
families with.children under th'ree yeareof age, but it is
also a "core" program which has attracted.funding

for'other
programs which serve families.

The Parept Child Center,
with a staff of 16 ana funding of $409,000,, has attracted

additional/funding,of $1,137,000 during 1981-82 for programs
which employ 87 people (15% oi whom are formeryPtC parents)
and which serve 400 families in alddition to the-145 served

16 10 145 $409,000

v

57 I 200 675,00.0 1

30%-,i 12 150 456,00Q
'--

,5(V' s000_.-,

87 13 400 $1,137,0b0

by PCC.

g-358
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' PHILADELPHIA PARENT CHILD CENTER, INC.
2515 GERMANTOWN AVENUE

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19133

CASE HISTORIES

The following brief histories are examples of the kinds of support that,

PCC has provided to families:

Case #1

A 19 year old single parent with two children enrolled her daughter in
PCC's toddler program. The woman's parents had died when she was very young;

she had been diagnosed as being mentally retarded and had lived with one
relative after another. 'These-relatives often-took whatever income she re,'
ceived and forced her to cook, clean and do other work around the house in
order to continue living with them. After the birth of her second child
she decided to move out and live on her own. She rented a room in a house

which a home visitbr discovered had been condemned. There was no heat, no

electricity, and no running water.

The famiY; assistant helped the parent find housing through the Philadelphia
Housing Authority. A local charity was also tontacted and provided money for
furniture:- They also sent someone to paint the apartment. Other PCC parents

contributed furniture, A001644--. 'The infant had a medical problem and was not

receiving regular treatment. Social service'staff made arrangements for the
child to be treated and worked with the mother until she could be depended upon
to keep appointments and administer prescribed medication. ,

After a few months in the program, the woman participated in sessions con-
ducted by the center which were designed to train substitute teacher aides to

work in Head Start classrooms. After successfully completing the course, she

received part-time employment as a substitute in an early childhood program.

A Iona, a four year olti son and an infant enrolled in the Home Visitor
program. TheHome Vfsitordiscovered that the mother was living in the base-
ment of a small apartment house. The-basement was,partitioned into sections
by hanging blankets and was also hoeie to two of the children's uncles. The

four year old slept on a chair-in the trash collection room.

The PCC social worker-arranged emergency housinethrough a local housing

Project tenant council. Catholic=Charities provided baby furniture and another

PPCC parent donated a bed. Whenillefour year old was enrolled in a Head Start'

program, he-told his teacher, "I moved. I have my own room and I sleep good!"

The mother had training as a'sewing machine operator and has been-helped to

apply-for a job. When she begins work, she will be able to enroll her infant

in-PCC's family day care program.
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Case #3

A grandmother was paring for a child whom the mother had abandoned. Shelived in an apartment which was badly tn need of repairs. The City Depart-
ment of Licensing and Inspections had

inspected the apartment and reported
numerous violations. The landlord would np,t make the needed repairs which ,included: a defective gas stove, an electrical shortage, and a broken en-trance and cellar door. Because these doors were broken, someone was ableto enter the basement and

remove the copper plumbing so that the apartment
was without water.

The Neighborhood Action Bureau was contacted and replacel.the missing pipes.
Community Legal Services and Urban League worked together to force the land-lord to make.repairs.

The gas company was contacted to repair the gas stove.
All of these results took months to achieve and were accomplished only be-
cause of many telephone calls and visits by PCC's social worker to the variousagencies.

The_child_was-enrolled in the toddler
program-,so-that-he could-interact withother children. The grandmother has becohe involved in center activities andniow feels less isolated.
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...where the parent Is

the prise educator...

,

A LCCATT.D-AT:

30E5 PARKIN ST.

PARENT stmni-csiOrER
Oaths. 16,hvaska 411111

PIAPOSE OF THE MOAN

The Paront/ChIld Centers are estab -
Ilshe/Ute provide comprekensive seivi
cosier femilles wive-hive children 6
wks. tolyrs. of age for the purpose
of helping homilies to function EL16161LITY
-pendently and effectively-and-for
their children to devotee to their
fullust-petentlil.

*Specifically phomod classes for pre-
natal parents and,chIldren: 6wks. to
3 yrs. of age.

MCCOWN
The-Omaha Parent/Child Center hes been

. available from the Dopt.-ef Health.
Educatlen end Welfare through the
office of,ChIld Development. As

Delilato Agon4y.-the PtC wos locally

' sponsored by the Greater Omaha Com-

amity Aitlen. (00CA) until-Juno. 1,73.
'From that time until June. 13//i. local
spensifship wes with the Oniv.,Pflkik.

helical Center as the-Grentee *gamy.
__Icc_ls.,presently.bbIng.sponsorod cissare9113

In orlder-te rocelve,servIces. the fel-
la/Ins gaidelines must be followed:

I. A holly must have a chtid bitween
the aws-offmks.3yrs soUsgs or
'the mother prognant.

i. A family should come:under the
*Milo-summit Income guideline.

3. On of the perents-or-guardlan
must be avallable-to attend
sesiloms with the child or child -

'ren.

OPTIONS

visItIng the sh.ppine Malls) Parent and
child are 16-the Center two (2) days per
week, TEESEAT-6 THURS1AY from-13amr2pm.

PRESCHOOL OPTION: 2 - 1 yr. olds.

In this classroom the child !Barns tex-
tures *flood. shapes and'forsC devel-
op their listening skills t eliplore
their onvIrsoment. The parent.and child
e re In the Corker MONDAY, litV.ESDAY
FRIDAY from the hours of 10am-2pm.

SISLI016'011TION:

Thls classreemis for brothers sisters
of ch114/chIldron enrolled in the other
thrbe options. in which the teacNer de-
velops their proroadlo, t number shills.
The chasromi Is *pm hONOAY thrU FICA
from-10am-2pn.

the Need Start Child Defelopment Cor- are broken up Into_li options: ;

poratlen. There *Ft 33fsocA centers ,trAIT
1

atrots.04 United States with the rub- .1.....

clonal Office In VashInston. D.C.
tnis opilitilto teadOer works with

. the child In areas of: stimulation.
eye-hand coordlnatIont eti. Parents

PROOSAn COVERAGE
hove a.cholce ohonelliday week

A number of services ars avallable'at in the Center from the hrs. of 10am-

Parent/Child Center. tom.'

*TrenspertatIon to sod from-the Cen - TOOKER gpIED li min.,- 11 mos.
,iter-for participation.
&hood service-on site

TETi-Foitl:57a contInuaoto o* tot -

*Norm developmint classes In swine.
chew-the ghtid eye -Kea peril...
problemrsoliifil..(pusales) and ex -

knIttlne. ceramics arts end crafts. h-L,,_, ,a,. , ..,.-

budgeting. home mo:oesmont. etc .

p......,,t:. env.ronment..ti.e, t
field trips:at:0 bi tlim see ani.

*Trenspertation,provided_for necessarr:. k . . .. .

eeniy situations. int.) 14 8. =-
SOfV 1COS. (1.1. appointments. emu- .

411

4-1L7

*1st

'For further Information:

Arnetta Corley.

Soclal Service Coorilnator

444-5,46

Or

444-5915
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DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
GARFIELD PARENT CHILD CENTER ,

Chicago, Illinois
'FACTS

Doris Fields,

Project Director
June, 1981

I. BACKGROUND

The idea of Parent Child Centers
hs conceived as a result of two (2) TaskForces conienedAn 1966. One at thekrequest of the Secretary for D.H.E.W.,and one at the request of the-President. The President, in February, 1967,

addressed Congress-on the Subject of children and youth, and requested thedevelopment of a number of comprehensive-service
programs for economically

,disadvantaged families with children
0-3 years of agi to.be called Parent andChild.Centers. The Parent-Child Centers came about as a result of increasingeiidence that the pre-natal period

andr,infancy are crucial influenOes on r'child's subsequent development. It was further concTuded that if poverty

\."stricken-children-are-to-develop-to-their fulleit petential,-service techniques,processes and systems must be developed to serve as preventive meaiures
againstthe development of health,

intellectual, social and emotional deficits it,thesechildren.

Consequently, the Chicago
Parent Child Center began

its program in 1968 with a
4

funded enrollment of 100 children. The Parent Child Center program was fundedby the DePartment-of Health
Education and Welfare

OfficeNof Child Development.The Chicago Parent Child
Center wassone of thirty-three

(33) Parent ChildCenters which vave the nation. It was an earlier
intervention demonstrationaleffort of project Head Start.

From 1968 - 1973, the
Parent Child Center operated

a program fOr children 0-3years-and their parents.
ln 1973 the Chicago Parent

Child-Center combined theParent Child Center concept (0-3) with a Head
Start program (3-5) for 22 Children.Currently the proiram

serves 100 children 0-3
years and 96 Head Start children3-5 years and 60 children

3-5 years in le Home Based Program.

The Garfield Pirent CNild
Center continues to Operate as a funded program underthe Federal Government's

Administration for children, youth and families, De-partment of Health ind Human Services. The City of Chicago's
.Deparisaent-of,_HumanZervices.-..Chi/dren

and:Youth=-SerViceilfivision-teries as grantee for theprogeim. The City of Chicago has
also expanded its Parent Child Center programto include four,(4) additional

sites located in vardous
communities throughoutthe city.

4II. OFIJECTIVES AND'PRIORITIES .

Parent end Child Centers
has as their primary olijectives:

1. improving the overall developmental
progress of thechild, emOhasizing the

prevention of deficits in the
child's health, intellectual,

social and emotional
development.
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2. increasing the parents' knowledge of their own
children's development, as well as assisting them
to be more effecttve,parents and teachers oUtheir
children:

3. strengthening the family unit and functioning, and,.

41 creating in parents an increased awareness of their
community.

EDUCATION

The Education Program provides group and.inNividual intellectual stimulation,
enotional-security, nutritious meals and physical health care to the children

enrdlled. Prioeity for entrance into the program is given to children and

parents who are on Aid to Dependent Children and with physically handicapping
conditions. The progra%provides activities that are geared to the needs and
capacity of each child. Pleasant surroundings, varied educational toys, books,

music, language stimulation and appropriate group activities are scheduled
daily. Through this program children are permitted to explore and develop
their skills and abilities as well as develop a positive attitude about them-
selves and their ability to achieve. g.

4

III. PARENT EDUCATION

Parents who enroll in the Parent Child Center program must have one or more
children under three (3) years of age and must be present in the Center with

the child. The following activities areoprovided:

G.E.D. - Parenteare pre-tested in the,Areas of math, reading and language arts.
EfiTifties are designed at their individual levels of pegormance in order to
improve their skills and provide competency to obtain thhir high school equiva-

lency diploma.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT - Weekly discussion sessions are provided on the developmental
stages of children in orderto provide parents the necessary information to
develop their children's potentials to the maximum degree possible. Hands-on

eAperiences are provided in the classroom.

WORKSHOPS - Consultants are obtaifted-to,provide the participants with informa-

tion in the following areas: Health, Nutfltion, Career awareness, Parenting

skills, Home Management ard any other areas of interest to the parents.

PARENT CHICD-INTERACTION - Children-ire placed in in educationally-enrichecA

classroom program in Faer to help them develop educationally, emotionally and

socially. Parents_participate in classrrom activities with their children on

a daily basis the early part of the morning.

SEWING/CROCHET1NG CLASSES - Once per week parents participate in beginning and/

or advanced-sewing classes. Parents learn to make simple items of clothing for

their children and theiselves, as well astlearn to do alterations and mending.
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Crocheting and arts and crafts classes
are also provided once per week.

HEALTH,EDUCATION - Once Per week Health & Nutrition
Education sessions arepicuided which includes principles

and practices for establishing and moni-toring-health, safety and sanitation.
Family planning and pre-natal care arealso discussed.

PSYCliOLOGICAL RAP - Through a contractual
arrangement, a psychologist is as-signed ,to work with all participants on a regular basis. The psychologistcomes to theCenter to assist with

any problems that may require psychologicalservices. Group discussion sessions
are conducted with parents, and children

are observed in the classroom by the
wychologist as indicated by teachers.

Special assistance is given to children with atypical behavior or development,either through therapy or through the referral process. Parents may also requestindividual assistance from the psychologist as needed.

"al' OR MISS" - Newly created activity where
excitement and enthusiasm are eg-pressed on tfie part of parents.

These sessions are held once per week for eachgr, p and include a variety of activities
that are enjoyable to the participants.

These session topics are unannounced
to parents and therefore, generate anabundance of enthusiasm and anticipation each week.

IV. SPECIAL NEEDS SERVICES

The overall.goal of the Special Needs program is to provide educational servicesto children with handicapping conditions
in the least restrictive environment

possible. This goal is met in the following ways:

Mainstreaming -Children are mainstreamed into all PCC Pro-
*

grams where they participate in learning
activities designed to meet their individual
needs.

Diagnosis - Enrolled children.in need of diagnostic
services are referred to outside medical
facilities which has agreed to provide
these services to the children.

Supportative
Services - The full range of supportative services at

PCC is available to the families of enrolled
children. In addition, specialized services,
counseling and information are provided ac-
cording to the particular needs of each
participant and his family. These services
include speech therapy, information on
special education techniques and pre-
scriptive classroom curdculum.

SUPPORTATIVE SERVICES A. HEALTH - file Health Component is under the coordina-
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tion of a registered nurse to insure that all enrolled children receive com-

prehensive health services, screening and diagnostic work from local health

agencies.

Weekly Health Education Program for the Parents, which incluaes principles

and practices for establishing and maintaining health, safety and sanitation.

Family planning and pre-natal care are also discussed.

Individual medical/health-records are kept for each child which include medical

history of child and family,immunization records of child.

MedicaUdental examination, audio-visual screening, immunizations, urinalysis

and screening for sickle cell and low homoglobin for all Head Start children

are done by contracted medical teams. Children with abnormalities are referred

to their pediatrician/dentist and follow-up of appointments is done by the

P.C.C. Nurse.

Oentarservices for P.C.C. families are provided on a contractual basis by a

private dentist. Program children two (2) years and over accompanied by their

parents are taken to the dentist in groups of six (6) or seven (7) for examina-

tion, cleaning and flouride treatment. If there is no family dentist, parents

are permitted to bring older siblings who have never had dental care or are in,

need of restorative care. Health Component dental funds pay the cost of the i

first visit and any subsequent visits of participants, who do not have public

aid medical cards. Participants who are in need of restorative or remedial care

and are public aid recipients with medical cards are accepted by the contract

dentist. This arrangement provides for early recognition and treatment of

dental needs and prevents double billing by using public funds whenever possible.

TheHealthComponent is participant oriented. The activities and education

segments of the component are structured to meet the needs and reach the objec-

tives that are identified and established by the parents.

B. SOCIAL SERVICES - The Social Service Component plans for the delivery of

SociiiService to the PCC families. Social Services provide direct and referril

services which will alleviate problems and concerns that may prevent the develop-

ment of PtC families, and acts as coordinator of all services available to the

family, both within and outside the Center. Social Service staff is also responsi-

ble for recruitment, enrollment and program orientation to all new families.

Gendral follow-up on attendance and family progress is maintained through regular

fami4 contact via telephone calls, home visits, informal
conversation and indivi-

dual'conferences.

?5
:Me Social Service staff considers community relations of vital importance and

actt in the .followinT capacities as part of their work in the connunity:

a. Identifies and develops new resources

b maintains close Contact with pertinent
community and city wide agencies estab-

lishing lines of communication to in

1 52
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sure an adequate treatment
process for

participants when there is need,

acts in Public Relations
capacity making

the community aware of our services and,
gather information from the community for
Canter distribution; and,

d. works with agencies with
large out-reach

staff such as Children
and Family Services,

Social Centers, Health
Facilities, etc., in

recruiting families.
Cooperation with these

agencies enCourages
families to become par-

ticipants in the Center. By using a team
approach with these agencies we are able to
identify and reach those familia in the
community most in

need-bf,the-Center's er-vices.

Paredt Education and Parent Involvement - The approach to education is an in-formal one.
Social Services staff helps

the client obtain and effectively useresources. Field trips, classes,
and luncheon meetings,

all proviAl excellentopportunities for the relay of information. The client is encouraged to acton his own behalf whenever
possible. Social Servide staff lends

information,some direction and positive
support, and encourages

the parent' to function moreindependently.

Social Seivice staff is
responsible for the coordination of the volunteer programand shares with the

Education and Health staff
in working with parent involve-ment.

In addition, the Social
Service staff assists the

Parent Committees and Groups(P.C.C., Head Start 1. Home Start) as resource
persons in the planning of desiredactivities and programs.

Durin 9 this process, every effort is made to promoteand increase participant's
knowledge, self-esteem, and leadership abilities.

Other Programmatic Highlights
- P.C.C. Policy Committee is the

decision makingbody of the Center. It is composed of
twenty-five (25) elected members repre-senting parent and community

residents and agencies, with the parents holdingthe majority of seats. Through its committee
structure it plans, studies, evalu-ates P.C.C. programs,

proposals, budgets, etc.

P.C.C. Food Co-op Program - Under the Social Service
Component, the P.C.C. Food,Co-op Program provides, parents an opportharto

purchase food collectively atnear wholesale prices.
Meats, eggs, cheese,

vegetables, fruits, laundry soap,etc. are available through this program. Also, parents coa use their FoodStamPs and make an additional savings.
Orders are taken once per month andparents are responsible for

order taking, collation,
money collection, and book-.keepind.
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P.C.C. Summer PrograM - Curing,the summer all P.C.C. activities are geared

for the entire family. Each group has a field trip a week to various points

of interest throughout the Chicagoland region. Visits to zoos, museums, dairies,

amusement parks, boat rides,-etc., are featured. The highlight of the summer

is an Annual Weekend Family Camping trip in the State of Wisconsin.

P.C.C. - Nursing Internship Program - Junior year nursing students from the
University of Illinois School of Nursing participate in children's classroom
activities, as well as, the Health Education progom. This allows the students

to gain practical knowledge and experience in Child Development, in addition
to daily health needs.

HOME START PROGRAM: - The Center has.expanded its services to include a Home
Start program for 60 children.

The Home Start Program is for families of pre-school children. Education,

Health and Nutrition, and Social,Service are provided to all enr6lled families.

A Home Visitor makes weekly visits to each home and assist parents in teaching
their own children, as well as to hep the entire family attain needed health

and social -services.

The program operates with the basic premise that parents who are already the,
child's natural re-inforcing agent, are provided with skills necessary to effpc-
tively teach new behaviors and to modify in-appropriate behayiors that inter-

fere with learning. All this learning takes place.within the child's unique

and natural environment:' the-home.

The portage teaching model follows a highly structured approach that is complex
in design yet simple in its implementation. It followS a specific sequence

that ensures objective planning, a specific teaching process and built-in, on-

going evaluation process.

ODNCLUSION: In conclusion, it is hoped that ills explanation of the Department
of Human Services', Parent Child Center Program has given the readers a basic

programmetic overview. It is extremely difficult to relate ail aspects of this
program including impact because it is highly individualized in some respects,

and'ever-changing in others. However, by working with the pregnant-woman, the

pre-school child (0-5), the school-age child, the parents, the family, and the
community, the Parent Child Center is indeed promoting, strengthening, and im-
proving the general ."Quality of Life" in Chicago's diverse communiVes.

'OF:ya:bc
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Overview of The Washington,, D.C. Parent Child Center

The Washington, D.C. Parent Child Center (PCC) was begun in 1968as one of 36 Parent Child
Centers funded by the Office of EconomicOpportunity as a part of the Head Start program. As a non-profitcommunity based organization, PCC has expanded its services toinclude the Head Start Home Base program, programs for highschool equivalency and parenting skills training for pPrents,day care and child development services for children from infancyto school-age, and coordination

of health care, nutrition, andother human services. Through all of the services, PCC now pro-vides services to approximately 2,500 individuals.

PCC is financially
supported, with funds coming from the Depart-ment of Health and Human

Resources, United Way, the D.C.Department of Labor, generous in-kind contributions, Office ofthe D.C. Public Schools, local clubs, and individuals.

The Center is presently located at 2124 - 14th Street, N.W. and2002 - 14th Street, N.W. with one other location at CardozoSenior High School.

A primary goal of the staff and the Board of Directors at P-CCis to combat and defeat the fragmentation of services to youngchildren and their families. By utilizing to capacity all ofoUr existing resources, both material and human, we are veryslowly beginning to realize the attainment of that goal.Through the realization of this goal, PCC has been able.to signi-ficantly influence the life opportunities and capabilities ofthose we serve.

Here, at ehe Washington,
D.C. Parent Child Center, Inc., we seeparents become independent of public assi$tance; able and willingto discuss child abuse and
neglect openly; and develop positivetechniques in teaching and disciplining their children. We seenot only how parents, some of them for the very first time intheir )ives, have improved their own self-image and esteem, butalso how tremendously well
they progress with regard to language,math, and reading skills. We see evidence of an improved qualityof life for our parents...and

thek see it too. We see, on a dailybasis, the provision of
comprehensive services to handicappedchildren inclusive of diagnostic, treatment, and follow-up services.We see the benefits received by our parents through the provisionof support services in the area of health, social services andfamily counseling.

Currently, the Washington, D.C. Parent Child Center, Inc. is ableto offer the following programs on a daily basis to our partici-pants.

HONE-BASE:

The Home-Base Program requires that trained Family EducationAssistants go into the homes and work with parents.
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on an on-going basis, providing infant stimulation skills.
Parents and their children are seen in the home by the Family
Education Assistants at least once per week. During the home
visit, parents observe the techniques demonstrated by the FEA
and utilize these same techniques during the visit and later
for follow-up when the FEA is not present. Each family is
invited to bring their child in the center for group activities
supervised by their Family Educatior Assistant. I,rents also
participate in center based activities and workshops scheduled
throughout the month. These workshops provide parents with
additional information on parenting skills, child development,
health, nutrition, social services and career development.

PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAM (PEP):

The foremost purpose of the Parent Education Program (PEP) is
to provide proper motivation and encouragement to parents
througn increasing their confidence in themselves as individuals
and as parents, as well as to provide basic academic and job
training experiences. The program provides guidelines for the
parents which help them become more acutely aware of their
responsibilities to their city, their community and their
children.

The Parent Education Program was designed to develop each parent's
self-esteem and appreciation of themselves; provide G.E.D. train-
ing (General,Education Diploma) in reading, language and
mathematics; assist in the development of basic practical knowledge
and understanding of health, nutrition, consumer education, and how
to prepare for future employment. Parents also receive hands-on
experience at PCC as child care aides, receptionists, kitchen
assistants and bookkeeping and clerical skills. The Parent
Education Program at PCC has charged itself with providing
child care and development programs for the children of the
PEP parents while they are receiving their training.

The program is designed to address the needs of twenty (20)
parents and their children. The parents, for the most part,
range in age from 18 years to 25 years of age.

PARENT EDUCATION NURSERY PROGRAM:

The PEP Nursery serves the children of the parents who are ac-
tively involved in the Parent Education Program at PCC. The

---Nursery_is_set_up ta house twenty-fire children, five days per
week from 9:00AM until 2:30PM. It has colorful learning centers
of interest to encourage the children to learn by doing and to
learn througn play. Within this classroom may be found a house-
keeping center that the children utilize to dress up in and
imitate adults; a science center where objectS such as rocks,
leaves, and an aquarium and other objects are used to stimulate

5-6
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young minds; a block corner that theIhildren use to build,
tear down, creste, and discover, a wo d-work center, music
area, sand area, library and a manipulaion center whore
children are given the opportunity to 'put together and"take apart". Parents of children in PEP Nursery are re-
quired to participate in the classroom hands-on cntld
development activities.

INFANT EDUCATIONCENTER:

The" Infant Center program is designed for children from 6 weeksto three years of age. It is in operation five days per week,from 7:00Wuntil 6:00PM and is designed for 30 children housed
in three classrooms. The program was originally designed tohelp parents become upwardly mohile by giving them an opportunity
to improve their economic status. Quality care is given to the
children while their parents are at work, in a job training pro-gram, or in school completing their high school Oucition orlearning a vocational skill.

The curriculum presently being used with the children i, geared
toward the individual needs of each child participaf

,s,7 in thisprogram. The Portage Guide to Early Education is being used inaddition to other sources.

There are five areas of concentration relative to children's
behavior that are closely monitored in this program. Theyare cognition, self-help, motor, language, and socialization.

Approximately 101 of the children enrolled in the Infant Center
have handicapping conditions which range from severe to minimum.
Teachers and Teacher's Assistant3 carry out the Individualized
Education Plan (IEP) developed for the handicapped child. Thanksto cooperation agreements with handicap resource agencies, likeD.C. Society for Crippled Children, PCC is able to provide day
care services to severely and

multi-handicapped children.

NURSERY:

The Nursery Program has a staff/child ratio of one to eight. Itserves children from 3 to 4 years of age and is currently designedto serve 30 children. This program was essentially designed toequip low-income children with skills needed to succeed. Its pri-mary purpose is to develop the whole child.

-I6-ord-ef-fhit-this pinixiie becomes a reality, the staff concentrateson developing: 1) a positive self-concept with the child, 2) inde-pendence in making choices and decisions, 3) socialization andinteriction skills and 4) concept formation ability.
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In the Nursery design, there is a combined curriculum model to
develop age-appropriate skills for the children. Concentrated
atteistien is given to the development of social skills, physical
daValopment, hsalth, safety, language and art. Planning is done
weekly and enrichment field,trips are taken to interesting and
educational places throughout the program year.

PRE-KINDERGARTEN EDUCATION PROGRAM:

Once the children leave the Pre-Kindergarten Program, they auto-
matically enter Kindergarten though in many instances they are
performing above first grade levels. The success of the Pre-
Kindergarten Program can be define(' based on the children's
success in grade school. A longitudinal study that was con-
ductel a few years ago indicated that PCC children who
participated in the DISTAR (Direct jnstruction for Language,
Arithmetic, Reading) Program performed well above grade level
when compared to their peers in the firTfirade.

The staff was quick to recognize that in order to develop a
child's interest and cognitive skills, provision of a curri-
culum which exposed them to a wide variety of subjects was
mandatory. PCC children in the Pre-Kindergarten Program
become accomplished in alphabet skills, language arts, social
dramatic activities, and creative,activities.

There are 30 Children in the PCC Pre-KindergL.ten Program,
Ranging in Age from 4 to 5 years. Whey are in structured
classes five days per week.

SOCIAL SERVICES COMPONENT:

The Social Service Component of the Washington, D.c. Parent
Child Center, Inc. provides supportive and prevpntive ser-
vices to the families enrolled in PCC programs. Services are
rendered,.to help families with financial, personnel, inter-
family, housing, and social problems. The staff consists of
the Social Service Coordinator Assistant, and social work
coklege stUdents who serve on a volunteer basis.

Our Social Services Component has two primary purposes: to pre-
serve and strengthen the family unit through direct services and
referrals to community and local service Agencies and to generate
a positive change in the family through tducation,and skills

_
dove-

lopj in meeting day-to-day problems in living. Problem with
housing, eligibility for public assistance and related services,
unemployment and crisis situations are some of the areas in
which the Social Service Component has intervened and succ6ssfully
resolved.

Records are kept on each referral made by the Social Services
omponent in the app'opriate family file and documentation of

phone contacts, correspondence, home visits.and office ,
vis'ts is kept.



HEALTH:.

It is a truism that poor health is not only a Adical problem,
but a social and economic problem, as well. At PCC our primaW
objective is to ensure that each child and his or her parent(S)'.,,
are healthy to the maximum extent possible. This objective is,
to accomplished through the Health Coordinator's efforts to
obtain adequdte,health care for them. Our effv-ts are geared .
toward improving' the health of members of our co,re-nity and
preventing health problems via improved nutrition., education,
health education, consistent prenatal care, good dental care,
regular screening, etc., of our parents and children.

Numerous agencies in and around the Washington, D.C. area'provide
PCC families lath direct health services, including:

Hoirard University Hospital
Howard University Hospital Dept. of Pe'diatrics
Famiry Life'and Child Developmedt Center
The Children's Hospital Comptehensive Health Clinic
Shaw Community Health Center
D.C. Society for Crippled Children
Childrens' Hearing and Speech Society
Upper Cardozo Neighborhood Health

Center
District of Columbia General

Hospital

Also, in 'conjunction with Howard Lniversity Hospital, PCC has
developed a Health Needs Assessment to determine the major health
needs within the total PCC community.. This Health Needs Assess-
ment will assist us to prioritize needs and determine the amount
of resources and energies to be recruited and used in health
education, preventive health and mental health needs.

NUTRITION:

Preneus surveys and inquiries into the nutritional problems
experienced by the residents of the PCC community are found

. td be directly related to inadequate income, transportation
problems, food purchasing habits, neighborhood.stores vs. the
absence of large chain stores, management and budgeting habits,
the ineffective use of food programs (i.e., Food Stamps,
Supplemental Foods, etc.)

The Washington, D.C. Parent Child Center, Inc., feels obligated
to involve both the parents and children in its nutritional pro-
gram through education. By involving parents in the program,
they learn which foods and what amount of food are best for their
children and consequently, the entire family.
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Studies have indicated that poor nutritpn during early childhood
has an effect not only on physical growth, but on mentaLgrowth
as well. The emphasis on improving nutrition is designed to, im-
prove all aspects of the child's growth and development. It is
important that a child be guided and provided with varied
experiences so that he/she learns good eating habits for life.

Meal time at-PCC is an important event; one'that the child looks
forward to iiihis daily routine. Cycle menus are planned to
include the our basic food groups. The meals are planned in
such a way that the children have pleasant experiences with tex-
tures, colors, shapes, smells and tastes.

fhe children are served three meals per day at the Center; bfeak-
fast, lunch and one snack.

The classroom staff were closely with the nutritionist. Lesson
plans are formulated to help the childfen understand the names
of different foods, seasonal foods, utensils use& in cooking,
how foods look, taste and smell, how food provides energy, and
how food helps us grow and keeps us healthy, among other things.

Parents and staff members are exposed to iorkshops that cover
ways to save money on food bills, how good nutrition depends on
a, number of different factors; how to introduce new foods to
children, the process of infant feeding, how to bring children
and food together happily, etc.

In addition to the workshops, the nutritionist also schedules
conferences with parents who have children with special nutri-
tionhl needs. In addition, trained kitchen staff makes sure that
that the Center is in complete compliance with regulation
relevant to food andling and food preparation.

HANDICAP SERVICES GRAM:

It is the primary goa Aof the Handicak 'ices Program to enroll
children with varying pgrees of handic. Jig conditions into
the mainstream of the rograms offered at PCC while ensuring
that all individual needs are met. To achieve this goal, PCC
utilizes existent community resources to provide services to
enrolled handicapped children.

We have successfully expanded and strengthened our relationships
with other agencies serving handicapped children. Alliances
have been formed with Georgetown University Affiliated Provam
for Child Development as well as with Children's Hospital Howard
University Hospital Child Development Center, the D.C. So:iety
for Crippled Children, the Public Schools of the District of
Columbia, Galludet's school for Contemporary Education.
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The program at PCC for handicapped children'ig geared toward thetotal child's development in the home as well as in the class-room. Handicapped children between the ages of six weeks andfive years of age and who have been diagnosed by a licenseddiagnostician are eligible for enrollment in all PCC programs.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT:

Career Development at the Parent Child Center applies to both111, staff and parents. Staff is provided with the opportunity toattend workshops at the college levtl that will enable themto up-date their knowledge and skills in the respective areasof concentration. Staff is also provided with classes thatwill assist them in a more effective and efficient means ofdelivering family and child services to community residents.We allow for and encourage both upward and horizontal mobili-ty depending upon the capability and desires of the staffperson. Implicated in each step of upward mobility is increasedresponsibilities, in-service training programs, college trainingprograms, and increased salaries.

Horizontal mobility is a means or allowing growth and preventingstagnation, as it allows staff increased knowledge and experiencein different directions and develop the ability to assume moreduties and respo9sibilities.
In-service training, educationreceived and deanstrated, and work ability arc the primaryfactors in determining the pace in which an individual staff

member will be able to advante.

Classroom staff teacher and assistant teachers will also be pro-vided the oppoftunity to pursue Child Development Associatecredentials as another form of possible career enrichment.

Parent participants are mainstreamed into the career developmentactivities at PCC by providing opportunities for employment atthe Center with continued
in-services training through the samechannels as other staff members.

SPECIAL INITIATIVE PROJECT-WIN PROGRAM FOR TEENAGE MOTHERS:

PCC is sponroring a vocational, academic, and life skillstraining program for teenage mothers in the District of Columbia.The focus of the program is on enhancing the employability andacademic status of the trainees, since the PCC project is.sponsored by the Federal yIN (Work Incentive Program). However,the curriculum design contains in added feature to allow forpersonal growth and development, and ihe improvement of*parentingskills. The transitional phase of adolescence towards youngadulthood is a very difficult
developmental phase, without the

,added responsibility of a young infant. 'When a teenager has achild, she is often bewildered,
with nowhere to turn and islacking the necessary informal and formal support systems to

1 6
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continue progressive developme_nt. Although'vublic assistance
alleviates the burden of providing for the very basic necessi-
ties of life for the young mother and her child, it still is a
very meager means of support. Frustration is evident when the
mother looks at herself to find that, more often than not, she
is. a highschool dropout, without any marketable skills or social
resourses needed to survive comtortably in the mainstream of
today's economic and social systems. Voluntary enrollment in
this program demonstrates that the participant has personal
initiative and motivation and desires to change her life situa-
tion to make a better life for herself and her child. The WIN
,ProgrIm is designed to provide her with the opportunities to
succeed in her effort to become a self-sustaining and *fully-
functioning adult.

The program at PCC is tailored for success because we stress
and provide opportunities for training in several marketable
skills, areas and stress attaining the necessary academic
pre-requisites necessary for gainful employment. A sampling
of our course offerings includes:

Vocational Bookkeeping
Office Skills
Day Care
Non-TTaditional Occupations

for Women
Nutrition Aides
Word Processing
Home Nursing

Aehdemic GED Classes
Demonstration Reading
Project for Non-Readers

In addition, we have the capability to provide trainees with
many supportive services and general life informatin,that they
need to survive and'understand the surrounding world., Although
the focus is on academic and vocational training, we at Pr:C want
to impact on the total development of the young women. Our Life
Skills Courses include:

- Sewing
- Nutrition
- Body' Dynamics
- Family Relations
- Black History

NOTE: Attached are, copieA two copies-of case studies on teenage
mothers who were enrolled in our LINCKS program. This was
a tliree year iesearch protr m funded through HHS to provide
support services to teenage mothers.Funding,ended September,
1981. However, we are continuing to provide suoport services
that are needed
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At the time she joined LINCKS Alicia was 19 years:

\ old, had one son, and been out of school for two years.

The last grade she had completed wp the ninth. She. ,liad

been living ire a rooming house where she paid $35 a week

for a residence with her son. Alicia had previously lived
.

with her sister who asked her to leave because she was

taking up too much kime.and space. In the five year period

beforeAlicia joined LINCKS, she had moved four times: A

few months-later she had to move once again. Alicia's

mother was deceased, and she did not know her father's

whereaboUts.

Alicia's only sOurce of income was social security,

and the amount of her monthly benefit was inadequate for

meeting hei needs. Consequently, one of LINCKS' first

tasks was to inform her of other benefits for which she was

elibible, and to assist her in applying for and obtaining

those benefits. Within a few months,.Alicia was receiving

food stamps, $203 a month from public assistance, and

Medicaid coverage for her and her child. LINCXS's second

major task was Eo help Alicia enroll at4Cardozo, where she

,became a full time 10th grade student.

1 3
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With the support cf PCC day care and LINCKS social

' services, Alicia was able to complete her first year at

,
Cardozo High School. But her life continued to be beset

with difficulties.

Her housing situation remaided precarious. LINCKS had

assisted her in finding a subsidized apartment, but what

was initially reported as a ,three month waiting perJO'd (for

the completion of construction), turned out in reality to

be more than.a year. Consequintly, Alicia had to'con-

tinually make new arrangements for a residence, as each

'successivej)eadline was extended.

Despite her income from public assistance, Alicia con-

tinued to have difficulty meeting all of her expenses. It

took approximately six months of workinewith the LINCKS

staff and local agencies to secure a part-time job.

During Alicia's first year in LINCKS, her housing ald

bRdgeting problems were exacerbated when her public assis-

tance check was delayed (making it impossible to pay any

bills), she received a bench warrant for failing to pay a

medical bill for her son (incu:red before she had

Medicaid), and her purse (containing her money, Medicaid

card, monthly food stamps) was stolen.
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The LINCKS staff worked with Alicia in surmounting

each oethese obstacles. They followed up on the'status of
the construction of the

:apartments, while helping her find
temporary living arrangements, simultaneously checking

other housing availability
in the event of further delays.

When her public assistance check was late, they got her

emergency food supplies. When her purse was stolen, they
told her how to go about getting her Medicaid cards and
other items replaced. They also arranged.for a volunteer
"big sister"- for Alicia, who prov' ea her with physical, as
well as emotional support. It big sister who

<4bought cake and ice cream for her son's birthday party,

when Alicia's purse was stolen.

Alicia was a very active LINCKS participant. She

recruited new students for the program; she invested con-
siderable time in helping with preparations for a Health
Fair at the high school; she met with local reporters to

discuss LINCKS for a newspaper article; all tne dhile

regularly attending LINCKS workshops and related

activities.

Alicia had considerable difficulty getting through
school. With continuing paiental, employment, and housing

responsibilities, she often missed school and got behind in

1G5
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her studies. 'She passed.to the next grade each year,

towever, and obtained her degree in three years.

L, By that time, AlicIa had secured an apartment, managed

to furnish it aomfortably, purchased Sn inexpensive car

with wages from her parb-time job, and had begun to plan

for a career as a nurse's aide. Upon graduating, she en-
-

rolled in a work-study program at the University of the

District of Columbia whhre she continues to split her time

between academics and paid employment. During her final

interview for the LINCKS project, Alicia's closing state-
,

ment was, "I'd like to see the progam continue, because

LINCKS was the extra suppoirt that I needed."

4
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Sylvia, a=l7 year old siligle.mother of a one year old

child, approached LINCKS in_the hope that ii could solve
. -

her day-care problem. A senior at Cardpzo High School, she

believed that; without new babysitting airangements, she

would soon have to drop'out of sdhool.

Sylvia lived in a rented apartment with her mother, a
sister, and a brother. Her immediaee family,members were

4important sources of support for her and her child. -Her

grandmother :ared for her child during the day, when Sylvia
was in school. Her mother assumed daily responsibilitpfor0

bringing the child to the grandmother's home in the mqin-

ing, and for picking him up at night. Her siblings and

other relatives helped when unexpected difficulties arose..

Because of her grandmotfier's tiealth problems, however,
Sylvia had become increasingly conCerned about relying on
her daily fOr the care of her child. She felt that the ad-

ditional respoilsibility might exacerbate her grandmother's-
healoth problems. As was generally the case-with LINCKS

participants, Sylvia couldThot afford d.private day-care

center. Her mother worked full time, but her income was
modest.

16 7. %-
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Although LINCKS had no day care available at that
4

time,.Sylvia remained in the program hoping that a space

,would become drailable.. Ih the meantime, her child

remained with his great grandmother. Sylvia enrol I e d in

one of the.LINCKS courses, became a member of the LINCKS

homeroom, and asked for LINCKS help,in finding a part-time

job and in preparing far.corlege. The LINCKS staff located

a job for her the Cardozo Mini-Employment Center,

and Sylvia organized her schedUle so that she could attend

school untif,noon-time, and work in the afternoon.

Oca'use of her responsibilities at school, at hOme,

and it wotrk., Sylvia was -unable to attend workshopeand

other LINCKS activities. She did, however, talk with

LINCKS staff members regularly. When asked how she felt

that the prograM had been most helpful, she commented oh

the availability of the staff to "talk and help out".

After graduating froM high school, Sylvia planned to

attend the University of the District of Columbia to stogy

business administration. LINCKS apsisted her in obtainipg

and, cOmpletihg the application and directed her to the

school's guidance department to arrange for taking the

entrance exam.

Sylvia graduated from high school, as planned.. When

interviewed a year later, she was working full time, had

been accepted at the university, an.0 was.abopt to start
.

evening classes in accounting.
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STATEMENT OF J. MORRISSETTE-NDULULA, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, PHILADELPHIA PARENT-CHILD CENTER, INC., PHILADEL-
PHIA, PA.

2
MS. MORRISSETTE-NDULULX. Congressman Andrews, on behalf ofthe 37 parent and child centers which 'are opeFating throughout

the country, I wish to thank you and the other members of the
Subcommittee on Human Resources for 'granting us this opportuni-ty to respond to the paper "Head Start Directions for the Next 3Years."

would like to say that in this group today there are a numberof representatives of parent-child center programs. We have peoplehere from Michigan, Massachusetts, Marylanda large group ofpeople from Marylandand, of course, there are people here fromWashington, D C,,.and theie are some people here from Philadel-
phia, Pa., thp center from which I come.

Mr. ANDREWS. They are here for what purpose?
Ms. MORRISSETTE-NDULULA. They are here in support of a con-tinuation of the parent-child center programs, as well as in agree-ment with the feelings expressed by the total Head Start programthat were stated earlier by other people. We want you to know thatwe are a part of Head Start and that we support the entire pack-

age of concerns that are being expressed.
Mr, ANDREWS. Well, let us ask those people to stand to see whothey are and where they come from.
Very good, more than half the audience. [Applause.]Thank you.
Ms. MORRISSETTE-NDULULA. As I said before, we are Head Start,too. In many of our programs we are combined with Head Start. Inthe Philadelphia Parent-Child Center, for example, we havP theparent-child center program, we have the Head Start program, andthen we have a title XX family day-care program for infants andtoddlers. So we are concerned about all of our children and wedon't see working with one group of children in isolation of theother.
When we first heard of the proposal to discontinue the parent-child center programs, we were bewildered. I must say that we didsubmit our testimony earlier, and I will just make some commentsin addition to those.
On behalf of the 37 PCC's, we were, I think, 100 percent bewil-

dered when we learned that the parent-child center programs werebeing considered to be discontinued. This was especially in,view ofthe General Accounting Office report on the effects of early inter-
vention programs for children 0 to 3 and their familieq which waspablished in 1979 This report cited that the importance utilized byparent anti child 'centers and child and family resource programshad been effective in meeting the multiple needs of families andchildren enrolled in the programs, and recommended to the Con-
gress and the Department of Health and Human Services that theprograms be expanded.-

Well, in light of the tight money situation that the country is intoday, I suppose it would be unrealistic for us to call for the expan-sion of the parent-child center programs right now. On the otherhand, it is also unrealistic and a disservice to our very young chil-

16'3
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dren to discontinue those programs that make such a big difference
in their lives, and in which so much has already been invested by
our Government. We should at leag keep this investment in place,
keep..in a holding pattern, so to speak.

Head Start, including all of its components of which the parent-
child center is a part, has proven that it is effective. You have
heard that said here many*times today. We also agree that there is
always room for improvement. But changes atom do not guarantee
improvement, especially without thoraugh indeptb and extensive
evaluation. And I don't think that this has been done in relation to
the parent-child center program.

Each of the 37 parent-child centers is designed somewhat differ-
ently to meei the individual needs of the community in which it is
located. But the key element present in all of our PCC's is the pre-
vention of developmental deficits. In order to be effective, preven-
tion must be provided early. I think all of us would agree to that.

PCC's begin at the earliest po.:.sible stage, before birth. We have
prenatal programs, and these programs stress nutrition of the
mother and they help her to look after her own physical arid
mental health as well as to make other kinds of preparations for
the coming of her baby. Once the baby has arrived, we-provide pro-
grams for the infant, usually in a home-based setting, where intel-
lectual, emotional, motor, and language development are stressed,
as well as nutrition and health.

Then, in addition, when the child becomes a toe Her, we realize
that an imporiant experience for the toddler is -interacting with
otherchildren his or her own age. So the child usually participates
in a center-based program. This is the child's first step out into the
world, and PCC's provide a safe, consistent, warm envieonment
which helps them to explore and learn.

PCC's also stress that parents are the children's first arid most
influential teachers. So we strongly support this and try to provide
the kind of help that parents need to become the most effective
teachers that their children can have.

As I said before, a number of our centers have combined with
PCC's and Head Start programs. It seems that some children can

. wait until age 3 to become enrolled in early childhood programs.
But we are convinced that to delay in other instances would prove
to be very detrimental for' some of the children.

For example, Burton White in his book "The First Three Years
of Life" states: "To begin to look at a child's educational develop-
ment when he is 2 years of age is already much too late."

To make believe that the private sector will take on the cost of
such programs is also unrealistic and amounts to an abandonment
of the programs and the concepts in support of them. The local
matching-share requirenient of Head Start is already making it es-
sential that we seek help from the private sector. Representatives
of the business community with whom I have spoken have made it
very clear that they can provide some help, as they are already
doingswe have gotten help from the private communitybut not
nearly to the degree that would be needed to take on the cost of a
program such as the parent-child center.

Therefore, in light of the experience of the parent-child center
program and the resgarch which strongly supports the effective-

I
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ness of 0 to 3 programs, we urge that the 37 parent-child centersnow in existence be continued and that, in the future, funds besought to expand them.
Further, we strongly believe that such programs as a parent-child center program and the child and family resource programswill certainly enhance the positive impact of Head Start on the up-coming generation, thus lessening the high cost of crime and social

dependence in the coming years.
. Thank you very much.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you. [Applause.]
Another out. tanding statement Thank you so very much.
All right. Now we will hear from the lady from North Carolina.

We would like to Lear from you.
[Prepared ..-.4.(tement of Yvonne Bushyhead followsd

S.
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PREPARED STATEMENT-OP YVONNE BUSHYHEAD, HEAD START PRWECT DIRECTOR,
INDIAN AND MIGRANT HEAD START PROGRAMS, TAHLEQUAH, OKLA.

Mr, Chairman and Members Of the ComMittee:

My name is Yvonne Bushyheadi Thank tou MOr the opportunity of appearing

here today on behalf of Indian and Migrant He.ad Start Programs.

I am the Director of the Indian !lead Start Program in Tabelquah, Oklahoma.

I also serve as Chairperson of the National Indian Head Start Association.

In that capacity, I work with 94 Indian prograos serving 13,000 children in

V. states. Some of our programs operate in a pueblo setting only, while

others are conoucted in a multl-state area serv09 thousands of children.

I have been a Head Start parent. Three of my children have been in Head Start.

therefore can understand and appreciate the effects of this majestic prOgrall

on the lives of children and families.

SeCause of our close association with migrant programs, I have come to know

their leaders and thus speak for them today as well. Migrant Head Start,

through 24 grantees serves 16,000 children in 20 states. Sode migrant programs

serve a particular county, whereas Others, because of the,mobility of families,

serve a full state area or a multi-state region,

The Chairperson of the Migrant Association is Romeo Sifuentes, of the Texas
116

migrant Council. He is here today. Together, Jnd on be alf of our il8 grantees,

1 72
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we have prepared and are submitting to you, today, an extension of these brief

remarks that will further identify our concerns, our needs, and our recommendations.

Our programs, Indian and Migranf, arc national in character and thus the solution

to our needs and the administration
must be n,ition-wide in design. The

needs of Indians 'and Migrants have always been so: We arc a "national"

region, but we have always been and remain today an Integral part.of the entire

0 Head Start struCture and of the National Head Start Association, We o;erate

under the same income eligibility standards, the same performanze standards,,and

the same criteria for handicapped services.
We share the aspirations of

Head Start programs everywhere to provide the best possible prOgram

' for children and families in accordance with the laws of Congress and the

administrative regulations that have evolved over a decade and

'a half - regulations that have been carefully nutured through cooperative plbnning

with regulatory agencies and parents, staff and that tremendous body of friends

and community support that is the heart of Head Start.

We are proud of our "track record," In most Indian and Migrant settings, the

Head Start program has been -. "is" -- the focal point of child and.family services.

1( is: absolutely, the "shining star" of Federal assistance to our communities.

In the grandeur of this room, the sta%:L poverty of Indian ad Migrant settings

seems far awa/. But it is not, for in thi0 moon, in the Op.tot, at Ow White

Hotis, at oe:t, ,t Aca -- all witnil a ,,Iel of . 1 ,.r, ar r.04 th.
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decisions that :Iffeet these 29,000 children and their families.

And that is why we jo

with alarm -- make no

damaging concepts and

not maintain that On

Head Start has continu

in with Head Start programs across the country in viewing

iiistake about that feeling -- what we consider to be

diredions tha the administration is pursuing We do

status quoiis sacred:, Indeed, the face and character of

ally erefgea since itsloption. It has become stronger.

accountable. It has fulfilled the expectations oethis

preceeding it, and it has earned genuine, universal respect

more responstve. more

Congress and of these

across the land.

So when the Administration proceeds unilaterally towards some new design, a

new focus, a mid-course correction to a program that is by\every measurable

device, clearly on ta,get. we ask here, as we have asked elCwhere, WHY?

Why tinker with a program that works -.0 and the tinkerinb that i\proposed

ls not fine-tuning at all?

Why "hastily propose" basic changes that no one has askeifor -- no on,in

the field, at least?

Why Ignore parent response and the opportunity to review chan9es when parent

.in*volwment ha, been, to this point at least, the cornerstone of the program?
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ge.

tihy, when every document produced In the past several years by Federal agencies,

including rtports by CAO, attest to the effectiveness of this program, does

ACYF find it necessary to conduct "crash" changes?

Why is It that in the late Fall of 1981, ACYF abbrogates rpch of the testimony

it gave to Congress in the Spring and early Summer about basic current program

effectiveness?

Ghat happene0 following
January to July of 1981, a iime of glowing testimony

to Congress by ACYF on the values of
the existing program, that caused ACYF

to prepare lti Hopkins Report,
something that it has attempte o dismiss as .

merely an in-house memo, but in reality, a report that
was devasting to the

program concept as authorized bY Congress; or its Head Start: Directions for the
Next Three Years, a

document totally dbvoid of input from the field nd t at
in its time constraints,

absolutely violated the opportunity for parent or

ceomunity responSe That document arrived at many Indian and Migrant programs

for supposed comeent.eter the due date for response.
And now, ACYF has its

draft "regulation and
performance standards," that in the guise of relaxed

repol:ting cOnstraints, trikes out the heart of
accountability standards that

ha, produced quality indicators
for the educational, health,

nutrition, social

service,. parent involvtment and
handicapped features of the prOgramr
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Does ACYF understand -- does it appreciate and, is it committed to comprehensive

Head Start services?

4

And who has asked for thesse changes? Not our parents -- they were not even

afforded a decent opportunity for comment. Not directors, or staff or community

agenciesx

Of course, there are,§ections of the Strategy Paper that we agree with. Uho

can quarrel with statements that seek to "increase staff salaries, reduce class

size or maximize utilization of local resovces?" Or statements that relate to

cost analysis and exemplary practices. But the numbers just do not add up

It would take $66.4 million dollars to
offset inflation for the year just

ended. it would take another $98.6 million dollars to'replace the 16% of the

4arogram personnel that arc not Head Start funded, %fio were chiefly CETA, and

who are now gone. Add to the above the.loss of other resources -- Federal,

State, and local -- and the net result js that-Hcad Start is in serious

financial trouble. The cugacks In BIA social services and Indian Health

Services are heavy. The losses to migrant health and social service.reso&ceS

affect the niigrant family at every turn. The Head Start dollar is already_

the dollar of last resort in many Indian apd migrant settings and ACYF must

recogrize that. Simply stated, the resources so easily referred to in the

Stratvly Pave do not,exist.
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If ACYF truly desires to upderstand
and thus help Indian and migrant children

and families, then it wOuld do well to consider the following;

Any administrative change should be reviewed with and cleared
rwith tribes as part of the trust

and the Federal government.
president Reagan in his previous

statements concerning Indian policy has affirMed the necessaty

of full maintenance of this trust relationship.

P.ra

The matter of interagency
collaboration and utilization of local

resources has always been sought in Indian and Migrant programs.
It it is not simply a local matter. It is a national responsibility.

There should be a national priority
to see that agreements are in place

with ail departments, particularly
fin, tabor, Energy, Education,

Agriculture, and Interior This is crucial to the Indian and migrant
programs that serve wide geographical areas and are affected by

countless regulatory agencies. tihat is needed is for ACYF to take

the leadership on a national scale and develop agreements and consensus

of resou'rce utilization with all the Fedtral array of departments that
concern Mead Start. Our Progralls cross large geographical areas, and
thus, we need service

agreements in each operating section of the country.
We will continue tcrlink wi.th education, but ddes the Department of

Education understand that its school should link with us? We will

Continue to work wich a variety of pr'hgrams in the Dep).7.eent of

Agriculture, the,: that are left, but does Agriculture understand

pot,ntiaI e.oemitelents and aveervnts to serve Mead Stirt? ACYr

neilt, its re,00,ibiliti %h.-, it dn.

int rjir'-ental aJf.

D.S40.8

Cs, tho fulle.t eut ,
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Realistically, at the tribal or migra'nt level, the basic effort

is to maintain linkage systems in a declining economic base.

ALIT s*hould not expect or in ani way project planning on assAmption

that state and local government or private resources will initiate

new programs or pick up the >lack of federal cutbacks, hat 15 not

happening in our programs, nor will it.

Indian and migrant program> want, more accouiallity, not le>s.

The relaxation of regulatio.s couched in tfie 9uisC of local control

may in fact serve to dilute program quality. The statement from

the Strategy Paper that "requirements . will be limited to those

areaeconsidered essential.to the ope.ation of the Head Start Program"

sounds fine -- but the heart of tbe 155Ald is "es>ential to whpen?"_

A mere statement that a child is to have a physical examination may

satTsfy the legality of the statute, but does not give clarity or

specificity to what the exams should include or what the child

aserves.

It is opeciilly important to the migrant centers that services

infant> and toddler> continue. Without these programs, infants

and toddler, will again go to the field> with their parents, or

an older school-aged child will stay horte to "cpre" for them,

or th0 will be shunted abovt, because wh0n already limited.,work '

is available, migrant "amilies must work. The effect upon school-

aged ehildren, forced to stay home'and care for ylung ones, would

be deva,tating and would perpetrate the cycle of poverty,
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Ve nodor5o the statement thtioarent training is a prime consideration

for renewed enpilasis and that an expansiOn4of local Head Start

activit/ in this area should be .vocovraged. We would.likewise

enCourage ACYF to Take available to programs multi-lingual
materials

)pproprOte for pare,t group, The strain of tran,lation for local

program, is tre-,endous ana duplicative across the country.

We pral"w, at lea,t a central clearinehouse for collection of tho,e
item, that have been translated acro,-, the country and pledge our
support.

Transportation is an t.x:rerwli costly item in both Indian and migrant
programs. Cent.:rs are isolated. There is rarely the opportunity

for shared ownership of vehicles, The mo,,t expeditious routing

is already maintained. We welcome a reviea of potential improveq.ents

for vehicle maintenance and'replacement programs. This factor impinges
upon migrant and Indian progre more than any other seg.7ent of Head

Stare- Road, are frequently unpa ei ansWor pot maintained. The effect
on buses and var; is tremendoas Thre is noLother tran,portation System
4vtila5l.- The net effect upon eirogra, budg2ts should be acknowledged
by AC(F Jni allonc, male

lities or n. progra,s are despe,atedy in need, The

isolat,d, roral C.D-evultties in which fa/rifle, are hidden from

the mainstieam often haN-re no facilitfe, at all Us, child tare.

Or at building; that require sob,,,ntial renovation to paa-s

re Jul ii,ry inspect rOn . Los. ; are s Often rtO nor vOlooren Ont.`

te,r, The CO>rs I.e the pra,ision ,f ,uiti,te

1 7 3

All&
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facilities is a major problem apd the solution reAs at the national

leref. It Is beyed thc meager reource ofte local projrams.

In conclu,ion, nr. Chairman, Head Start is already a credit to the nation.

It ha, been fros the beginning. it requires no further tests or hurdl,v's'to attet

to it., h.9h in Congre,s and suppo,edly in the-Administratio. Held Start

is a model of what can be done in human setv,ice anencies. It cost effectie

It seree. tou preGiot,s few of our children w!io need the program.

The needs of Ind-janlihd migrant programs also include buildings, transportation,

multic,Itural staffs adequately paid, materials, local health, handiCappel 4nd

social service providers, receptive sChool systems, good licensing, and national

ServIck! understandings, We need to maintain'strong performance standards and

ity We need to maietaio a national focus.404 a national J,Iivery

--

system.

Head Start begin a, a great i(L.Clal effoit at a time of national tragedy. It has

faced and met challenge after challenge It ha, earned universal r,,pect. It is

a program that works. It doe, not require ext,os,ve. rttoivntzdtioq ft does

requIr adeluite flnding in cor4.ir f.ar quality and quantity to be mantained.

Ve appreciate the opportunity to speak before this Committe,,today,

%le appreciate that ACYF has stated that it will consult regularly with the Head

Start community as it reviews re9ulatio14_4nd policy, We request that this

consultation and involvement be doge muchitarlier than.was afforded on the

Strategy Paper i

We offer the fail cooperation of out IMPO Grantees and the,Associations that

repress-File them future del;berations with,Congress and with Atm

,

Thank you.

iS u
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STATEMENT OF YVONNE 131:11Y11EM), REA START PROJECT
DIRECTOR, INDIAN-MIGRANT PROGRAMS, TAll1EQUAH, OKLA.

'Ms. BUSHVIEAp My 'name is Yvonne Bulhyhead, and 1 now iinraHead Start director' in Tahlequah, Okla., for the Cherokee Nation
Head Start program vI am also the chairperson of the National
Indian Head Start Directors Association. In that 'capacity, we workwith'94 Indian programs in the United States and Alaska. These
programs serve 13,000 children in 24 States, the Indiah and Alas-,kan _programs.

Some of our programs, the majority of them, are on reservations
qr trust lanas. A few others, like those in Oklahoma, are not ontrust or reservatiori lands.

I !lave been' a Head Start parent, as a single parent. I have three
daughters, and they all attended &lead StdrtTod* I come to you representing not only the Indian programsbut the migrant programs. The migrant programs have 24 granteesand serve 16,000 children in 20 States. Romero Sifuentes is thatchairperson seated here from the Texas Migrant Council.

Today we would like to tell you that'the Indian and migrant pro-,grams are national in character and enjoy, the Indians particular-ly, a different kind of,relationship with the Ptderal Goxernment.
We feel like this committee needs. to be aware that thatArelation-
ship and the solutions to our problems need special consideration
because .of that.

I come to you todayand I realize it is lateI have a few needsthat I come to you with that we are concerned about. I, will gothrough thoSe. Then I would like toMr. Miller is gonebut Iwould lil.e to say to fiim that we have come up with the percentage
and money figures pf the loss, eve&thougli Head Start did get anincrease. I would like to say that in just.a few minutes.

One of the first things we w uld like to talk about is that trustresponsibility that the Federal Government has with Ind n tribes.President Reagan has p'reviously confirmed that there IS n Indianpolicy and that there is a necessity to maintain that r lationshipand honor that trust responsibility.
Second, I ,would like to talk to you aboutwe I like HeadStart needs a nationa4riority, that ACYF would d well to devel-

op agreements and consensus from resourced utilization of all Fed-eral Departments and programs, that only through working withthe different Departments can we do what we are mandated to do,
particularly EMS, Labor, Energy, Educatior?, Agriculture, and theL terior. h

We would like, further, to talk to you about the Indian and mi-grant programs We want to say that we want more accountability.
We like the policies and procedures. We like the requirements thatwe must live by for our children.

For the migrants, especially, it is important that they be ableftocontinue to have services for infants and toddlers. The migrantpoople irr the work that they do, as limited as it is, must workwhen they can work. Unless ;hey have a means by which to carefor their infants and toddlers, they will take those babies and chil-dren out into the fields with theln or keep an older child home tocare for them.
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None of this is conducive to early childhood development and to
answering the problems that we feel we have in this Nation.

The next thing I would like tu talk to you about is parent train-
ing. We are interested in some materials and appropriate multilin-
gual materials tu wiirk with parents on. We would like to propose a
central.clearinghouse fur collection of such items. We would be in
support of such a task with our languages and with development Of
materials.

We want to tell that probably the must important factor that in-
fnnges upun migrant and Indian programs that of transporta-
tion. It is extremely costly. Our roads are in terrible condition be-
cause we are .mustly where no une else w ill go to serve people and
children. We, too, have a need tu improve and, in many situations
with the migrants, they havt . a need to gain facilities. Many times

, there are no facilities at all to be had where their works is and
where their children are.

.We would like you to know that the cost for the provision ot suit-
able facilities is a major problem, and we believe that the solution
rests at the national level. It is beyond the meager resources of
local programs.

Again, those needs are buildings, transportation, multicultural
materials and- staffs adequately paid. We are concerned about local
health, handicapped and oxial service providers, receptive school
systems, and national serGce understandings. We need to maintain
strong performance standaids and accountability fot Indian and
migrant children.

Head Start began as a gieat social effort and it has earned upi-
versal respect. We believe in Head Start. We want to go on record
as sayint4 that we appreciate it and we want to support it

We appreciate the opportunity to-speak to you today.
I have these figures, if you would like to hear them.
Mr. ANDREWS. Go right aheaa.

r Ms. BUSHMEAD. According to our figures, it would take $66 4
million to offset the inflation of the year we just ended. :It would
takce another $98.6 million tu replace the 16 percent of the program
personnel that weren't funded by Head Start, such as the CETA
employees...

When we add to this loss the loss of-other resources that are Fed-
eral, State, and lycal, .we belieye that Head Start is in serious fi-
tiancial.trouble. s, -

Mr. ANDREWS. That is $165 Million. .

Ms. BUSHY HEAD. And, Mr1 Chairman, we believe that, on Indian
lands pitdiculatly, .with the cutbacks in DIA social services, and
Indian health services, we du not foresee how we can continue and
how we can have. healthy, children, h.ow we can meet the require-
ments and .the mandates that are sent to us. -

The nugrants, too, ha.vy health and social service problems with
their resotrces.,

Mr. ANDREWS. "Thank you very much. Let us give them a hand.
[Applause.)
I don't want to prolong this with a lot of my talk, hut whe I was

17 years old, I went to Cherokee, N.C., for the first Crne. I talked
with a little Indian buy. He rather embarrassed me. 1k aiked me if
I knew what the Indians called this country before the white
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people came. I thought for minute, and I said, "You know, I
never thought of that. I don't believe I have ever heard it. What
did you call it before the white man came" He Said, "Ours." [Ap-
plause.]

Thank you all very, very much. All of you that are here have
helped to answer the overall question that was being asked today.
That was, "What does the Head Start community really think of
the proposed policy paper or position paper, or whatever t.ype
paper it,rnight be?' I think, overall, you have answered that ques-
tion. Thank you. [Applause.]

[Whereupon, at 2 p.m, the hearing adjourned.]
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APPENDIX

Ome.orDEPARTMENT OFHEALTH & HUMANSFRVICis
HernanDeveiotimentSeNoces

The Honorable Ike F. Andrews
Chaiiman, Subcommittee on
amen Resources

Committee on Education and Labor
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Congressman Andrews?:
.

Attached for your information and
rdview are copies of apaper entltled "Head Starts Directions for the Next ThreeYearS. As you will note, this paper, still in draft, isintended to lay out for discussion

and consideration the optionsand decisions facing us in the administration of the Head Startprogram over the next three years.

We areliving this draft
paper wide distribution to nationaland state Head Start

organizations, as well as other interestedgroups. I hope that you also will let us know any concerns orcomments you ,my have on the contont of the paper.

We are htTing to receive
comments on the strategy paper bythe end of this Month, in order to collate, summarize, andconsider them in time to

reach final decisions on the proposedstrategy by the beginning of
the second quarter Of the fiscalyear, in January. If you have any questions

or comments, I wouldbe happy to talk to you on the telephone or to receive writtencomments.

NOV 18

AsststantSetteLvy
Wastungtoo De 20201

e

Sincerely,

Cad'
Dorcas R. Hardy
Assistant Secre y
for Human Development Services,,
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I. Rik POSE

This paper provides a brief overvrew of the objectives that ACYFfh.lasPatabitshed
for Head Start over the next three years and of the actions that can lie,underplpn
to achieve them. It represents our current thinking concerning what chrectionc to
pursue and what is most impot tant to accomplish within the period of Head Start's
legislative reauthorization.

Tne paper was developed as a prehmMary response to a request from the Assistant
Secretary for Human Development Services that we provide her with our ideas and
recommendations on a "Head Start strategy" that can be implemented beguimng in
FY 1982. This request was made within the context of impending final
Congressional action on Head Start's reaathorization and the preliminary
deliberation s. then underway.concerning the FY 1983 budget. It was also an
outgrowth of an ongoing series of chscussions concerning ACYF's priorities and
plans for discretionary projects to be undertaken during the current fiscal year.

The paper is essentially a dissussion draft. Its purpose is both to provide
information about Head Start-related issues, policie and actions currently under
consideration within ACYF, 5nd to stimulate further thought and comment about
therii. We intend it as a vehicle for eliciting the views and suggestions of

'interested persons. and organizations,, outside of the federal government, and as a
basis for further deliberation within ACYF, OFIDS and the Department.

After additional consultation, the paper will be refined and submitted to the
Assistant Secretary as a final report. It is anticipated that the options and
recommendations contained in that report will provide a framework within which
decisions concerning future directions, priorities and projects can be made.

II. STRUCTURE OF PAPER

In considering how we,would respond to the Assistant Secretary's request, we
thought it useful and in keeiiing with the intent of the assignment, to define the
task in terms of two gerpraI questions: first, what objectives do we believe are
most im'portant and feasible to pursue over the next several years; and second,
what strategies or actions should be implemented in order to achieve these
objectives" We also believed that framing the task in terms of these two questions
would, of necessity, compel tpasideration of'broad programmatic and budget policy
issues, as well as issues of a more operational and administrative nature.

The paper is organized around five major Head Start objectives that ACYF
consider4 worthwhile and feasible to achieve durmg ihe period of the program's
current legislaeve reauthorization. They are:

o Maintaining and, if pos;ible, increasing Head Start enrollment;

o Improving program quality;

o Improving and streamlining trie delivery of training and technical assistance;
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o 'Strengthening He Start's relat:onshipS with othefpublic, privatelifid.
voluntary agencies hnd organizations; and

o Improving administration and management'.

For each objective there is presented a discussion that amplifies its meaning and
rationale and,outhnes how it could be attained. The treatment of each objective
identifies those-policies, actions and options either currently under active
consideration or warranting furthit exploration and development. In some areas
the policies an4 actions suggestedlare short-term and operational in nature, i.e.
they arc capable of implementation during FY 1982. In other cases the suggested
options and courses of action are longer-term and would typically require a year or
two of developmental work before they could become operational.

Preceding the dIscustion on objectives, there is a brief section explaining the major
considerations and assumptions that significantly influenced our thinlift about
future.directions ,for Head Start. These considerations and assumptions provided
the context within which we thought about what would be reasonable and
appropriate to pursue over the next three years.

t In the development of this pape'r ACYF hakbene4ithetdhferonmalhnealidaenadsraengdill ..4

suggestaons of interdisciplinary work groups at bdt ional office

C

levels. Consisting of staff from ACYF, OHDS and the Department, these teams
were asked to examine and make recommendativs on seven broad topical areas
eclated to Head Start. These topical areas encompassed Hepd Start's purpose and

r scope; federal, st, te and local roles and responsibilities; federal administration and
irnanagernent; progi am costs; training, technical assistance and technology transfer;
tesearch, demonstration and evaluation; and Head Start's relationships with other

agencies and organizations. ,

As a result of these efforts, seventeen reports containing a diverse array of
Auggestions and perspectives have been produced. (Seven papers were prepared
by Headquarteri staff, ten by Regional staff.) Although it is not our purpose to

attempt to represent or even summarize all of,the many useful ideas offered in
these reports, we have made liberal, albeit selective, use of their contents in

'developing this paper.

III. STAFF PARTICIPATION.

IV. Cr NSIDERATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Head Start is a Program That Works

Head Start is a unique and highly successful program which enjoys widespread
support within the Administration, the Congress and the gerieral public. This
support derivesin large measure from a redbgnition that Head Start serves children
and families who have significaht needs and thatit is kprogram which has had a
majo,' impact on the quality of iiei lives.
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Since its inception iTh965, Head Start has provided health, educational, nutritional
and social services toolniost 8 million children and families throughout .the United
States and its Territories. Currently the program serves 37b,(100 children
(including over 1:0,000 handicapped children) in approximately 7,000 economically
disadvantaged communities, both urban and rural. The program employs some
70,004ersonstin these communities, many of whom arc Head Start parents andother low income residents.
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Intended primarily for preschoolers fi.om low income families, Head Start is
designed to foster the development and well-being of children, thus enabling them
to deal more effectively with both their present environtnent and later
responsibilities in khool and community life, In order to accomphsh this goal,
Head Sprt programs-emphasize cognitive and language devel prnent, social and
emotional development, physicaband mental health, lid pare t involvement.

Atlhe heart of Head Start's philosophy is the tenet that successful programs for
children can be achieved and sustained only with the par ticipa ion of parents.
Head Start is designed to support parents in iheir role as the p imary influence in
the education and development of their own children. The program involves
parents in the educational process both in the classroom and in', thz home,
influences parents' expectations for their children's educational accomplishments
and creates linkages with the public school. in addition, Head4tart encouragesparents to participate in making decisions concerning local program policy by
affording-them opportunities to serve on policy councils and other committees
concerned with the planning and management of Head Start services.

Head Start improves 'le status of children's health through both parent cuucationAnd the pruvision of direct services: medical and dental examinations and
treatment, immunizations, nutritious meals arid snacks, and services to meet the
special needs-of handicapped children.avaluation studids show fewer cases of
anemia and better health and nutritional pracirces among children who have
participated in Head Start than amone those who haito not. ..

Head Start also has a positive influence on children's cognitive and language
development, socioemotional development, and subsequent school achievement.

'Research and evaluatiOn studies indicate that Head Start participants consistently
score higher than their peers on standardized tests of intelligence and general
ability, and demonstrate improved academic perfarmance as evidenced by both
teacher and parent ratings and'by independent observations of their actual
performance in the classroom.

Recently, evidence has begto to emerge on the loilg ter m effects of Heati Start
beyond kindergarten and first grade. In addition to improved grades and
achievement test scores, studies of Head Start report such positive long term
df ect s as fewer grade r teniions and special education class placements.

*

In light of the evidence c3f Heed Start's effectiveness, we believe it is important
both to preserve and, to the extent possible, strengthen thosb charactevistics of the
program that make it unique, that contribute to making it work, and tbat provide
the basis for local community ownership and support. Among Head Start's essential
features we would include: the comprehensive and developmental nature of, the

II 1
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prograin; the priority accorded tu servmg.rioui and handicapped children; the strong
emphasis on parental involvement, and the prograin's community-based, local'
orientation. I/

In recognizing Head mart's successful track record and in endorsing those features
which are its strengths, we do nut, however, mew, to suggest that there is no room
or need for impromethenti Our own monitormg experience and the experiences of
local adnuntstrotors who are More intimately involved in the day-to-day operation
of the program clearly point to areas requir mg attention in must of the program%
major service components, as well as in its administration and management. We
therefore consider it appropriate to continue to adopt a self-critical posture that
encourages local projects to examine on an on-going basis whether Head Start
children and families are in fact receiving the services they require, and whether
these srrvices arc being provided in the most efficieig and economical ways

possible.

I urthermore, Head Start pohcy has consistently-emphasized non-duplication of
servmes. The program's commitment to thc provision of ti full range of
developmental services does nut imply either that local projects must provide all of
these services diri!ctly or that they must be paid for out of Head Start resoutkes.
While most Head Start projects have been creative and persistent in seeking
additional sources of support and in linking children and families with other
available community ser vices, efforts in tills area arc not unifurrnly vigorous and
&andel be strengthened. Giving,due credit for Head Start% success in mobilizing
servic.es and othc: support tot- lov, income children and families from a variety of
sources, there is . I nple room for improvement, particularly in the areas of
health zind social .ices and services to handicapped children.

Federal Budget Constraints i

liead Mart has been identified by the President as one of the "social safety net"
prowaiiis which has Lien effes.tive in meeting the needs of lo,w mcome children and
their (writhes. 1Lhile fundmg for most other social programs has been cut, Head
Shirt's budget was not only exempted from reduction but recornmi:r- -1 for a modest
increase from an Pt 1981 operating level of SRI:: million to a proposed level of

.approximalely $832 million for the current focal year.

The Administration, with the support of much of the Congress, is committed to an
economic recovery program which, among other tin igs, calls for sabstanlial tax
reductions and d comer ted effort totliminate defidt spending by the end of 1934.
Given this objective and the difficult requirements that it imposes, it has not been
possible to inamtam appropriation requests fol. social *progroms at the levels
anticipated in March of this year. With respect to Head Start this means foregoing
the large budget increase originally proposed for FY 1982 (theMarch request was
for $950 million, an incre.zse of $130 million over FY 1981) in favor of a more
affordable increase of approximately $13 million. However, we are assurhing at
least for planning purpose s that a portion of the $130 million increase Originally
proposed for l'N' 1982 will ,)e made available in FY 1J83 as a "deferred increase'.
We are also assuming that any increase t'equested far FY 1983 will be considered as
part of the ongoing program operating base and will be sustained duringiTY 1984.
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Emerging Changes in the Federal Role
0.

Planning for fiead Start needs to remain sensitive to new perceptions and changes
regarding the appropriate role of the federal government vis-a-vis State and le. IIagencies as well as individuals specifically, a reemergence of the recognition
that the well-being of the public is primarily a responsibility of individuals,
families and the communities in which they live. This means that Head/Start
policy planning and operational activities must be implemented in a manner that issupportive of State and local responsibilities and that helps strengthen thq,catty
of agencies and organizations at those levels; This does not imply ailabdiCati

. legitimate federal responsibili:ies or the diminution of necessary stewardship
functions. It does, however, envision a relationship between the lederal
government and local Heal Start programS that is more ill the nature of a
partnership. Such a relationship would allow for a greater degree of choice and
flexibility on the part of local agencies in determinin&how best to meet individual
community needs, would recognize the value of reducing unnecessarily burdensome
federlal regulations and would, in general, be less intrusive.

We must also recognize that public sector resources at all levels of government arelimited, and that there are social needshich government alone cannot adequately
address. Filling this gap requires a renewed emphasis on stimulating the
participation of the business community and private and voluntary organizations In
addressing social needs, and on promoting ihe contribution of resources from thesesectors.

V. OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES 0

OBJECTIVE I: Maintain and, If Possible, Expancl Head Start Elrollment

Discussion

Many_ low income families cannot, unaided, provide their children with the services
and oppo. tunities wAch are necessary to foster sound growth and development.
Moreover, the relationship between poverty and vulnerability in several domains of
well-being, and the fact that poor tfiildren are at significantly higher

- developmental risk than non-poor children, is well known: poor children are at ahigher risk of illness and havr,less access to health services; they are mdre likely
to suffer from nutritional deficiencies; and they are more likely to underachieve in
school.

Head Start has proven itself effective in atidressing these problems. As previously
mentioned, available research points to both the short and long-term benefits
accruing to tow income children and their families as a result of participation in
Head Start: improved health status; improved school achievement; improved
developmental gains for handicapped children; and improved parental capacity to
meet the developmental needs of their children and to contribute to the child's
schooling.
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Recognizing that Head Start can and does make a material dif ference in the lives
of clpidr en from low income families,.we believe that a concerted effert should be
mounted, within existing budget constraints, to provide enrullinent opportunities to
as nraKeligible children as is reasonably possible. Our primary goal over the next
threp,years is to at least maintain current national enrollment in the basic program

as opposed to summer programs) for children in the categorically eligible
three-to-five year old age-range (as opposed to three and urwkr)). Beyond this, it is
to explore ways in which the number of eligible children served can be increased
above current levels. We propose to pursue this goal in a niiirier that does not
undermine either the comprehensive nature or scope of the program, or that
otherwise reduces the quality of the program so as to impair its capacity to
produce developmental gains for the children served.

' Analvsif

The extent to which national enrollment levels 4t1(b' ma tained or expanded is
essenti4ly a function of four factors:

,-

o The Head Start budget -- the amount of funds appropriated for any given
year;

o The quality of the program -- the nature and scope of the services provided;

o The economies and/or efficiencies which can be achieved in program
operations -- the extent to which we buy less of some service or activity
(e.g. full-day child care), or can provide a service at a lower cost; and

o The other (non-Head Start) resources that can be generated -- the extent to
which other resources can be Identified and employed to help reduce the
need to use Head Start funds to meet operating and other expenses.

I wo characteristics of these factors are important to recognize. First, they are
interai, tive and, depending on the tradeoffs (policy choices) made, have a direct
bearing on enrollment levels. ror example, budget increases or savings generated
through achieving more economical/efficient modes of operation can be used either
to improve program quality, to maintain or expand enrollment, or to do some of
both. Second, three of these factors (all except budget) are amenable to direct
manipulation at the national and local program levels, i.e., they can be directly
influenced by policy clioices and actions taken by the national program office and
the Head Start grantee community. For example, we can choose to increase or
decrease program quality; we can direct efforts toward (and be more or less
successful at) stimulating increased utilization of non,-Head Start resources; we can
try to identify more economical/et ficient ways to operate programs; or we can do

some of each.

The planning assumptions and policy choices that we are making with respect to
these factors, and their af fect on our enrollment objectives oser the next three
years, are summarized in the following tables.



FY 1982

Factor

Head Start Budget

Program Quality

Economies/Efficiencies

Other Resources

o Enrollment Objective
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Planning Assumption/Polic;i Choice

Increased ($13m over FY 1981),`

Maintained

Increased

Constant*

o Maintained (at FY'81 level)

FY 1983-1984

Factor
Elanning Assumption/Policy Choice

Head Start Budget Increased (above FY'82 level)**

Program Quality Maintained (at FY'82 level)

or Improved***

Economies/Efficiencies Increased

Other Resources Increased

o Enrollment Objective o Maintained/Possibly Increased

*No assumptions regarding improvement or increase for this factor is
explicitly included in Head Start's FY 1982 budget proposal. It is therefore
presented here as "constant". However, some efforts to improve in this area
will in fact be undertaken in FY 1982, although we are not anticipating anyeffect on enrollment in this fiscal year.

**Final decisions concerning the FY 1983 budget request have not been
reached. However, as previously stated, our planning assumption is that a
portion of the $130 million budget increment originally proposed for FY 1982
will be made available during FY 1983 al a "deferred increase". We are also
assuming that any ificrease provided-during rY 1983 will be sustained in FY
1984.

***The degree of improvement which can t; attaineddepends, to.a large
degree, on the magniUde of the budget increase availuble for..py 1983-1984.

95458 -42.----13
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As indicated in these tables, Head Start policy during FY 1982 wig litg,maintain
both program quality and national enrollmentat the previous year's-level. -This can
be accomplished within the requestetl budget of $832 million by channe'ing alarger
share of available resources toward the support of basic program operations. "
Among the additional resources that can be channeled in this direction are the'
anticipated $13 million appropriation increase; a portion of the "discretionary
funds" currently used to support activities such as training and technical
assistance, and research, demonstration and evaluation activities; and the "savings"
\that can be achieved through adopting more economical and efficient modes of
operation at the local program level.

For,the FY 1983-1984 period, it will again be our policy to accord highest prio'rity to
maintaining at least current levels of program quality and enrollment. The second
priority will be to strengthen program quality in areas where improvements
originally planned for FY 1982 had to be deferred due to budget constraints. If FY
1983-1984 budget increases are greater than what may be necessary simply to offset
inflation, priority in the use of funds will be given to eliminating the most severe

cases of classroom overcrowding and to improving local Head Start staff salaries.
Lastly, an effort will be made to expand enrollment through further improvement
in the utilization of non-Head Start resources and through the idertif.cation-of less
costlyways to deliver programservices.

Effects of Inflation

Inflation, even at the reduced rates anticipated for future years, will continue to
diminish the purchasing power of Head Start appropriations. Unless steps are taken

to moderate or offset inflationary pressures, the impact on Head Start will be
either a reduction in enrollment or a decline in program quality, or possibly both.
These effects have in fact been experienced in recent years when funding increases
have been insufficient to fully offset inflation.

Having little choice but to meet increased operating costs in areas that are
relatively "uncontrollable" (rent, utilities, food and some elements of
transportation services) most local programs have had to place stringent limits on
the growth of staff salaries and fringe benefits. Many also have had to reduce the
number of staff employed or their hours of work. Thus, in one fashion or another,
all local Head Start programs have had to take steps to offset inflationary
pressures. In some cases the result has been a decrease in hours of service
(typically a change from full-day to part-day operations). In other instances local
program actions Rave adversely affected service quality resulting, for example,
in classroom overcrowding and salary scales that make it very difficult to attract
and retain qualified staff. In yet other cases there has been a permanent reduction

in the number of children served.

In light of the potential for losses in enrollment and decline in program quality, we
believe that provision of "cost-of-living" increases to offset inflation should be
given high priority. This means that the allocation of any future budget increases
should recognize the need to enable programs to at least maintain current levels of
enrollment and service quality before addressing other objectives such as

qualitative improvement or expansion of enrollment.
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Proposed Policies and Options

This section: of the ,discussion deals more concretely with what can be donelo'a,maintain, and possibly increase, Head Start enrollment over the next three years'while at the same line maintaining acceptable levels of service quality. It coversinternal reallocations of portions of the Head Start budget and the kinds of stepsthat could be undertaken to achieve both improved operational
economies/efficiencties and the increased use of non Head Start resouerces.
1. Reallocation of Head Start Resources

In order to maintain current levels of enrollment and program quality withinthe anticipated FY 1982 appropriation of $832 million, we are planning threeinternal budget reallocations that will increase support to local grantees for.'the operation lof regular Head Start programs. The first two of these will beimlemented this year.

o RedirectiOn of Discretionary Resources For FY 1982 we are planning
to redireett a portion of Head Start's discretionary resources to increasefinancial support for local program operations. Whereas in FY 1981
ACYF allocated $42 million for discretionary activities, we areconsidering a substantial reduction of our investments in this area andusing the iesultant savings to provide additional funding for basic
program operations. These savings will be derived primarily fromreductions in our discretionary expenditures for training and technical
assistance (T and TA), and for research, demonstration and evaluation(R, D and E). The reductions will be accomplished primarily in twoways: first, by streamlining and consolidating our T and TA deliverysystem and better targeting technical assistance resources to meet
priority needs; and second, by phasing out R, D and E projects which
have accomplished their purposes, by reevaluating the benefits andrelevance of existing projects, and where appropriate, by reducing thescale of some of these efforts.

o Completion of the Phase-out of Summer Programs -- While summer
programs do provide some tangible bcnefits, they are too brief to resultin sustained developmental gains for children and their families.
Consequently, over the past several years, there has been an effort togradually phase these programs out. We expect to complete this phase-out in FY 1982.

o Conversion of Parent and Child Centers (PCC.'s) to Regular Head StartPrograms PCC's provide comprehensive developmental services topregnant women and families with children three years of age and
under. While PCC's provide worthwhile and beneficial services to thesechildren and families, they are not directed toward serving Head Start'sprimary target populationoiz., preschool children aged 3-5. As part ofour pneral objective to provide as many enrollment opportunities for
low income children in the 3-5 year age range as possible, we are
planning to convert PCC's to regular Head Start programs during FY1983.

1:9:4
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It is not our intent to eliminate Head Start services in the thirty seven
communities currently served by PCC's. (All existing PCC projects will be
provided with an opportunity to convert to regular Head Start programs.) -

Nor is it our intention to prohibit these projects from offering services to
infants and toddlers if such services can be supported exclusively through
other (non-Head Start) resources. Given very tight budget constraints, it is
difficult, in our view, to justify continuation of PCC projects when so many
children in Head Start's primary target group cannot be afforded enrollment

opportunities.

However, recognizing that the operational experience of PCC's has involved
the development of service approaches which may be effective and
potentially applicable to other child and family programs, consideration will
be given to capturing and disseminating that experience as part of a new
"technology transfer" project the Child and Family Development
Demonstration Program which ACYF has proposed launching in FY 1982.
Drawing upon Head Start models such as PCC's, the Child and Family
Resource Program (CFRP)* as well as other high.quality family-oriented
child development programs, this project will identify, refine and
disseminate effective. approaches to serving low income families with
children through age eight. Its principal purpose will be the identification
and development of community-based child and family programs of creative
design that lend themselves to ongoing local support.

2. Promoting Economies and Efficiencies in Local Program Operations

There are a number of possible policy decisions and initiatives whiCh can be
undertaken by the natibnal program office to encourage more economical and
efficient operations at the local program level. They range from actions which
are highly directive to approaches which rely more on local initiative and
creativity. Several of these can be implemented in the near term; others could
be implemented during FY 1985-1984 upon completion of further aevelopmental
work. Some will need further discussion and exploration of their writs.

o Limiting the Duration of Program Operations In order to achieve some of
the savings that will be needed in FY 1982 to maintain current levels of
program quaiity and enrollment, we are planning to restrict Head Start
support for-full-year, full-day programs so that funds are available only for
program operations whose duration is approximately 6 hours per day and 8
months per year. This policy would principally affect those Head Start
programs currently operating on a full-year, f ull-day basis.** It would not
reduce support for the approximately 80 percent of Head Start programs
that operate on a part-day basis typically 4 hours per day for center based
programs.

*The CFRP demonstration program is scheduled to conclude in FY 1983. FY 1982 is

the final year of funding for these projects.

**Because of their unique circumstances, programs serving children from migrant
families wopld be exempted frbm this policy.
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The intent of this policy is not to prohibit local projects from maintaining
longer periods of service if they can be provided using other sources of -

support. It would, however, preclude the use of Head Start funds for full
day activities that exceed what is required to provide children with a-
developmental educational experience. This policy would continue to
recognize the comprehensive developmental nature of Head Start, and would
maintain the program of services that are by law required to be provided to
Head Start children and their families. However, it would cut back Head
Start support for full-day child care. Given a constrained budget, we
believe that it is preferable to reduce hours and days of operation rather
than to lose enrollment.

The potential savings which could be achieved by this type of policy action
are significant. For example, we estimate that if all full-day, full-year
projects funded during the second half of FY 1982 were to reduce operations
supported by Head Start funds to 8 months per year, the yield in terms of
Head Start funds that could be redirected, would be approximately $10
million. If these same projects, which currently operate for an average of
8.3 hours daily, were to reduce the length of their program day by 2 hours
the yield would be an additional $4 million.*

While fiat uniformly the case it should also be noted that the capacity of
many local programs to provide full-year, full-day services is due to
historical funang patterns which may not have been equitable. As a
consequence, some programs have been able to provide and maintain
extended services and others have not.

o Limiting Per-Child Costs in "High Cost" Grantees. There is currently great
variation amon; grantees in the "Head Start-funded" cost-per-child both
acrciss States and within each State. To take an extreme example, in FY
1981 it cost Head Start about $1,900 to serve a child in Connecticut, while in
neighboring New York it cost over $3,300. Likewise, there are significant
differences even within the same State: In North Carolina the Head Start
funded cost-per-child ranges from a low of $1,400 tO a high of $2,230; in
Florida it varies from $1,640 to $2,220.

Although we can identify possible reasons for these disparities (e.g.,
differing local operating environments, program designs, amounts of non-
Head Start support, etc.), we cannot confidently judge whether they arc
warranted. On the face of it, however, cost differences are in some
instances extreme and their appropriateness open to question. One policy
option which warrants exploration is the feasibility of setting some ceiling
on the Head Start-funded cost-per-child.

*On an annualized basis, the total amount that would be saved during FY 1983 as a
result of these actions is estimated at $31 million.

05.
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The following is an illustration of the steps that would be involved in
implementing such a policy: tf
1. Negotiate the program design and budget changes needed to bring all

grantees exceeding program duration ceilings (e.g., 6 hours per day
and 8 months per year) into these limits, as discussed above under.
"Limiting the Duration of Program Operations". (SavirigS esti! t ing
from these changes could be used to expand enrollment, to maintain
program quality or tiansferred to other Head Start programs.)

2. Once this type of "standardization" has been achieved, projects which
continue to have high per-child costs would be identified. High do st
projects could be defined as those with annual Head Start per-child
costs which exceed average costs in other programs by some
percentage for example, costs which exceed 125 percent of average
State costs, or costs which exceed 125 percent of average costs for
similar programs (e.g. a national or regional comparison could be
made of large urban programs, small rural programs, etc.).

Grantees identified as operating high-cost programs would be given
an opportunity to reduce costs to the specified limit -- in this
example, 125 percent of the State-wide average cost-per-child.

4. If a high-cost,project was unable or unwilling to reduce costs,
sponsorship of the program would be openly competed.

5. If another organization were able to demonstrate that it could
provide Head Start services of acceptable quality for lower costs, it
would be awarded the grant.

The original grantee could also compete for the award and, if no
other group proved capable of providing services at lower costs, it
would continue to be funded.

Another option a variant of the approach described above is to conduct
an in-depth case-by-case analysis of "high cost" programs and attempt to
negotiate program design, staffing and other changes that would reduce
overall costs. This option would substitute a negotiating process for the
actions outlined in steps 3, 4 and 5 above. If successful, such negotiations
would result in an agreement concerning overall cost-per-child that is
mutually satisfactory to the federal government and the local Head Start
grantee.

The setting of cost limits is an issue which will require further thought and
analysis before policies such as those described above can be implemented.
We propose to pursue further analytic work in this area during the coming
year in order to determine how such limitations can be set on an empirical
basis.

Consolidation of Small Grantees Another action which may be taken to
achieve more efficient use of available resources is to work collaboratively

I 7
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with selected clusters of grantees toward consolidating their operationsi
Efforts to effect consolidation would be directed toward those local 0/4;
prregrams which are geographically proximate, which have a commonality of
interest, and which are serving relatively small number ol children. The
approach to implementing this objective would involve ACYF regional
offices working with local programs to determine whether consolidatMn
with other (or another) programs would result in improved economy of
operation, such as reducing transportation costs through the operation of
one integrated transportation system; achieving savings through bulk
purchase of supplies and maintenance services, or reducing administrative
costs. The intent behind Head Start efforts along these lines would be to
determine, in collaboration with the local programs potentially
affected,whether it rnight be in their best interests to consolidate their
operations --where it appears to be feasible, offers practical advantages and
is acceptable to the communities involved.

o Development-of Staffing and Guidelines -- Personnel costs constitute about
75 percent of local Head Start operating expenses. It is therefore an area
that may offer significant potential for savings.

Developmental work should be directed toward formulating staffing
"guidelines" that would specify (within some range) the numbers and types of
staff required to operate programs of various sizes and characteristics. For
exarnple, they would specify the staffing pattern required to operate a rural
Head Start program providing 130,000 hours of child care (i.e., a rural
center-based program serving 200 children, four hours per day, for 160 days
Or year), or to operate a much larger urban program providing 800,000
hours of child care, or any number of program sizes and operating contexts
which are prevalent. The guidelines would also need to address, for various
types of staff, the numbers of "person-hours" of employment per "child-
hour" of service -- for example, the number of teacher and teacher aide
hours required per child-hour of servke, the number of component
coordinator hours, the number of hours of administrative staff tfine, etc.*

Estimates og acceptable ranges for staffing complements could be developed
on an empirical basis, using existing Head Start programs which are
providing good quality services at moderate costs. In addition,we would
recommend an examination of the findings from the National Day Care

*Program costs for personnel are a function not only of the number of staff and
their hours of work but also of salary (and fringe benefit) levels. Therefore if
staffing guidelines arc to be maximally useful in assessing the overall
reasonableness of program costs, a clear and explicit policy regarding Head Start
salary levels would need to be applied for example, would we be willing to allow
programs to pay wages comparable to prev,ailing rates of pay for other similar jobs
in the community and if so, what jobs would be considered "comparable"? How
would qualifications be taken into account? Depending on the policies adopted, a
program with a staffing complement which falls within the ranges specified in-
these guidelines could nevertheless be relatively expensive -- for example a
program paying "prevailing wars" and emploYing teachers and other staff at
salaries specified in union contracts.
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Study* for their potential utility in identifying ways in which child/staff
ratios may be relaxed without impairing service quality -- for example,
setting child/staff ratios on a center basis (as opposed.to a classroom or
group basis) in order to allow for a reduction of the number of caregivers
required to be with a group of children during activity periods not requiring
a low child/staff ratio..

Ihe guidelines envisioned in this recommendation could be used by local
0.ograms is bench marks against which to assess the reasonableness of their
existing staffing patterns. They could also be used by ACYF regiona! staff
as a basis for identifying programs that appear to be either too high or too
low in terms of the number and types of staff-hours budgeted. Programs
falling outside the ranges specified in these guidelines coulil then be -

reviewed more intensively to determine whether local circumstances
warrant deviation.

o Develop and Transfer Cost Analysis Technology Techniques for
monitoring and assessing the costs of child care services have already been
developed and demonstrated through a project undertaken by OHDS
"Analyzing Costs in Human Services Programs". This technology can be
adapted for application in Head Start programs, thus providing local Head
Start directors with a set of relatively easy-to-use tools for examining the
actual costs associated with various components of their programs. They
could also be used to identify areas where greater efficiencies may be
possible and to guide budget formulation.

Specifically, cost analysis procedures and data can provide local Head Start
program managers with:

Clear financial definitions of the program's activities

A means of estimating the cost consequences of expanding or
contracting any service and the related impact on other services
Within the existing program.

An aid for examining and evaluating the utilization of staff time.

A way of measuring the results of the program by a common
denominator.

*Although we are suggesting that the National Day Care Study findings may have
applicability to Head Start, there are several caveats which should be emphasized.
"'hile similar in some respects, Head Start is not day care; Head Start and day care
differ in fundamental purpose and in the nature and scope of services required to
be provided. Head Start and other high quality child care programs have a
distinctly developmental purpose; most ordinary day care programs are intended
primarily as substitute care while parents are at work or otherwise unable to care
for their children. Moreover, Head Start is required to,serve at least 10 percent
handicapped children (including severely and multiply-handicapped children); there
is no such requirement for day care programs. -
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We believe that cost analysis technology has potential for widespreaj
application in Head Start. In an era of increased concern about costs, the: .
use of this technology in Head Start would improve local capacity in both
financial planning and resource management.

o Other Activities In addition tO the recommendations described above,
there are several other projects related to costs that we believe are both
potentially useful and feasible to undertake over the next three years.

A project could be undertaken to identify, describe and disseminate
information on high quality programs in the low-to-moderate cost
range. Among Head Start's 1,260 local grantees, there are man'y
examples of programs that are providing services in accordance with
Head Start standards and guidelines and that have been able, through
a variety of means, to hold costs down.

;The operating characteristics and other features of these programs
should be described in a series of in-depth case studies and made
available to other programs for possible replication.

Many Head Start programs are dependent upon the use of vans and
buses to transport children to and from their centers. The rising
coits of these transportation services, especially during the past
several years, has been of concern to both grantees and ACYF
regional offices.

OHDS has recently completed a major transportation initiative which
addressed most of the major cost factors associated With
transportation services ,insurance, vehicle purchase and
amortization, staff salaries, maintenance and fuel. We believe that
What has been learned as a result of this initiative can be applied to
Head Start. Specifically, we recommend the implementation of a
management improvement initiative aimed at reducing transportation
costs through shared ownership of vehicles, use of vslunteer bus
monitors, route restructuring, improvedmaintenance and
replacement programsr and access to insurance at state-approved
school rates.

Head Start does not currently have a reliable, on-going system for
obtaining the type of information about local program costs that is
necessary for national planning and budgeting. Existing cost
information (for example, line-itein budget information from grantee
applications, quarterly financial statements, annual audit reports and
cost information gathered as a by-product of studies intended for
other purposes) is typically of very limited value. As a.consequence,
our capacity-to examine questions which have significant implications
for program planning and budget policy is critically impaired. For
example, we cannot-estimate with precision how much is actually
spent on individual service components; how many staff are employed
in various occupational categories or their salaries and hours of work,
or what impact inflation has had on local expenses. Consequently,
Head Start has no suitable way of examining the relationship between
program costs and service quality.
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To remedy this deficiency, we recommend the impmentation of an
on-going project to collect and analyze diast data from a nationally
representative Sample of local programs.

Lastly, some thought shbuld be giyenAo the type of budgetary,
.personnel and program design informition to be included in grant
applications. The information currently provided in the standard
application package is issentially inadequate as a baFis for Head
Start regional office judgments concerning the adequacy and
reasonableness of funding requests. We believe that a sigrdicantly
more informative, and detailed application should be requved, at least
every three to four years.

,

3. Increasing the Utilization of Non-Head Start Resourees

This section briefly discusses some of..the actions that can be taken over the
next several years to stimulate the contributiorOaf public and private
resources in support of local Head Start programi.-

Efforts toincrease utilization of other resources are not new to Head Start
and a considerable degree of success has aiready been demonstrated by the
program nationally. For example, data for the operating year ending in June

1980 show that:

Head Start projects were successful in utilizing Medicaid/EPSDT to
pay for the medical-screening of 80 percent of the children enrolled
in Medicaid; for the medical treatment of 85 percent of these
children; for the dental examination of 59 percent and for the dental
treatment of 82 percent.

90 percent of Head Start projects applied for and received
reimbursement for food and food service costs from USDA. (This is
believed to be close to 100 percent for the program year ending in
June 1981.)

16 percent of all Head SAlit staff were paid in full or in part from
sources other than Head Start grant funds.

55 percent of Head Start handicapped children received special
services from other agencies or individuals.

On average, for every 100 children enrolled in Head Start, 64 parents
provided volunteer services to the program at least once during the
program operating year.

37 percent of Head Start families received social services from other
social service agencies as a direct result of Head Start referrals.

Encouraging as these statistks are, it should be noted that they are national
averages and that they mask very significant variations among local
programs some programs make extensive use of other sources-Of support
while others report relatively little. We believe that increased attention
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needs to be given to this area, placing equal emphasis on both public, and
private and voluntary sector sources. Among the actions currently planned
or under consideration are the following. .

o Remphasiie Existing Policy on Head-Start Resources as the "Dollar
of Last Resort" -- Existing reports make it possible to identify Head
Start programs that may require assistance in utilizing other
community resourCes. Increased attention on the part of ACYF
regional offices* should be given to assessing the reasons why
particular programs are having difficulty in this area and to working
with these programs toward impiovement. As appropriate, regional
office efforts should be directed toward facilitating communication
and collaboration between local Head Start programs and the State
and local agency officials who have responsibility-for child and family
services in these communities.

In addition, the national program office is considering the issuance of
a reminder to all programs that it is Head Start policy to avoid
duplication of services where such services are available from other
sources, and that Head Start funds are to be used as the "dollar of
last resort". This policy can be reinforced and its implementation
promoted through more careful regional office scrutiny of grantee
representations concerning in-kind contributions of time, effort and
resources as well as review of letters of commitment and contractualagreements.

o Increase Volunteer Efforts -- The use of volunteers is a required
component in all Head Start' programs. Volunteer or contributed
services account for most of the required 20 percent non-federal
match and thus constitute a significant portion of local operating
budgets.

The volunteer force utilized by Head Start is varied it includes
high school and college students, senior citizens, nurses, doctors,
dentists, parents of Head Start children and many others. Volunteers
participate on a variety of committees and councils, assist with
health examinations, provide transportation, assist with food service,
accompany children on field trips, help with repair and renovation of
facilities and serve as classroom aides. Where necessary, loca: Head
Start programs provide orientation and special training for these
volunteers, particularly classroom volunteers.

*As used in this paper, the term "regional offices" encompasses both ACYF units in
each of the ten DHHS regions as well as the Indian and Migrant Programs Division
(IMPD) at the ACYF national office level.

20,
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Recognizing that public sector resources at all levels of government
are limited, we believe that renewed emphasis should be given to,
building on Head,Start's success in this area and to further
iiitensifying Head Start efforts to secure voluntary contributions of
services and other resources.

Several near-term initiatives could be undertaken to assist local
programs in this area:

Senior Citizens ACYF has recently consummated an
interagency agreement with ACTION to provide approximately
600 senior citizemvolunteers in selected Head Start communities
across the country. This is a collaborative demonstration project
intended to explore the feasibility of utilizing Foster Grandparent
(FG) and Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP) volunteers in a
variety of capacities in Head Start. This initiative holds promise
for making significant numbers of senior volunteers available to
local Head Start programs and will be closely monitored during
FY 1982 to determine its overall effectiveness and to identify any
pperational problems. Assuming that this initial effort proves
successful, consideration should be given to replicating it on a
broader scale during FY 1983 and 1984.

Youth Like senior citizens, youth represent a largely untapped
resource that could be utilized by Head Start. We believe that
the number of youth volunteers now serving in local Head Start
programs can be substantially increased, and that a demonstration
effort to explore this potential should be undertaken.

In addition to providing useful assistance to local programs, such
an initiative couill provide training and educational opportunities
for youth to help prepare them for future careers and for their
later roles as parents. It could provide opportunities for students,
to gain practical experience in the child development field and in
the operation and management of public social service programs.
If such experiences were considerea'a part of their studies, high
school students could be allowed course credit for their
participation.

Other Private and Voluntary Organizations Some effort, at
least exploratory, should be directed toward investigating the -

potential for contributions of volunteer services and other
resources by corporations, voluntary organizations and
foundations. This is an area that has been relatively neglected at
the national program level and about which much more needs to
be learned.

Two actions are being considered: first, at the national program
level contacts could be initiated with major foundations,
associations representing the business community and
organizations of volunteer agencies both to determine their
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interests and to explore ways in which they may particip.ate.
Large business enterprises, for example, may be able to assist by
encouraging the donation of services from retired employees who
have special skills that could be useful to Head Start --
bookkeepers, accountants, attorneys, tradesmen, etc. Likewise,
foundations and other organizations receiving support from large-
scale national fund-raising compaigns (e.g. United Way) may be
interested in providing financial assistance to local Head Start
programs, perhaps for specific services and activities like services
for handicapped children.

Second, an information chlvelopment and dissemination initiative
could be undertaken to identify local programs which have been
successful in eliciting support from private and voluntary sector
sources. These "success stories",could be described and made
available as a way of encouragingsother programs to undertake
similar ef forts, and to share the practical "how-to" aspects of
resource development.

OBJECTIVE 2: Improve Program Quality

Discussion

Improving the quality of Head Start Is a major ACYF objective for the next three
years. 09r interest in this aspect of the program derives from a recognition, based
on available research and evaluation studies, that the quality of child care
programs has a significant inflrence on the extent to which poor and handicapped
children realize developmental gains. It is also based on a realization, founded on
our experience over the past sixteen years, that Head Start can serve as a model
for other preschool anti early childhood education programs. We therefore consider
the improvement of Head Start program quality a continuing responsibility that
warrants the investment of both staff and financial resources.

The initiatives we are planning to undertake are targeted on both remediating
known deficiencies and, tO the extent possible, further contributing to the state of
the art in child care practice. Assuming an increase in funding for FY 1983-1984,
our energies will be directed toward implementing the program improvement
policies originally outlined in our FY 1982 budget proposal and toward restructuring
Head Start's training and technical assistance delivery system (discussed in the
succeeding section). Beyond these efforts, we will accord priority to the
continuation of important projects currently underway and, resources permitting,
to undertaking new initiatives that can contribute to further improvements in HeadStart.

Proposed Policies and Options-

This section discusses the major policies and activities that ACYF IS proposing to
implement to strengthen Head Start program quality. The degree of progress that
can be achieved in the first two of these -- reducing class siz6 and increasing staff
salaries -- is highly dependent on the level of the national HeadStart budget.
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I. Redudng Class Size

Unfor,inately, over Oe past twelve years there has been a gradual increase in
Head Start class size. During 1968-1970, the average class size was15 to 16 .

children; by 1980 class size had increased tc approximately 19 children. The
most recent available data, covering the 1979-1980 school year, show a
substantial number of local programs with average enrollments in excess of
twenty children. _Nationally, one third of all classes have 20 or more enrollees.
These classes contain 40 percent of all Head Start children. Seven percent of
Head Start children are served in classes which have 30 or more:enrollees.

Research evidence supports the-view that there is a correlation bctween class
size and child outcomes. Specifically, large class sizes, especially when
accompanied by.high staff/child ratios, do little to promotelearning and other
developmental outcomes. The National Day Care Study (4;1978) emphasized
the'importance of grcup size to chdd outcomes. The study found that smaller
groups were consistently assctiated with better care, more socially active
childfen and higher gains on two developmental tests. Likewise,-the Summary
of National Evaluations of Head Start;1966-69 (L. Datta, 1979) showed the
importance of small group activities to children's gains in cognitive ability,

t " school readiness and the ability to learn new tasks.

Head Start policy has consistently emphasized the importance of staff/child
ratios and class size as two of the determinants of the quality of care provided

-to childre.r., There has always been an attempt to provide small classes and
small group activities within classrooms:8n order to provide a favorable
environment in which children can learn. The,inclusion othandicapped children
intlead Start classrooms makes-the need fOr small group size-even more
compelling.

W4 believe that the qualifypf the learning environment which Head Start
provides for children can be materially irrproVed through the elimination of
overcrowdmg ip classioOms. Assuming the availability of sufficient resourcgs
in-FY 1983-1984, our plan is to carefully target funds among existing local
programs so.as to eliminate at least the most serious instances of overcrowding.
increased-fundingswould be made available to local programt on a selective
basis to add both classroom facilities and thy teaching staff necessary to
operate them..

2. increasing Head Start Staff Salaries,

:The provision of salary increases for.Head Start teachers, classroom aides and
other piersorinel will continue to be a high ACYF priority for the next, three
yeaq. Oespite veri tight budget constraints, both in FY 1982 and possibly in
the`future, AtYF pians'to direct as large a portion of available funds as

_possible toward improving Head Start yages. First consideration will be given
to proviiiing salary adjustments needed to offset inflation. Beyond this and
sstiming sufficient buslget in,creases in FY 1983-1984 -- our intention is to

target Salary improvement funds among Head Start programs in a manner that
gives priority to those whOse,wage Scales are lowest in relation to other
coinparible jobs in the lOcalities served.

./
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Head Start salaries have been historically low both inabsolute terms and in
comparison to wages paid in comparable jobs in the community. This situation
has worsened in recent years as inflationary price increases have exceeded
salary increases and therefore reduced the purchasing power of staff salaries.
For example, we estimated that in 1980 nearly half of Head Start emPloyees
earned annual wages below $6,280 which was the federal poverty line for a,
family of three. Head Start teacher salaries for 1980 were estimated to be
under $7,000. These low_salary levels have resulted in reduced ability to
attract and retain skilled teaching staff.

1
Annual staff turnovei in Head Start has increased from an estimated 15 percent
in 1972 to over 20 percent at p.esent. In some localities, and for some
categories of staff, the incidence of staff leaving Head Start is much higher. A
survey of programs in Kentucky revealed an average staff turnover of 33
percent. In the Boston region, there was a 50 percent turnover among Head' -
Start directors in 1979. In almost all cases the principat-reasons for leaving
Head Start employment included inadequate compensation in comparkson wkth
school systems or other_employment. Low Head Start salaries not only
contribute to high stafrturnovers, they also discourage competent peoole.from
applying for Head Start positions.

Moreover, the annual loss of significant numbers of Head.Start staff not only
affects program quality, it is also costly. Head Start has invested millions of
dolla`is,over the past few years for the training, assessment and credentialling
of caregivers through the Child Development AssOciate (CDA) program. During
this past year alone the levelof investment in CDA activities exceeded $7m.
Theloss of trained and eXperienced teaching staff at a relatively high rate is;
coStIY in terms of this training investment.:

3. Performance Indicators
r

The Head Start Performance Indicators initiative is a major management and
performance improvemeni project designed to enable program managers at the
federal and local levels to assess Head Start performance, to identify particular
programmatic areas in need of sPecial attention, and to undertake actions that
would result in enhancing service quality.

. 7:The Performance Indicators identify key danensions of local program
performance and ;ervice quality which can bepeasured objectively, are
results-orielted in nature, and include programservices and activities. While
they are not comprehensive of all of the major components and service areas of
Head Start, and assess some areas more thoroughly than others, they do
effectively measure many important aspects of program performance, for
example: medical and dental services, the use of Medicaid/EPSDT services,

": class size, the ratidof classroom itaff*to children and the ratio of home visitors
to hoMe-based children, the number of classroom,staff with CDA credentials or
early childhood education degrees, and the exient to which parents volunteer in
the program-and work as staff.

The program information produced by the Indicators project is quantitative, and
comparable across programs and over time. Inaddition to national, regional
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and State-level reports, the Indicators project produCes grantee-specific
profiles that enable local programs to compare their performance with that of
others in their region. These profiles also enable ACYF regional officials and
Head Start training and technical assistance providers to pinpoint areas
requiring improvement and to establish resource allocation priorities.

An important accomplishment of this project has been the setting of
performance improvement goals in specific programmatic areas, and the
initiation of efforts on the part of grantees, training and technical assistance
providers, and ACYF regional offices -- to move the Head Start program in the
direction of these goals. information.will b'e available shortly on the progress
which Head Start has made toward achieving the program improvement goals
Set for the 1980-1981 program year.

We believe thi,s project is a significant undertaking that can contribute to
achieving concrete, measui able improvements in Head Start. It has built up a
substantial amount of momentum and credibility in the Head Start community
and a sense of ownership of the project has begun to emerge. We plan tc
continue this effort over the coming years as part of our overall strategy to
improve Head Start program quality.

4. Other Activities

In addition to the proposals described above, there are several other project
ideas that we believe have merit.

Consideration should be given to intensif)ing program activities directed at
parent and family involvement, with special emphasis on parent education.

Head Start has done much to promote the view that parents are the single
most important influence on the learning and development of their own
children. Notwithstanding an inspiring early record in promoting parent
involvement, Head Start's operational follow-through has tailed off in recent

,years. The only major new resource materials to foster the parents' role in
child development are Exploring Parenting and the Getting Involved series.
Although important contributions to the field, only a minority of Head Start
parents are likely to participate in training using these materials during the
coming year.

We believe that parent training in child development is a prime candidate
for renewed emphasis and that an expansion of local Head Start program
activity in this area should be encouraged.

At present, the majority of Head Start-classes lack staff who have the
qualifications required to work effectively with young children In a
developmental child care setting. Fewer than one quarter of Head Start
teachers possess either a CDA credential, or a BA or other advanced degree
in early childhood development or education.
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One approach for addressing this deficiency is to encourage the
establishment of specific regional or State goals for increasing the
proportion of Head Start teachers who have these qualifications. The goals
wbuid be developed by local programs in collaboration with their training
and technical assistance providers, and would be accompanied by action
plans specifying the steps that would be taken to attain them. To be
feasible, these plans would need to adopt a multi-year implementation
schedule and reflect a balancedmix of training and recruitment activities at
the local program level. Annual improvement targets could be established
and progress toward achieving them monitored on a state or region-wide
basis.

Head Start is currently working on the development of Child Development
Associate (CDA) competencies for four categories of child care staff: home
visitors, infant caregivers, caregivers working in family day Care homes and
child care staff working with handicapped children. The project builds on
Head Start's experience in the forrnulation of the original CDA
competencies which pertained to staff working with preschool children in
center-based settings.

Like its predecessor, this new CE initiative is intended to have widespread
application not Only in Head Start but also in other child care progranfs --
day care, nursery schools, and other developmental preschool programs. It
is an effort that cal, result in impfoved pattern's of service and is expected
to be of interest to State and local officials with responsibility for children's
services.

The competencies developed through this effort should be widely
disseminated both to service agencies and to colleges and universities that
provide courses of study in early childhood development and education. This
could be accomplished through the training and technical assistance network
we are propsoing to establish, through various of public and private agencies
in the child care field and through professional organizations.

OBJECTIVE 3: Improve and Streamline the Delivery of Training and Technical
Assistance

Discussion

The Head Start training and technical assistance (T and TA) program is.a support
service provided to local project staff to help them manage and deliver Hcad Start
services. It is essentially a capacity-building activity whose purpose is to assist
grantees in their efforts to provide services that meet the qualitative standards
expected of Head Start.

T and TA program activities cover all of Head Start's substantive service
components, as well as administration and management. 'They are by design
directed toward both classroom and non-classroom staff (e.g., Head Start directors,
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component specialists, coordinators of volunteer services, financial management
staff, etc.). Assistance is provided through college-based training, through on-site
consultation, and through other forms of pie-service and in-service training. For
the most part, college level tramMg is targeted on teaching staff to helR them
acquire the skills needed to work with young children in a developmental classroom
setting. This type of training is based on the Child Development Associate (CDA)
competencies developed by ACYF several .years ago, and is made available-to Head
Start staff (as well as to ethers) through more than 350 universities and community
colleges throughout the country. Approximately 7,000 Head Start employees are
currently receiving CDA training.

The T and TA program also provides technical consultation and training to home-
based programs, to programs serving large members of bilingual/bicultural children
and to staff who arc responsible for recruiting and providing special services to the
handicapped. In addition, the program has been the principal source of technical
support for various experimental and demonstration projects undertaken by Head
Start (including, for example, the Child and Family Resource Progi am (CFRP),
Project Developmental Continuity (PDC) and the Basic Educational Skills (BES)

project) and for the dissemination and replication of the service approaches
developed by these projects. Overall, an estimated 150,000 Head Start staff,
parents and volunteers receive some form of training or technical assistance
annually.

Head Start T and TA resources, which amounted to $27.4 million* in FY 1981, arc

used to carry out five major functions. These functions and the approximate levels
of investment associated with each arc as follows**:

o Compliance monitoring ($2m) This activity consists of in-dep.h, on-site
reviews of grantee operations to assess compliance with Head Start
performance standards and administr4ive requirements.

o Remedial assistance ($13m) -- This includes activities whose purpose is to help
local probrams remedy deficiencies identified as a result of self-assessments
and on-site monitoring. It addresses both service components as well as
administration and management.

o Training ($6m) -- This is primarily CDA training for classroom staff; however,
some training is also provided for other staff enrolled in college degree
programs and for non-classroom staff such as directors and other supervisory
staff.

*In addition to the $25 million specifically labelled "Head Start T and TA" in the
FY 1981 budget, $2.4 million is allocated for the support of fifteen Resource Access
Projects (RAPs). These projects provide assistance to local programs in recruiting
and serving handicapped children and in the training of staff who work with these

children.

**Functional categories do not add to $27.4 million because of rounding and

omission of miscellaneous items.
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o Assessment and credentialling of CDAs ($1.6m) -- This includes activi'tie's -
required to implement the CDA Credential Award System. The purposeof this
system is to determine whether CDA candidates possess and can demonstrate
the competencies required for working with young children.

o Special emphasis projects ($4m) This covers three types of special support
projects: fifteen RAPs; seven Home-Based Training Centers which provide
technical consultation to local programs on the operation of home-based
programs; and four Bilingual/Bicultural Resource Centers to assist grantees
with large bilingual/bicultural enrollments in meeting the linguistic and other
special needs of these children.

Analysis

Beginning in FY 1982, ACYF plans to make significant changes in the structure of
the Head Start T and TA delivery system and in the manner in which T and TA
Services are provided. Although we recognize that the current system has, cAerthe years, made a major contribution to preserving and promoting Head Start
service qualiv, we believe that there is considerable room for improvement. We
also believohat the advantages and benefits to be derived from changing existing
practices far outweigh the costs of whatever temporary difficulties may be
encountered. These, of course, we will do our best to minimize.

Our rationale for effecting change is fourfold. First, the only practical way we canmaintain current levels of T and TA service output and preserve vital functions is
by significantly streamlining the delivery system.

The allocation for T and TA has remained essentially level at $27.4m since FY
1979. However, the purchasing power of these resources, like the rest of the Head
Start budget, has been eroded by inflation. Expressed in FY 1979 dollars, $27.4
million will in FY 1982 be worth approximately $19.6 million. Moreover, as
explained earlier, our,proposed budget policy for FY 1982 will further reduce the Tand TA allocation i.e., we propose to reallocate a pprtion of the available $27.4
millionin order to increase the level of financial support for local Head Start
program operations. Clearly, if We are to protect vital activities and continue to
maintain a credible level of technical support for local Head Start programs, wemust find a way to get more mileage out of each T and TA dollar. We propose to
accomplish this, in large part, by streamling the existing delivery system.

Second, we do not believe that the existing T and TA system is as responsive to
local Head Start program.needs as it could and should be. We hold this opinion
because most of the key decisions concerning resource allocation and priorities are
made essentially at the federal level, the level farthest from the intended
beneficiaries of T and TA services the local grantees. While not uninformed,
federal level determinations concerning such questions as the levels of T and TA
investments needed irr various service components, the amounts to be spent for
additional compliance monitoring vs. addressing known deficiencies, and the
amounts to be allotted for CDA training vs. other forms of technical assistance
ar'e, of necessity, based on general estimates of national and regional needs. We
believe that federal-level decisions concerning these types of issues are often
suboptimal, i.e., they do not make the best use of available resources nor are they
as responsive to actual grantee needs as they might be. T and TA
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resources would be more effectively targeted if-resource allocation decisions and
priorities were better informed by what grantees actually need. Progress toward
this end can be achieved through further decentralization of decision making.

Third, we believe that change is warranted because the existing T and TA delivery
system has become overly complex and difficult to manage. The current delivery
system is a tangled mixture i. national contracts and mteragency agreements,
region-wide contracts, state-wide grants and contracts, grants to "clusters" of
local Head Start programs and grants to individual programs.

The complexity of the delivery system is illustrated by the financing mechanisms
used by ACYF regional offices to provide "general techrucal assistance." Three
basic approaches are used: (1) contracts; (2) direct-funding of individual grantees to
enable them to purchase their own T and TA; ana 3) grants to intermediary T and
TA providers. Seven ACYF regional offices use all three approaches; three regions
use two. The proiision of CDA trainmg is another example. The delivery system
consists of: five region-wide contracts; twenty-eight state-wide contracts; twelve
grants to "clusters" of Head Start programs; and 318 grants to individual programs -
- a total of over 350 separate funding arrangements.

More importantly, and apart from the administrative and management burden at
the federal level, local grantees are faced with having to deal separately with each
of several thfferent T and TA providers for thfferent'types of assistance. These
include both T and TA providers funded by ACYF regional offices as well as T and
TA providers funded from astungton -- Resource Access Projects; Home-Based
Training Centers; Bilingual/Bicultural Resource Centers; and T and TA providers
covering medical 'and dental services.

Fourth, the current T and TA delivery system relies heavily on the use of
contractors. We believe that this needs to be changed. There are several reasons:
(1) contract services, because of high overhead rates, are somewhat more expensive
than what it would cost to provide similar assistance through grants or cooperative
agreements; (2) the federal contract procurement process is very lengthy,
burdensome and msufficiently flexible. Mothfying a contract to meet changing
circumstances can, and often does, take months to accomplish; and (3) T and TA
contracts funded out of the national office sometimes do not meet regional of fice
needs. ACYF regional offices have consistently complained about the insufficiency
of T and TA for health services.

Moreover, the conduct of on-site compliance reviews relies extensively on the use
of contractors and consultants. Approximately $2m is spent each year on contracts
to assist regional of fice staff in carrying out this activity. We believe that
compliance monitoring is essentially a federal stewardship responsibility and should
be carried out directly and exclusively by federal staff. The purpose of compliance
reviews is not technical assistance. Rather, it is to determine whether local
programs are meeting the programmatic and administrative standards to which
tbey must adhere as a condition for funding. Extensive use of contractors and
consultants gives the appearance that this function is being delegated to non-
federal personnel.
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Proposed Policies and Options

We believe that a modified T and TA delivery system if it is to be an
improvement over what we currently have -- must embody several essential
characteristics:

o It must preserve T and TA functions which are vital to the continued success
and improvement of Head Start programs: Among these functions we would
include: CDA training and assessment; assistance to grantees in identifying and
correcting both programmatic and management deficiencies; assistance to local
programs in effecting linkages with other child and family service agencies; and
support to grantees for the provision of services to children with specialrequirements.

o It must be considerably more decentralized. Among other things this means:
allotting a much larger share of available T and TA resources for programming
at the ACYF regional office level as opposed to the national office (the split is
currently 34 percent national and 66 percent regional); and the establishment of
a network of State-wide or sub-State T and TA providers linked together andcoordinated on a regional basis.

o It must be more accountable to the Head Start grantee community and
remaLte to its needs. This can be accomplished in several ways: through
employing a "bottom-up" approach to identifying needs and setting priorities;
through the utilization of peer reviews to identify strengths and weaknesses in
local program operations and to share experiences; and through an approach to
T and TA planning that emphasizes collaboration among grantees, T and TA
providers and regional offices, and promotes the sharing of information.

o It must be flexible. This translates essentially into the use of grants and
cooparative agreements as the funding mechanisms of choice. Unlike
contracts, these mechanisms make it much easier for T and TA providers to
adapt work plans to meet changing needs and priorities.

o It must be stable. This means that there must be a reasonable commitment to
retain, on an on-going basis, those T and TA providers who are doing a good job
and who have earned the confidence of the programs they serve.

The figure,on.the following page depicts the basic structure of the T and TA
delivery systeril we propose to implement. Our plan is to establish a State-wide*

*This is a general model that may not be appropriate for every State or federal
region. Depending on local circumstances, it may be more practical to establish
two or possibly three sub-State T and TA providers. Alternatively, it may be
desirable in some ACYF regions to establish a multi-State structure in which one T
and TA provider would serve several States.
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T and TA provider in each State that would be responsible for both general T andTA and CDA training. The State-wide provider wduld be funded directly by theACYF regional office and would make T and TA services available to each granteein the State in accordance with a plan developed collaboratively with these
grantees, and discussed with ACYF regional officials. Depending on the
capabilities of the T and TA provider and the resources available in the State,
either or both general T and TA and CDA training could be supplied directly ormade available through arrangements with other agencies and organizations.
However, since there are currently over 350 universities and community colleges
providing CDA-type training, we anticipate that State-wide T and TA providers
Will want to utilize this network. Likewise, we anticipate that for some of the
expertise needed to provide T anld TA in particUlar component areas, State T andTA providers would call upon other organizations, both public and private.

The new T and TA delivery system must also have the capacity to assess and
credential CDA candidates. Currently, this function is carried out inder a national
contract. Under the proposed new system, this activity would be carried out
through separate arrangements in each State. We are considering two options
regarding how to proceed: direct regional office funding of a separate organization
(in all likelihood a university) to perform this function in each State on a state-wide basis. or allowing the State-wide T and TA provider to carry out this
responsibility, either directly or through arrangements with an appropriate
university. Regardless of which of these two options is finally selected, our
principal objectives will be to preserve the basic integrity of the procedures which
have been developed for assessing and credentialling CDA candidates, and to avoid
any disruption of current capacity to assess and credential these candidates.

Another issue which we will need to consider is "quality control". More
specifically, how to ensure that the universities that will be carrying out the
assessment and credentialling function have the staff expertise and other resourcesnecessary to perform these assessments well and to maintain rigorous standards.
One suggestion that we are considering is to utilize a national body, broadly
representative of the child development/child care field, to review and accredit alluniversities that wish to participate in CDA candidate assessments. Under tWs
proposal, accreditation for the purpose of evaluating CDA candidates would lie
required regardless of which of the two funding options mentioned above wasselected.

Lastly, consideration is being given to establishing a number of Child Development
Resource Centers in various locations throughout the country. The purpose of
these Resource Centers would be to provide specialized technical consultation tothe State-wide T and TA providers on those substantive areas currently addressed
by RAPs, Home-Based Training Centers, and the Bilingual/Bicultural Resource
Centers. These centers would also be responsible for disseminating information tostate T and TA providers on current research findings in the child
development/child care field, on innovative program models and service linkage
systems which may have applicability to Head Start and other child care programs,
and on a number of other issues pertaining to child and family services. They
would also serve as a Mechanism for linking state-wide T and TA providers on a
region-wide basis and for sharing ideas and experiences.
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If established, these Child Development Resource Centers would obviate the need

- for the twenty-six highly specialized resource centers currently in operation, thus
resulting in a considerable saving of Head Start T and TA resources.

OBJECTIVE 4: Strengthen Head Start's Relationship with Other Public Private
and Voluntary-Agencies and Organizations

Diseussion

While unique in many respects, it is important to recognize that Head Start is but
one of many programs concerned with children and families. Within the localities
served by Head Start there are typically a number of other agencies and

organizations -- public, private and voluntary whose interests extend to target
population groups similar to Head Start's and who have key roles to play. Our
system for the provision of services to children and families is a diverse and
pluralistic one -- concern for Children and families and responsibility for meeting
their needs is shared among many groups and organizations. Public agencies and
private providers of service both have important and complementary functions to
perform. These agencies and organizations represent the resource base and the
community of interest that can be brought to bear on meeting the needs of low
income children and families. We believe it is essential for Head Start to
strengthen its links with this network.

We hold this view for a number of reasons. First, we recognize that the
development of children is a continuous process, thiit the needs of low income
families are multiple and often interrelated, and that a variety of goods, services
and supportive assistance are required in order to promote healthy development
and family stability. Head Start cannot meet all of these needs -- the program
currently serves only a fraction of the children and families who are eligible and
who might benefit from participation and, furthermore, generally provides for only
one year of service. In order for children and families to continue to have access
to services after they leave Head Start, effective linkages with other agencies and
resources (schools, community health services, social service agencies, agencies
serving handicapped children, etc.) are essential and should be encouraged and
strengthened. Moreover, Head Start is not specifically designed to address the
other forms of assistance which many participating families may require: job
training and counselling, adult education, full-day day care, emergency and home-
maker services, health services for other family members, personal counselling,
etc. Improved-linkages and collaborative arrangements with other service
providers would further strengthen Head Start's capacity to help families secure
these additional needed services and would underscore Head Start's orientation as a
family-focused, non-categorical program.

In order for there to be an incentive for collaboration and linkage, we believe that
such arrangements must be viewed as a two-way street whereby both Head Start
and other community service agencies can derive mutual benefit. In this vein,
Head Start should consider how it can be of assistance to other child and family
service organizations. For example, Head Start programs can be of help to county
and city social service agencies by affording enrollment opportunities for children
with special needs who may be identified by these agencie (e.g. neglected
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chitdren, children in danger of abuse, children in foster care, children from
particularly stressful homes). Head Start could serve as a resource for agencies
and organizations operating day care programs by sharing information ahd
experience concerning program models, parent education and parent involvement
techniquesiways of serving handicapped children in a mainstream setting, on-the-
job training for primary caregivers, and transportation services. Head Start
programs could also assist other human service agencies by participating in cross-
service 4sessments of community needs, by participating in public information
campaigns and by serving as a source of referrals for persons requiring other
community services.

Proposed Policies and Options

Over the next three years ACYF's efforts to strengthen Head Start's relationships
with other publit, private and voluntary agencies will be channeled in two distinct
but complernentary dir&tions: (I) efforts directed at the development of
collaborative agreements between Head Start and other state and local agencies;
and (2) the implementation of demonstration and technology transfer projectsdealing with service linkage.

I. Collaborative Agreements with State and Local Agencies

Children and families who are enrolled in Head Start arc typically also
categorically eligible for a number of services administered by government
agencies at the State and local level. Of particular relevant- to Head Start arehealth services (medical, dental and mental health), services for handicapped
children and social services. Head Start efforts should be directed toward the
development of specific agreements with State and local government officials
concerning the provision of these types of services to Head Start children and
families -- where such agreements do not exist and are needed. As appropriate,
these agreements should be either State or community-wide (i.e. city or county
wide) in their scope and application. A successful effort along these lines wasundertaken a number of years ago with respect-to Medicaid/EPSDT. The
agreements that were reached resulted in a noticeable improvement in the level
of Medicaid/EPSDT services provided to Head Start children. These
agreements should be re-examined and, if they havetfallen into disuse,
reaffirmed. Where useful, agreements should also be extended to cover
services for handicapped children and social services.

Another area where collaborative arrangements would be useful is day care,
particularly day care funded under the Social Services Block Grant (SS8G)
program. We estimate that up to 40 percent of Head Start children are from
families in which the parents are working or in job training programs. Because
the vast majority of Head Start programs operate on a part-day basis, these
parents are confronted with the need to find alternative child care for that
portion of the day in which their children are not in Hcad Start. Moreover,
many of these parents also require day care for both older and younger siblings.

In order to examine how this need can be addressed, consideration should be
given to implementing a project that will identify and document the day care
arrangements currently in use in a selection of communities with part-day Head
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Start programs and with jointly funded Head Start - SSBG programs. Although
formal collaborative arrangements with day care programs have never been
explicitly promoted through Head Start policy, such arrangements have evolved
as a result of practical necessity. We believe that some may have features that
are novel and potentially replicable on a broader scale.

Another area where collaborative arrangements should be encouraged is

caregiver training. Many local universities and community coileges require
students majoring in early childhood development or education to complete a
practicum involving direct work experience in a child care setting. Nearby
Head Start programs could collaborate with schools offering courses in this
field by making their facilities available to these students. In return these
colleges and universities might be willing to provide free or reduced cost
training for a specified number of Head Start teachers and teacher aides.
Agreements of this type may be attractive to both parties. They would also
enable Head Start to stretch the already strained resources which are available
for training.

2. Demonstration and Techligogy Transfer Projects

Beginning in FY.1982, Head Start plans to undertake a number of demonstration
and technologytransfer projects designed to strengthen linkages between Head
Start programs and other public, private and voluntary agencies in the' same
cornmumties. Initiatives are planned for the areas of health services, education
and social serviues. The objectives of the health project include improving
access to health services by low incohie families; improving local Head Start
program capabilities in linking Head Start children to ongoing community based
health care programs; and developing linkage system models that more
effectively connect Head Start with other child development programi, public
health agencies, Medicaid/EPSDT, Title V programs, dental programs, and

mental health clinics.

Tha purpose of the education project is to demonstrate and document effective
linkages between Head Start and local school systems. A primary focus of this
effort will be the implementation of a developmentally appropriate sequenced
curriculum for chddren from preschool through the early elementary grades.
Project activities will include collaboration between Head Start and public
elementary school staff in the development of approaches to education which
emphasize continuity in children's learning environment and experiences. The
project will involve parent participation, the sharing of curriculum materials
among Head Start grantees and local schools, the establishment of teacher
exchange ahd visiting programs and special "transition planning" for
handicapped children. The models identified and developed through this project
will subsequently be made available to all Head Start programs and other
providers of preschool child care services.

In a related effort, ACYF is also planning a broad information dissemination
project that will make available to Head Start programs across the coontry the
education and school system linkage models developed through the Basic
Educational Skills (BES) program. BES pilot projects, which have been in
operation in sixteen Head Start communities, have implemented a variety of
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educational strategies to help young children acquire age-appropriate learning
skills: the developnient of curricula that promote an understanding of language,number concepts and other basic educational skills; the training of teachers ahdaides to become more effective in helping children acquire these skills; workingwith parents to help them plan supportive learning experiences in the home; andthe establishment of collaborative arrangements with schools to ensure
continuity of curriculum and parent involvement as the child moves from Head
Start into the elementary grades. The educational models developedby.these
BES projects will be dorumented and shared with other Head Start programs,with school systems ana with other preschool child development programs.*

Like the health and education initiatives, the emphasis in the social services
project will also be on improving linkages. Its purpose will be to explore how
local Head Start programs can establish effective working relationships withstate and lOcal governmental agencies as well as with private tocial service
organizations. Improved linkages with these services systems would enable
Head Start children and families to continue to have access to needed social
services after they leave Head Start, and would strengthen Head Start's
capacity to help families secure those additional services that local programscannot themselves provide (e.g. job training, counselling and referral; adult
health and mental health services; etc.). We also anticipate that improved
linkages between Head Start and community social servicc agencies will be ofhelp in meeting the need for emergency assistance and services in times offamily crisis.

Lsastly, and as already mentioned, we expect that the social service linkage
project will demonstrate ways in which Head Start can be of help to county andcity agencies in their efforts to address the broader social service needs of the
communities that they serve.

OBJECTIVE 5: Improve the Administration and Management of Head Start

Discussion

Efforts to improve federal administration and management of the Head Start
program will be directed toward the simplification of Head Start regulations, the
reduction of grantee reporting burden and the implementation of program
assessment procedures that place more emphasis on program improvement than
regulatory compliance. Federal administration of tiead Start will more explicitly
recognize that local Head Start programs are both able and committed to
delivering high quality services to the children and families that they enroll.
Consequently, the federal role will continue to emphasize assistance to grantees in
supportof their own efforts to improve the quality of local programs. In pursuingour shared commitment to strengthening Head Start services, the relationship
between the federal government and Head Start grantees will be in the nature of a
partnership in which officials at both levels have mutually supportive roles to play.

FY 1981 was the final year of funding for the BES demonstration projects.
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The following proposed,actions are intended to accomplish these ends. They are
also designed to strengthen lines of communiCation between ACYF and the Head

Start community.

Proposed Policies and Actions

I. Review and Streamline Rogidations and Requirements

ACYF has already initiated a review iSf Head Start regulations and policies-to
,

determine how regulatory burden can be reduced. Guided by regulatory
principles established by ,the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human
Services, the review will encompass regulations covering pr-ogram

administration, performance standards, the selection and termination of
grantees and participant eligibility. The basic thrust of HeadStart regulations
reform will be to insure that the regulations adhere closely to the requirements
of the statute and that they are limited,to those areas copsidered essential to
the administration and'operation of the4-lead Start program: This &fort witl
result in the elimination of some rules, revision of others, and the'postible
addition of new rules, where appropriate.

As pant of this regulatory reform process, ACYF expects to identify a number
of areas in which guidance or suggestion is a more appropriate vehicle than
regulation or policy for supporting grantee activities. As an overall`trend we
are proposing to moye from regulation and compliance enforcement toward
guidance:and suggestion. Of equal importance, we will work to insure "that our
regutatory, enforcement and guidance efforts are internally consistent and
complement one.another as an integrated whole.

tr
Representatives of the Head Start community will have an opportunity to
comment on issues under consideration. Further, any regulatory dianges

Aoposed by ACYF will be published in the Federal Register as a Notice,of
Pfoposed Rulemaking for public comment.

2. Compliance Monitoring and Program Assessment

.Beginning in FY 1982, AGYF.regional offices will no longer be required to
conduct full-scale on-site compliance reviews of a fixed percentage of Head
Start progrdns annually. Further, we will no longer requite on-site monitoring
reviews to be "comprehensive" in _scope. Rather, these reviews may be
restricted to particular service components or particular aspects of program
administration and management. -Based on experience in working with specific
grantees and on the information available from both routine reports and, from T
and TA providers, ACYF regional offices may be selective in determining what

is most useful to review.

As already mentioned, it is our lielief that compliance monitoring is a direct
federal stewardship responsibility which should be conducted by ACYF officials.
Consequently, to the extent that on-site compliance reviews are conducted,
they will be undertaken by federal staff without the aide of consultants or

contract staff.
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With respect.to general program assessment activities, we plan to rely moreheavily on our T and TA delivery system to determine sfrengtbs and weaknessesin local program operations. In cooperation with T andqA providers we willencourage the conduct of peer reviews as a mechanism to provide on-sitefeedback to grantees on the quality of their programs. Peer reviews willprovide an opportunity for staff from one grantee to review tl-?c program ofanother grantee not to establish compliance but rather toldentifyexemplary practices, to point out areas in need of improvement and to shareideas for further strengthening program operations.

3. Streamline and Integrate Reporting Systems

In an effort to both reduce reporting burden and make better use of their.formation ACYF is collecting from grantees, existing Head Start datacollection systems will be streamlined and integrated. Beginning in FY 1982 wewill consolidate the Head Start Program Information Report (P1R) and theHandicapped Survey. The Handicapped Survey will be incorporated into theyear-end P1R and the information required to be reported will be significantlyreduced. The information collected through these two previously separateinstruments will now be combined into one system. Information on programcharacteristics and performance levels will be provided to federal officials andgrantees in one integrated analytic report.

Action has already been taken to make use of the Self -Assesment/Validation
Instrument (SAVO voluntary on the.part of grantees. This instrument iscurrently under revision to reflect this change. In addition, we anticipatechanging the requirement for an annual independent CPA aildit of programexpenditures to a biannual requirement, except in cases where there is a historyof financial management difficulties.

During FY 1982, OHDS will be installing a new mini-computer system at both- national and regional office levels. We intend to explore the feasibility of usingthe equipment to implement a Head Start Management Information System torecord, report and analyze important information about Head Start operationsin each State. The inforrnation would be used to assist grantees and T and TAproviders, as well as federa staff, to pinpoint problems and identify Statetrends relating to program characteristics, performance and costs.
4. Improve Communication with the Head Start Community

ACYF will continue to consult regularly with the Head Start community as werevise regulations and policy, streamline and integrate reporting systems,implement a new approach to both compliance monitoring and program qualityreview, and implement the new T and TA delivery system. ACYF national andregional offices will communicate with the National Head Start Association andthe various State and regional associations to elicit ideas and recommendationson both policy and operations and to help us review and evaluate theeffectiveness of our efforts. We have already begun this consultative processand plan to continue and strengthen it in the future.
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5. State and Regionally-Oriented Research andEvaluation

Head Start research and evaluation has been directed, almost exclusively,
toward projects intended to be neional in scope and potential application. This
is appropriate for some purposes. However, an exclusively national focus <

precludes consideration of research and evaluation projects of more limited
scope that nevertheless may be very useful to more locally-oriented audiences.
For example, it may be of considerable utility to grantees and T and TA
providers in a particular State to assess how effectively various aspects of the
Head Start program at e working in that arca (e.g., how eff ectively are health
services provided; are programs utilizing State Medicaid/EPSDT resources fully;
what arrangements are working parents whose children arse enrolled in part-day
programs making for child care services during the remainder of the day; what
kinds of linkages and joint funding arrangements are in effect between Head

4 Start and SSBG day care!). R and E findings on these kinds of State-specific
questions could be shared with State and local officials who may be of
assistance to Head Start in meeting the needs of children and families whom

they serve.

We believe that R and E. projects oriented to questions of particular interest
and relevance to State and regional audiences should be encouraged. We will
take steps to stimulate the submission of project ideas along these lines.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has provided an overview of ACYF's current thinking concerning
directions for Head Start over the next three years. In it we have articulated and
discussed five major objectives that we consider both worthwhile and feasible to
pursue. For each of these objectives we have also identified a series of policies,
options and actions that can be implemented to attain them. Many of these can be
undertaken in the near term; others were identified as requiring further exploration

and development.

We recognize that the directions we have proposed will be challenging and will
require a willingness to approach issues in ways that may be somewhat novel. We
also recognize that those objectives dealing with enrollment and the improvement
of program quahty are highly dependent upon the availability of additional
resources. The degree of progress that can be achieved in these 'areas, and the
time frame within which it occurs, will be largely determined by future budget
decisions. However, assuming that the requisite resources do become available, we

believe that what has been described is achievable. We also believe that the
successful implementation of the objectives and policies proposed can have a
significant and beneficial impact on the Head Start program and the children and

families it serves.

Assuming full implementation of this agenda, what major impacts do we
anticipate? First, the Head Start program, despite a constrained budget, would

2 2 I
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.1/

continue to serve at least 370,000 low income children each year, and would
provide an opportunity for these child?en to receive services that materiallyimprove the quality of their lives. Moreover -- and depending on the extent of boththe Head Start and non-Head Start resodrces that can be made available, and the
success achieved in adopting more economical modes of operation our servicecapacity could be extended to several thousand additional children and familieswhom we are now unable to reach.

During a period of inflation and severe budget contraints, a deponstration by Head
Start of its capability to increase the return on the investment of scarce publicfunds would be a credit to the program. Such an accomplishment would not gounnoticed by policy-makers at all levels of government and would serve to elevateHead Start as a model for what can be done in other human service programs.

Second, we will have made significant improvements in impnrtant aspects of HeadStart program operations -- the elimination of overcrowded classes; and
improvements in Head Start's ability to attract and retain qualified and
experienced staff. These improvements will enable Head Start to maintain thestandards of service quality that have come to be expected and that are directly
related to developmental gains for children.

Third, we will have put into operation a streamlined T and TA delivery system that
continues to meet critical technical support and training needs in all priority areas.Moreover, it will be a system that is less costly, better tailored to meet the
individual requirements and characteristics of Head Start pa:grams in cad State,and generally more responsive to locally determined needs.

Finally, the implementation of our agenda will strengthen Hedd Start's capacity tomeet the needs of children and their families both-while they are in the programand after they have left. The forging of more effective links with other
community organizations that have key roles to plat in addressing-human service
needs will enable Head Start families to secure those additional services which
Head Start itself is not designed to provide. Moreover, the ostsblithment of
linkages with a broader array of other seriiice organizations would underscore HeadStart's orientation as a non-categorical program and its interest in working with
others toward improving the lives of poor families generally.
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CONGRItSS 01: I UNIIFO bTA I ES

IOUSE O REPRIESENTM'IVES
COMMITTEE ON EOUCATION ANO LABOR
SUOCOMMITTEC ON HUMAN RCSOURCES
ROON4 tHe. HAVnu RN HOUSEornceOulLeinG

WASIDNOTON. 0 C. tuSIS

March 2$, 1932

Clarence Hedges
Commissioner
Administration On Children,
youth and Families

400 6th Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20201

Dear Mr..11odges:

1 O 11.

During the Subcommittee on Human ROSOurces hearing on the policy

paper, "Head Start: Directions for the Next Three Years," Cengressman
Andrews reque..ted that you and/er your staff prepare written answers

to soce of the questions he had. As you are aware, the hearing record

closes after thirty days and that tine Is fast approaching. The

record is still open and we hope to receive your response to Congressman

Andrews'questions as soon as possible.

cc: Chuck reefer

GA:SItS

22 3

Sincerely,

a /2-44,.
Gordon A. Paley
Staff Director
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co; !ci:11:SS HE UN! 1 iD S IA i
liOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
C0WM[11L X ON LOUCATION AND LADOR
suocommuirc ON NUMAN NE-SOURCES

HoomtuknAvounnifouseornceuumoING
WASH MG I On. 0 C. 20515

April 7, 1982

Clatence Hodges
Commissioner
Administration on Childre.'
Youth and Families

400 6th Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20201

Dear Nr. Hodges:

In reference to my letter of March 25, 1982,
requesting written

answers to questions pertinent to the
Subcommittee's oversight hearingon "Head Start:

Directions for the Next Three Years", I was contactedby Mr. Kieffer who said We
Administration was unaware of any unanswered

questions which remaiwoutstanding. I was under the impression thatHr. Kieffer had received s packet of questions which incluied QuestioR
7,an answer to which was promised.

In,addition, there were other instancesfor which you agreed to submit
written responses later for the record.For the sake of the record, and in

fairoess to the Administration,
let Me restate those items for you. We will leave the record open
until April 30, 1982, in order to give you ample time to reply.

The first item occurs on page 40 of the transcript. It concernsthe question of how tht Administration
arrived at the figure of

125% of project cost that the
Administration wAs proposing that all

"high cost" grantees be held to or 14ee re-ompetftion. On page 40,
Chairman Andrews said:

Fnless you can offer US some evidence to support ho- you-arrived
at the figure of 125 percent, I would

certainly suggest that
you review and, at some point, be able to assure that your
final figure is in fact Adequate in amount to accomplish what
you just said.

Your response was, "We will do that
. ./. . So, very definitely,

we will follow through with that recommendation."
The questions wouldthen seem to be:

'

1. What evidence do you have to indicate
how you arrived at the

figure of 125 percent?

2. What assurance do you have that limiting grantees to 125%
of an average cost,will not decrease

salaries, decrease the
number of teachers, or increase

the teacher-pupil ratio of
those grantees?

22 4
96451 0-12=--15
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The s,Nt Item, the afor-entioned Question 7, concerns the
Administration's statement on page 1/ of the policy paper that it
intended to reLmphAsiee the "existing" policy on Head Start, resoultes

as the "dollar of last resort." On page 43 of the transcript, Ctstiroan

Andrews asked what the source of this existing policy was. He asted

if it was stated anywhere in the law or its legislative history.
He asked how long this policy had been in effect and exactly what the
Administration bad done aS a result of this policy. Us. Hardy said she

would have to look back and you said, "We will identify it specifically."
The questions then would be:

I. What is the Source of the Administration's "existing policy"
of Head Start dollars being a dollar of last resort?

2. Is that policy stated anywhere in the law Or legislative

history? If so, please identify those occurrences specifically?

3. How long has this "existing policy" been in effect?

4. inlat has the administration done as a result of this policy?

The last item pertains to an interchange between you and CnngreSanan

Miller. Congressman Miller assorted that the budget cuts from the
President's originally requested $950 million, coupled with cuts to
other supportive programs such as CSTA, nutrition programs, eedicaid
and Title XX, were actually causing a decline in Head Start and that the
program would not be able to maintain its present level of service

with regard to existing performance stsudards. You Stated that

"we have been assured that it cln he by the program directors and staff
persons involved, right there on the cutting edge of the Head Start

program." You went further, "they.have assured us that they can

maintain the standards."

Mr. Hiller then asked you to cite for the Committee those communi-

cations and those program directors. You said you could not but could

submit it. later, you promised to Secure hard evidence. The questions

then are:

I. Which specific progra% directors and staff haye assured you
that they can maintain Services with regard to existing
perfolmance standards in light of the budget frpact on Head

Start and other supportive programs?

2. What hard evidence do you hive that thfs is the position

of the peogrpm directors as a whole?

Chairman Andrews-also Invited you and Assistant Secretary Hardy,
at your discretion, to supplement your answers to any other questions

that were asked. I am enclosing a packet of those questions for your

information. Again, it Was my impression that Mr. Kieffer had such a
packet and-certalnly apologize if that was not the ease. I am also

enclosing those pertinent pages of the trinscripts in which refercaeo5

are made to requested Information.

Thdik you (Or your .e We look foeard to your au'vers.

cc: Congressman George hiller
norcus Hardy
Chuck Kieffer

CAR:slm
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Sincerely,

71,
'7Cordon A. Paley

Staff Director
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Off K. of
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH Sa HUMAN SERVICES Human Development Sstmetta

Adminitrattoo fon
Ch. Wren. Youth and Fern-ants
Wttaltintiton DC 20201

MAY 3

0 41C.IL

Hr. Donlon A. Raley, Staff Director
Suboamittee cei Haan Reeouron
Ommittee Muoatica and Labor
House of Repreantatives
Rayburn Muse Office Wilding, Noce 2178
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Raley:

I wish to thank ru for your letter of 2113ril 7, 1982 which
provides us the opportunity to elaborate on and clarify several.
issues which were raised during the recent ovetsk-t hearing on
the draft Head Start "strategy paper" formally titled "Had
Start: Directicns for the Next Three Years". I regret whatever
confusion caused your queeticns to not reach me earlier.

Since Your letter Idu written, a number of decisions have teen
reached by Secretary Schweiker, Assistant Secretary tkrdy, and
me on issues which were raised in the strategy paper. The
policik decisions which have been reached ere that:

o Sumner Head Start 'programs will be phased out
and ccoverted to regular Hesd Start programs.

o The Child Dove lcpssnt Asaciate (m.s.)
candidate assessment and credentialling
program will be ccatir.ued as a national
system. After an initial period of direct
grant suppdat, the organixatica which will be
haled to continue this effort will be
eXpected to become self-sustaining and
independent.

Support for full-year, full-day Heed start
programs will be ccsitinued.

o Parent ard Child Centers (P02s) will ccntinue
and'not be converted to regular Heed Start
Programs.

o Stec* Will not be taken to "cowolidate" small
Head Start grantees.

o Cbsta in "high-cost" grantees will not be
limited to a predetermined maximum coot per
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child, but efforts will continue to make all

programs more cost effective to aid in
maintaining or e:Fending current enrollment.

Ihds set of decisions reflects the Cipartment's and the
Admdnistratiqp's continuing support foc Mead Start as a highly
suocessful Federal program which is impcovingthe lived. of
hundreds of thousends of vulnerabde and needy children and

their families. These decisions enetde a number of opecial

Head Start services to continue, such as Parent and Child
Gintr projects which serve younger children and their

families. In continuing this type of activity we recognize
diet Head Start is meeting a vmriety of opecial needs through
projecle selected and strongly endorsed by local communities.

In addition, there are a number of areas where steps have
already bean, or,are being, taken to implement imFortant
activities identified in the strategy paper. Several

activities will be implemented through demonstration projects
sodicited through an ii)S-wide FederalAlegister Annotsaceeent.

Examples of thees include: the development anetransfer of
cost analysis technolcgy: projects to increase the utilization
of volunteers, including senior citizens, youth and the
voluntary and private sectors: and demonstration and technology
transfer efforts to improve Mead Start linkages with other
resources in the arias of health, eduoation and social

services. Other important activities identified in the
strategy peper_are being impdemented through direct action by

ACYF staff. Examples of these include: reducing Mead Start
classroom overcrowding and increasing low staff salaries
through the tempted um of the FY 1982 budget increase: the
review of Head Start regulations: improving federal compliance
monitoring practices: and reducing the grantee recocdkeeping

and reporting burden.

These decisions and activities will enable us to make progress
toward goals Mlich walleye set for Heed Start and which were
articulated in the etrategr paper, nemelys

Maintaining and, if Foositde, increasing Mead

Start enrolbeent:

Ipproving program quality:

Improving and streamlining the delivery of

training and technical assietancei
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Strengthening Head Start's relationship with
other public, private and voluntary agencies
and organizations; and

Improving administration and management

With this background in mind, I would like to discuss the
sPecific areas you mention in your letter. Regarding the
limiting of costs in "high-coot" grantees, you ask how ue
arrived at a proposal to limit per-child oosts to 125 percent
of the average_costs in similar programs. Thu 125 percent
limitation ums premanted in the strategy paper as an example of
an apmrceCh thet could Nivel:men followed. The 125 percent
figure me illustrative endues not derived analytically.

There Iss another option presented in the strategy paper
regarding "high-cost" grantees. It called for oonducting
in-dspth. caps-by-case analysis of programs uhich appear to be
"high-cost" and then negotiating appropriate program design,
staffing and other changes. It is this vproaCh ue have now
decided to pureue'as a more reasonable and flexible way of
improving cost effectiveness in programs. Through this effort'"-
we will uss materials and protocols currently being developed
to identify and effect changes-in-situations where

funds can be
redirected to assist projects in complying with Performance
Standards or expanding enrollment. We will seek to identify
cost efficiencies in all grantees, not only those with high
annual For child cpending levels. The cost efficiencies are
hope to achieve will be directed toward addressing problems of
program quality, including making needed improvements in
staffing levels or staff salaries, or toward expanding
enrollment.

Concerning another issue, you inquire about the basis for the
policy that Head Start resources be used as the 'dollar oflast
resort". Ibis has been a concept followed by Hesd Start from
its inception. A 1967 Office of lbonoeic Crporttnity manual,
"Head Start: AMAnnal of Policies and Instructions", states:

Every Head Start program must explore and utilize the
help and services available from other federal, state,
and local agencies, to mpplement the funds provided
by the Community Action Program of the Office of
Economic Opportunity.

22s
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brief tine as Commissioner. These directors have teen positive
about-the present and future. I do not want to tike their
statements out of context or state in a boreal way what wee not
stated for that purpcee. I will, however, Share just a few
comments that are intended only to show that I have found Head
-Start directors tote poaitive 'tout the quality of their
program in epite of cuts they may already have felt.

USLIEWILLIAMS,_Heed start Director, Barre, Versont:
Enrollment has been maintained and quality is possibly
higher Chan two years ago Which was before an emThasis
on the homer;based option was initiated.

BMW H. WaLKER, Head Start Director, Jasper,
Georgia: The cute in other programs have affected
this program, but ley main concern is Che poverty
income guidelines". She states: that a single parent
with one Child cannot make the minimum:090 and be
eligible-for her Child to receive Head Start
services. Me. Welker has served as director since the
beginning of Mad Start in 1965.

KONNETH W. OLDHAM, Hand Start Director, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin: There has Wen no significant change in
this program. indirectly, some adjustments will be
made due to reductions in food and supportive health
programs. H. has suggested an integration of Head
Start classroom resources with day care resources in a
way that could protect Mad start's uniqueness and
quality.

SWIM OWE Director, Parent and Child Center,
Mabington, D.C.: She is now identifying and
utilizing new resources and increasing linkages with
other programs. She indicates it will not Do easy but
quality will definitely be maintained.

Based on my talks with scores of Bled Start directors at state
conferences and other gatherings, I personalli feel confident
Chet enrollment and quality will temintained and I would even
predict improvements in a number of areas. However, we will
monitor any potential problems closely, seek periodic reports
and conduct various types of roviewe in order twassess and
predict possible adverse impacts.

23,j
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On your final print, tho invitation to suppdemenk our answers
to the committee's questicns uhich were prodded during-the
hearing, a few of the questions in the packet you provided
require elaboration beyond the information thich I have

prcuided above:

Question Mo. 6, cm the impact cd reductions in
non-Heed Start resources, is discuesed in a

papec Which is attached.

Question I. 11, on cospliance monitoring, has
two follownp questions which require
annwers. First, new Federal staff will not be
needed to carry an compliance monitoring, and
there will thecefcce to no additional cost.
Monitoring will to creducted by misting
Federal staff, supported from time to time by
experts sodh es state day own, lice:wimp
officials or the staff cd other Head Start

progrAms. Secced, we are not ;damning to stop
monitoring compliance. In fact, mcnitoring is
a major objective in eadh AcYr Regional
Office's FY 1942 operational'plan.

Cuestion Mo. 12, on eliminating regulations,
asks a number of efecific gum:time about cur
plans to streamline Heel Start regulaticns.
lhe current regulations are being reviewed.
Any proposed dhangem would first to published
in the federal Register for public comment .

lite referenos to 'widows and suggenticeP in
tho Hied Start strati:gyp:ever is to prom:Wel
matters which mmy presently be cited in
regulations but which could be ocnveyed sore
appropriately as §uidinoe, in oder to provide
some fleeibility in the way in which projects

deliver services meet administrative
, requirements. It -basic service cc
,administrative requirements contained in
curont Heed Start regulations would be
maintained. Guidance material has not been
printed in the Federal Register and we do not

plan to do so in the future.

I would again like to thsnk you for this opprctunity to discuss

our plans for Head Start. Fleas. let meknow if moon provide

additional information.

Ittachnont

23i

Sincerely,-

Clarence Z. Bodges
Ocemissicner
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Attachmen't

The Effect on Head Start of Budget
Reductions in other Federal Programs

This paper discusses possible effects On Head Start of budget reductions
in the Title XX Social Services program, the CETA-progran, Medicaid and
EPSDT, the COmmunity Services Administration, and the USDA's Child Care
POW Program. The Reagan Adninistration has demonstrated its strong and
continuing commitment to Head Start by requesting, in a time of severe
Federal budget restraint, that funding for Head Start be maintained in
FY 1983 at the full FY 1982 level. We exPect that local Head Start
projects will be eble to fully Continue current levels of quality and
enrollment in FY 1983. We are hopeful Chat they will be able to offset
whatever marginal_losses might occur in the various ancillary sources of
support discussed below by-making more effective.use of their current
resources or-by-obtaining increased local suppOrt.

o Based on data from local projects, we estimate that in FY 1981 same
two hundred Head Start programs supplemented their activities
through the use of $10.2 mdllion_in Title XX funds. In fiscal years
1982 and 1983, Title XX funds will-continue to be available to
states through the Social Services Blodk Grant. In FY 1981 the
Title XX appropriation was $2.99 billion and the,FY 1983 budget
request for the Social Services Block Grant is $1.97 billion. If
this reduction were to be shared proportionately by Head Start pro-
jects, it could result in a loss ofabout $3.5 million to Head Start.
It should be noted, however, that if thedb losses occur, they would
not necessarily impair the operation of Head Start. Most of the
Title XX funds'reoeived by Head Start projeas are used-to provide
extended hours of child care for working parents. While the reduction
of day care or other social services might represent a loss to the .

families involved, these services wotdd not necessarily need to be
replaced to continue basic Head Start serVices.

o Last yeai we estimated that, if the growth of CETA continued unchecked,
Head Start projects in FY 1982 would employ CETR-pa$d workers whose
weges totaled $26.9 million. We do not believe this level-was reached
because the pUblic services portion of-the CETA program ttexmigh which
Head Start benefited was phased out during FY 1981, We.believe CETA's
contribution to Head Start peaked in FY 1980 at approodmately $22 million
when same 4,400 CETA workers aided Head Start projects. Head Start
projects have accamodated themselves to losses of essential CETA
workers by rebudgeting the funds available to them or by obtaining,
additional resources. Since the loss to Head Start has already occured,
there should be no additional impaat in FY1983. Although CETA paid workers
providGi useful services, some did not provide essential services and
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Head Start Frojects did not nececqarily have to replace all lost

QtFz utukers. we do not believe that the loss of $22 million
in aTA'support resulted in a loss in services to Head Start
children equivalent io the full $22 million.

We are not able to provide reliable budget estinates of the impact

that projected changes in funding for Medicaid and EPSETwill have

ad Head Start in fiscal years 1982 and 1983. Making such estimates

is difficult because states administer the Medicaid/EPSdTprogram

and have responsibility for establishing guidelines'for fee schedules,

eligibility, and the range of ssrvices provided. There are

indications that a number of states may exercise the optian they new

have of limiting Medicaid/MDT services cniy to thase who 'are

categorically eligible instead of to all children in the broader

--nediCally needy category. However, to date the impact has been

minimal. Only one of the 34 states that were extendhng Medicaid/

EMT to the medically needy in 1981 have-restricted services to

clinch-en who are categorically eligible. -We estimate that 320

.head Start enrollees are affected and services equal to approximately

$32,000 have been lost. To the extent that further changes such as

this occur, families served by Head Start may not be able to receive

-as manpuedical services through Medicaid/EPSDT. If parents are

unable to meet higher medical costslfor Head Start children, local

Head Start program may need to increase their spending in this

area to assure that enrolled children receive the full range of
health services requ3red.by Head Start.

An estimated $15 aillion-to $20 trillion in Camunity Services
Administration funding to.lccal Camunity Action Agencies (CAAs)

was used in FY 1931 fbeadadnistrative support to Head Start

projects. Although finling for CAAs has been cut in FY 1982 and

further cuts are proposed for FY 1983, states have the flexibility

through the Comity Services Block-Crant to continue supporting

CAM, including those that operate Head Start projects. We expect

that Head Start will incur sameadditional costs, winich.we carnot

reliably estipate, as a result of reamed CAA funding..

o We estimate that in FY 1982 Head Start grantees.will receive

reinhursement for food of approximately $84 million through the

URA's Child Care Food Program. The-budget authority for the Child

Care Food Program fell fran $290.5 million in FY 1981 to $276.9 --.

million in FY 1982, a decavAlse of 5%. We believe Head Start program

shared in this reduction, losing appraxinatelY $4 million in .

nutrition senrices 6etween Ft 1981 and FY 1982. For FY 1983, it is

proposed thatrhe Child Care Food:Program be supplanted by a new

General Intrition Assistance Grant to the kates which could be used

for any child nutrition progran or activities a .state desires to

fwd. It is not possible to accurately predict the extent OD- -

which states may elect to continue supporting Head Start

nutrition services. ST* losses are possible, however, because

FY 1983 funding for the General Wtrition Assistance Grants

would be $488 ndllion, whereasrhe program it supplants (the

Child Care Food, School Breakfast and Sumer feed Service

programs) are funded for $673 trillion in FY 1982.
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Pilot Stationz,Alaska 99650

Dear Or..e....b1p.

With this letter. as parents of pre-school age children
here in Pilot Station, we would like to make you aware of our
serious concern for the TA Parent Child Program, a unique and
innovative program stresring parent/child interaction in early
childhood education. One program has been operated here by
Rural C.A.P. for the last 5 years and has been extremely succ-
essful, promoting a greater awareness of the importance of pare-
nts roles as children's first teachers and providing parents with
much valuable information on-nutrition, preventative health care,
the problems of child abuse and alcoholism, etc.

1.e feel that the program kb vitally helpful aGd important.
especially in the way it focuses on parent involvement and res-
ponsibility in pre-school teaching. discouraging parents from
relying solely on established educational-institutions to do
their 'itirk for them as is unfortunately 6ften done.

The kindergarden teachers here at our L.Y.s.D school as well
as all of us parents, have noticed a marked improvement in the
preparedness of their incoming students in the years since the
program has been in operation.

ike many other worthwhile programs, this one hah been
dealt a severe blow by mtaganomics. uaI C.A.P. will be req-
uesting increased state funding this year to keep our program
alive. While we realize that the state can not be expected to
fund all federally cut causes. we want you to know how strongly
we feel about the importance oC this program. 4

Ur: hope that you will be able to support an appropriation
to continue our prograig within this year's operating budget.

Thank you for your time and for your help in the past.

igie,f_4(
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Sincerely Yours,,
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Yukon-kuskokwirn

'Parent-Child *Rocimm
February 5, 1982

Representative Don Young

House of Representatives
2331 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Young:

Thank you for sending a copy of the Department of Health and Human

Services letter regard'ng proposed changes in Head Start. Our office

did receive a copy of the Proposal in November, and our comments were

included in the reaction paper issued by the Alaska Head Start Director's

Association, dated November 24, of which I believe you received a copy.

There is an Oversight Hearing scheduled for February 23 in the House

Resources Subcommittee of the Education and Labor Committee. The hearing

will.be on these proposed changes in Head Start, of which elimination of

Parent Child Centers is included. To this date, the only reason given for

elimination of PCC's is that "they are not directed toward serving Head

Start's primary target population (aged 3-5)." Many YK/PCP parents feel

that this is not good enough reason. More and more studies are proving

that early learning and intervention are very important in the growth and

development of children. PCC's involve parents a a very early age in the

development of their children. Though conversion to Head Start is a

proposed option, conversion, at the expense of eliminating a viable and

worthwhile program, does not seem right. Parents in our region and state

do want programs for preschool children, but YK/PCP parents feel strongly

in the continuation of this type of program.

1, myself, have a toddler, and have learned, through this program, the

importance of positive stimulation of the child, of health issues related

to very young children, and many resources to help me be a better parent.

1 hope that these benefits can continue to be shared by the 133 families

that the Parent Child Program serves.

Thank you for your time, and your support of Alaska's children and families.

Sincerely,

haron Hodgin
YK/PCP Supervisor

A,

PO. Box 925 Betbtl, Alaskb 99551 (907)543-3401 or 3341

233
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February 16, 1982

Congressman Ike Andrews
Chairman of the Subcommittee on
Hunan ResOurces
Room 2178
Rayburn House Office Dui n

Dear C
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Enclosed is a copy of a letter I received form ms. Patricia
Nolcox expressing her concerns with the proposed abolishment of,the
Parent and Child Centers.

I have acknowledged her letter and informed her that she would
be receiving the mbst current information from your committee concerning
the Parent and Child Centers.

In an effort to be of-assistancm to Ms. Nolcox, I would greatly
appreciate any advice, information or assistance you could give this
matter.

with best regards, I am,

Sincerely,

AFH:gkc
Enclosure

2.37

Augustus . Hawkins
Member 9t Congress
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The Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins
2371 Rayburn House.Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

January 18, '02

Dear Congressman Hawkins,

Thank you for responding to my letter of concern regikrding
the possible ending of-the

Parent -Child Center Programs.You asked for more specific
information about the locationof thvprogram. I'll try to clarify.

my concern is two-fold.
Firstly, this_administration hasproposed tho abolishment of the Parent-Child Center cats-Rory. This would affect centers all over the United States.The ones ih -the Los Angelis/Herbor-Area

are-fUnded byAX.Y.F.-(Association for Children,Youth and Families.)
These programs have proven to be models'of educational,health and social service assistance to needy families.
Participants in these programs have an excellent record ofbeing able to improve the quality of life for themselves
and to function as viable members of their communities.

Secondly, one auch center, the Volunteers of America/Har-bor City Parent-Child Center would be among the victims.
I personally know of the excellence of this center's -program: If youroffice cen shed any light on the YUnding
future of these programs, I would appreciate it.

Thank you again foi your interest and your response.

Respectfully,

/

ICi's x o

re,k''
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March 8, 1962

The Honorable Ike Andrews
Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
,21711 Rayburn House Offic Building
Washington, D. C.

Dear
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I am writing you in regard to your oversight hearing on
'Head Start: Directions for the Next Three Years," a policy
position paper issued by Administration on Children, Youth and
Families. I would specifically like to comment on the section
which calls for the conversion of Parent Child Centers to regular
Head Start programs. As you know, Parent Child Centers (PCC's)
were stablished to provide comprehensive services for economically
disadvantaged families who have one or more children under the
age of three for the purpose of helping families to function
independently and effectively and for their children to develop
to their full potential.

On February 6, 1979, a General Accounting Office report
entitled,."Early Childhood and Family Development Programs-Improve
the Quality-of Life of Low-Income Families," was published which
gave a high ratlb-of-success to the PCC programs. A quote from
thib report demonstrates-their_viewpoint.

"The three PCDCs recently published-research-reports
on 5 years of operations which showed veri-Pbsitive

results. Research findings demonstrate that the programs
showed positive gains for mothers and their children in
the following areas:

--Litatexnal attitudes
-- Mother-child intersatlOhi

Social-emotionil development for
mothers and children

-- Cognitive and language development
in children"

239
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In my district in Los Angeles there are several PCC-projects
which do an excellent job_of aiding parents and their children under
three to develop into useful and independent members of society.
The projects_work with the baby as well as the parents, both the
mother and the father to prepare them for the role they must assure
as a family structure in the community.

In the Head Start authorization legislitioni the law states that
the program should "...focus primarily upon children frOsclowTincome
families who have not reached the age of compulsory school ettendence..."
The language obviously does not limit the age-of children able to
participate-in the program. Although Head Start has been concen-
trating on children aged'three to five, the language in no way excludes
toddlers, those children under the age of three. The PCC program
provides-the services these younger children need, since the formative
years one - three can be just as important as ages three to five.
With this'in mind, I once again strongly urge you and=the members of
the Subcommittee to support and maintain these Parent Child Center
programs which are so vital to our communities.

Sincerely yours,

AUGU . HAWKINS
Member f Congress

APR:Jac

- 535$ 0-82-111

2 4
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN CONTER, JR., A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Hr. Chairman:

Once again the ax of the Reagan Administration
is seeking to chop away

,' another vital program designed to assist low-income families. The program

to whicb I refer is the Parent Child Center Program under the auspices of

Head Start.

The program, designed to serve low-income families with children from

conception to three years of age, has one of its 37 centers located in

Detroit, Michigan. The Detroit Center serves approximately 150 families

annually, has a staff of 23 persons and numerous doci.Ors, nurses and

nutritionists who volunteer their services. There are many families,

with children under 3 years of age, being helped by the Center who would

have no other source of assistance, if the Center is closed. While it is

true that Head Start programs are avtiZable, these programs are designed

for children 3 to 5 years of age. Often times, many serious problems

develop with children between infancy and 3. The Parent Child genter

is designed to facilitate early
diagnostic screenini for infants and '

toddlers ident,ifying actual and/or potentifl nutritional, psychological,

and medical problems. Emphases are placed on mainstreaming handicapped

children into the program. TherefOre, it is crucial that we continue

to provide assistance to the young mothers, manj, of whom are below the

age of 20 years. The Detroit Center currently serNies 35 mothers who are

younger than 20 years. It is important' that we d not overlook the

fact that we are not only helpini children, but we are providing an

avenue of expression and hope for many young mothers who/void of self-

esteem and the neces;ary parenting skills.

.

2 j
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abolish the Paient Child CLntcts conccilt:atL thLir,mun3vs dud CVLIpCS

on the Head Seart Program. I am concerned, however, that the Head Start

Program will also be significantly reduced, in spite of lir. Reagan's

promise not to bother the safety net prograMS, thereby critically

reducing the number Of children served as well as the quality of service.

It has been proved that the two programs can effectively work together,

one complimenting the other, and it is my hope that rather than abolish

the PCCs the Administration will see fit to increase the number of centers

as well as their operating budget. Today's youth are our investment in

the future, we can not afford to waste a single one. I urge the Subcommittee

to take whatever stepS necessary to assure continuation of the Parent

Child Centers.

2 4 2
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Stanislaus
Department of Education

801 County Omter HI Court Mc< lestorit 95355 -Tel. 209.528.8575
JINN B. ALLARD -SJPERINIENDENT

August 19, 1911

Dear Associate:

The attached paper - now commonly referred to as the Hopkins Paper = is being
circulated throughout Head Starr Programs. You nay have,already received s
copy. John Hopkins Is a budget analyst in the Office of Assistant for
Management and Budget, Health and Human Services. The circulation has not,
of course, been dons by ACYF, but rather has come abouthy programs who
"obtained" a copy. The report is referred to by ACYF ss an "In-house talking

paper - reference point." It Is further referred to by ACYF as "not a
scientific paper," "merely for planning for FY13 budget," "half of it is off
the wall stuff." Hopkins' role is described as that'of "s gsd -fly - to stim-
ulate discussion.," be that ss it may, the "report" speaki for itself. It is

the only "talking" paper that hes surfaced.

Warren Masters, Acting Commissioner, ACYF, states that by about September,25.
.ACYF wIll release to the Head Start community for review and comment, a set of
"ta'aing papers - not final products." By lett October, a final document will

be released that will set forth ACYF strategy for the near future. The
committee,preparing this is Masters, John Buss, Henley Foster snd couple of

others from ACYF.

,In his appearance before the quarterly boaid meeting of the National Head Start
Association on'August 14, Masters, when aiked how he perceived Head Start,
responded "I am talking about a quality child development program like we know
Head,Start now. Dorcas Hardi feels the same, but elm also believes that it
(the program) can be done for less mocy."

It is my understanding that the Policy and Regulations Committee of the'Netional
Head Start Association is preparing an Initial response to the Hopkins paper.
other agencies say also wish to think through a potential response, modified
as necessary by the actual papers that ACYF releases.

ushit

Sincerely,

JOHN 3. ALLARD
Superintendent

L*e M, Brooks
Director, Federal/State Programs

243
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HCAD START illOGRAW AND FUNDING 1SSUCS
t

1. Poricy decisions on Head Start (HS) should be based noC only
on HS program perfoimance, but on what is hnown about other .

eavly chilehood education programs. Although early child- 1

hoed education progroms existed in this country since
the early 19th century, almost no reliable CValuative
researchron preschool programs was conducted before Oe
1960s. However, an explosion of stedirs on the effects of .

early childhood intervention occurred in the 1960s and 1970s.
Many of these studies examined the effects on economicarly
disadvantaged children andoenerally concluded that childten
from disadvantaged bacharounds were more lihely to achieve
cognitive benefits from preschool group experiences than
thFir middle class peers.

2. ns vas born out of these early optimistic research findings,
and in 1965 enrolled 561,000 disadvantaged children in 3-
month summer programs, With high ez:zectatiens that the
3-month ezperience would produce lasting cognitiye gainS
for iaarticipants.

t

The'original goals of Head Start'plpced primary emphasis
on increasing social competence (eeg. improved social
behavior, better relations with peers and adults, iedoced
delinguency, improved attitude todard school) of young
children, with secondary emphasis on cognitive development.
Heasured against these objectives the first major longitudinal
evrac:stion of HS, conducted by th; Westinghouse Learning
Corporation in 1968-1969, grouttcod disappointing findings:

4vfull year programs did not change affective development
but did produce changes on some measures of cognitive
development, and summer programs did not produce any changes.
Westinghouse found that cognitive gains made in HS cepters
did not persist into the school years arid children who
participated in HS were still far belcw the national norms
on standardized tests. The westinghoAse findings were
very conttovetsial and judged by some,researchers as
unfair and misleading sinc they measured performance
during an early disorganized period 4hen many projects
were just getting established and others were converting
from snemer to full year programs. - T

3. As tLe HS program mutured, .1dditiona1 c.,aluatioss refitted
1 the controversial Westinghouse findings, The later
evaluotiona &boded that full-year HS programs provide '

1 short term (one your) benefits for the HS.phild and parent,
Includinn incteases in I0 scores and aca4cmic achivement,
as well improver,ents ;11 attituaes, .40tivation end sociil
behavior. Ilut4or the must part, thtse evaluations etd,not
ceverr,v tha r.t9.tv ;;nfpn.l.r.c fir..),nj.r. on flm,...mvrtilt.

4'

4
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itet.e h filuliogs patalieled 1..vse of 1,cotts of u t

early childhood education pro.jrams serving disadvantaged
childten. Empitical evidence from 1960s and 19705 research
on the effect of other programs indicates that:

.o early intervention (0-5 years) produces gains in IO, in

school achievement and in related soci'aI behavior ineaswtes;

o the IQ and school achievement gains do not stop abiliptly
when preschool education ends; yet, early childhood education:
intirvention does not have a permanent effect on IQ scores;

o the social gains tend to last longer than the IQ and
school achievement gains.

It should be noted that Fost of the research done during, the
1960s and 1970s d.ocused.on'cognitive development, and not on
noncognitive or social development. This predilection has drawn
criticism from program advocates who charge that early childhood
education programs for disadvantageechildren must be evaluated

, more broadly than through cognitive changes.

Z.. Researchers disagree over tim duration of cognitive gains
achieved, but nost successful preschool intervention'programs
withtlow-income, disadvantaged children have documented gains
to last from one to three years after interventioli end.s.
'Researchers, however, hasten to add that the cognitive gains
probably last long enough to be cost beneficial:

Even if IQ and school achievement gains last Tor only
1 to 3 years after intervention ends, it is precisely
during those 1 to 3 years that the child is taught the
basic educational shills needed for fuEtire achievement
in school ahd in life;

,

Some Leseircher.s (e.g., Wei):art, Lazar-) have shown that
children who participate in preschool programs have less
need for expensive special education classes in elementary
and secondary scbool, and were re'rained less in grade than
their similarly disadvantaged peers.

G. Although cognitivS gains for up to.3 years have been documented
.through tightly controlled studies, the research has generally
failed to doctient that the gains last longer.* Some researchers
believe that the gains lie dormant after 3 years (not showing up
in tests) and are levealed again in secondary school, but views
onisleeper effects have not-been-generalay decept.ed by. the
research com,lunity.

7. nesearchAhows that widely diversely structu red intervention
models satcced in pioducing lasting gains, including those with
center-based care, 1w:1c-based c4re, and those that combine bath.

'there are SOPV ItriLing exceptions (WeiLart, Hebert, Palmer) where
gains have been showit to lest into High School.

2 4
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a. Despite the great structural diversity of projects sucC'essful
in producing lasting cognitive or social gains, the evidence
s'uggests that there arc 1,:ey factors that directly contribute
to those gains. Some of these factors have been documented
through the National Day Care Study and a myriad of other
research; they have all been 'the subject of the Federal
Interagency Day Care Requirement:3; and they have in,part been
embodied in the HS Performance Indicators. They include:t

o limits on the number of children in a class (and
related adult/child ratios);

o adequate training and 'qualifiC:Itions of caregivers;

o degree of caregiver interactiveness with the child;

o need for clearly defined education .program
objecLAves and materials;

o adequate environmental and health conditions;

o nutrition requirements;

o parent involvement requirements; and,

o social seruices for'children.

There is indisputable, documented evidence linking the first
6/ four factors with lasting gains, and these is less compellinlj

findings linking the last four with such gains. The research ,
implies that a mixture of most, if not.4111,,of then.e_ingreq-rests.

-il7liZaial.aIyor a suc-CC-CSTuliiprogiam. For example, even rf a
Preschool project has an intensr-Oe-7-1.o 1 teacher child ratio
within n class of only nix, the project may still not sucessfully
lead to lasting cognitive or social gains if Aits teachers arc not
well-trained, competent caregivers.

9. There is little evidence on how long children must attend pre-
/ school programs in order to achieve gains. Uhat little research
v has been done suggests that:

o there is no "magic age" at which intervention is most
effectivo--projects with interv'ention at infancy and
those ranging to age. 5 have equally produced gains
lasting from one to three years;

o there is no net number of hours per day or days per
week which a child must attend pre,chool in order
ter achieve lasting ga:nn. Nearly all of the evalua-
tions done on this subject have been on home vinit
or child television prugrams, and those evaluations

24,3
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have produced mired results: One highly successful
project involved only 12 1/2 per week while others ,

have ranged up to 50 pr more hours.*
:

o there is no clear relationship between. Lhe number of
months or years a child remains in a program and the
gains achieved. Researchers generally agree that
when a program has a positive impact, this impact
shows up after a relatively short period of time.
Honever, the research alsd shows that gains Lend to
-last longer when intervention is continuous.

It is fair to conclude that not enough research 44s been :

done in this arca to produce conclusive answers,g'but that
what research has been dope imdicates that neither the nue at
which intervention benins nor the intensity or curatron of:

we'' IhA interventio:1 annear to be critical factors IA pt.:al:C-1.7=
lasting-CognitiVe or sociaripins (Hirtz).

10. Comparing findings on successful early intervention progra-s
to the HS progrart raises questions about thy structure and
scope of HS. When compared with the research-tested critical
factors in early childhood education programs,. HS finances
services that do not appear to be net:zed to acliiekesEf6;t
-C-OgiiiiiVe-ad-sociii-gdiris:- This is due to the fact that _---

(

1M-Pi=0"gi'ams inclede-features (such as an 8 to 10 hour full--
day, the direct provision of medical and dental services for
children, and the provision of supportive services (or
children, parents and siblings) that have not been doculmented
to produce lasting gains. (While not speci(ically linked vi:h
2,4.ting gains, what many of these features do provide is an
increased opportunity for children to partiCipate in as.
Without medical services, for example, some HS children may
be unabla to attend HS).

0 Should HS be better focused as a primer for
)inderganten through second grades when the child
is taught basic reading, writing and arithmetic
skills critical to later development? Recognising
that gains from preschool may disappear 2 to 3 years
after the preschool program ends, the HS program
-should consider placing greater emphasis on 4 and
5 year olds, and lr-, ,,Ti those 0-3 years old. Doing

. this may increa,e chances that benefits from HS may
be carried further into elementary school. .

.,

Ttvaluations ot HS7bave not specifically compared benefits between
part day HS (4 hours) and full day HS (6-10 hours) . Howe, r,
ponitive evaluations of HS projects documenting lasting gains
have included Loth parL and full day projects. ny infetence,

'then, the evidence has noL doctmented that length of the HS day
mate.: any difference on lasting gains.
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o Sho.,1d the length of the HS-funaed schccl day be
reduced to 3 to 4 hours? If gain!: have been documented

.., for HS jprojects 014 include both 4-hour and 8 to 10- ,
hour classes, why should ns finance costi6, services for
any more then 4 hoUrs.each day? The .HS program Should
consider frnancing with HS funds only_part day programs
(i.e., morning programs or afternoon programs) and advis-
ing and/or assisting in mahing alternative day care
attangemerits for those children who require a full day

care away from t)e lpme.
.

o Should theprogram substantially reduce the provision
of direct social services to parents and siblings?
,Providing supportive.social services to parents arq,
siblings of HS enrollees is not.highly correlated with
lasting gains for children, yet two-thirds of HS famil-
ies received social services directly from H%. For
nearly one-third of HS programs, more than 95% of the
families arc provided social services directly from
Head Start. Conversely, only 37 percent of HS families
arc referred to other community agencies for social
services. Consequently, the program'-'should consider
limiting itself as a referral agen to o.ther community
services rather than providing or otheiwkse-funding
those services directly.

1

..° Should HS strengthen its program of caregiver training?
If one of the mosi important fectors in early childhood 4

V education isF the use of qualified, specially-trained
caregivers, yet only one in five HS teaching pltrsonnel

. has a CAA or other early chil8hood education credential 4
the program should consider e,.:gmenting degreed train's '
ing programs or otherwise increasing the percentage of
qualified caregivers.

o Should HS discontinue funding for the remaining summer
projects? IT impact.evaluations'have shown that the.
summer chperience does not lead to gains, then this'

4. activity does not seem to fulfill the progrem's basic
ohjectives and should be phased out.

tr.

11. Mat has emerged in the 16-year development of HS is a program
`that seehs not only% to give childien cognitive gains and redue
their negatis.c sockal behavior, but also to upgrade their health
and'the health and well-being of their family mbers. The then:
of HS is that 'le educational progiam for calldren is inexoribly
intertined witn supplementary medical, dental and social service
.Lci the child and other suppintive services to family members:: in
order to rahe gonwne Imptovenents in the lives of economically
ilisadvantaged Children, it is necessary to p4c.vide a wealth of
supplcrental spi.ortive serejces. The uncommon popularity of HS
rested in part-in its capacity to deliver on this promise of
supportive.services.

2 4 6
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Yet, it Is difficult to
reconcile the HS program concept of

qdalitg education and rigorous
tatpportive social services with

oth7r successful early 'childhood education ptograhs that dO not

include a sopportige\social service component. Cmpiridal

evidence from nunerous
research.stodiee on other early child-

hood education programs
clearly document that programs cad be

successful in producing lasting
cognitive'and sockal gains for

disadvantaged children, without the direct provision of'supportive'

social services.

The obvious question at this juncture is w hether the HS concept

should be redefined. Redefinition would 6175Z-grente-siLsis
airtiiO-iF-nyfactors that have been conclusively linked through

research evidence with lasting cognitive gbins: viz qualified

caregivers; clearly defined groat-am
objectives; liMits on group

size; and intelactiveness of
caregivers with children. the re-

definition wou)d reduce current program
emphasis on supportive

serVices and other components
that have not been documented Lo

affect lasting sognttive gains.

Shifting progran emphasis away from supportive services

necessarily leads'to changes in the program's budget policy.

Either eliminating or placing
rorexeserictive limits on

funding for supportive services would significantly reduce

Federal costs per child and generate the potential to free

* up funds for admitting more
children to the program. From

n cost benefit
perspective, limiting HS funds for supportive

services would make the program sore efficient and economical.:

HS funds would be better targetted on those factors that are_

'most closely associated-with
cognitive gains.

Dut Us shpuld not bc measured only by dollars and cents, or

by n narrovly-concetved
notion of cost benefit. -Changes In

pel,i;zy in this arca must answer the questions: Arc the supportive

cervices really needed? It they are needed and ns does not

provide for them, then how should they be provided, or, should

they.be provided at all?
pemographic data on the RS population

paints n lather clear
picture that most of these services,

especially,' the health-related
serv;ces, arc definitely needed:

*o a 1967 study of 1.2 million as children, for example,

revealed that 34 percent of the children...tad noL

necn a docto.r in two years; that i5 percent had

never seen a dentist; that SO percent did not have

immunizations for OPT, polio and smallpox; and over

20 percent had iron deficiency anemia.

Accepting the notion that at least the health needs of HS children

are substantial and should be net, the real issue is how to shift

f4nancial responsibility for
meeting them (-tom HS to others.
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The shift of financial responsibility shouhl be made lo parents,
31Q:ft:Ives and to commani ty agencies utth ,uppoLLive set vices
isr:ions. Before IIS began, providing these services was the
responsibility of these grou155'; but. ar. HS has grown -ove'r the
pagt two decades, IL has gractually.as:...umed mare of this financial,
responsibility. Perhaps now. is the time to retutn that- tesponsi- f
hility to parents, telative and supportive setvice community
agencies. This could be accomplished by limiting the role of HS
as a reketral mechanism to the° community network of health and
social service organizations.* HS funds could not be used for
ditectly providing, or reimbursing other agencies to provide,
supportive social services.
But eliminating IIS funding.for social *ervices could cause
serious adjustment ptoblems for HS centers in communities
without strong health or social services programs. Immediate
elimination of funding for these services could leave children
virtually without any resources to meet their medical, dental
or other needs. In view of the fact that many HS projects are
situated in poor communities, consideration should be given to
phasing in any limits on supportive services. The phase-in
would give States and localities gore time to. better manage
services to HS children, and allow HS staff to gain the shills
necessary to provide information and referral to HS parents.

12. Beyond these program considerations, HS cost data suggest
that the ptogran may be fuading administrative or structutal
features in sone projects that are costly yet have not been
shown to have a positive impact on children. The fact that
some projects include these administrative features and others
do not has contributed to wide cost variations among the 1,300
grantees. In the last year for which per child costs were
collected by grantee.(1976-1977), ACYF costs ranged from $237
per child in one grantee to $4,426 in anothera variance of
1800.percent. Yet, there is no evidence to show that high
cost projects arc more effective than low cost ones.** In
other tords, evaluations have not shown that the greater the
costs, the better the program.
There arc very few studies on the factors that- contribute to _
costs per child in HS grantees. The progtam does not regularlycollect detailed cost data by grontce, and grant applications

'provide almost no detailed information on the elements that cont-
. prise grantee per child costs. A 1979 study funded by /Ism: has

examined which factots have the greatest impact on HS costs.
This study deletmined that several factors governed costs in HS,
especially ths following (in order of importance):

-
THS u1I tatain le..ponstbility for cettain "cote" health care setvices

(services that velate to the child's health while in center care) and
for th)f: C nutrition t4lile the child is in Glass. Both core health care
and nutt ition te ditectly telatcd to the child's well-being in the

25u
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O Staff/child ratios,-lowlr ratios Lend to produce

.Y per-C6iid-Zosts.

o regional teacher salarieshigher teacher salaries
by geographic regions aie positively correlated
with higher HS costs per child.

o SHSA/non-SHSA iocationgrantees in SMSAs lend to
have higher costs per child than those in non-SnSAs.

o delegate agencies--grantces with delegate agencies.
tend to have higTer costs than those without delegates
or those that provide:services themselves.

percentage of deoseed staffcosts per child rise as
does the paicentage oi staff with CDA or BA degrees
in early childhood education.

-o total actual enrollment.
"

'0 percentaoc of children 0-3 years old-- grantee per
-ChIld costs ior children aged 0-3 are about.
percent higher than those for children aged

o meals served er da --per a -J.1d costs rise with
the number-o mea s served per day.

v°

/None of these factors have specifically been docurented to
vr produce lasting gains for childien but since they are all major

determinants of HS per child costs, hn effort siiould be made to
control them.

Sone of the cost factois are difficult to control. The Department
can do little, for example, to control per child costs that are
attributable to the location of a 9rante7 in a snsA or in-another
arca where teacher salaries are high. Cost variation among giarite
must be recognized since the operating costs for giantecs located
in snSAs or in areas with high teacher salaries will necesnarily
greater than for those located in non-SnSI.s or areas with /ow Leaci.
salaries.

13. yet, other' factors can be controlled. The use of delegate
agencies by HS grantees is a good example of a major coat factor
Thal could be batter controlled. Appioximately 40 peicent of
Head Slart grantees operate their programs through one or more
delegate ag.,ocies. These agencies are designed to give direc-

e,-tion, guidance and adminiatrative support to ns piojects dirLctly
serving children, but giving such support addz an additional
layer of administrative costs to HS grantees with delegate,., And
these added costs increase the costs per child. ACIT costa for
grantees with delegate agencies arc appl-,oximalely 10 percent

2 5 i
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higher than for those without delegates. In view of the fact
that 60 petcent of HS granteen apparently operate HS programs
without delegates as successfully as thcn.e with delegates, the
Department should consider not. using ACYF funds for. the. costs or
delegate agencies.

14. Consideration should also be' given to policies that establish
limits on the cost per chi'd, by grantee. According to the
TVb tiavelopment AsE6TiTirrskucly, average.mean ACYF costs
were $1044 per HS child, and more than 80 percent of the
geantees had mean costs in the $700 to $1600 range. Yet,
for,over 16 percent or the grantees, ACYF paid in excess or
$1',600 per child, with per child payments for some granFees
in eXcqss of $4,400. Tran*lated into 1982 dollars, the mean
average eont par child is $2,400, and about 16 percent ot
grantees have ACYF-financed per child costs of more than
$4,000. As noted earlier, it must be recognized that the HS
grantee par child costs will vary by*the regional and SHSA/
non-SDSA distribution of the grantees. Dut even allowing a
20 percent variation among grantee operating costs does not
account for the tremendous per child cost.difference among HS
grants. Given the paucity of per child cost data in HS, and
the need tb better contro2 eNcessive grantee costs, the
Department should consider limiting ACYF-funded.costs per
child to 120 percent of the prior year's national maan par
child cost. Uithin this limitation, nye should consider
developing before 1983 an'index that would identify per child
funding ceilings by geographic region and by SnSAs within those
regions.

15. *Finally, it may be useful to maKe changes in the extent of'
non-Federal contributions to HS psojects. A large proportion

/1 of HS projects are virtually ftilly Federally funded, with
little or no contribtitions from the local community. tinder
existing law, the non-Federal matching share is 20 percent of
approved costs, but the Secretary may waive this requirement
if he finds a waiver is needed to run a'project in that arca.
In 1981, the Secretary gave Waivers for percent of the
projects, anl for projects no local C-6ctitributions were
required at all. Inview of the substantial funding and
social benefits for States and localities with HS projects,
the Department should consider adoption of more rigorous

.standards for granting waivers. _These standards should be
developed with an aim of (a) cutting in half the percentage
of projects with uaivers, and (b) discontinuing projects with
no local contribution.

16. The changes to 115 can be summarized in two categories:
Changes in HS policy and changes in HS administration. nosed
on available HS cost data, they are estimated to have the
following costs:

2 52
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tcy.S121-1129cs

ep, ,1903 Cost Ch4n9e
($ in millions)

Discontinue funding for children age
HS funds Id be confine4 to chil

g
ren

aged
7!)

Discontinue fundirt7 all 1%111 pay HS.
himit'project support to 4-hour morning
programs or afternoon programs'

:

Limit funding for supportive social and health -7
services to 50 percent or the 1982 level...

Double the budget for caregiver training .f.).

:

Discontinue funding for all Summer
.11S projects

subtotal,-colicy changes.:.

JminisLratve
Discontinue funding.tor delegate,agencies,
administrative costs

Limit grantee costs per child to 120t of
the 1982 national per child average

iteduce 'waivers of non Federal share

sUbtotal, administrative'changes

*Total

17. Implementation of these changes is a complex matter recparing
close collaboration with grantees during 1982_4-And 1983. Clne

role of ACYF in this effort will be to aCsist 9r6n1Cc-6 to
Adapt their progcams to conform with the policy and.adminis-
Lrative changes. In most cases, this involves providing
technical assistance to grantees to help them structurally
-modify their progtams and obtain other sources of financial
support. Implementation problems and tasLs may include:

,,./(a) discontinue full daV DC - recognizing that many children
now in:tull day program will heed to remain in fall day
care, grantee way have to move children (or teachers)
(rom HS clar!.toons in tbe motning lo other (more custodia))
care in the aiLetnoon. or vice-veisa. Discontiii.g-iull
day ns could encourage "double shifting" of 115 teachern
or ether consolidations of HS childten with children of
changes (as evidenced by the fact that over. Lwo-thiids

25,3
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of HS full year projects arc pa rt. day) and others
'1 indicate that they may do so as a hedge to meet rising

costs in coming years. The movement tb -double shifts
or other consolidations with non-HS cote progians could
create substantial financial management problems for
grantees, and ACYF may need to provide new, clearer
cost al/ocation guidance to its grantees.

(b) div.on'tinue funding for summer HS and for childien
d unooubtedly, man grantees now opriTcatling

sete-rT:rograms or program!, setving children 0-3 will
wish-to continue them. ACYF may need to advise tho'se
grantees of other Fedel-al funding soutces and Federal
or State programs that may he used 40 continue services.

(c) limit funding for supportive services - grantees in
v/Ccon6Nically cepressediegioaface major problfts

in finding community agencies able to continue needeô
.

medical, health and related sbcial services to HS
children. 'ACYF may need to,ndvise grantees of alterna-
tive buCget sources. ACYF may also have to .strengthen

. its grantee staff training programs to give grantee
staff better skills in worling with State Snd community
agencies to secure alternate funding and services.

(d) discontinue fending for delegate agencies - many projects
v' that now rely on delegates w,11 likely continue to, use

them. Yet, without HS funding of delegate agencies,
local projects now relying on the delegates may face
difficulties in providing the services themselves or
finding other community agencies to do so. ACYF may
need to give written and vet 1 guidance for projects
in this transition period of artanging for repJacement
services.

(e) limit grantee costs per_chill2 - as is the case with.
V other caanges, ACYl may ii-e-ed to assist grantees in

restructuring (heir programs to c3rop nonessential
services or to obtain replacenenl funding from other
Federal, State and local services.

(f) double the staff training budget - ACYF may need to
iievelop ret,w shott- and long-tanie training progiams for
the 1982-83 pctiod.. Given other policy and administra-
tive changs in 1983, these plans should recognine the
need for specific childcare giving and administrative
shills nrcded over the 1982-C4 ,eriod. ACYF should also
identify haw many staff have eacly chi/dhood training
credentials, how many ace in the ptocess of obtaining

'them ond appropriate onnual goals for increasing the
proportion with credentials.
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NATIONAL HEAD START

John Refs., President
National Head Start Association
635 South Main Street
South Bond, Indiana 46601
(219) 234-2150'

ASSOCIATION

Claude Patterson, Chairman.
Policies And Regulations Committo4

P.O. Box 125
Appleton City, Nissomri 64724

(816) 476-2183

26 August 1981

Mt. Warren Master, Acting Commissioner
Administration for Children, Youth and Families
P.O. Box 1182
400 South 6th Street SW,..Donnohee Building
Washington,'D.C. 20013

Dear Mr. Master:'

This brief letter of general comments will address the issue of several

"whit. papers that seem to be floating around regarding the fiead Start program
and funding issues, Head Start strategy, etc.

-

I have noted In your memorandum to Dorcus Hardy, ASHDS, "Head Start Strat-
egy" that you will be calling for represcntatit4s of the Head Start community
to discuss any changes which may be made in Head Start, within seven topical
areas which would be covered, including:

Progran Purpose and Scope
Federal,,State and Local Rol. and Responsibilities
Federal Administration and Management
Program Coats
Training and Technics/ Assistance (Technology Transfer)
Reseirch/Development, Demonstration-and Evaluation
Inter-Institutional.Relationships

Although we are still waiting for that call for involvement, we will wel-

come the opportunity. Indeed, we feel that it Is impe tive that those who aro

working closest to the implementation of the program be involved in sharing
their knowledge and expertise with the decision makers.

In the meanwhile, I would like to make a few gener4 comments regarding
the document "Head Start Program and Funding Issues," daçci July 10, 1981 (the

Hopkins Paper). It is obvious that the person who wrote hat document had a
keen, analytical mind, but it is equal/y obvious that he not oriented to the

Head Start pAdlosophy AS being a comprehensive, mu1t1disc1 11nary, family-
oriented program.
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Section 17 of the "Head Start Program and Funding Issues" paper deals with
Implementation of-changes. some six sub-sections with seven specific changes
are suggested. Although we herby request An invitation to participate in a
discussion of such iuggested changes during the-decision making process and
prior to their isplementation, I would like to submit the following initial com-
ments regarding the suggestions.

Item A. Discontinue Full-Dag Head Start.

No doubt the term "discourage" full-day Head Start would more
nearly mmat the needs of the childreh'and families with whom we
work than would,the term "discontinue. Theoretically, full-day
Head Start had been discontinued several years-ago. However, the
regulations at that time indicated that both parents must be work-
ing in order to qualify the child for full-day Head Start. It
may be !At. anymore for two people to be working and the family
still qualify income-wise. So, In actuality, full-day Head Start
might_be thought to be superfluous and to be able 65 Z. discontin-
ued without too much damage to the overall Head Start program. We
understand that Acrr may want to cut back the 15* of Head start
program operating as "Pull-Day Head Start" to a lesser percentage.
However, consideration should be given in those instances where two
parents areworking at einimem or sub-minimum uage and woald thus
qualify for the program. It is in such cases that the term "dis-
courage might be more realistic-and, indeed, serve as an incentive
for family employment toward selr-sufticiency.

It.gm 8. Discontinue Funding for summer Head Start and for childron Age 0-3.

Summer Hea&Start and children age 0-3 aro two separate issues and
should not be-treated with one sweeping statement. Regarding sum-
mer Head Starer For all practical purposes summer Head Start had
served its purpose in the arly days of Head Start. Thus, continua-
tion of summer serviceS would not be an issu the association would
tak a strong stance on. However, the issue of servlt_ children
aged 0-3 would apply to three categories of programs: the parent-
child centers, the Home Based-type program, and migrant programs.
Indeed, it would be a position ,f the Head Start community to sup-
port the concept of parent-ch nters until they have been proved
to not be beneficial and it w tronyly support the continuation
of migrant and Home Based-typu :ems that may include children
aged 0-3. The criteria for enro-,ment in the Home Based program 15
to have an eligible Head Stert child, aged 3-5. As a result of the
Home Visitor working with the parent, the parent then works with the
enrolled child and, no doubt, with the siblings of the enrolled child.
It is our gut feeling that appropriate research would indicate that
such Home sased-type programming:

2 5 6
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1) Provides peripheral benefits to siblings of the focal

child,

2) Reduces the instance of child abuse, and

3) Is an incentive factor in the involvement of parents in
moving toward the goal of family self-sufficiency.

Item C. Limit Funding for-Supportive Services.

The comments within Item Cindicates'that"granbess in economically
depressed regions will face major probless in finding_coamunity
agencies able to continue needed medical, health and related-social
services-to Head Start children." It further suggests that ACYF

may Provide advice and training to give "grantee staff better skills
in working with state and community agencies to secure alternate
funding and services." This recvmmendaticn and the similar state-
ment on'pmg. 7 of that document, "The shift of financial restonsi-
bility should be oade to parents, relatives and to community agencies
with supportive services missions..." is at best based on the unreal

and naive assumptions that:

1) Such services are available to disadvantaged children free
or at reduced rates.

-

2) Heed Start programs are remiss in failing to take advantage
of existent resources.

3) Low income families cOuld or should give priority to sup-
portive-type services for their children.

The (acts are:-

1) Resourdes in economically depressed regions and many rural

areas are limited end in some cases virtually non-existent
on a for-pay bAsis--to say nothing of free or inexpensive
services.

2) Local programs have had to employ an ingenious level of
chicanery in order to see that supportive sorvicdttype
needs of children And families are met.

3) Local budgets are not sufficient to pay for full costs of

supportive services. Thus, programs have attempted to aug-

ment their budgets by cultivating relations/lips with Opti-
mist Clubs, Lions Clubs, Division of Family Services, Medi-
caid, SASDT Screenings, Mental Health agencies, Bureau of
the Blind, health agencies, And a myriad of other groups

2 5 7
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which may be Available in some parts of the country, but
unavailable in others.

4) -Doe_to our own regulations over the years, ell Head Start
prograii-havr-been forced to explore related agency ser-
vices that we could-blug-into=in an effort to save Head
Start funds for covering servicii which,can not be cover-
ed by othir agencies.

5) In many states, funds (both state and federal funds) have
been cut. With this* funds cut and the suggested cut-back
of Head Start funds ler such purposes, there will be no
way to meet the supportive services needs of those children
and families with whcit w work.

It is this point that strikes most threateningly at th0 very heart of HeadStart. Most of the program operators throughout the country will argue that Head
Start is not just a child-oriented program geared

to enhancing the cognitive devel-
opment of pre-school children: It is indeed family-oriented and multidisciplinary
in its concept. one of the basic factors-of Head Start that hae made it a national
success has been its strong commitment to parent involvement. We will argue that
without the strong involvement of parents, especially in centeFccomittets, policy
c000ittees, pglicy councils, and even national associations that Head Aare would be
--wery little different than the school sponsored pre-schocil program. The comprehen-
sive and-distinctive success of Mead Start has been achieved in part by the fact
that with the parents'involved,,we provide referrals, and in some cases, direct
services and other support to the liAily-as well as to the individual Head Start
child. Thus, we open 6 the disadvantaged the Opportunity for education and train-
ing, the opportunity to_work, end the opportunity to live in deancy_and dignity.
We assert that tbese distinctive characteristics

and successes of Head Start will_
be lost if this item is implemented.

Item D. Discontinue Funding for Delegate Agencies.

Delegate agencies are 4 terry over of a tradition that started in lg65.
Many of the delgate agencies were the first organizations funded for
Head Start. In many instances, the delegate agencies were-funded sev-
eral months before the commonity Action Agency was organized and start
ed their own Head Start program. To make an immediate change eliminat
ing delegate agencies would be quite an undertakin g, and would be ex-
tremely disruptive to Heed Start programs nation-wide. Deliberation
and reason must prevail in attempting to implement this item. The
National Office mtist realize that in some cases, such as super-grantees
and/Or large geographic Areas, delegateagencies may be the only prec-
tical delivery systems option.

Item C. Limit Grantee costs per Child.

It would be difficult, and no doubt arbitrary to set a cost per child
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based on past years costs. This arca needs a considerable amount
of study And analysis of how the various figures have been arrived
at. In general, the Head Start community is not objecting to a
more equitable distribution of lUnde. We are, however, concerned
that hasty and arbitrary redistribution may not adequately address'
special factors such as transportation costs, availability of other
support service systems, and other such considerations.

Item F. Double the Staff Training Budget.

This is seen as a positive position which may be taken by ACYF.
However, the value and relevance of such a training budget must
be valuated, at least in part, by how it a:Picts at the level of
implementing the program.

Additional concerns whach I must address, or to which I must at least allude, -

were issues reised by your presentation at the recent_NHSA meeting in Detroit.

1) The new Training/Technical Assistcnce Delivery .System has Nagy potential
ramifications. The Heed Start Association would want an opportunity to
have input in this issue prior to the decision making and implementation
of such a system. Ye so. many long tern implicationsyhich may influence.

(a) the qualiiy of T/TA,

(b) pobsible Bead Start structures, and

(C) the poseibility of ideological incest, thus comprooising the
quality of local progfam implementation.

2) The-position of ACYF regarding ths 'Self Assesseent/Validatbal Instrument"
(SAVI) has been Addressed by the Policies and Regulations Committee of the
NHSA. W. have encouraged local,programe to recognize the ',Alpe of the
SAVI and to put it to good usa. We are on record with the'following state-
ment:

"The SAVI is the best instument available to us at this time for
conducting self_assessments. If conscientiously used, the SAVI
can serve as a relevant monitoring tool, an excellent guide in
the development of component plans,and go-Oa-documentation as-to
the efforts of self improvement. WE URGE A(.LIPROGRANS AND
GRANTEES-TO VOLUNTARILY CONTINUE UTILIZATION OF THE SAVI DOCU-
Nctirs.'

1) The Alteration of Projects Including deletIons,-additions, and changes is of
real interest to the Head Start community. That is tä say-that the poten-
tial new directions for PCCs and CFRPs, demons' ations projectd, and other-
...major project activitaes within ehe Head Star' ,mily are of keen interest
to us. W. welcome the opportunity for input the decision making' pro-
cess regarding such issues.
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One additioral concern, somewhat unrelated to the concerns previously address-
ed In this letter, Is the issue of possible conversion of Head Start to a State
Block Grant situation. This approach, as opposed to the direct funding of Head
Start programa, would create a nightmare with regard to equitable delivery of ser-
vice.

Let's Assume, fbr example, that Stites would choose to administer Head%
Start in a manner ilmilar to Title XX Day Care., How unfortunate! As those of us
at ihe local /eve/ know, Title XX has been a political football over since it was
kicked out. Many local programa supported the pay Care concepts (Ai Title xX a few
years ago when it was first available. A number of them Save since plalfzed that
it was an unworkable, unmanageable, and"inequitable method of delivery. 'Part of
the conaitions of getting that money were: one had to raise the eJney, kick it
intethe kitty, then sit back and-walt to see Af there were any Allocation. Bost
people in our country just Abn't do businss that way. ft is also a pretty well
established fact that as far as Title XX Bay Care money goes, the umbrella-type
Day Care Associations of the big cities have locked up the lions share. Some of
the Title XX ventures that tie in with weatherization, etc., have been consumed
by the larger political powers before It even came out. what we are saying is
that since Title XX so often equates to a response to political power, rural
area services would be almost out of the picture. Again, Title XX is used only
as an example.

Hz Hester, these are out a few general eOmments which indicate the.feelings
ofmans} within the Head Start community. Re look forward to the opportunity for
detailed discussions with you or your representatives cOnuerniny the far reaching
implications of suggested changes in Heed Start program structure and/or Head Start
policies both during the decision maxing process and prior to their implementation.

Sincerely yours,

e-re4d -41

John Reese, President
National Head Start Association

RiShard Schweiker, Secretary, HHS
Dorcus Hardy, Assistant Secretary, ONDS
Henlay Foster, Chief, Head Start Bureau

26' u
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Econoxic Opportunity Agency
of Wubingloa Comity, inc.

232$ Muth MVOS Fay1101., AN 72701
501/521.1204

November 18, 1981

_

,r10/..o.

Emtv..ve ()NOV

The Honorable Ike Andrews
Congress of the United States
House of Representatives
Room 2178 Rayburn House Office
Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressmad Andrews:

We have attached review comments which pertain to the Administration for
Children, Youth and Families, Office of Human Development Services, De-
partment of Health and Human Service's discussion draft paper of October
22, 1981 titled: Head Start - Directions For the Next Three Years.

The review comments are keyed to certain paragraphs on specific pages
and, in the interest of time and paperwork reduction, address only
those points wherein problems are perceived. We, compliment ACYF for
the scholarly, insightful, and, for the most part, managerially sound
nature of many of the proposals contained in the paper. We also totally
agree with the author's basic premise that improvements can and should
be node in the way Head Start conducts its affairS. The Economic Opp-
ortunity Agency of Washington County (Arkansas), Inc. has, in fact,
already successfully hnplemented a nuaber of iocal level changes

proposed.

We must, however, profess great trepidation regarding some of the
changes proposed for full-day, center-based Head Start programs such
as those operated by this aTency! Our present service delivery mode
was locally designed by parents, and the Governing Board to meet a
critical need for full-day, center-based, services for disadvantaged
and handicapped children of low-income, working, primarily single-
parent: ferale-headed, families in our catchment area. This draft

paper appears to have been written with little to no attention to the
needs of the working poor or to Head Start's obligation to such families.
It also pays homage to local control, but then universally ignores it.
The proposed six-hour per day, eight month, ceilings on center-based
programs would literally make this agencyts Head Start program imprac-
tical for use by the beneficiaries who need it most and would result

in a mass exodus of Head Start's most experienced and best-trained staff
members.

an affirmative action equal oppcutunity employer

261
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Econowie Oppoitunity, Agency
.oryaskington County, Inc.

2325 North Grego Fayetteville, AR 72701

5011521.1364

We are also concerned that the paper pays little to no attention to the
serious financial hnpacts of the Administration's cutbacks in ancillary
programs utilized by Head Start; that it reflects little attention to
the problens of non-urban programs, and that the propopd changes
appear to be a harbAger of converting Head Start to a non-categorical
block grant program. The latter change would allow the state gdvern-
ment to do as it wills with Head Start funds. Based on current exper-,
ience in Arkansas, child development services would not fare.well.

The author of the paper also appears to postulate that most center-
based programs are poorly managed. Programs in Arkansas have consis-
tently received high marks during compliange reviews, yet, their.averagn
cost per-child rests at'the low end of the national cost continuum.
Thus, it appears that the proposed changes would inappropriately pen-
alize programs such as ours for good management practices in the past..

In closing, this agency wishes to cooperate in every way with the
Administration's cost containment efforts and ACYF's efforts.to Improve
Head Start management. However, it is absolutely essential that all
policy changes be closely scrutinized for,unintended negative effects

and that a sensitivity be maintained to the needs of Head Start clients.
Head Start has succeeded where other programs failed because of its:
unique canprehensive nature and because of local design and community
involvement. It would be counter-productive to weaken the very features
wIlich have made Head Start work.

Sincerely,

at-4::144 '42-Z41
.Clarence Storla
President
COA Board of Directors

an allirmallye action equal opporlunIty employer

2 66 2
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Economic Opportunity Agency
%Awn Comity, Isc.

2325 /WM arta Fayetteville, AN 72711

501/521.134

Secretary Richard S. SchWeiker
Dept. of Health & Human Services
200 Inciependence Ave. S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

_Dear Secretary Schweiker:

November 18, 1981

A few weeks ago I wrote you expressing my concern in regard to proposed
changes in Head Start's service delivery system. At the time, the
Department of Health and Human Services (ILHS) had proposed many changes of
a negative nature which would have ruined Head Start's effectiveness.
Health and Human Services has now backed off from many of the changes,
but persists in 4ts intent to change Head Start into a half-day program
impractical for use ty the working poor. The draft paper proposing such
a change also includes other changes believed to be inimical to the Head

Start program. .

I have enclosed a copy of the draft paper "Head Start Directions for the
Next Three Years"e prepared by the Administration for Children, Yo0T---
and Families, HHS. I have also enclosed a copy of my governing board's
comments regarding the paper. I would appreciate it if some member of your
staff could review these documents and provide any assistance to Head
Start that you deem appropriate.

Thank you;

Richard L. Boyle
Director of Head Start
Econonomic Opportunity Agency
of Washington County, Inc.

an allIrmattvo iglion equal opportunity employer
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HEAD START
Economic Opportunity Agency

-of Washington County, /nc,

Eau Wtlaaa.P.O. I.. 11.1Greepland, Alt 72737
501.521.331I

114.1.1 L. FOY
Ara, Ia. a...

PREVIEW CONVENTS REGARDING ACYF DRAFT PAPER
HEAD START DIRECTIONS FOR.THE IIEXT THREE YEARS,.

DATED lO/22/81

Page 2 (Pare. 4) - Head Start support' derives from recognition that "Head Start
serves children and families who have significant needs .
Comment: The most siFiliVala need (or Arkansas' parents is

the need for more than 616urs a day service in order
to meet the needs of working parepts.

Page 3 (Final Para.) " . . . wesbelieve it is important both to preserve and,
to the extent possible, strengthen those characteristics
of the program . . . that contribute to making it work,
and that provide the basis for local community ownership
and support.'
Comment: At least half of the basis for community support

in this program is the fact that it primarily
serves low-income, single-pal-Apt. working mothers
and allows them_to stay off welfare.

Page 4 (Para. 4 - Federal Budget Constraints) - While funding for most other
social programs has been cut, Head Start's budget was
recorsnended for a modest increase - from an FY 1981 operating
level of $819 million to a proposed level of approximately
$832 million , .
Comment: The FY 1981 level was actually $820 million and-the

proposed increase is 1.5%. This can hardly be con-
sidered an increase in real terms, since we have lost
11% to 30% of our purchasing power due to Administration
cuts in other ancillary programs such as Child Nutrition,
tiedicaide and other health programs, and CETA. Note,
also, that this comes on the heels of four successive
years of losses in purchasing power produced by legis-
lative failure to match increases with inflation rates.

Page 5 (Para. 1 - Regarding .appropriate role of federal government) - This whole
paragraph implies an intent to cove toward non-categorical
Block Grant funding of Head Start.. We feel this would be a
disaster, partictzlary in the rural conservative states. In
Arkansas, for examole, block grants for Head_Start_would,unless
restricted, iiist-artainly be utilized for other purposes. As
erratic as Head Start funding has been in the past, it has at
least been protected.

an flitmid Ire 101011 eque opportunity employet

;2 6 4
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Page 5
(Para. 2) - "filling this gap requires a renewed emphasis on stimulating the

participation of the business commit . . ., and on promoting tlie

contributfon of'resources . . .

COMMENT. When Head Start is no longer practicably capable of sePving their
employees, the business cornunity is unlikely to "increase`

participation. Also, administration ecogomic policies are making
them increasingly unable to do so. To quote one lung-time
contributor; "I regret that our contribution is not as large as

last year's, however, as you-well 'know general economic conditions
have not been favorable. . . high interest rates halie cut into

our profits . . ." (Note: The contribution was 1/5 the past level.)

Page 6
(Para. 2). - "The extent to whial national enrollment levels can be maintained

Analysis pr expanded is essentially a function of (among other things):
"The economies and/or ctficiencies_whIsh can be achieved in_program
operations - - the extent to whiche-txTrliii7f some service or
activity (e.g full-day_child care) . . .."

COMMENT. In this program, failure to provide full-day services would result
in the program being impractical for the working Parents YAW most
need its services. It is predictable that the end result would'be
children receiving no services except babysitting. Note also,

that making this kind of policy decision at the national level,
without reference to community needs, directly contradicts the
elsewhere stated goal pf allowing local policy-making by Parents!
Current Programs Options should be maintained and their selection
left to the-local parent committees, the Policy Council, and the

Board of Directors. The ACYF policy makers should also be aware
that program quality will decrease as well-trained staff desert
a 6-hour, 8-month program.

Page 8
(Para. I) - Wholeheartedly agree that "discretionary funds" should be reduced

in favor of maintaining program services and staff salaries. The

decision as to which "discretionary fund" reductions should be
made Should, however, be based on a consensus of opinion of program
operators based on the actual usefulness and value.of services

received.

Page 9
(Para. 10)- (See P. 8 Comment, above) There should be maximum participation

Reallocation of local grantees in decisions to "Streamline" and "Consolidate"
the MA delivery system. The consumers of THA services are bestMR qualified to judge the service effectiveness, efficiency, and

kii-Olirces value of Such services and to recommend feasible and economical
changes.

Page 10
(Para. 10 Promoting Economies and Efficiencies in local Pr ram 0 eratidns)

COMMENT: The idea of ". . . planning to restrict fea r suppor or ull-

year, full.day programs so that funds are available only for program

2 6 ;5
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"...-

operation whose duration is 6 hours per day and 8 months per year."
shows a total disregard for the needs of low-income working parents
and the desirability of local policy-making by program participant's.
it-also shows a total lack of consideration of the differing
nature of programs occasioned by demographics and geographical
locations. The 4-heur per day center-based programs mentioned
might well be possible for urban neighborhood-based centers. It
is not feasible for-Center-based programs in rural areas.
It is also not .truly economiCal. Many of tSe single-parent females
who utilize full-day services either cannot afford, or dp not have
available, alternate sources of child care, and-also do not have
employers willing to let them off during the workday to go and pick
up their children and take them to a different source of care. A
six-hour a day program would merely provide an incentive for such
contributors to the tax base to stop working and depend on public
assistanee. A substantial decrease in community support provided
by employers of Head Start parents Is also predictable. It should
be recognized that most of the 20 percent of Head Start programs
operating nationally on a full-day, full- or part-year basis,
as well as the majority of Arkansas programs, dq so in order to
meet a demonstrated community need and that they serve primarily
the working poor. It should also be recognized that these are the
very citizens damaged mose by cutbacks in other social service
programs. Note also that many of the 80 percent of programs which
provide only part-day services do to because of funding constraints,
not because suCh programs meet parent needs.

Page II

(Para. I) - "Given a constrained budget,
we believe that it is preferable to

reduce hours and days of operation rather than to lose enrollment."

COMMENT: One needs little insight to foresee that many working parents
would terminate their children's Head Start enrollment if an
impractical 6-hour a day delivery system were to be adopted.
Thus, the proposed change may well have an oppos'te effect of that
Intended! Our program currently serves the neeC ast 13 percent
of eligible children. With the proposed change we would serve those
less needy, but able to have mid-day leisure time and transpor-
tation required for early-pick-VP of children. It is also noted
that although,all pro'gramS standards-are consistently met,
Arkansas program costs are well helow national averages.

believe low-cost quality programs Aould not be penalized for the
management failures of others. They should, instead, have the
option of determining their own service delivery systems.

Page II

(Para. 2) - Reducing months and hours of operation to 8 and 6, respectively
could save $14 million.

COMM:NT: .It is predictable that such a conversion would result in a mass
exodus of Head Start's bet-trained staff. The projected savings
could quickly be consumed by costs for training new staff replace-
ments. Many of our Head Start employees are single-parent-heads-
of family who-absolutely depend on their jobs for sustenance. With
an administration-produced unemployment rate approaching 9 percent,
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and Arkansas' recent decision tc not=pay unemployment to layed
off Head Start employees, a 6-hour per day, 8.4month program would

be very unattractive to prospective employees. The impact would

also be lessened by many fixed costs which would remain unaffected.

Page 11
(Para. 3) - "While not uniformly the case . . ."

COMMENT: In reality, many programs' capacity to provide full-year. full-

day s vices is believed to be due to good management, not

inequi ble funding. The implication is that suCh programs which

have rel tively low costs would be penalized for good management!

Page 12
(Para. 2, "Ano !option . . .;" and,

(Para. 3) "The setiing of cost limits . . ."

COMMENT: An "indepth case-by-case analysis" Is far preferable to an

arbitrary.and capricious ceiling Cost. But, such an approach

would probably be far more costly, and very little more effective,
than costing-out of averages based on cost per child per-hour for

type of services rendered taking into account factors for geographical

and demographic variants. Variants which should be considered

include program size, numbers of handicapped children served and

the severity of impairment, rural v. urban makeupprevailing
wages, cost-of-living considerations, and transportation required

or provided. 'Further analytic work . . ." is definitely indicated.

Page 13
(Para. "o") -"Development of Staffing and Guidelines - -"

COMMENT: Development of staffing guidelines should consider state-by-state

day-care licensing standards. The number of handicapped children

served should also be considered. In terms of support and
administrative Staff, the effects of "EConomies of Scale" should

also be addressed.

Page 14
(Para. 1 Study * . . .")

COMMENTS: Programs which really meet the neeos of working families by operating

more than 6 hours a day already employ spl.it shifts which do what

is suggested. For example, fewer staff are in the center during

low attendance early morning and late afternoon hourg. This

approach also appears to conflict with staffing v. quality
considerations on page 20 of the study.

-Page 14
('Note. bottom Df page)

COMMENTS; It is far from illogical to admit that low-income Children may need

both day care and child development services. lie, in fact, are

convinced that It is so. Why should such services be mutually

exclusive? Note also, that in addition to handicapped services.

26 7
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Head Start must, and should, provide health and dental, social
nutritional, and educational services.

Page 15

("0",Other Activities - -) (Para. 5 - Cost Information System)

CCHMENT: The r,aperwork mountains associated with Head Start have increased
by at least 25% over the last four years. Untie few tangible benefits
are perceivable, the attendant loss-of manhours available for
service delivery is painfully obvious. If reporting and other
paperwurk requirements are to be.increased, strong consideration
should be devoted to increasing the administrative/program develop-
mlnt cost limitation. This is particularly important for small
programs.

Page 16

(Para. 2 - Information in Application Packages)
'

COMMENT: The information already required consumes an incredible amount of
scarce administrative manhours, and, in most cases, is considered
to far exceed a reasonable "need-to-know" level. Also, see last
sentences of immediately preceding.comment.

Page 17

(Para. "0, Remphasize Existing Policy on Head Start Resources as the "Dollar of
Last Resort")

COMMENT: Past funding policies have made program operators acutely aware
of this policy and our program devotes intense attention to it.
Note, however; that administration cutbacks in budgets for agencies
traditionally providing such support are seriously reducing the
availability of such resources.

Page 20

(Fara. 2 - Increasimi Ilea Start Staff Salaries)

COMMENT: It is noted that this paper, and all other ccerunications from the
National Offiie of ACV. continues to ignore losses in purchastn
power from cutbacks in ancillary programs long utilized by.Head
Start. Affected funds include CETA Title 11 and Title VI. USOA
Child Nutrition. USDA Food Service Equipment Assistance, Education
of the Handicapped, Medicaide, andln some'cases, Title XX. A
loss in purchasing power not dirtctly resulyng from a cut in the
Head Start appropriation'is nonetheless a lo$s and must be made
up from regular Head Start funds. when suchtpurchasing power losses
are piggybacked with inflationary, losses, one\is forced to wonder
how we are expected to continue doing businesS, as usual and still
increase salaries. Additionally, thej,trategies outlined in this
paper regarding hours and months of operations 'rill greatly
increase training costs due to increased turnover of personnel.

Astronomical salaries may also be required in order to entice and
hold qualified personnel once center-based programs are converted
to part-time-part-year.

2 6
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Page 21
(Paras. 1-3 - Staff Turnover)

COMMENT: This problem and Its aptly described negative impacts will be
greatly increased as a result of actions proposed throughout this

paper.

Page 22
(Final Para.) - Qualifications of Head Start Staff

COMMENT: It is specious to assume that a lack of educational credentials
is generally indicative of a lack of qualifications as a pre-school

teacher. Head Start has many well-trained, experienced, and
extremely capable teachers who do not possess credentials.

Page 25
(Analysis, Para. 4) Responsiveness of T and TA system:

COMMENT: As program operators, we feel the I and TA systo. s, components

have, for the most part, been responsive to grantee needs. This

is particularly true of Arkansas' state T and TA office, the ARVAC
Home Based Training Project, the state CDA project, and, though
somewhat expensively, the Leadership Development Program at Texas

Southern University, Pouston, Texas. To.be perfectly frank, all

of the other T and TA entities, contracts, arid research and
demonstration projects could disappear tomorrow and never be

missed.

Page 27 (Proposed Policies and Options)

COMMENT: The proposed system appears to be more, not less. complex,
centralized, ahd expensive than currently employed. We also fail

to comprehend how it would be more responsive to local needs in.

terms of within State activities which affect our local program.

Page 30 - "Objective 4. Strengthen Head Start's Relationship With Other Public.

Private, and.Voluntary Agencies andili-ganizatiensw 'Discussion'

COMMENT: This section of thepaper appears to universally assume that little
to no effort has been made at the local level to strengthen such

relationships. A more knowledgeable discussion would recognize

that program operators have already accomplished a great deal in

this area. We are also confused as to the argument that tax supported

services Provided by Head Start would be mow- economically provided

by other tax supported agencies (e.g. 'Schools, community health

services, social service agencies, agencies serving handicapped
children. etc.") We adhere to the view that each agency serves

its purpose.
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Page 31

(?ara. 1) - Collaborative Agreements With State and local Agencies

COMMENT: It must be recognized that the_current administration's onslaught

on the budgets of such agencies greatly reduces the potential for
obtaining help from such sources. For example, within-the state
of Arkansas, massive cutbacks in daycare funding are currently
forcing.daytare providers of longstanding to reduce or totally-
eliminate services. It is also noted that in many areas adequate
numbers of pre-schcol daycare slots are not available at any cost,
and that non-Head Start child development services are nonexistent.

Page 32
(Para. 2) - Demonstration and Technology Transfer Projects

COMMENT. Commencing in FY 1982 all of the nity-based health and dental
programs addressed are being forc \to curtail services due to the
Reagan Administration's economic pollcies. Their willingness
and capability to provide increased services to Head Start children
is highly questionable. These comments apply equally to the paper's
discussion of social services linkages on page 33.

Page 33 - "Objective 5. improve the Administration andlianagement of Head Start."
"discussion"

The conments regarding a ". . reduction of grantee reporting
burden .," directly contradict the plannedsprojects listed
under "Other Activities" on pane 15 and 16 of paper.

Page 37 \,

(Final Para.) - "Head Start's orientation as a non-categorica) program . ."

COMMENT: Head Start is, and should remain, a categorical prog mi To make
it non-categorical would be to invite its demise as a omprehensive
program and to hazard its success as the "Super Star" o social
service programs.

COMENI.

Sincerely,

Richard
Head Start Director \\

Economic Opportunity Agency of \\\
Washington County, Inc.

2 7
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14W MiriMv-0111FPN (('I O MAO SIARI nulcroa's A w,rIA110:1
C/O IDLY LUTIIRREZ, OIRECIOR

IIVF SANDOVAL ['MILOS HEAD START
P.O. BOX 580 .

BERHAULtO, NM MEXICO 87004

November 20, 1981

Mr. John Busa
Acting Deputy Corimissioner
ACYF/OHOS
Department of Health and Human Services

P.O. Box 1182
Washington, D.C. 20013

Dear John Buse:

This letter is being written in response to the ACYF Strategy Paper
entitled "Head Start Directions for the Next Three Years." We appreciate

tne opportunity to comm;.int on the proposed plan and respectfcily request

that our comments be seriously considered. As Directors of ,,dian Head

Start programs in New Mexico and Southern Colorado, we-hame discussed the
various points only to realize tnat the unique responsibility of Indian Head
Start programs to Tribal Councils, and through them to the federal trust
relationships have not been addressed in these recommendations. Obviously,

reservation programs stand alone and cannot be compared to inner city or
rural comannities in that availability and access to support services and
resources remain a rkijor probloimatic factor in meeting pogrom compliance.

ACYF must also recognize that the must recent federal budget-cutting
activities - specifically Indian Health Seivice, Johnson O'Malley, Bureau
of Indian Affairs, Indian Education and CLTA - have forced reduction and/or
termination of cerlain direct services to our communities and Head Start

programs. In turn, these actions will produce increased unemployment, greater
economic instability dnd roaltiply already distressing social problems on

our reservations.

It is now incumbent upon our head Start programs to seek alternative
resources to replace those direct services previously provided. Traditionally,

Head Start has enjoyed the oenefits of Indian Health Service preventive and

community health programs, for example, mental and dental health services,
and contract health care which has provided diagnostic and treatment services

to the handicapped.

Prior to the cutbacks in feneral funding, we had established exemplary
service linkages with Amy cooperating tribal, state and federal agencies.
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It seems:however, that our past efforts in developing these working
relationships have been jeopardized. Tribal Head Start programs now
anticipate additional service gaps due to our fiscal inability to re-
establish these important resource linkages off the reservations.

He do recognize that there are no clear-cut answers to resolving these
awesome conditions on our reservations, however, we feel that ACYF needs
to be aware of the negative impact these changes will have on Head Start's
overall performance and specific compliance areas.

With these concerns in mind, we offer the following general state-
ments regarding ACYF's recommendations as they relate to the Ilea Mexico/
Southern Colorado Indian Head Start programs.

-It is inportant to understand that Indian Head Start
programs serve reservation communities with basically
fixed populations Snd are now operating full year,
part day center-based programs with adequate staffing
patterns to meet the program quality standards.

-The current system for the delivery of_Training/Technical
Assistance to our Head Start programs is the-Office of
Indian Chila Services whose national structure effectively
meets the specific training needs of Indian programs
across the country. The OICS staff participates in
monitoring and evaluating our programs both from their
area offiees and through adlinistrative peer interaction
and training programs.

-The proposed decentralization of the CBA credentialling
process seems at once inappropriate considering the
tength of time required to establish a viable
credentialling system uhase standard) would be cquitaLle
and valuable to our Indian staffs. For Many years, CDA
has been less than vaivable to Indian personnel even
now exhibiting low motivational levels as a result of
the recent-Confusion in contract interruptions.
Decentralization, specifically to state institutions
of higher education, may place additional requirements
on many individuals which they may be unable to meet
academically or otherwise.

2 72
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-In the ACYF proposal to determine a national average
cost per child, special considerations should be given
to-the (iniqueness on Indian reservation Head Stdrt
program6, their localities over vast land bases and,
therefore, their increased operational 'costs related
to both programmatic and ancillary services.

-In reference to the proposed reduction tn day and year
length of head Start programs, the resulting increase
in potential unGploymeht, lowered annoal incom:: and
minindzing services would further increase the burden
of Head Start,and other reservation agencies and
programs, specifically. A decreasb in hours'per day
and days per year would show an actual decrease in
individual pay check anounts and, therefore, increase
staff turnover as well as aftect the motivation of
staff retained. Even in an area where a captive workforce

has firm, if any, options for other enployirent, the
psychological factors of decreased financial compen-
sation are bound to shoa up in daily work dedication
and performance. In addition, the increased num,aers
of persons without employment would place an increased
responsibility on Head Start to provide oo.111.37 cnilo
care programs at a time when Head Start's financial
status is demanding a decrease in activity. Who, then,

will provide quality care for these children?

-Furtier, at a time when the present administration is
discussing financial cutbacks for existing services,
ACYF speaks to 1) funding (or R & 0 and 2) increased

responsibilities on adAnistratoes. Decentralization,

by its nature.will deaund an increase in the role
of the administrative per,ormel, particularly in the

area of creative managev.ol. Uhat provisions are
being made to mrintain quality persons in this role

without adelnite financial co.hpation or adminis-
trative assistance?

Clearly, there are many nisgiving about these proposeo changes,

progranmatic impacts, etc. not to mo_ntien the apparently unrediistic

timelines for accomplisi ent. ihc latest iongitudinal studies have shown

that Head Start is one of the feo truly successful cost effective child
develovent programs, which is particularly true within the reservation

2 73
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communities in this area. Here Head Start substSatiates its comprehensiveapproach to serving the colomunity
through our childreh and their families.

The research findings only validate the observations of the New Mexico and
Southern-Colorado Indian Head Start program Directors who have a combined
Head Start experience of over 98 years.

From this pool of expertise, wo,have
long recognized the special

federal tru.t relations* with
our ti-ibes and'have seen it working to the

benefit of the Indiaa people.
It is unfortunate that your understanding

of the connunities' needs does not match those that are perceived within
the reserJation communities themselves.

It would be of g'reat benefit to ACYF were there to be an extension ofthe conoont period in order for tribal leadeos, parents and Head Startstaff members to be afforded the
opportunity to further discuss and

understand the implications then
prograni4atic and regulatory changes will'have on our reservation programs. Should ACYF find it possible to roilback the desdline, we would be happy to meet with OhDS representatives tooffer our reconcondations toward noetiny ACYF's objectives.

Sincerely yours,

Lucy Gbtierrez, President
NEW MEXICO/SOUTHERN COLORADO
HEAD START DIRECTOR'S ASSOCIATION

LG:ra
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November 25, 1981

Hr. John Buss
Administration for Children, Youth and

Families, Room 5030
Post Office Box 1182
Washington, D.C. 20013

Dear Hr. Buss:

After carefully reviewing the strategy paper, "Head Start, Directions for the

Next Three Years," our concern, as evaluators of the PAP network rests with

the sectIon of the paper that treats the establishment of Regional Child

Development Resource Centers. Before presenting the arguments that we hope

will persuade policymakers ACYF to retain the-PAP network as a nationally

fended effort, we first want to commend National Head Start staff on their

sustained efforts to promote more efficient operations, while continuing the

quality of services to young children.

Let us offer reasons why the Regional Resource Centers as proposed will not'

best serve loc:1 grantees:,

Specialized services or information for Head Start staff working
with young handicapped_rhiidren should be provided directly to Head

Start statr, not to T/TA providers. The plans for RSCs, as proposed,

.ounter to a major objective of this document -- to streamline

A/TA assistance. RhCs can only indirectly-assist Head Start

.4aff and the children they serve,

Me services provided by RRCs have no substantive relation'to one

another. rarly childhood special education expertise is rarely
combined with bilingual skills or expertise with Homebased Head

Start programs. Consequently, each ARC would need a minimum of

three taff to provide regions with sufficient competence. Con
ceptually, PACs may appear to be a streamlined systeM; in practice

the staffing pattern wnuld prolatly approxinote the existing levels.

Each RAC would duplicate the work of nine others, without benefit

of shared knowledge, prcducts and successes. There is no system '\

or practice for regionally funded grantess or contractors to

exchange -ic.formaiion between and among regions.

273
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The RRC as proposed is at best h vaguely coneeived concept, summon-
ing many unanswered questions. Will each region hove an ARC? The
paper states,"consideration is being given to establishing a number
of Child Development Resouce Centers in various locations. Will
Regional Offices fund the RRCs at eheir discretion? .Eor regions_
that opt not tq fund an RRC, what provision will be made to provIde
assistance to grantees' efforts to mainstream young childroh with
special needs? How will the services of RRCs be evaluated, whether'formally or informally? Oft what premise was it determined that.the
handicap component of RRCs wilkperfoiM more efficiently than the
RAP'network or meet the needs of flandicapped bhildren more:effect-
ively? The recent ACTF Evaluation of.. the Process of Mainstreaming
Pandicapped Children in ReadIStart xecpmmended increased training
for teachers working.crith special needs=children. Bow will the
ARC accomplish this when its 4Unction ikone of consultation to
the T/TA provider; hou will the T/TA provide;.pffer training with-

...* out early childhood special ed expertise? '

The stiategy paper offers no insight Into the analyses conducted and
processes by which the decision wag made to tranpform the highly success-
ful RAP Oetwork into a part of an ill-defined Regional Resource;

Center.We b..lieve that the Administration would be hard put to improve.upon theexislippr-RAP-program. It is oneeof the most visible, well re,telved, care-
fully managed, productive and accountable efforts*ACTE has undertaken.
The program is not without its preblems, but In the flial analysis its
accomplishments greatly ourweigh the prablehs. Selected accomplishmentsare cited below:

A small core of professionals have
trained 25,000 teachers and

teacher aides at 448 conNences on the handicapping conditions.
The conferences have generfilfy'lAeh two'day c,ept s with agendas
offering between Tour and foUrteen sessions. Itraddition to
teaching staff, RAPs have trained over §,po Hehd Start directors,
handicap coordinators, component coordinators, parents And support
staff, many of whom lave ilturned to their own programs to tidin
other . .q.

. ... )
RAPs have facilitated collaboratilre

agreeMents betwe:In State
Education Agencies (SCA)) abd*Alr:ad StArts in 18 states. ?Be
agreements arc intended to coalesce lirOad Stdct and public school
r -, 'two forpth-e benefit of the preschool*handicapped.child

and,
Ctf,' tely, to smooth the transition between the

Eas hAve met more than 16,000 formal requests
for'tlervice. The

reedests for materials, inforroCien, training and technical assist-
ance blve increased each yeir.

'St

't
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Head Starts and SEAs are familiar with RAP projects and consistently
more Herid Starts rate RAP services as excellent each year; fewer

than five percent have encountered problems.

Ninety-six percent-of the Head Start trainees attending RAP con-
ferences evaluate the training as excellent or good. As a consequence

of training, trainees adopt between four and five new practices for

working with handicapped children and their families.

SEAs increasingly recognize Head Start as a viable placement for
handicapped preschoolers, as'a result of RAP work.

'The attachments accompanying this letter are unedited comments about RAP
services from Head Start programs, Regional Office staff and SEA personnel.

-

In addition to the success:es listed abcve, the existing RAP network embodies

those characteristics which ACYT values in a T/TA delivery system.

1. RAPs perform I/TA functions which are vital to the continued success

and improvement (4 Head Start programs.

RAPs support the Head Start effort to mainstream children with-
special relerements by providing training and technical assist-

ance to Head Start staff.

N
RAPs identify and match local resource provider* with Head

. -
Starts. *

RAPE advise and train'Head Start personnel on strategies for
collaboration with other child and family service agencies sO
that the services for handicapped children in the cormunity are

optimally used.

2. The RAP program Is decentralized. Although RAP is a nationally
ranaged.contract, the RAPs are located in al.1 ten DIMS regions

and form a,network which is linked together aeregional and
national, levgls. (See attachedcomments from Regional Office
staff regarding the benefits of the RAP program.)

Due to national management,. uniform contract tasks assure that

every brantee in the country receives a standard set of services

adapted to local Head Start program needs.

RAPs train,via statewide conferences or, at a sUb-State levels
via cluster workshops.

V.

2 7
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1. RAPs have been accountable to the Head Start glIantee community and
responsive to its needs. (Ste comments attached from Head Start
staff *regarding the benefits of the RAP program.)

Head Start grantees are interviewed each year by a third party
evaluation contractor to determine frequency of contact,
aervices reccivtd, satisfaction, and problems with RAP.

RAPs conduct a formal needs assessment annually and informal
canvasses periodically throughout the year. RAP training
formats, contents, and the schedules arc based on needs ex-
pressed by Head Start staff.

RAPs collaborate with Regional Offices and other T/TA providers
in their regions to plan delivery of services and eliminate the
duplication of services.

4. The RAP program is flexible. Although RAP contracts require all
15 to perform the same eleven tasks, the methods for implementa-
tion of these tasks arc decided by RAPE.

5. TheIRAP program is stable and it has earned the confidence of the
grantees it serves.

In annual evaluations over six yearfr all RAP clients (primer-
, ily Read Starts and SEAs) have indicated they arc fampiar
with the projects; consistently higher percentages of clients
attribute highest ratings to RAP services, and consistently
lower percentages express problems with RAP services.

The network has been established fot six years. Approximately
three quarters of the projects are the oliginal contractors.

timbers of the RAP network have sustained a professional
commitment to serving handicapped preschoolers in Read Start.

Moreover, there arc overwhelming advantages to ACM to continue the RAP
network.

The network has been successful.

The 15 RAP projects are already a network -- with a common manage%
ment information system, a practice of sharing products, techniques,
and resources, and a monthly newsletter to communicate with each
other.

. RAP staff membe.s have training in eaLly childhood special education
and Head Start c).perience. Several prominent authorities in these
fields nu4er,among RAP directors.,.
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RAPS have facilitated interagency agreements between Head Starts
and state and lpcal agencies for the past three years.

Thank you for your attention. We know you share our concern for quality

services to handicapped children in.Read Start. If you have an opportunity

to respond to our questions about the Regional Resource Centers, we wild
appreciate a reply.

JE/bc

Enclosure'

273

Yours.truly,

fly On

Julie Empson

Jan Idyll

Lee Grub
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-
Comments About RAP ServiOs from
Head Start Staft -- Spring 1931

"We're not alone in our mainstreaming efforts because of RAP...support."

"RAP really serves an excellent purpose...

Wonderful to have a group working just with handicap

"Of all service'groups, I am most tmpress6c1 with RAP
very organized...training excellent."

Connecticut

needs.v

Massachusetts

...excellent organization.

Massachusetts

"RAP does a lot'(at training workshops) that teachers can take back and
use (in their classrooms) without a lot of dollars... we really need their

ehelp,..we.wouldn't,get 71TA without them."

Vermont

"He take our whole staff to RAP training,because we consider it a priority.:.
some'of the best training we've ever had."

New Hampshire

"RAP is part;-ularly helpful to this rural Head Stait where resources are
not reallily available."

New York -

"I have never dealt wig any office that responds as quickly as RAP does..
their (RAP) training leTt me 'excited and giddy'."

NeW,York

"I went to visit the gor office when they opened (five years ago) and didn't
think they would be very useful, but I have been =surprised -- they have
helped!"

New York

"I hope that RAP continues to be funded they are an asset to Head Start."
Texas

"RAP has been great it establishing the interagency agreement delineating
responsibilities for Head Start and the Department of Education."

Nebrasi.a

"RAP is tuned- into Head Start -- they are a good"resource to call on."

Iowa

t,

2 8 0
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"RAP gets back quickly with requested information... RAP sta'f take an
interest.., such good workshops... have had a lot of hcelp from RAP."

Missouri

"RAP is very responsive.., would love more onsite workshops...would like to

be alle te send all staff to RAP training, even bus drivers."
Colorado

"RAP is one Head Start contractor tliat meets our needs -- several (others)

don't."
Colorado

"Very worthwhile program not sure how things would be carried out

without RAP."
South Dakota

"Whatever and whehever we ask for something, we get it."

"RAP is a really excellent program... valuable that
able to non-Hend Start programs too (for pooling of

"RAP staffare very progressive -- good advocates in
capped children.'

"I think they (RAP staff) arc working ronders."

Utah

RAP makes itself avail-

resources)."
Wyoming

California for handi.- 1

California

Hawaii

"RAP staff have a great-tinderstanding of problems encountered by the Pacific

programs... I re:ommend that RAP be refunded."
Micronesia .

"RAP is the best resource for the Pacific -- it is yen. Important for the

Pacific Head Start grantees."
Micronesia

"RAP training has heightened parent and community awareness of handicapping

conditions and more handicapped children are being brought into the classroom

rather than 'being hidden in the bushes'."
Micronesia

"I hope RAP is considered for refunding because it has been of great ,ervice

to Head Start programs in Micronesia."

"RAP is willing to meet needs of individual programs."

281

Micronesia

Oregon.
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"liope they (RAP) continue., we don't have other sources of training (Or
the handicap componcnt.)"

Idaho

"With RAP we fcel like our training needs have been met."

Washington

"RAP staff couldn't have done more.., they are the ora ones around to
help us."

Washington

"RAP offers a built-in supporesystem for amproblem..without RAP our
PA26 money would not be adequate to meet ou: needs."

Alaska

"Easier to get answers from RAP (re handicap services) than from
anyone else."

Pennsylvania

"RAP has kept us abreast of information all year...they have been helpful
to me as a new handicap coordinator...hope RAP (funding) won't be cut."

Maryland

"If a problem arises (with handicap services) I know to contact RAP."

Georgia

RAP has been i terrific support...if anyone is new in Head Start they should
get in touch with RAP."

North Carolina

"RAP is a dependable resource, they always either provide or lead to soiu-
tions...we support RAP."

Illinois

"Anything we've asked for we've been able to get...I'd still be sitting
in the dark if itwerenot for RAP." (referring to three years of RAP's
help)

Indiana

"RAP is a valuable resource for information and clarification on questions...
we are pleased with the services they offer...if (this) interview has any
effect on thei, funding next year, I hope they will be refunded."

Ohio

"MP is our best resource - we usc them a lot...they aro very prompt with
assistance...consistent. .teachers agree -- RAP is greati"

Wisconsin

282
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"RAP provides good follow-through in everything we've asked -- we can always

count on them...a real plus for Mead Start...they keep us updated on develop-

ments at the State Department of Education...we hope-RAP (finding) continues."

Wisconsin

"Access to RAP is better to ac than having a workshop...without RAP I have no

idea hou I would have survived because I was thrown into my job unexpectedly

and RAP helped me with everything from job descriptions to ISP's."

Michigan

"RAP's workshops are the bcst I've attended...my program has really benefited...

RAP and the SFC are what have made the handicap effort."

Alabama

"I rely on RAP more than any other resourte provcder."

TeAnessee

"RAP is a great rcsource to call on when we need encourag4ment, support, anci,

information."

"No one is perfect, but RAP is excellent."

ississippi

283
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Comments Abet:It-RAY Services from
HHS/ACYF Regional Offices - Spr,ing 1981

. -

"RAP is available to respond to grantee needs...thiy provide general leader-
ship throughout the region."

"RAP has a Asonal relationship with giantees...the Regional Office gets
direct feedback from grantdes about RAP...grantees think RAP IS 'A-OK'."

"We think 'RAP' when handicap problems come up."

"Wouldn't miss a RAP conference."

"RAP's-role with SEAs is a necessary role."

"The RAP network real*, functlons as a network...they prpvide consistent infor-
mation regarding the state the handicap mandate...the provide opportunities
to draw upon larger resources."

"1 have been particularly impressed with how responsive kAP has been to indi-
vidual program needs."

14
"RAP provides leadership and guidance for handicap services in this region."

"RAP is a ready source of expertise, materials, guidance and advice."

"We refer grantee's questions about handicap related issues to RAP."

"RAP is resn-nsive to the needs of grantees."

"RAP offers1onsistent services region-wide...RAP is one locus of materials,
,information'and support for Head Starts."

,/

"Grantees are recruiting handicap children more than before when they us,d
to just take referrals. .11,0.ad Start) staff are better able to identify chil-
dren!with handicaps."

I "P(AP's training and technical assist'ance to grantees are valuable in that they
Alividualize to meet the needs of each grantee."

"RAP's monthly telephone calls to grantees keep RAP knowledgeable apu informed
and this information is paised on to the Regioaal Office -- %filch is the ser-
vice of RAP that I value the laost."

"The generic valut of RAP is that grantees know that there is one focal point
in the region to call on for leferrals and consultation, and that someone has
responsibility for this region (for the handicap effort)."

2 8 4
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Comments About RAP Services from
State Educition Agency Riiiresentatives -- Spring 1981

"RAP seems to know what's happening all over
the country and keeps information

accessible."

"RAP should be complimented on their availability...very responsive."

"RAP plans excellent workshops -- the national office s:tould consider man-

dating Head Start attendance."

"RAP has a commitment to the handicapped
and children in general...they are

a good source of information...very
prompt...very fine job."

"RAP iS valuable to the SEA as a liaison with Head Start because Head Start

does not have a state level counterpart."

"Hope RAp sticks around for awhile."
//

"RAP has done a good job of keeping me infoimcd...totally satisfied with

RAP."

441AP helps Head Starts understand the public school system."

"Working with RAP is one of the easier, nicer parts of my job...they are an

excellent resource to the SEA."

"RAP is lv-ble to me Ytcause they are the only contact I have"with.Head

Start.''

"Head Start is more acccptinp of the SEA
due to RAP and Head Start is more

acceptable to the SEA due to RAP."

"RAP is a ready resource>'

"RAP's training is pertinent, appropriate and appreciated...hopes (RAP) fund-

ing continues."

"RAP (staff) deal with cultural plases very
well -- not an easy thing to do."

"RAP staff do a fine job...I hope thei funding continues."
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Novereber 26, 1981

Mr. John Busa
Administration for Children.
Youth and Families.
Room 5030
Post Office Box 1182
Washington. DC 20013

Dear Mr. Bust*:
'

After reviewing the strategy paper, Read Start Directions
islr the Hext, Three_ years, we have some serious concerns regarding
Services to handicapped children and the related training and
technical assistance effort. While we recognize the need for
consolidating various aspects of Head Start training and tech-
nical assistance, we strongly urge you to examine the veryunique and complicated needs of the handicapped children Head
Start serves and maintain those support systems to individual
programs that significantly enhance the quality of services to
these children,

For almost two decades, Read Start has dedicated a signifi-
-cant part of its programmatic effort to serving preschool handi-
capped children. In fact, Head Start stands as the single most

...._

important mainstream environment for these children. Clearly,
handicapped children have complex, multifaceted needs that
require coordination of care and specialized classroom.manage-

\ ment.. Understanding handicapping conditions and devCloping
techniques for tcachin g the handicapped child require specialized
training and skills. For the most part, Her0 Start staff arc
unprepared to meet the complex needs of the handicapped child
in the classroom without technical assistance and inscrvic
training. In order to continue to provide quality service
to young children with special needs, Read Start must main ain
.its commitment to a strong support system to individual Rea
Start programs.

.

It is pur belief that the national nclwqrk of_Resoutee Accent:
ProlectsjRAFIsLp-royi.des_,ILuniquu,_epst-eff_e_t_t_im_efficiellt.,hi* oualitv trrainint and_technleal_a%sistance effRilt_lo_suppprt
serving the handicapped child ip_Hca_d_Stn, The value of a

28s
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training and technical assistance effort such as RAP lies in
its direct benefit to grantees, and che handicapped children

and families they serve Through regular comnunication, and
sharing of intormation and expertise, the smallest program
need receives che hightst level of attention and intervention

Each RAP s parr% cinat len in_a_na,rLonal_netmork_grcaray
enhance its value an a training and rechniCal_dr_511iidt=
provider rOere are three major benefits to maintaining a

tietWorl

re60.tion of duplication of effort
;", tliri of conrrol,c and
3 broad range ot resource: to tackle highly

complicated problems

One rajor 'benefit of the RAP as a National Network is to reduce

dwdslication of effort._
if RAPs in all regions separately approached the common

trairitr, and technical asst arxe needs that arise, unneees-

A 'AII rime would be spent Thc efficiency occurs by

o sharing developed training strategies and materials
o sharing handbooks, and guides developed co aid

grantees in implementing good practice in areas
of screening, assessment, diagnosis, etc.

o effecting a division of labor through working
task forces that develop materials related co
important common themes, such as LEA and EA

collaboration

A second benefit accuring from RAP as a national network

is to estab/inh eualirv control

The RAP network is peopled by highly trained specialists

who set a national standard for quality as well as quantity of

services provided to grantees. This standard creates the ability
for an onr,oing spiral upgrading of the entire system. In effeqp

'the network functions to refine and hone approaches to problems.
This process of refinement and its affect on services arc well

door-wilted in the third party evaluations done on the RAP

network since its inception
-

The third major benefit of RAP as a network is the ability

to,marshall a wide range or resources to tackle the hi------
eo,rolicated-ploblems that ielatc to seiving_elalTaii-witli

variety of handieapping_conditions

This occurs in two ways First, each RAP has evolved areas
of ,p(cialtdation that can be called on by other RAPS in the

network For exaople, one RAP's special evertise may be
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in Apecial education techniques for the blind and another's
skiiik may lie in developing support groups for families of the
haadicapped While all RAP:, have a substantial baseline of
information on iisues and problems relating to serving handi-
capped preschoolers, through regular meetings and on-going
communication, each Ray identifies its own and other RAF's
areas of pectalisatiqo The intentand actual effect is
that a Head Start program in a small Neu England town can
aceels the skill of a sp cialist in North Carolina.

A natural outgrowth of participating in a national network
Is to employ the same principles on a more regional level
Establishing and maintaining positive communication with other
moor services providers on a regional level assists local
proerams in accessing mote and better services for their
clients For exiimple, large educational institutions frequently
offer workshops of courses relevant to Head Start's work
with handicapped preschoolers RAP's role in facilitating
successful linkages between these institutions and Head Start
grantees involves disseminating inkormation about these
resources and orienting these services providers to the unique
comprehensive nature of the Head Start.progeam. These two
activities i e heightening awareness and orientation creates
a solid foundation for establishing mutually beneficial rela-
tionships.

Recatil'e the RAP network occupies a unieue position in che
Head htart nropram. it servos as an effective cat7flyst,
jaclillator_aradshange_allent fEr implovincl service!. to handi-
eaoned children On the one hand, RAPs arc & request gener-
ated system responding to individual Head Start program needs
for training and/or service A needs assessMent is conducted
each year with all grantees to determine individual grantees
need for specific information, material, training, and/or
r..rvices. On the other hand. RAP.; implement federal mandates
and ooficies relating:to the handicap9ed effort at the local,
state, and regional level This dual dtrectionality makes the
RAP network an unparalleled resource in the Head Start program:
RAPs respond both to grass root needs and federal mandates.
Furthermore, because all RAPs are regionally located these
activities occur in a regional context,

.

s

All lop _norvices focus on local capaeitv building This'
occuiii by bring,ing a constellation of resources and services -
local. regional and national - to bear upon the local grantees,
RAPs serve as an effective catalyst to the.intelface between
ublic and private le.;ources and the grantee throuch their
+road base of knowledge and information about the human service
delivety system and handicapped children. For example, RAPs
have been irstiterenial in implementing a federal eandate for
deselopiog aLree,ents heu.een State Fduration ftencies and

28,s,
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Head Start in ,all regions. From this exoerience, RAPs have

moved to translating this effort at the local level to assist

grantees in generating Local
Education,Agercy and Head Start

agreements to expand commudities' capability to serve preschool

handicapped children. Importantry, through the nap network.

sharing the de4elopment of these agreements has facilitated

the expansion of the effort. Thus, the benefit of RAP as a

national network in sharing expertise and information.
enhances RAP's capacity to be responsive to grantee ecds and

to the implementation of federal mandates and polici 1 s.

Head Start is a uniquc program with unique needs The

National RAP Network has successfully met these needs by

\combining the people who have the expertaSSHeeded to evaluate,

an ada t materials w h . 0-v w

man uiates informatim_kussantly,1 The RAP system presently

nas in,p ace a national computerized management system which

it able Co:

o Handle and disseminate selected resource information

to meet specific needs of grantees on pequest or
through general knowledge of their needs by grantee

contact.

o Share and transfer materials and information such as
training techniques, case studies, resource providers

and solutions to problems for use by other RAPs. This

enables the network and thus the grantees co take

advantage of 'the network's expertise and avoids

duplication of PAP developed materials.

OCollect, manipulate and disseminate regional, state and
national data and program information. The enables

planners to quickly identify trends and to plan pro-

actively on all levels.

o Access numerous online (direct dial) information resource

servi:es which speci'alize in specific categories of An-
-

format4on such as special education materials and

\ educational rasearch. This allows access to the most

current information in the field allowing staff time

to be spent on summarizing and adapting the information

into usable form for the grantees.

o Document and evaluate RAPs' services to gralt.aes and

RAPs' effect in the field. An efficient system is

presently in place which documents and assists in

evaluating the categories and services provided to

grantees throughout the nation. The computer pro-

vides a consistent and efficient method to continu-

ously improve service to grantees,

2 8 3
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Through-the use of the present Apple III System and the
the RAP MIS software, the RAPs handle and manipulate a sub-
stantial amount of informatipn. This enables staff time to
be sperm adapting the information to meet specific program
needs, AS well as to observe trends and develop materials
to meet national needs,

Because the RAP network is in place and'workinc efficiently
and etfectively to meet the needs of Head Start programs, It
is'imporcant that this valuable service not be disrupted.
RAPs are a weft organized network that 'have a reputation for
excellence in the field. This reputacioa is well documented
by six years of external evaluations. These evaluations
solicit information from grantees on their satisfaction
with RAP's services. Additional qualitative data is obtained
from each ACYF regional offi^- and all 50 stave education
agencies. The unique evaluation system demands accounta-
bility by RAPs and provides .the climrte for competition to
achieVe excellence. It also has served as the vehicle by
which identified contractors have been informed of their
perceived lack of responsiveness to grantee needs. Contractors
whose performance did not meet the expectations of the grantees

_did not continue in the role and were replaced by new contract-
ors, Currently, the RAPs are evaluated by grantees, regional-
offices, and State Department of Education. The information
obtained from the evaluation of RAPs, shared confidentially,
has consistently documented the value of the RAP network.
The findings have demonstrated a high level of consumer satis-
faction with accessibility, quality and level of RAPs effort.
Consistently, as grantees are solicited each year to evaluate
their'participation with RAP services on,a scale of 0-4, RAPs
have averaged in 3.1 - 4.0 range.

There are five essential characteristics of a training and
technical assistance delivery system recommended in Head Start:
Directions for the Nfxt Thren fears. The RAP network is reSpon-
sive to each of these criterij in the following ways:

o First, RAPs arc a stable network that have been in --
place for six years and have earned the cOhfidence of
the programs they serve as evidenced in the annual
third party evaluations. The network has a repu-

- cation for responsiveness to local needs, is seen
as the initiator of interagency agreelent,s and
collaboration between state and local agfhcies,
and as a system which has created many innovative
products and training activities. It has a
computerized information and retrieval system
which can gather and interpret data to the benefit
of national, regional, and local programs. It
has responded to need through the activities of the
RAP Task Forces whichhave addressed such iSSMS of
national significance as CDA competencies for
children with handicaps, children identified

\

2 9
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as speech and language handicapped, and inter-
agency agreements between Head Start and the
State Departments of Education% The successful
relationships developed by the RAP network have
taken time to build and are a result of on-going
contact, nurturing, and establishing of trust.

o Second. RAPs are accountable to the Jlead Start
' grantee Community because RAF5Fprimary role is

to determine and respond to grantee generated
requests. lhe RAPs conduct a "bottom-up"
approach to identifying needs and fecting
priorities. Each grantee is contacted at least
four times :year by phone, mail, or in person
to collect data which is used to determine the
direction and content of training and technical
assistance to grantees provided by RAP. As noted
previously, an outside evaluation is employed
to conduct an in depth study of satisfaction by
the users of the service.

o Third, though RAP operates within the framework
of a national contract, in essence flexibility
is inherent in the design of the contract. The
priority task for RAP is to respond to any'need

R. 'gra:nt te. relatedo-ttre-ldi-c-appe-d
effdrt.

This compliments RAp's further task of prflactively
identifying consumer needs in the regfon for
training and technical assistance by conducting
the annual needs assessment of all grantees.
Although under contract, the RAPs have been able
to adapt work plans to meet the special neids of
each region and the grantees they serve. They have

been able to transfer the national Head Start thrust
through identified contract tasks to local, state, and

regiop while still remaining flexible and responsive

to local direction. While grants or cooperative.
agreements would make it easier to change and are'less
restrictive, the funding mechanism of contracts has
not prevented,RAPs from functioning effectively.

o Fourth. RAP reserves Training and Technical
Assistance funct ons which are vital-F6-17e7Success
and improvement of-ifead Start programs. -trirh7Ti7T-

well documented track reCOT-d-in facifftating
linkages.for grantees with human service agencies.
RAP has formalized agreement with numerous State
Education Agencies, Local Education Agencies and

Head Start programs. RAPs 'nave assisted local
programs in effecting a wide variety of linkages.

2 9 j
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o Fifth, RAP though not a wholly regional effort,
maintainS the important characteristics of a
decentralized program while preserving the
benefit of 2 national netWork. RAPs are regionally
located and ate already functioning as part of a '
regional service delivery system. There could be
little gained by eliminating the national network
capabilities, as previously described, and e great
deal lost on behalf of services to handicapped
children and their families. While the RAPs
form an important network which provides a
system for technology transference, they also
remain responsive to the unique needs of each
region. The tasks as outlined in the RAP
statement of work are responded to in a way that
is appropriate to the individual region because
there is not a single contractor with central
control.

Over the last six years, RAP contiacts have been awarded
to a variety of non-profit organizations - both public andprivate. These dnclude public schools, universities, hospitals,and private non-profit organizations. Some of these contracts
have co-existed in settings where there are national and seate
special efteation projects, University Affiliated Facilities,
,and oder special programs for preschool children. This
diversitrhas provided a unique element of interface between the
public and private sector to better serve handicapped children.

We appreciate having the opportunity to respond to this
important document and anticipate your careful consideration
of our comments. We are sure, you share with us. the concern
to preserve Head Scare's unique contribution of services to
handicapped children. It remains the bulwark of mainstreaming
education for these children, and we must work together to
support this important effort.

Sincerely,

1

Phyllis R. Magrab, Ph.D
Director, RAP
Professor, Pediatrics
Chairman, RAP Task Force on
Response to Head Start Directions
for the NextTHFeZYETrs

PM/ck

cc: Henley Foster
ACYF Regional Office
Directors
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"HEAD START: DIRECTIONS FOR THE NEXT THREE YEARS" (DRAFT)

THE ADMINISTRATION FOR CHILDREN,,YOUTH AND FAMILIES

OFFICE OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
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I. Purpose

The intent of this paper is to provide an initial responSe to
the October 22, 1981 draft, "Head Start: Directions for the
Next Three Years" prepared by ACYF, HDA and HHS. It represents
the current thinking of the New Jersey Head Start Directors'
Association and may be reworded/augmented as warrented as ACYF's
recommendations and strategies leiome more focused. The member-
ship of the Association represe t ,all of tjas statei Head Start
Programs and the clientele servicea include-- approximately
7,000 families incorporating diverse ethnic groups who live in
rural, urban an,d suburban communities throughout the state of
New Jersey. It is lamented that the restricted distribution of
the "Directions" draft and the brevity of the allotted comment
period conspired to limit .the source and number of possible
responses from the concernfd Head Start community.

'tk
.

Our purpose is to-Offer inalysis and commentary on those ob-
jectives, and strategies for their achievement, (identified with-
in the above reference paper), with the intention being that this
analysis and commentary be considert6by ACYF as it works to
identify polic Y, refine issues, imp ement strategy, and propose
specific actions for the Head Start community.

We offer these comments in a non-rhetorical, non-polemical manner,in response to the invitation for comments both expressed and
implied within the ACYF document. The general format to be fol-
lowed herein is (1) to first identify basic assumptions under-
lying the analysis, (2) to offer an item by item analysis of
issues, and proposals, indicating areas of agreement and of dis-
agreement, and offering where applicable alternative proposals,(3) to offer concluding comments and a summary statement of the
New Jersey Head Start Director's Association position relative
to proposed directions Head Start may take within the next threeyears.

,
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II. Considerations and Assumptions

The impact of Head Start on the education, health, nutrition

and total development of low-income pre-school children, in-

cluding the handicapped, is well documented by a wide range

of groups and individuals whose commitment to, and expertise

in comprehensive quality child development
programming is un-

assailable. (*, **). ACYF "Directions" draft recognizes the

impressiveness of Head Start's success, as well. The draft

considers "essential the comprehensive.and developmental na-

ture of the Head Start program, the priority of serving poor

and handicapped children; the strong emphasis on parental

involvement; and the program's community-based local orienta-

tion." If ACYF truly believes that "it is important to both

preserve and...strengthen those characteristics that mike

(Head Start) unique,...contribute to making it work and...

provide for local community ownership and support, then many

of its proposed dinctions and strategies are in conflict,

with that belief and its implementation. If local orientation

is respected, then each community should continue to be able

to assess the needs of its families and construct programming
of the appropriate nature and duration to comprehensively

address those needs.

The following,is a summary of some of the major assumptions

upon which this paper is based. These assOmptions are neither
mptually exclusive nor are they meant to be exhaustive. Each

will be analyzed either explicitly or implicitly within the

context of the discussion to follow. They are offered here

as a spring board for a definition of the positions we shall

be taking.

(I) First, for the record, we must state that we are
developing this paper under assumption that it

will be read in "good faith" i.e., that final

policy and implementation strategies, while under

consideration, have not yet been proposed. We

are taking seriously the indication that the ACYF

document is a "discussion draft" designed to
stimulate commentary and discussion which, by
implication, will be considered within furthir

deliberations by ACYF.

*Lazar and Darlington, "The Lasting Effects After Pre-School";

University Consortium for Longitudinal Studies.

**"Head Start in the 80,s: Review and Recommendations";
President's Blue Ribbon Panel Report.
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II. Considerations and Assumptions (Continued)

(2) Furthermore, we have developed this paper within
the context of agreement with the ACYF position
that Project Head Start works, and that we should
work to preserve and strengthen those unique
characteristics of the program that contributy
to making it work.

(3) Those unique characteristics of the Head Start
program that make it work include (a) the com-
prehensive nature of the program, (b) the develop-
mental nature of the program, (c) the priority
to serve both the poor and the handicapped,
(d) the emphasis on parent involvement, (e) and
the community based nature of the program.

(4) e further assume that program effectiveness has
4een based, in part, upon our requirement to design
program options on the basis of conprehensive
community needs assessments (CNA), and not on ad-
ministrative or economic convenience. The CNA is
conspicuouslylallsent from the ACYF document.

(5) We are also writing under the assumption that there
is room for improvement in Head Start, another fac-
tor in agreement with an ArYF assumption. However,
to simply say that improvement is needed is to offer
a tautology that is of little use since virtually
every funded program that exists or has existed hasroom for improvement. The quest for improvement will
play a more central role in our position.

(6) Any changes being considered in Head Start certainly
need to be considered within the context of the
national trend in the direction of cost effective-
ness, but that changes not only consider cost effec-
tiveness, but, also the improvement of the qualityof the Head Start program nationally. In short, we
are assuming that any proposed changes in the Head
Start program not be based on ecop.otnic consideration
alone, but that we take our desire for improved
quality seriously apd offer this as the major cri-teria for evaluating program change within the con-
text of current funding patterns.

Therefore, while we agree in very general terms with some of theobjectives identified within the ACYF document (although we donot agree with a good deal of the proposed implementation strat-egy), we do not necessarily
agree with the order of priorityplaced on the proposals. In short, as program managers workingwith public funds, we will enthusiastically embrace any changesthat will lend themselves

to cost effectiveness, providing thatthe guality of the progranl be increased. Any and all changes

2 9



II. Considerition and Assumption (Continued)

donsidered within the Head Start,program sbould be made within

the context of the dominant objective of zent of Program

Quality.

We do not merely see improvement of program quality as a feas-,

ible objective. We see it as a necessary priority, a yardstick

for the measurement and evaluation of change. While we must

all recognize that current federal policies constitute a radical

alteration in national prioritism and that this alteration in

in t,olicy will necessitate changes in the Head Start program,
it is the position of the New Jersey Head Start Director's
Association that changes proposed for Head Start be proposed

not only within the context of changing national priorities as

defined by the current administration, but that these changes
have as their foundation a sincere desire to preserve aad in-

crease the comprehensiveness, performance standards and docu-

mented reputation for quality serv4ce delivery of Head Start

within the current national environment.

The questions, therefore, are: How can we do a more effective

job in the Head Start Program within changing national priori-

ites? What objectives are realistic and feasible within the

context of the necessity to maintain and strive to improve the

quality of the Head Start Program? It is our contention that
the objective oft"change" must be analyzed within the context

of possible finaAcial restrictions; however, the intent of the

Head Start legislationto maintain standards "no less compre-

hensive than those in effect on the date of the Economic Oppor-

tunity Amendments of 1978."* To this end, we strongly oppoe
the proposed trend to deregulate monitoring by the ACYF/OHDS

officials who are aware of the standards for perforzance and

are in position to assure that Head Start Programs in all
states and territories operate in a manner in which perfor-
mance standards are met or exceeded.

z

*"Congressional Record" - U.S. House of Representatives,
July 29, 1981.
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III Item Analysis

I. Head Start Enrollment - Is it possible to maintain or possibly
increase Head Start enrollment'while- increasing the quality
of the program, and considering current funding patterns?

2. T. TA - Assumini that the delivery of T & TA needs improve-
Wii.17'how can this best be accomplished while improving the
quality of the Head Start prOgram, and considering current
funding-patterns?

3. Community Linkages - How do we strengthen Head Start's rela-
tionship with other community agencies and service providers,
thus increasing our program effecfiveness and allowing for
current funding patterns?

4. Improvement in Management and Administration - What specific
improvements need to be made in the sphere oi the management
and administration of the Head Start program on both the
federal and local level which would increase the quality of
the Head Start program and take into consideration the current
national funding patterns?

5. Quality Improvement - What other factors need to be considered
in the improvement of program quality within the context of
current national funding patterns?

IV. Head Start Enrollment

We' maintain that it is discrepant for ACYF to, at once, have as
Major objectives the naintainence of current Head Start enroll-
ment levels, and the improvement of program quality while accept-ing a stasis in funding dollars.

When we recognize that the benefits derived fromHead Start asevidenced by lower sptcial education costs and increased life
time earnings of participants by 2361, the economies we are
proposing may.be false.

If a proposed economic "trade-off" says that generally education,
health, and social services must be provided but not in a manner
that will improve the functional life condition of the low income
child, then we are not talking about Head Start.

For Head Start to continue it will require a responsive T & TA
network mandated federally and coordinated regionally.

Local orientation and program (LDO) has and should continue to
be Head Start watchwords. Programs that can clearly Aemonstrate
a local need for service irrespective of the daily hours or
yearly duration of-operations should be permitted to continue
them. Programs should have the local responsibility/flexibility
to assess their community conditions in fiscal year '82 given
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IV. Head Start En'rollment (Continued)

the reduction in other available service. In New "Jersey alone,

.S title XX state operated day care centers will be closed

before the end of November, 1961. Others will experience severe

service reductions. "Workfare" can require a mother with
children 3 years or older (Head Start eligible often) to Seek

employment at miniium wages. Economic presures will push
additional mothers into the work force. All of these factors "

will require greater than lesser child care demands for lower
hours:.and more months of the year. The need for PCC's will

continue to be important. The under provision of vital services
is not on economy, but creates conditions that must be faced

and paid for at far greater human costs.

A'cost per child "floor" rather than a "ceiling" should be

Considered by ACYF. We should guarantee that no program falls
below a dertain level of per child appropriation. If ceilings

are to be considered, they should be hourly ones that would
take into,account the duration of program (daily, weekly, yearly.)

Further such a ceiling should be weighted to account for local

cost of living (impacting especially food, utilities, facilities
and transportation), the presence or absenCe of transportation

systems and other factors. To look only at supposedly "low
cost" programs, and the supposed "high cost" programs without
designing 2 measure to ascertain what the "low" and "high"
dollars purchased in services would be misleading and perhaps

discriminatory.

Ostensibly, Head Start is a "social safety net" program. Upon
closer examination, the support webbing of the net is being cut.

It was the intent and spirit of the Congress for Head Start to be

funded at the $950 million level for fiscal '82 at $1,007 billion

for fiscal '83 and at $1,085,357,840 for fiscal '84. The
"Directions" draft assumes a, 121 cut in the expected '82 funding
level, 2n uncertain level of finding in '83 and the maintainence

of '83 uncertainity into fiscal year '84.
ir

The most immesliate budget.efight in the United States Congress
-'1November 22, 23, 1981) centered on 21 to 4t cuts from the
Head Start budget, with a presidential veto making the site

of the slash to Human Services Programs unmistakeably "up for

votes". Cuts in services to the poor are proposed at a time when

tthenumber of poor has reached.,23.9 million. * This rise of
3 million poor from 1979-80 reverses 20 years of movement from

poverty by America'$ poor. **

The Federal budget changes have already impacted state budgets

as well. In New Jersey alone, 5.9 million dollars have been
cut from vital service programs.

"Money, Income and Poverty Statistics of Eersons in the U.S.".:

1980. et al. U.S.Xensus Bureau.

**"CDF Reports". October, 1981.

2 93
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IV. Head Start Enrollment (Continued)

AFDC benefits are to be cut by 60 million dollars. Notably 14.4%
6f the heads of AFDC families, primarilly female are employed
and benefits to their children may te eliminated or substantially
reduced."

The proposed cuts directly to the Head Start budget and to the
support programs (Welfare, Medicaid, EPSDT, etc.) that are
vital to the low income familis and to those with handicapped
children whom it serves diametrically oppose quality child

..designatinn of Head Start as a "safety net program" implies.

We feel that Head Stift enrollment can be maintained but to
' increase it would alter quality to an appreciable degree.

V. Training and Technical Assistance

Any chadge in the present delivery system for T & TA must include
the input-of those who are to receiVe services. One feas.ible
way would be to establish a Task Force of Head Start Directors
within each state to analyze the feasibility of any system
proposed, the appropriateness and ability of grantees under
consideration and to aid in the selection of pie institution fo
whom the grant for providing T & TA is awarde0.

"Position Paper on FCderal Human Services Budget Reductions."
The N.J. Human Services Coalition, Fall 1981.
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VI. COMMUNITY LINKAGE:

Federal cuts heve already decreased xLa-services7that com-
a munity agencies are propting,to Heed Start- Private industry

'is, too, being hurt. Generally, Head Start Programa are com-
mitted to_utiliiing available community resources. .However;

we must be cognizant of-the fact that local resources, includ-

ing those for the-handicapped; are likely to diminish rather
that eipand.

For example, states will no longer be under penalty iorlailUre
to provide EPSDT services. It is anticivated thar the funding
for and provision of those-services will be_negaciveli affected.
Medicaid is.being reduced by millions in New Jersey alone. This

appears to be an ever decreasIEF7iiFurce. USDA will be pro-
viding fewer reimbursement $ tet programs. CETA, the major
source for employees-not paid through Head Start funds has-been

complitely eliminated. Undei,these circumstances, 4e cannot
envision an increase in-the services that Head Stait can re-
ceive from other-community agencies. We must also keep in mind

.'that our major thrust is in-maintaining a degree of service that
takes into acdount human dignity that will motivate the develop-
ment of the potentials that human beings already have. The
present manner in which many existing social services within the

community at large are delivered does not support this concern.

'While'the draft lauds community-based local orientation, it is
pushing Head Start toward state control. It seems unlikely
that the very state and local agencies thafhave been unrespon-
sive to po6nlamilies in less economically strained times (in
fact their unresponsiveness prompted the Head Start policy of
parent 1.1.4olvement) will not provide.a meaningful avenue for

parent and-community input. The-federal role in the face of
budget constraints should be to monitor even more closely to
ensure the provision of vital serVices rather than allowing 50

states to make laissez-faire political rather than chikd develop-

ment deoisions. Sustaining that level of funding cuts over 3.
years will do serious damage to Head Start's ability to function

maximally. To imply otherwise is cruel and inaccurate.

a
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VII. IMPROVEMENT IN MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION:

We agree that cumbersome regulations shoulA be streamlined;
however, this does not mean deregulation. It is vital that
any assessment Cools that are withdrawn (such as the SAVI)
must be substituted with management tools that will allow
at least comparable means for programs to evaluate their
iliTEEN'eness and quality. We would welcome assistance in
management training that would assure the "best" delivery of
services.

VIII. QUALITY OF IMPROVEMENT:

A number of the strategies proposed are discrepant. 'The
misconceptions lie in the proposed relationships between
quality, adult/child ratio end staff salary increases being
possible under the federal limitations. The move seems to
be toward less monitoring. This will tend to lessen quality
for Head Start, T/TA, CDA, etc. The focus of the paper is
in terms of political and/or economic factors as opposed to
quality service. ,

There is danger in allowing the change in interpretation of
regulations to change or -diminish the comprehensiveness of
the law that established Head Start. The posturtof the draft
'seems to put Head Start in is, position to fail.

CONCLUSION:

. Many of the alternatives suggested in the draft seem to us sure
means of failure Of the Head Start Program. Clarity needs to
be given to the proposed 8 mopth maximum year and 6 soUr day.
Does 8 month year mean serv,ice year or operation year? It
does not seem reasonable to expect staff to favorably consider
working for only 8 months. If the remaining 4jmonths are to
be supported by either welfare or unemploymentrwould not largely
curtail the federal dollars spent. Staff turnover would become
herrendous.

Facilities for operation sites are not leased on an 8 month year.
And many other areas of concern when endeavoring to meet the
needs of the eligible population within the community would
be weakened:

It is our hope that the Administration for Children Youth and
Families is honeitly seeking to cont'nue Head Start as a program
that meets the needs of children and families through a compre-
hensive inter-component approach that helps both children and
their parents to reaCh theirhighest potential. In that regard,
we feel.that any change in direction should incorporate the
input of local programs, who have labored to acheive the Head
Start Program that works!

'302
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HATIONAL MIGRANT HEAD START DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION

December 2, 1981

Nr. Warren Mister
Acting Commissioner
arinistratiOn for Children.
Youth and ramilies
P. q. Box 1182
ws.hington pc 20013

'1'.0.1144 917
Laredo. Texas 71040

(572) 722 5174

Romeo Sdutntes
Cluirpenen

Dear Hr. Hester

Enclosed is our response to the ACYF Issuance - Head Start: Directions

for the Next Three Years.

We appreciate the opportunity of regyonding, though we wish that a process
to assess needs and to set priorities end solutions had been afforded by
ACYF to our parents, staff and communities on a much more timely basis.

We will forward to you shortly a summary of our needs and proposed solutions
that we believe are practical and cost effective.

We stand ready to assist you at all tines in a dialogue designed to improve
the opportunities for children of migrant families and for Head Start

programs everywhere.

RShab

Sincerely,

ear41-4-.4"4"--4
Romeo Sifuentes
Chairperson
National Migrant Head Star:
Directors Association

"Los Milos el 0f0 y filtuf0 de la gents".

303
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NATIONAL INDIAN HEAD START DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION
a

107CAROLSTREET TAHLEODA140KLAHOMA 74464
(91411456-0611 EX11418

Mr. Warren Master
Acting Commissioner
Administration for Children,
Youth and Families
P. o. box 1182

Washington DC 20013

Dear Mr. Master:

December 2, 1981

Atiached is our response to the document Head Start: Directions for the
Next Three Years. The members of the Indian Association welcome the opportunity
of presenting to Aar our views on this document. Considering the.far reaching
implications of the material, we are very concerned about the limited time we
have had to review this with our parents, our staff, our Tribal Councils and
those service providers with whoa we work.

We will submit a special report to you in the near future that summarizes the
needs of our program and that proposes solutions. fie look forward to meeting
with you.

Respectfully,

Y nne Bushyhead
Chairperson

National Indian Head Start
Directors Association

YI:ca
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A Response By The

National Indian and Migrant Head Start Associations

To The ACYF Paper

Head Start: Directions For'The Next Three Years

In developing-a rationale for its budget request-of $950 million for

7182, the Administration for Children, Youth, and Families submitted a

document to Congress in the spring of 1981 that included the statements

that follow. It is important to re-read these when considering a response

to the Strategy Paper:

". Head Start services are provided through a hationwide network-of

1,260 grantees, serving approximately 2,000 communities. The

program employs approxinately 71,900 persons in these communities,

25 percent of whom-are parents of current'or former Head Start

children.

Head Start also conducts research and demonstration programs, such

as the Child and Family Resource Program which is developing ahd

testing methods of delivery of family oriented child development

services using linkages with other community resources.

The 1982 budget level request of $950 million will provide direct

comprehensive child development services to 374,300 preschool

children and their familiei. In addition, this year's request will

restore or improve the quality of Head Start projects in-several

key areas that are directly related to child gains, such as reducing

overcrowding in classes, improving projects' capacity to hire and

retain qualified and experienced staff, ard providing adequate

physical facilities.

305
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All of the requested $:30 million funds increase will be provided

directly to local Head Start projects. Of this amount, $78 million

will be used to aid projects in offsetting higher operating costs

due to inflation so that current levels of enrollment and program

quality can be maintained. Enrollment in fuli year Head Start

projects will remain at the 1981 level of 366,300 children.

After using $78 million of the $130 million funding increase to

offset higher operating costs, the remainini-$52 million will be

used to take steps to restore and upgrade program quality in key

areas where there have been losses due to the impict of inflation.

Approximately $14 million of the $52 million for quality improvements

will be used to add 635 classrooms and 1,270 related staff to

existing Head Start programs. This will enable projects with

overcrowded classrooms to reduce average class attendance to nearer

the level of 15 children per class required for sound developmental

programs and to improve staff to child ratios. Currently one-third

of all Head Start classes have enrollments of 20 or more children

whic,h result in actual attendance in excess of 15 children.

As the process of converting Summer Head Start.projects to more

effective full year-operation is continued, summer enrollment will

fall from an estimated 12,200 children in 1981 to an estimated

8,000 children in 1982. The snall increase in full year enrollment

which will result 'from such conversions will be offset by enrollment

losses in full year projects in states which are not eligible for

funding increases under the statutory allotment formula.

. Approximately $33 mih.on of the $52 million for quality improvement

will be used to increase the salaries of Head Start teachers,

classroom aides, and other personnel. .Head Start salaries have

been historically low both in absolute terms and in comparison to

wages paid for comparable jobs in local comounitit. For example,

in 1980, nearly half of Head Start employees earneNannual wages
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below $6,230 which is the Federal poveriy line for a family of

three. Upgrading staff salaries will improve the qvdall quality

of services provided to Head Start Children by enabling projects to

attract more skilled teach'ing staff and-by reducing currently high

rates of staff turnover.

. The remaining $4 million in 'increased funding will be used for the

improvement of facilities to help projects meet state and local

health and safety standards. A number of piojects currently have

some degree of noncompliance-with local codes or Head Start regulations.

In addition to local program operations, Head Start will continue a

number of training, research, demonstration and evaluation initiatives

in FY 1982:

. Training and technical assistance. A variety of training and

technical assistance activities will.be directed toward assisting

local projects.in meetizg program performance standards in

component areas such as education, social services, parent

involvement, and health services. IDther major efforts include

coptinuing the Child Development Associate/Head Start Supplementary

Training project, aimed at improving the competence of classroom

staffrassisting local projects in improving services to

children enrolled in Head Start home-based programs; enhancing

bilingual/bicultural aspects of programs; and providing technical

assistance and training to improve services to handicapped

children. In addition, there will be,a continuation of efforts

begun in FY 1980 and FY 1981 to improve the administrative and

financial management skills of staff employed by local Head

Start programs.

Research and Demonstration. Four research and demonstration

projects will be continued in FY 1982. The Child and Family

,.307
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Evaluation. Evaluation projects which assess the effectiveness

of the major research .ind demonstration efforts and Head Start

programs and program components will be continued in FY 1982,

as will a project which is developing measures for assessing

the effects of Head-Start on children. No new evaluations

will be started in FY 1982."

Many of the values, concepts, and programs expressed in the above

statements of ACYF in the spring of 1981 were lost by ACYF by summer and

mit just because of a potential funding cut from $950 million to $832

million. There is no reason to expect ACYF to push ior so-called "deferred

increases" for FY 83, as stated in the draft. Certainly there was never

any intention by ACYF, as confirmed by the ACY7 Acting Commissioner in

August, to advocate or request of Congress an appropriation for FY 83 of

$1.007 billion, as authorized by Congress.

This response to the "Strategy Paper" centers not only on the funding

issue, but also upon advocacy for Head Start, "tinkering" with a program

that works well, avoidance of local input and local decisions and expediency

posturing. Of Particular concern to the Head Start community is the

rush job that this "Strategy Paper" has placed upon it. That paper,

dated October 22, 1961, was first received by an IMPD program on November 10.

Some programs acrgss the country received official Regional mailings--

the first mailings--as late as December 1. Host IMPD Grantees did have

the opportunity of reviewing the draft, though it must be recorded at

the outset that there was little opportunity of review by the Grantees

with,Delegate Agencies, with parent groups or with the general support

base of the Head'Start community. .

In the case of migrant programs, the material arrived during,a tim; of

transition. At the upstream or user areas, there was a program close-

down operation in effect, whereas, at the home-based sites, migrants had

generally not yet returtied. The timing for migrint eesponse could not

have been worse for full community and parent input. Before any otlier

308
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content point isIdeveIopcd, that poiut must be-underscored. Parent

involvement has been a cornerstone of the Head Start Proiram since

inception, yet the opportunity of preparing groups to have time f r

review and comment on this document has been ignored by ACYF offiCials.

Nor was there any thought given by ACYF towards the multilingual needs

of the target populations, Indian or migrant. The translation requirements

are Immense.

For months, a select group of ACYF officials have conducted a closed

review of what they percieye to be the problems and remedies of Head

Start. The same officials alarmed the Head Start community through a

* supposed in-house communication called the Hopkins Paper, and followed

that withIlle issuance to which these comments are directed. larking

from a monolingual base and with a considerable time period for review,

analysis, and revision discussions, those officials now require a near

immediate turn-around response time from low-income population dispersed

across all of our country and with a multiplicity of language needs. We

are puzzled and surprised by the changes contemplated, by the "urgency"

of it all, and by the failure to include Head SLIM parents and staff in

needs assessment and solutions. Indeed, the initial paragraph of the

draft states that "this paper provides a brief overview of the objectives

that ACYF has established for Head Start over the ncAt ihree years and

of the actions that can be undertaken to achiev,them. It represent-s

our current thinking concerning what directions to pursue and what is

most important to accomp lish within the period of Head Start's legislative

reauthorization."

That paragraph is followed shortly by this one, "In considering how we

would respond to the Assistant Secretary's request, we thought it useful

and in,keeping with the intent of the assignment to define the task in

terms of two general questions: Firsl, what objectives do we believe

are most important and feasible to pursue over the next several years;

and second, what strategies or actions should be implemented in order io

achieve those objectives? We also believe that framing the task in

30d
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terms of these two questions wolld of necessity compel consideration of

broad programmatic and budget policy issues, as,well as issues of a more

operational,and administrative nature."

So after months of work, ACYF in a folksy, personal pronoun presentation

(our, we, her) submits "the objectives that ACYF has established
. . .

and the actions that can be undertaken to achieve them." Then and only

then does it permit its deliberations to be viewed by others during a

brief comment period. ACYF officials decided to go about this mission

without input from the field--parents, directors, staff, former parents,

and the broad-based community that supports Head Start (even though that

very obviously is where substantial knowledge is) until the very last.

,To state that the issuanCe is merely a "discussion draft" is nonsense.

It is much more than that. It is a report long in the making, refined

and refined again, and submitted as "our current thinking." To suggest

a premise that "we will elicit views and suggestions of interested

persons and organizations,4 and then fail to provide time and distribution

for that full review, especially by the most affected group of all, Head

Start families, causes one to consider just how much involvement was

wanted and how much will be accePted.

Feelings are facts, probably the most basisc facts of all. There is a

feeling across the Hed Start community that the administration does not

intend to meaningfully seek the advice and input from those who participate

in and direct local programs. While eschewing local control, the adminittration

ignored local participation in discussing current status and future

directions of Head Start while Such discussions were in the formative

stages. Though professing a position ofIlocal decision making, the

administration adopted a big brother syndrome of "I know what is best

for you." And then the administration says to those fortunate enough to

get a dr4ft and be able to read/underatand it, "Hurrrdp.with your

comments because we're on our way."
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There is .a'great deal of Aifference between expediency and effectiveness.

There is also a great,deal of truth in the statement that one works most

diligently at those things that he has shared im deciding. Head Start

has been around a long time and will be around for a long time to come.

The universal success it has enjoyed has been through a diversified

structure with tremendous involvement in the decision-making process at

the levels where the prograr operates. It is truly unfortunate that in

the haste to put some sort of change agent in effect, there was not time

taken to consider the process by which changes, whatever they finally

may be, would be put into effect.

None of the comments above addresses specific iteds coetained in the

issuance. But all of the comments above are-germane to the perception

by which the issuance is received and of logistics associated with it.

Damage has been done to ACYF by the_manner in which it proceeded, and

damage has been done to Head Start in the process. That should not and

need not have occurred, and that is what the foregoing.preliminary

comments are all about.

A General Observation. President Reagan, former President Carter, and

both branches of Congress have supported a $950 million-level for'Head

Start. The need for at least that amount is clearly evident and well

documented by ACYF.in material prepared for Congress last spring. While

soMe of the pi'oposed policy changes in the draft could be beneficial,

most will not be possible to achieve at even a $950 million level ind

certainly not at $832

Objective No. 1 - Maintain and If Possible Expand Head Start Enrollment

The draft contains a number of sections in testimony to the success of

Head Start as a comprehensive child development program. That quality

will only be maintained with additional funds. Regional audits, program

monitoring, and GAO reports attest to the cost offectiveness and fiscal

accountability of Head Start programs. There is no fat. The draft

proposal is to find funds by:
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The $13,000,000 increase.

Utilization of a portion cf T/TA and R, D and E Programs.

1 "Savings" through more economical operation.

lACYF has already sumniarized for Congress the economic plight of Head

!start staff. That staff, sadly underpaid historically and projected at
f

75 percent of total expenditures by ACYF, would require an increase of

/ 66.4 million dollars just to offset inflation, based upon the CPI of

/ 10.8-for the year ended,September 30, 1981. Thm.balance of the 25 percent

, of program costs are described in the draft as "relatively uncuntrollable -

j rent, utilities, food, and some elements of transportation services."

a

The draft continues with a statement that 4early summarizes our situation:

"Most local programs have had to place stringent limits on the

growth of staff salaries and fringe benefits. Many have also had

to-redlice the number of staff employed or their hours of work.

Thus, coming in one fashion or another, all local Head Start programs

have had to take steps to offset inflationary pressures. In some

cases, the.result has been a decrease in hours of service (typically

a change from full-day to part-day operations). In other instances,

local program actions have adversely affected service quality--

resulting, for example, in classroom overcrowding and salary scales

that make it very difficult to attract and retain qualified staff.

Yet,.in other cases, there has been a permanent reduction in the

number of children served. Inflation, even at the reduced rates

anticipated for future years, will continue to diminish the purchasing

power of Head Start appropriations."

Well stated.

Training and Technical Assistance

The savings from T/TA, though not identified by amount, will not be

appreciable. The transfer to local programs through consortiums or

other arrangements is welcome add will provide for more effective return
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on T/TA expenditures. The need for training dollars for IMPD programs

is imperative, particularly for multicultural CDA efforts.

Research, Demonstration and Evaluation

Phasing out research, demonstration and evaluation projects should not be

done. The programs are as vital now as they were last spring when ACYF

spoke strongly of their value. We do not have many answv06 and certainly

not all of them. All growth--business, industry, labor, and the human

service field--is linked closely with research and evaluation. Demonstration

projects are essential for adoption, adaption, and transportability, and

through that process, are very cost effective. The report to Congress,

by-the Comptroller General, Early Childhood-and Family Development Programs

Improve the Quality of Life for Low Income Families, February 6, 1979,

speaks in 'glowing terms about CFRPs and PCCs. The substantial body of

research clearly documelitthe benefits of early intervention. The

concepts embodied in these programs have been extended beyond the funded

number.of programs and serve as a major resource to basic Head Start.

These two programs should be made part of regular Head Start as an

option for local Communities at a basic funding formula.

Infant and Toddler Services

It is especially-important to the Migrant programs that services for

infants and toddlers continue. Without those centers, infants and

toridlers will again go to the fields with their parents, or an older

school-aged child will stay home to "care" for them, or they will be

shunted about, because when already limited work is available, migrant

families must work. The effect upon school-age children, forced to stay

home and care for young ones, would be devastating. It would perpetrate

the cycle of poverty and have a negative major impact upon the Title I

Migrant Program.

Full-Day Programs

FUll-day Head Start-programs should not be eliminated as a local option.

We appreciate the fact that programs serving migrant children will be
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'exempted from.this policy. We believe, however, that all programs

should be exempted--that,is, the policy should not be adopted. Full-day

services are becoming more and more difficult to find as federal and,

state funds for child care are cut. Head Start is the only such option

available on some Tribal lands. Compounding this is a requirement for

single parents of preschool children to find work. This full-day

service is vital for low-income people to stay.off welfare. Reducing

the length of day and year will also seriously affect staff salaries

already low and staff turnover already too high.: In addition to the.

detrimental effects upon the child and program quality, continual retraining

is'a very costly item. It is a blow to the Head Start parent mho has

volunteered long in the program to obfin a decent job. The opportunity

for full-day program should continue to be made available as local needs

require.

Per Child Costs

We share the concern about variances in per-child costs, and we would be

glad to participate in any cost analysis effort. We would point out,

however, that the factors that can cause disparities, i.e., local operating

environments, geographical range, transportation, center availability,

age rinse, prevailing economy, local negotiating contracts, bicultural

materials, distance from health and chher service providers, and more,

all contribute to cost variances. We appreciate that this subject area

is concluded by a statement that "the setting of cost limits is an issue

that will require furtheethought and analysis before policies. . .can

be implemented. We propose to pursue further analytical work in this

area during the coming year . . . ." We recommend to ACYF that field

staff and parents be involved froth the outset in that effort.

Grantee Consolidation

Consolidation of Grantees is not be a factor in IMPD programs. Migrant

programs already serve a large geographical base. This approach from

the national office is desirable because of the national character of

igrant nrograms, transcending counties and often states in program
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operation. Indian programs are either peculiar to a given tribal council

setting, in which case consolidation with other councils is not feasible,

or they already operate consortiums neiving a large geographical area,

both for program effectiveness and foi.reduced costs. Consolidation

would not be a cost effective measure fr7r those areas of the country in

which MPH programs operate.

For other than MPG programs, we urge a very cautious approach to this

item. In many sections of the country, the Grantees are far apart and serve

clearly defined geographical areas. Travel conditions pose one barrier

to consolidation, but an even more vital factof is the track record and

linkage ihat programs have develOped within communities. This local

acceptance would be difficult to replace.

Agency Linkage

The matter of inter-agency collaboration and utilization of local resources

ha's always been sought at local,levels. But it is not simply a local

latter. It is a national responsibility.'1There should be a national

priority to see.that agreementf are in place with all departments,

particularly HHS, Labor, inergy, Education, Agriculture, and Interior.

Tbis is particularly crucial to Indian and migrant programs that serve

_wide geographical areas and are affecied by countless regulatory agencies.

Tbe concept of seeking local resources is not new to Head Start. It is

baiic to program operation. But, simply stated, National Endowments,

United Nay, and other such organizations predict a much tougher time for

, obtaining resources this year and in the future. The competition is

fierce for those little dollars that exist.

Volunteers

Volunteers have been a cornerstone of Head Start and will continue to

be.. Tbey cannot, however, be expected,to t5jnel the place of paid staff.

Moreover, the wOrk-fair rulings variously ig pkaci zkcross the country

coupled with projected federal guidelines, will cause exits from the

volunteer program as parepts, particulariy single-parent families, are

kls
NV.
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required to work or look for wgrk. In-the migrant program, the source

of volunteer effort is most difficult because parents are involved in

harvesting crops and the centers are generally isolated from other

iltential volunteeiresources.

Objective 2 Improved ProAram Quality

Class Size, Staff and Salaries,

It is diffiCult to reconcile statements in the Strategy Paper like

"Improving the quality of Head,Start,is a major ACYF objective for the

next 3 years" and "The quality of child care programs has a significant

influence on the extent to which poor and handicapped children realize

developmental gains" with statedenti that indicate that the writer(s)

propose to somehow reduce staff costs.with nontrained volunteers from a

variety of (nOnexistent) sources. Trained staff, working on a continuum

of employment, give the substance and character needed for the program.

Volunteers already supplement program operation in amounts unparalleled

in any state or federal program in history. iut the key is that they

supplement, they do not ;nd should not supplant.

We concur with the need to reduce class,size and to increase staff

salaries. To do this requires either a reduction in the number of

children served or an increase in funding or both. The mathematics

disprove any other contention. The draft states that "assuming the

availability of sufficient resourcei,in EY1983-1984, our plan is to

carefully target funds among existing local programs so as to eliminate

at least the most serious instances of overcrowding. Increased fundings

would be made available to local programs on a selective basis to add

both classroom facilities and a teaching staff necessary to operate

them." ACYF has previously estimated that it would,require $14.6 million

to provide 635 classrooms and employ 1,270 staff to properW reduce

class sice across the country. That is a very optimistic figure

and is bated up:on EY81 CPI and current low salary scales. A realistic

plan to reduce class size is necessary and we support such attempts. It
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will take money. We appreciate the data presented in the draft that

clearly depicts the low salaries paid Head Start staff and the high

turnove,incidence. We also strongly endorse Increasing salaries of

Head Start personnel. Approximately $66.4 million is *needed for FY82"just

to offset the CPI increase. That would do nothing, moreover, to close

the disparity of wages paid in other programs of comparable skills,

training, and responsibility. It will take money.

SAVI/PIR

We want more accountability, not less. That is why we will continue to

use the SAVI and to print the Performance Standards ourselves until new

ones arrive. We agree that the PIR, tJ:Jugh collecting some very valuable

data, is limited in scope.'We bel.1,ve that good, objective data collection

will assist local programs in evaluation and in community support and

will assist ACYF in Congressional and state relations.

Parent Training

We endorse the statement that parent training is a prime candidate for

renewed emphasis and that an expansion of local Head Start activity in

this area should be encouraged. We would likewise encourage ACYF to

make available to Grantees multi-lingual materials appropriate for

parent groups. The strain for local programs of doing so is tremendous

and duplicative across the country. We propose at least a central

clearing house for collection of those items that have been translated

across the country.

Staffing Analysis

The development of staffing analysis information would be a useful tool

for local programs to have and would provide a comparability base,

provided that the analysis takes into account local conditions of program

operation. For example, migrant programs serve a twelve-hour day, and

at certain times, six days per week. Staffing patterns need to take

into account child contact time, parent contact time, planning time, and

training needs. Those factors are generally now available in part-day
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programs where child contact is three to four hours and also in home-
based programs. Allowance for program needs beyond pupil contact hours

should be retained for those programs. Any restriction will have a

direct relation to program quality. The need in migrant programs is to

provide an allowance for these factors within the employee's.typical
eight-hour day. The statement that "personnel costs constitute about

75 percent of local Read Start operating expenses, and is therefore an

area that may offer significant potential for saving" should be revised

to read "and offers significant potential for increase." For too long a

time, employees have carried the cost of Head Start through a low salary
base.

Developmental Aspects

We do appreciate the statement that Head Start has a distinctly develop-

mental purpose and that Head Start and "day.care" programs differ in

fundamental purpose and in the nature and scope of services required to
be provided.

Cost Analysis -

We welcome participation in cost analysis procedures in attempts to gain
greater efficiencies. Such information/processes would be valuable for
local programs.

Planning

Migrant and Indian programs each have an Association in which all Grantees
participate. Joint planning by officers'of the two Associadons is

ongoing and component expertise is shared. The Associations intends to

strengthen this through a shared traAning and technical assistance
program.

Transportation

Transportation is an extremely costly item in both programs. The centers
are isolated. There is rarely the opportunity for shared ownership of
vehicles. The most expeditious routing is already maintained. We
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welcome a review of potential improvements for vehicle maintenance and

replacement programs. This factor impinges upon migrant and Indian

programs more than any othervsegment of Head Start. Roads are frequently

unpaved4nd/or not maintained. The effect on buses and vanS is tremendous.

There is no other transportation system available, We welcome-collaborative

procedures in obtaining access to lower insurance rates.

Data °Collection

We welcome improvements in the type of information that will enable

local programs, ACYF, or Congress to more efficiently discharge program

obligations.

Resources

Head Start programs across the country and with every option have historically

generated community resources to the fullest extent. If there are

isolated examples of programs that fail to do this, then that is an

opportunity for regional staff to give assistance. But it is simply not

realistic to expect Head Start to somehow magically mobilize more,and

more state and local resources. ihose resources do not exist. They

pave been cut at the federal, state, county, and local levels. The

triple whammy of budget cuts, tax cuts (with resultant effect upon

charitable contributions), and inflation have produced devasting effects

upon the availability of local resources.

The recent report by the U.S. Conference of Hayors, The FY82 Budget and

the Cities, states that "a new survey of 100 American cities reported

that federal budget cuts have caused layoffs of employees in three out

pf every five cities, caused tax increases in two out of five, and

reduced public services'in many others." That report was released by

the Joint Economic Committee of Congress and contains these statements

as well: "The survey asked cities for the effects of federal cuts on

public transportation, houssing, community developMent, public assistance,

waste water treatment programs, education, public Jobs, parks and recreation

programs, and public works. It found cuts are imposing immense burdens
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on city budgets, resulting in massive layoffs, service reductions, tax

increases, and postponement of needed capital invc.stments. A full

61 percent of the cities report layoffs, with an additional 13 percent

anticipating they soon will be forced to take similar action. Forty

percent said they have raised taxes or soon will. A total of 69 percent

of the cities responding to the survey said they have or soon will cut

back services. The reductions ate increasingly eating into health and

welfare programs, public work projects, sanitation services, and fi'ke

and police protection. The citiesiare suffering immense and diverse

costa' from the elimination of 300,000 jobs under the Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act." The survey concluded that "Reagan's new

'lederalism'--shifting spending and taxing authority from Washington to

states and local governments--has not worked."

Every indicator validates that there are less, not more, local resources

available--less medical/dehtal services, less food services, less welfare

services, less handicapped services, less EPSDT/Medicaid services, less

mental health services, less other paid staff services, less, less,

less. To create a landscape scenario that says, "stimulate more" is not

realistic and is not sound planning. The Strategy Paper indicates that

16 percent of Head Start staff are paid in full or in part from non-Head

Start funds. Host of that was CETA and is now gone. Replacement of

that amount will take 898.4 mil/ion for FY82, not including any inflation

factor adjustment.

Ob'ective 3 - Improve and Streamline the Delivery and Training and

Technical Assistance

T/TA Delivery

We concur with most of the findings in this section including the identification

of the five essential characteristics of T/TA deliyery. systems. Our

experience has been that national contractors are very expensive for the

services delivered and the services do not always meet local needs. We

would like to see periodic in-depth validations maintained, perhaps on
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a variable accrediting basis. That process, however, should use peers

and regional staff for compliance and quality factors.

CDA

With respect to the CDA issue, we are concerned about decentralization.

We want to see a consistent CDA national focus and standard, with independent

assessment, training, and credentialing. Particularly for migrant and Indian

programs, we need to maintain an open-credential whereby all members in

the field have opportunity for participation, not necessarily structured

or administered by a single university. Given'the language, nobility,

and culture of Indian and migrant programs, biculturll CDA training is

vital. rundinefor DOD programs for this is woefully lacking. We are

pleased to see the competency concept extended tó-other -job skills,

including home visitor, infants/toddlers and special needs children.

Regional Resource Centers

We do not see the need for separate regional child development resource

centers, believing that.the function can be assimilated With the TITA

provider, whether on a Grantee, state or regional basis. These centers

would be another layer of funds removed from the program.

Objective 4 - Strengthen Read Start Relationship With Other Public,

Private, and Voluntary Agencies and Organizations

Service Agreements

Read Start is local community involveisent and cooperation in its very

'best form. It has been that way from inception. A substantial part of

theresources have been generated frOm other than federal grant funds.

The track record of programs is admirable. The linkage with other human

rtiource proViders and the coordination with.staff of such agencies are

integral parts of Grantees and Delegates. Indeed, we could not operate

otherwise. In some instances, binding agreements are in effect; in

other instances, informal arrangements have been made. What is needed

is for ACTP fo take the leadcrshiP on a national scale, and develop
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agreements and consensus of resource utilitization with all the federal

array of departments that concern Head Start. Our programs cross large

geographical areas, and thus, we need service,agreements in each operating

section of the country. We will continue to link with education, but

does the Department of Education understand that its schools should link,

with us? We will continue to work with a variety of programs in the

Department of Agriculture, those that-are left, but does Agriculture

understand potential commitments and agreements to serve Head Start?

ACYF abrogates its responsibility when it does not vigorously advocate

national interdepartmental agreements to the fullest extent. Realistically,

at the local level, the basic effort is to maintain linkage systems in a

declining economic base. ACYF should not expect dr in any way project

planding on assumption that state and local government or private

resources will initiate new programs or pick up the slack of federal

cutbacks. That is,not happening, nor will it.

Technology Transfer

The technology transfer projects as described are ood concepts. Some,

like school linkages, are successfully in place in many parts of the

country. They arc represented by CFRPs as well as basic Read Start.

The development of sequential bicultural curriculum for migrant children

has long been an effort of IMP') and Title I Migrant. _The migrancy

patterns require a commitment to excellence by IIHS and the Department of

Education. The solution is a matter of articUlated agreements from the

national to the local level.

Objective 5 - Improve the Administration and Management of Head Start

Regulations

The relaxation of regulations couched in the guise of local control may

in fact serve to dilute program quality that has been carefully crafted

and nurtured over'a decade and a half. We have never considered that

ACYF has been a bureaucratic monster running amuck with a plethora of

new and conflicting regulations. Quite the contrary. We consider the

issuances to be generally reasonable and directed towards program quality.
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The statement that "requiremeats . . . will be limited to those areas

considered essential to the operation of the Head Start Program" sounds

fine--but the heart of the issue is "essential to whom?" A mere statement

that a,child is to have a physical examination may satisfy the legality

of the statute, but does not give clazity.or specificity to what the

exam should include or what the child deserves. There is some easing

space in current requirements, and we would agree to' help define those.

But the cautionary posture we take is,"don't throw out the baby with the

bath,watek."

Nonitoring

We concur that on-site monitoring should not involve outside consultants

or contract staff. We believe, however, that compliance and quality are

shared elements of a review. Quality is an outgrowth or rheostat of

compliance. We beli.eve that on-site reviews should therefore be a joint

effort of federal staff andtprogram peers. We believe that reviews

should continue to be comprehensive on a cycle that could be determined

by an accreditation basis with spot reviews of certain elements at other

times.

Exemplary Practices

We are pleased to see the concern for the identification of exemplary

practices. The concept has been developed to some extent by IHPD programs.

It should be formalized regionally by all'programs so that data banks

will be available. This is particularly important, given the high

turnover of staff, including directors.

PIR/Handicapped Serveys

We favor combining the PIE and handicapped survey reports in a format

that accurately reflects service periods.

Audits

We prefer to maintain annual audits. The fiscal and programmatic benefits

of Znnual audits far outweigh any saving involved in biannual audits.
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We would be concerned also about the tracking and reporting of year-

ending funds.

SAVI Retention

Along with programs acrosS the nation, we urge retention of the SAVI.

There are some format and content changes we would readily agree to,

including provision for short-range and long-range milestones for evaluation.

Consultation

We appreciate the statment that "ACYF will continue to consult regularly

with the Head Start community as it reviews regulations and policy

. . . " We request that the consultation and involvementbe done much

earlier than was done on the Strategy Paper to which these comments are

addressed. Indeed at the saru-tiii;, we ire requested to comment on a

shortening of the full-day program, ACYF has issued an RFP in the November 16

Federal Register for concept papers on how private and voluntary agencies

can meet the child care needs of families with Head Start.children. An

article in the November 30, 1981, Day Care and Child Development Report

states that "a Head Start Strategy Paper recently released for comment

to the child development community calls for cutting back full-day care

programs to save money. Although the paper gives no suggestions for,

serving the children affected by a cutback in hours, the recent OHDS

request might indicate that federal Head Start officials already have

one solution in mind."

*Conclusions

A concluding statement in the draft is "during the period of inflation

and severe budget constraints, a demonstration by Head Start of its

capability to increase the return on the investment of scarce public

funds would be a credit to the program. Such an accomplishment would

not go unnoticed by po1icymakers at all levels of government and would

serve to elevate Head Start as a model for what can be done in other

Human Service programs."
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,Head Start is already a credit to the nation. It bas been for some

time. It requires no further litmus tests or hurdles to attest to its,

high esteem in Congress and supposedly in the administration: Head

Start is a model of what can be done in human' service agencies. The

writers of this draft do a disservice to the program when tley suggest

that we ust somehow capture more resources to prove our image to policymakers.

Our own summary statement is that Head Start is cost effective. It

serves too precious few.of the numbers who need the program. Our needs

also include buildings, transportation, ulticultural staffs adequately

paid, materials, local health, handicapped and social service providers,

receptive school systems, good licensing, and,national service understandings.

Head Start began as a great social effort at a time of national tragedy.

It has faced and met challenge after challenge. It has earned universal

respeCt at local, state, regional, and national levels. It is a program

that works. It does not require extensive reorganization. It does

require adequate funding in order for quality and quantity to be maintained.

It (hies require constant advocacy.

We appreciate the opportunity to speak to the issues contained in the

draft. We offer the full cooperation of our MO Grantees and the

Associations that represent them in future deliberations with ACYF.

LISIBtly

12-1-81
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NATIONAL HEAD START ASSOCIATION
Touching Children . .. Reaching Families

US SOUTH MAIN STREET SOUTH BEND. INDIANA 4140I (215)334 200

Mr. Warren Master
Acting Commislioner
ACV?
P.O. Sca £182
Washington, D.C. 20013

Dear Mr. Master:

1 December 1951

We appreciate the opvortunity for the Head Start community
to comment on tn: A...art_,,Orategy Paper entitled *Head Start -
Direction, for the Next Three years". Attached you will find
the.r.!spons. 0.r Vie National Head Start Association to that
document.

Among the areas which Alre emphasised in the NHSA response,
you will find that we have given considerable emphasis to the

coaprohensive features of Head Start which have contributed tO
program Quality. We have also emphasised the involvement of
parents in selecting local options.

1:rn.Aksa We trust that meaningful dialogue between the Aar and
X.HIft NHSA can continua.

INrorloft

PHAIdol1
HMIs Tlinemam -

FrkndwAmmkMm

ProadcRI
Macy TOM ROty

Sincerely,

John Nem
President
NHSA

CP/rae

cc. Henlay roster
NHSA Affiliate tresidents
NHSA policies and Pegulations Committee

I.
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INSPONSI ST TM IUNIMIAL MO START ASSOCIATION TO
'WAD r.'ANF - Dal0CFICell FOR TM NUT IINUZ Mir

INTVOINCTION

Ibis victim of developiag diamoctimmlor Project Need Start is comizodable.

'Directions are helpful in loading see to a desired end. The paper, *Head

Stitt - Oixectimm fag awp Most Three Tears' proposes to pursue the means by

union Need Start,will reach eine desired outcomes wihin the next few years.

The paper ens developed by Notional ACIF, The Acyr docum-net wee mailed to

begimeal AM offices vim were charged with !xi:thaw distribution of their

regime. fogiosal distribution wee bridled in a variety of mays, for example,

in same regiees the distribution was does es a program by program basis, in

other regime the paper was sailed to state groups. The Latent in distribu-

tion was to solicit dismissioa end to gather input. The National Need Start

Association Lauded the piper es a part of its Duaterly board Nesting on

November 11-22, 1101. Sevier and forma/ diecuesion of the ACtF paper was also

included in the Paiicies and larilatioas Oommittse mmotames. Committee 'met-

iers were opeaed to all natiesial mid affiliate class board members who were

premmt. The intent of this paper is to share with ACT? and interested parties

the viewpoint, opinions and camieree regarding the ACTT paper which were voiced

by the parent., staff, directors, and friends who wore at'the Quarterly Soard

Mistime of musk

Thia_papec is a response by NNSA to th. Acrr paper and to those relatad issues

referral tO in the ACtir documeat. The National Need Start Association intends
--

to be actively involvod in feasulatiag the directioa for ProjaCt Need Start

and cn being a means for reaching the desired cute:cols for Need Start in the

future. In past years the Association's membership has been prnductively

bivalved with issues effecting aml related to the lives of young children. It
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is hoped that the recommendations, concerns and staaments expressed in this

paper will-be given attention by the administrators of the Department-of Health

and Human Services/Office of Warn oeveloumont Services/Administration for

Children, Youth and Families. Aesponsiveness and cooperation will lead to

greater.benefits'for children.

The structtire of the response is intended to address issues presented in the

ACYF document. In submitting this response, we encourage government officials

to seek avenues whereby the integrity of the program and its key facats will

not be comproeised. Some central maul of concern in the response are as fol-

lows:

- The assueptions and cons.derations used as a basis for the proposed

changes by Aar may not unto themselves be true and accurate.

- Some of the proposed objectives *nd subs:vent activities at times

appear to conflict with each other and with the intent of the Head

Start legislation as nacted by Congress.

- The proposed changes would affect local program operations and in some

cases not be consistent with maintaining local community responsiveness

and responsibilities.

NHSA does express concern regarding the timing problems experienced by several

who wo d like to respond to the strategy p;per. In view of the fact that the

chosen meth for delivery of these papers was through the Aegional Office, and

that the time straints for reproduction and redistribution interfered with

this distriWticn, many who would like to have responded either, one, did not-u

receive a copy of the strategy paper, or two, received the strategy paper

too late to give careful study ana prepare a response.
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CCWSIDERATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

5

Becalllo (*ad Start was included in president Reagan's social safety net, because

the General Accounting Office recently (July, 1481) released a report star,^g

"...evidence shows that Mead Start h.ic been an effective program. There are many

reasons why this is true, but..based Upon our wo;k in Bead Start...'We believe

that success of the program can be most'directly attributed to dedicated program

dliectors, poachers, staff and volunteers at tho local level...", and because

the United States Congress recently hold oversight hearings and reauthorized

Head Start, we are surprised and perplexed by the
Department's desire to make

major and 'radical changes in the program. This is not-to suggest that we have

faultless progivels, but that President Reagan and othermembers of his adminis-

tration have acknowledged the success of the program, and at the same time 'they

Propose to change it. we feel the Department shoald follow the dictum "if it's

notbroken, don't fix it." he question the administration's proposed changes.to

4 program serving young, poor children with such'iseasures-of success and effec-

,tivene;s.

Weisberg Of IOWA vigorously challenge the federal
budgeting constraints outlined

in the strategy paper. While we agrae that econ.ric recovery willeot ba poss-
.

ibis as long as the federal government bas to borrow
huge sums of money to oper-

. Its, we also.feel strongly that children and poor people those least able to

survive during haid times - should'not have vital services,taken from them. /rile

OSA supports a plan of economic recovery which would cut some or the large in-

rh, administration and Congress has given the Defense Department. (We

share the concern of some top administration officials that tho Defense has

been given a "blank check%)

Given the state of the economy and massive
budget cuta,_the comprehensive 5ot-
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vices Head Start provides to children and
families become increasingly important.

The NHS?. is unequivocal in its belief that if tho United States is to continue

to be a nation where the disadvantaged among
us - especially our children - will

havt a fair chance to thrive, wt cannot continue
to hack away at human service

programs. More specifically, we feel that based on its record which you outlined

in your section "Head Start Is X Program That Works," Head Start should get the

$950 million it is authorized for in FT92. We urge the Secretary to address his

activities toward securing apprepriations for Head Start as included in the logis-

lation.

Prom the original design of-Project m.ad Start there have been specific avenues

for local Community involvao.= (e.g.,
perents and community representatives serv-

ing on local Policy Councils; deyelopment of
local prograd operations with selec-

tion of program options based on community needs sssss anent; etc.). The involve-

ment of federal agents has been helpful in assuring
.hat such avenues are maintain-

ed. W. encourage the continuation of such relationships with the federal govern-

ment as has been in place in the past.

pesponse to OBJECTIVE 1, Maintain and If Possible, Ex and Head Start Enrollment

The'WHSA wholeheartedly support's the maintenance of Head Start enrollment. We

feel strongly that as many children and families
as possible should have the

opportunity to enroll in Head Start. We do not, however, feel that program qual-

ity-cen be sacrificed. Unless budget allocations match or exceed the rate of

inflation over the next three years, we fear nrollment cannot be maintained with-

out sacrificing quality.

Due to the cuts in Title XX Day Care (Social Services Block Grant) and the

increasing number of women in the Work force, we C-annot apport the elimination of

full-day/full-year Head Start. Furthermore, the elimination of this option would

3
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Increase the dependency of poor women. They cannot attend school full time,

enroll in job training programa, or get full tine work experience if HemeStart

is only open four hours a day, eight mont.hs a year. 111.1 chances of-these adults

becoming taxpayers 12 greatly diminished if this opportunity is not available.

Also, the reduction of the length of the school day and year will make it more

difficult to retain and attract staff. Head Start programs cannot afford an

increase in their staff turnOver rate without severely diminishing program qual-

ity.

,
The NHSA strongly supports the continuation of-Parent-Child Centers. The elim-

ination of PCCs'would strike against the national movement which seeks to pre-

vent (or solve) problems of poor children and their faLlies before the child

is adversely affected and before the monetary costs become prohibitive. The

Association recommends that Parent-Child Center operational designs be included

as a viable program option in those communities where such services are needed

and possible. The effort being one to sustain local design and responsiveness

to the needs of children and family situations. Ne understand that the PCC

programs are urging that PCC's be given the status of a 'Locally Designed Option"

and funded at a rate egual to the standard option Head Start program. H. believe

such a position is reasonable anl responsive to local needs and therefore urge

it's adoption. The MP should also be given such status.

Response to OBJECTIVE 2: Improve Program Quality

The Association commends ACYp for their recognition of key elements which effect

program quality. Generally thw preposed strategies appear to be the type and

nature which would be a positive nature on local services. COncerns witb chi.

area are as follows,

- The National Day Cars study which outlines suitable staffing patterns

a
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for Title XX are not 'applicable to-Head Start programs as Head Start

programa are more comprehensive in nature. The scope and depth of Head

Start,* commitment ot children and their families requires staffing pat-

terns which axe unique. further as localR designed options are based

on noels assessment and available resources, it would be difficult and

unwise to st,t standardized staffing patterns. 'The variations inqindivi -

dual center designs necessitates that staffing patterns decisions continue

to be vested at the local level.

The paper proposes to expand the areas.fof Cpa credentialing, i does not

however propose to move in the direction of .7itablishing requirements for

incorporation of CDA's into the classroom. The,enactment of the draft

policy for incorporation of MA into the classroom would support implove-

ment in program quality in that it woulds

1. provide a means for increasing competence in,classroom porsdnnel

2. provide impetus for program, and staff to continle training in

an organized fa'shion

- Aspects of the proceeding and following objectives address changes which

tare integrated elements of tho items targeted within Objective 2 for

improvement. Therefor*, it is difficUlt at this juncture to see ACTr's

clear commitment toward improvement In program quality. The following

are some areas upon which this concern is basedi%_

1. Objective 1 refers to a cut in full day operations resulting in

reduced hours for personnel costs. Objective l'Idvocates for

personnel costs of living salary increases. The two directives

..would at best have a cancelling eifect On individual personnel

monetary gains. The inability of programs to keep up with

salary schedules would effect staff retention and turnover and
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therefore impact program quality.

2. Otdective 5 calls_for reer review (with use of volunteers)_as

the only means for monitoring_prolram's quality. While the

Mead Start cnmmunity has and proposes to continue the self

assessment process-ae a means of sustaining program quality,

it Jaen cumurages the federal government to continue in-depth

monitorings of program activities as were done in the past (i.e.,

ACTS. officials and consultants) as a safety net measure to insure ^

quality. In-depth-evaluation processes himm helped to keepths

Need Start cammolity alerted to those where program involve-

ment is needed and provided a means for provision of training and

technical assistance as an integral part-of the assessment process.

3. Objettive 3 deals with potential reduction in'training and tech-

nical assistance resources Ail* Objective 2 addressee a desire

for in expansion in program activities directed at parent educa-

tion. Seduction in T/TA would lessen the *capacity-building'

activities in which programs could engage from an overall pro-

, spective and for those efforts benefitting parents. These re-
.

ductions would lessen ti. potsntial for*Laproving and sustaining

program quality.

4. Objective 5 addresses revision in current performance-standard's.

The proposed reductions and/or revisions in requirements would

lessen the quality standards for program operations.

Sesponse to OMJICTIVt 3: Improve and Streamline the telivery of Training and

Technical Assistance

In regard to the directions of Objective 3, MNSA
is concerned with the decentral-

isation of CDA. We urge, concerning the CDA issue, that:

1. Creat-car te given when considering changes in the CDA cradentialing
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system so as to aaintaln

2. WHSA remain an active part of the crodentialing system, no matter

what its future,

3. The CDA issues be included in the new regulations-for Head Start, and

4. lb insure the continuation of the CDA as national standard um recom-

ment that changes in MA competencies and in the procedures for creden

tilling to Approved by a national body governed by, representatives no

the arly child development p.ofession, including representatives of

Head Start.

heduction in funding for T/TA functions as noted earlier would impact program

quality.

Salmons* to OBJECTIVE 4, Strengthen Head Start's helationship with Other Public,
Private and Voluntary Agencies

Phi Head Seart community has been engaged in cooperative agreements with public,

private and voluntary agencies and organizations from its inception. nest

agreements have included health clinics, Title XX [Ay Care, community colleges,

churches, and other social service agencies and community based organizations.

We hope I.; strengthen these efforts where it will prove benficial to children

and families.

Punding cut backi for state and federally funded'programs arm seen as an obstacle

to this objective. We fear that some state agencies, faced with their own cut

becks, will not te able to enter into agreements with programs to serve young

children. glee proposedAltrategy of having programs rely more extensively on

local agreements for services does not include sensitivity to those programs in

rural settings when access to such services is non-existent or would necessitate

an inordinet, increase in travel and time to complete services. A/so, it seems

1
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unlikely that the very state and local agencies thikt have been unresponsive to

poor families in less economically strained times will now provide a meaning-

ful avenue for parent involvement. The Head S.art community dill strive to

sttengtlwan its relationship with agencies and organisations that recognize

parents in central role in the growth of their child.

Also the directions presented in Objective 3 proposes the elimination of the

Assource Access Projects. These projects were funded and have a track record

in assisting programs with "accessing° resources. It is a contradiction to

request lacreLod efforts in coordination of resources without providing the

appropriate support.

lastly, there hes for sometime been a concern withinifacete of the Head Start

community tha; the program would be transferred to the Deparament of Education

or go inia-a State Block Grant funding mechenimm. The apprehensiveness toward

transfer is linked to-the desire-thst at,a minimum the program be maintained

as it was originally fu.sded and prescatly mandated. We trust the locus of in-

creasing 000rdlnation with state and local govornmants does not imply a move

toward changing the funding mechanism for Head Start.

*aspens* to OSJECTIVE Se Improve the leministration and Management of Head
,

The PHSA is opposed to any regulatory changes which would allow programs to

provide less comprehensive services than they curSantly provide. Specifical)y,

in regard to the performance stamdarde, we not only think that all the compon-

ents shiuld resmin in place but alsO that the scope and depth of each comiNment
.

should not be changad in any substantial wanner. The performenoe-standards help

Assure parents *and concerned communities that children receive the service, they

need.

3 3 5
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There is specific conCern with proposed changes which would alter elements of

local parent involvement. Parent Involvement as defined in T.N.10.2 has worked

and been beneficial to the program's success. This involvement must, without

compromise, be maintained.

Secondly, wet strongly oppose soy lessoning of compliance monitoring and enforce-

ment. While we are confident tint most Head Start prOgrams will continue to

provide quality services if monitoring is slackened, we would like prOgraas tO

know that they will be regularly monitored for coepliance
and that thert.are

avenues to be pursued if quality is not maintained. Similarly, we feel strongly

that the self rent/validation instrument should be required by grentees.

The Association endorses the continuation of the Prograajnfornation Reports on

an annual end biannual basis and the tracking of functions relited tovervices

to handicapped children through the handicap Survey. We note that the Nendicap

Survey is a part of current heed Start legielation. We lee the benefits of the

information gathered by thesenechndsms as critical. The data provides a means

for progrnue to measure their own acccupdishments and for Project Head Start to

infore Congress and the American poidic on what is 'seing done for children.

In summery, NNSA is emphasizing three major areas, as follows,

°I. We believe that protium quality must not be compraalsed. We believe

that the performance standards with which we haveroperated haVO addressed

the respective components in the quality oriSACad fashion. This quality

and these standards should be naintained in any strategy.

2. We are emphasizing local options. local communities, given the

advantage of strong parent dAvolvement and the relevance of A local

needs assesseent should be given broad array'of options for meeting

the needs of disadvantaged children and fasiliam at the local level.
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That is to say, that while the elements of a quality program may,be

designed elsewhere, the application of that quality is a local,nec-

ssity. And,

3. nealistic involvement of d:her :esources must be addressed. At a

time when virtually every social service-type program im being cut

and states and looal government are also having to tighten their belt

given their shrinking resources, it is hardly realiitic to anticipate

a significantly increased level of involving other agencies and pro-

grams in offsetting increased Head Start costs. in fact, Head Start

has a track record Of utilising many of thes* agencies and local

resources. Thus, the percentage of gain will be minimal.

Wi appreciate thus opportunity to comment on the proposed strategy for Head

staxt, -the Noxt Three Years.
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December 22, 1961

Gordon Railey
2176 Rayburn House Office,Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Gordon:

Enclosed are CDF's comments on OHDS's strategy
paper on future directions for Head Start. Obviously
we are quite troubled,about possible'changesln the
performance standards and concerned that the program
not be subtlely undermined through the regulatory
process. Lets talk after the New Year. Have a
Happy Holiday season.

r.
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Helen Blank
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December 21, 1981

The_Honorable Richard Schweikor
Secretary of Health 4 Human Services
815 F Hubert Humphrey Building
200 Zndependence Ave, SW
Washington, D.C., 20201

Dear Secretary Schweiker:

The Children's Defense Fund wants to take thii
opportunity to comment on the OHDS draft paper on
Head Start. The events of the past week have con-
firmed the worst fears of many in the Head Start
community with.David Stockmen's recommendation that
the program be phased into a block grant. We be-
lieve it is essential that the Administration make
it absolutely clear that such'proposals are unaccep-
table and that the Critical components of-Head Start,
a program so effective that it was included in
President Reagan'i "safety net", must not be tamper-
ed with either through the legislative or the regul-
atory procos. Head Staxt is a'demonstxable success.
Its components-which i,pclude a comprehinsive focus,
strong local control, and.parent participation insure
the gUality ciethe program. The President himself
has recognized that Head Start is a program that is
working:

In President Reagan's own words:

As you.know, we have carefully review-
ed the national programa which benefit
our nation's children in an effort to
improve the deliVery of social services.
This review has reaffirmed our belief
that the Head Start program has worked
and should receive additional Federal

333
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support. / assure you that Head Start
remains a high priority in this Admin-.-- lstratiOh and has my strong support.l

We firmly believe that the quality of Head Start has in
-large part resulted from its comprehensive perfoqaance stand-

ardt-including hiaith, social services, education, and parentinvolvement. The'strategy papees recommendation to eliminateand streamline regulations including the performence standardsis profoundly alarming. We wish to take this opportunity toregister our very'strong objection to any modification of
these standards resulting in any less specific requirements
with respect to the scope, type or level of services,that are
currently prescribed for each program component. It is theconsidered opinion of Ca program and legal staff that any
significant modifications of the Head Start performance stand-
ards would violate both the statute and Congressional intent.
It would seriously undermine the effectiveness of the Headptart program;

The current Head Start legislation contains a specific
requirement (first enacted in 1978) that the Secretary operate
programs ,and kojects under the Head Start Act in accordancewith Heid Start performance standards and, additionally, that
any revisions in such standards result in standards "ho less
comprehensive" than those in effect on November 2, 197.67--Wi
understand that there is a view within the Department that
this language requires maintenance only of the inter-discip-
linary character of the Head Start program and not of the
specificity of current performance standards. However, such aview is clearly untenable in light of the context in which
this provision was enacted, the legislative history, and anyreasonable application of principles of statutory construction.

'letter tO Head Start Training Conference, May, 1981.

f)

1
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In the 1975 amendments to the Econonac Opportunity Act
of 1964, (P.L. 93-644, 8(a)), Congress added language to
the Head Start provisions of the Act requiring that the Sec-
retary "develop and publish general standarils for evaluation
of the program and project effectiveness in achieving the
objectives" of the Head Start program.

The current performance standards were issued in June of
1975 pursuant to this statutory requirement. In promulgating
these regulations, the Department noted that --

The performance standards reflect more than
seven years experience with prior require-
ments and field testing during FY 1973-74.
They pertain to the methods and processes
by which Head Start progfams meet the needs
of children...ge have laid out criteria,
that have been field tested, revised and
have been used by the programs for many
years. We therefore believe they are reason-
able and attainable. .

(40 F.R. 27562, June 30, 1975)

Quite obviously, then, these performance standards were
based on an extensive body of experience and developed in
recognition of the need for more specific criteria and guid-
ance in the operation of Head Start programs. Promul4ted
fairly con.temporaneously with the statutory provision upon
which they are based, these standards represent the Depart,-
ment's interpretation of Congress intent at the time of
passing the legislation; and these same standards have remain-
ed in effect, unmodified, for six and a half years. There has
been no subsequent change in the statute nor'-any change in
Congressional intent which would warrant a dilution of.these
standards.

/n fact, Congress explicitly approved the Department's
interpretation of this point as reflected in the performanae
standards when in 1978, after three years of program operation
under these standards, Congress added to the statute the l*ang-

uage prohibiting,any revision which would dilute their compre-

hensiveness. See P.L. 95-568, 10(i), November 2, 1978.

At the time of enacting this provision, Congress was not

only aware of the specific Head Start performance standards

Oen in effect, but also of their contribution to enhancing
the quality of the program. In the House Conference Report
accompanying the House bill which was eventually enacted as
the 1978 amendments to the Economic Oppert,enity Act of 1964,

the Corgerees noted that,:
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...Head Start performance standards have
contributed to makir)g Head Start a unique
program providing quality child develop-
ment services to young children and their
families. Head Start should be governed
by riationally applicable quality standards
uniquely designed for the special needs of
local Head Start grantees and not by rules
applicable to other programs. Any changes
in the standards governing Head Start shall
maintain these characteristics in order to
insure that the unique national high quality
nature of the Head Start program be continu-
ed. (H. Cong. Rpt. No. 95-1766, October 11,1978).

Head Start had been an inter-disciplinary program offerIng. services in the areas of education, child health and nutrition,
parent participatipn, and so forth, since its inception. Thereis no evidence that this

interdisciplinary aspect of the prog-ram was in jeopardy at the time of enactment of the 1978 amend-ment. Thus, the inclusion of this mandate to maintain the com-
.,prehensiveness of the particUlar performance standards in
effect on-November 2, 1978 would have been superfluous merely
to preserve the interdisciplinary chiracter of the program. Itwas obviously-intended to insure the specificity of eachbf the
standards themselves.

These Head Start program performance standards are not
onerous and burdensome on those who are regulated. It is iron-ic and inappropriate to argue for change in Head Start's per-. . formance standards while the Head start community itself wel-comes the standards. They are clearly on record in supporting
the specificity of-the standards. During hearings last march
when Senator Denton questioned Marilyn Thomas, ExecultIve
Directoi of the Miami Valley Child Development Cehtdrs and
Claude Patterson of the West Central Missouri Rural Development
Corporation abouthow

granteesregarded th:Performance standards,they-replied:
cw-

Senator DENTON. We have 162 program
performance standards and many more
administrative requirements.
As grantees, how do you feel about the

4 need-for those?
o% Mrs. THOMAS. Performance standards?

Senator DENTON. Yes.
The 162 program performance standards are
in the law. I do not know how closely
they hold you to them.
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THOMAg. Well, they certainly hold
Us to them very tightly4 because we are
monitored by a tool that ties in specif-
icallyro,the'performance standards. In

other Words, for-every performance Stand-
ard, there is a question on the assess-
ment tool that says, for example, did
parents have input in the development of
your component plan. And in the Perform-
ance standard, it says, parents must have
input in the development of the component
plan. So when you put the two together,
they check everything. And it really
makes you focus 1 what the program.goals
are in comparison to what you are adtually
doing. I am not sure I feel that there are
too many standards, because there are so,
MIthy things we are trying to accomplish in
the program. By indicating very specific-
ally what the-founders of Head Start wanted
to happen in that program, there are not a
lot of questions about'what you should be
doing. You should have a classroom environ-
ment that hae such-and-such kind of equipment.
They tell you right in the performance stand-
ard. You must provide certain kinds.of health
examinations. They tell you exact/y. They.,

are lengthy and detailed, but they give you a
very Accurate picture of what the Government
expects.
Senator DENTON. Do you share those views, Mr.
Patterson?
Mr. PATTERSON. I would say I probably share
those views.
As you know, occasionally anyone will chaffe
under such A load. But then we back off and
say, it is that kind of protectign that assures
the child and family with whom we work will be
served the way they are supposed to be served.
And beyond the 162 performance standards, there
is quite a bit of room for flexibility at $4.e
local level for ut. to do what we are proud of
doing, and that is to go beyond those 162 stand-
ards. And it is that extra measure that we call
quality.

More recently the National Head Start Association reinforced

its support of the performance standards in their December 3

comments on the strategy paper:

4 0
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NHSA is opposed to any regulatory
changes which would allow programs ti
provide less-comprehensive services

'than they currently provide.
Specifically, regarding the perform-
ance standards, we not only think
'that all the Components should remain
in place, but also that the scope and
depth of each component4hould not be
changed in any substantive manner. The
performance standards help assure'
,parents and concerned communities that
childred receive the services they need.

There is widespread agreement both among the Administration,
child development experti, and the Head Start community that
Head Start is an effective program. It is successful because
of-its unique high quality. Any change in the performance
standardr would _detract frOm the very core of the program's
success.

'

The strategy paper's recommendation's to simplify the
standards should be rejected: That woUld undercut the program
and violate Congressional intent. In addition to maintaining the
performance standards, we strongly.oppose any lessening of the
compliance enforcement effort. Adequate monitoring including
procedures such as annual audits go hand in hand with these stand-
ards.

*We would also like to take this opportunity to respond to a
number of other issues in the strategy paper. Generally, we
fddnd it to be a thoughtful, well-intended and useful document.
We have concern with some of the priorities laid out in the paper,
hdiever. Head Start needs to be expanded to serve more poor and
handicappedcthildren. But the quality of the program is not to be
compromised, it is absolutely impossible to expand enrollment be-
yond the 20 percent of children now served without an increase in
the program's budget. Unless budget allocations match or exceed
the fate of inflation over tne next three years, existing enroll-
ment cannot even be maintained without compromising the quality
of the,program. We cannot support eliminating the option of full
day and full year Head Start as a means of serving more children
at aAime of Shiinking resources for child care. This will simply
force poor working mbthers,.back to the welfare rolls.

We would argue strongly against adopting maximum cost stand-
ards,such as a uniform standard of need or cap. The real costs of
high cost grantees often reflect regional and justifiable program
Cost differences which must be recognized. Placing a rigid federal
regulation to cap programs in s;ates,that have been previously
operating on-no growth budgets and forced for years to sacrifice
increases in areas such as staff salaries would be counter=pro-
ductive to efforts to expand the quality of Head.Start. Artifi-
cial limits on allowable costs will serve to stifel too many
programs that have already been seriously eroded by inflation.
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We agree that the average class size in many Head
Start,centers is much too large and oppose any relaxa-

tion of child staif ratios. Regional bffices have already

beed too lax with current requirements. Selected consoli-
dation of smaller grantees is a good idea, if as the

Deputy Commissioner has stated, it is voluntary. We, of

course, also support increased utilization of non-Head

Start resources.

Because improving the quality of Head Start service's

is one of our highe'it priorities, we support your proposals

in this area, especially the first three: reducing class
size, increasing staff salaries, and your performance indi-

cators initiative. The diversion of funds from training
and technical assistance to the state share will not be
sufficient to improve program quality. Head Start must

receive all of its authorized funds.

We are quite concerned about Proposed changes in the

Training and Technical Assistance and the credentialing
system. Recommendations to set-up a state managed structure
in both these areas raise suspicions about further plans to

transfer Head Start to the states. Congress has established
a federal, regional, and local structure to administer
Head Start and it has worked effectively. It should not be

undermit.

We believe that it is most essential to maintain a
national credential and assessment system separate from the

training function in order to maintain the recognition of CDA

as a professional credential. Proposed changes in this system
threaten the entire concept by granting too mucn responsibility

to the states. If the states had been doing this job effective-
ly theie would have been no need for a national CDA. The

system now works because.it is national and the credential is
tr.ansferable from state to state. The selection, training,
monitoring, and accreditation of CDA representatives should be

the responsibility of a national body governed by representa-

tives of the early childhood profession. With a national
system, uniform protocols should remain to guarantee the nation-

al consistency and uniformity in the application of CDR compet-

ency standards. National procedures for the assessment process
should be maintained and any change should be approved by a

national body governed by representatives of the early childhood

profession. To ensure the maintenance of CDA as a national

standard, changes in CDA competencies must continue to be approv-

ed by a national body.

We also believe that the training function should remain

separate from that of credentialing to insure appropriate checks

and balances,within the CDA program.
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Finally, Head Start programs as you recognize have been
pioneers in establishing and maintaining linkages in their
communities. We believe that grantees should be counselledto expand their own unique program identity and independence.
The key ,components and special features of the Head Start
program should never be lessened because of expanded link-
ages with additional agencies. We also feel that the severe
budget cuts'in domestic programs cannot be overlooked if a
realistic linkage policy is to be developed.

We commend you, Mr. Secretary for your support for Head
Start in the past. We urge you to maintain the integrity of
this most successful "safety net" program. We would be glad
to discuss our comments with you or your staff if that would
be helpful.

Sincerely,

tt,k1/.- 7,1
Marian Wright Edelman
President

CC: Dorcas Hardy
Clarence Hodges
Warren Masters
Henley Foster
John Buse
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December 29, 1981
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DAMN DANS
hot,. PrortNni

Surnioni. CT
LONAMNE EWING The Honorable Ike Andrews

Soormilvwe Prftieint 2201 Riyhurn House Office Building
Now Yon. NY Washington, D.C. 20515

WHRWYWAVUA
SocTre.

Dear Kr. Andrews,

TONY SA OWN
Nom York, NY The enclosed eomments represent the position of the National

RONALD tOMOND3 Black Child Development Institute with regard to the plan for Head
Start disseminated by ACYF.

YETTA GAMIC
Walftworl, DC

We know that you are aware of the concerns of NBCDI and felt
CYNTIVA HAMMES

floilmon, CT that you would be interested in knowing that we have very definite

SARAH MOWN views about Head Start and we are working diligently to keep ft in
GmA.MNIOC tict.

WALTER HOOKE e
Snolulmay, VT As you can see, our statements are consistent with our advocacy
SETTINUAD over the past decade. We continue to urge that ACYF assume a vjgorous
tmAmpwkcA

leadership role as federal advocate for children, youth and families.
WILLIAM MAATIN

Gmenotere, NC

ERNEST SMITH Sincerely yours,
Aeislos. CA

CLARICE W A1.1( EA

siwsomP. MD
INUOJAM4LCH Evelyn K. Moore

uppwww*....wo

SONNYINIMAN
EKM:llb

otmaowtmsow
NwwYwit.NY

1463 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE. N W. WASHINGTON. DC. 20006 (202) 387-1281
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HEAD START RECOMMENDATIONS

In its advocacy for Black children and
their families, The National Black

Child Development Institute has been
particularly supportive of programs and

policies which have a positive impact
on children at early develoomenta) stages.

Head Start is such a program. *Since the family,has the:primary obliqition to

children during this period, the
development of informed parental involvement

is a crticial element at this time.
Early access to education, health, and social

services Which A currently coordinated
through Head Start is equally essential

to the quality of the orogen and to the
quality of lIfe of the families served.

Since 42% of children served by Head Start are Black, NBCD1 his a mandate

to call for the maintenance of those
aspects of the program which have proven

beneficial over the years. The comprehensive. coordinated approach to providing

ean arra), of quality services to child and famlqy
as well as the systematic involve-

ment of parentrhave contributed to
a general acknowledgement that Head Start

produces lasting, benefits which reach well beyond the age of flve. A review of

the structure of Head Start must be based
on a commitment to oppose the adoption

of any modifications which would undermine these positive program elements. We

appreciate the opportunity to Call your attention to the recommendations which

have that potential.

The proposed recommendations
appear to be based on the Premises that

1. Head Start can rely on other institutions
or agencies for support.

2. The proven quality of Head Start can be maintained without additional
dollars.

We fear that by openly stating that Head
Start can withstand a loss In real

funds during 1982, ACYF may give ammunition to
those individuals who want to

cancel the deferred increase it has scheduled for FY '83. None of the measures

suggested_in these proposals compensate
for the loss of actual dollars; ACYF

should not assume that its economldng,All
not damage the program in any appre-

ciable way. We therefore urge ACYF to avoid any statement or inference that

implies that the decrease In funding will not hurt Head Start.
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The reality Is that without additional doll rs, necessary expansion Is

impossible and quality control is questionable. ,Aelded to the delay of an

increase in funding until 1483 are the cuts in AFDC, Title XX, CETA and USDA

funding of which contribute to the child care 'package" used by manv

Held Start families.

NBCD1 recommends that ACyF undertake and publish a state by state studv to

determine the actual cuts in programs which provide dollars for child care in

order to assess the reality of such services being available as traditional Head

Start resources are redirected,.

OBJECTIVE: Expand/Maintain Enrollment

1. ACYF has proposed to phase out summer Head Start programs, convert

Parent and Child Centers into regular Head Start programs and redirect discre-

tionary resources for expanding Head Start enrollment. While we agree that any

dollars that are saved through these measures should qo towards an expansion of

enrollment, ACYF appears to be wholeheartedly endorsing these moves, a position

we strongly question.
%

The paper does not make note of any careful analysis of the framework with-

in which these proposals are made. Obviously those communities which have Summer

Programs, Parent and Child Centers, or full day programs have assessed thel? needs

and are trying to meet them. The Office of Human Development has designated ACYF

as the advocate for families. It is contradictory to its mission that ACYF plav

the role 61 the "natchet ran" in projecting the direction Head Start should take.

Forty percent of single Black women are heads of households, and the number Is

increasing. In many instances, these programs are their lifeblood. ACYF must .

not make a blanket announcement that programs which provide services for infants

or which offer a summer experience, oiherolse unavailable, are fluff. It is

against the public interest that ACYF should take such a stand and contrary to
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its purpose. Those communities which have a recognized need for these program*

must be allowed to provide them with continued federal assistance.

ACYF must take its rote as child and family advocate seriously. The chil-

dren serxed by Head Start are among the
most vulnerable and least able to protect

themselves. tong term gains should not be compromised by using short term cost.

effective st'rategies.
Program operations should have priority when choices have

to be made. It is not clear-that ACYF has considered
what actually is more cost-

effective. How much does it cost to maintain people
in institutions? Would an

informed taxpa'Y'er prefer these costs
over those associated with reducing the

likelihood of need for institutional care?
It is the obligation of ACYF to

present analyses of thee alternatives so
that-taxpayers can make informed choices.

2. ACYF has also recommended that per-child costs in 'high cost programs

be reduced, eitter through the establishment
of an absolute ce:lino or throuoh

negotiation of individual cases. NOCOI is concerned that the paper does not

give adequate consideration to the vast differences among geographical regions

within the country, or between rural and urban needs. Head Start programs in

New York'and Mississippi obviously will not have the same costs. ACYF has not

given Head Start programs an opportunity to
negotiate all relevant cost factors

in order to arrive at a design for
meeting the unique needs of diverse commun-

ities. Any plan to control costs must be done after a case-by-case analysis

since variables change within and among states. We favor the-second plan which

would glye grantee and/or delegate
agencies an opportunity to lustily costs and/

or receive advice and assistance in reducing costs. 7he first option, which

would Set a ceiling on the Head Start-funded
cost-per-child, is unacceptable.

3. In an effort to reduce personnel costs, ACYF has proposed to prepare

staffing 'guidelines', which would be used as 'benchmarks" for individual pro-

srams. NYCO! believes that,reducing personnel costs by developing staffing

guidelines in an effort to reduce Head Start staff may negatively impact
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program quality. While the number of staff and their hours of work are a function

of personnel costs, they also contribute toward the documented success of ;lead

Start and the gains.children and their families have made. However., we strongly

recommend that both existing Head Start programs that provide quality services and

research, such as the National DAy Care Study, be utilized In formulating these

guidelines. They should not only address the number of Staff and oerson hours

for programl of varying sizes and geographic locations, but also classroom size

and child/ staff ratio.

4. ACYF's initiative to conduct a comprehensive cost-analysis of Head Start

'should continue. Considering the variables in a geographically diverse program

like Head Start, it is critical that Any cost:analysis be thorough, representative

and accurate. The 'Analyzing Costs in Human Services Programs' project in OHM

haS proven extremely successful in analyzing day care costs and in training Pro-

viders in useful budgetary skills. We are pleased that ACYF intends to apply

this important technology to Head Start.

5. We are deeply concerned that when ACYF discusses increasing the utilization

of non-Head Start resources it implies that those sources can fully compensate for

the loss of Head Start funds. While some Head Start staffs are more Skilled

utilizing non-Head Start resources than others, Title XX, Department of Mmatfon,

USDA and AFOC (HHS) have all been affected by budget Cuts. Head Start families

will be competing for fewer Services with less dollars to fund them. Many faniljes

will find it impossible to Purchase from the higher priced private seCtor.

In itS table on page 7, ACYF states that program quality will remain Constant

because the gap In fund'ng can be filled by other programs. it seems questionable

that the tables are reeistic. With FY 1982 budget cuts, it is obvious that 'other

resources" will not rentin constant. There is no discussion in this Paper which

demonstrates that political realities allow these conclusions. Without an InCrease

in the Head Start budget, it is highly unlikely that Current enrollment levels
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will be maintained. For examole, in Kansas City, Missouri where the Head Start

services are carefully coordinated and systemically supplemented with other

community resources, several centers have had to be closed and the funds diverted

to maintain the high quality and current enrollment level of those remaining.

These were nard choices made at the local level.

6. ACYF places strong emphasis on increasing volunteer efforts as a method

of supplementing Head Start resources. Unfortunately, however, the voluntary

sector will not be able to fill the gap caused by budget reductions. This Issue

must be a factor considered in any planning for Head Start. As unemployment

levels climb and inflation rises, it becomes less and less likely that volunteers

are a viable pool for supplementing Head Start staff since economic circum-

stances will require that they find paid employment. The very groups mentioned,

senior citizens and students, are those severely affected by budget cuts in

social services, Job training programs and financial assistance for education.

ACYF must undertake more analysis in this area to determine the reality of the

recommendations tn the area of volunteers as a Head Start resotrce, specifically,

and the capability of community and private resourCeS o supplant components of

Head Start. .

OBJECTIVE: Improve Program Oualitt

7. We are delighted that ACYF intends to reduce class sizes, and we hope
0

that it will apply this principle when it prepares the staffing gu!delines. In

those guidelines, BBCDI strongly urges ACYF to set child/staff ratios on a class-

room or a group basis versus center basis. Since sore Aead Start Programm have

self-contained classrooms rather than open classroom situations (one large room),

it is critical thu l. at least one teacher and one teacher aide be present at all

times.

If a fire were to break out in a classroom and only one person were Present

with'fifteen to-twenty children, a very dangerous situation would exist with

unnecessary tragedies. We need not be reminded of the recent explosion in
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Gate City Day Nursery in Atlanta, Georgia to know the kinds of accidents that

can occur. Further, other center staff, such as administrative staff or com.po-

sent coordinators, should not be considered caregivers and therefore should not

be counted in determining the child/staff ratio for a classroom, group or Center.

For the most part, these individuals are not trained in early childhood principles

and have many other responsibilities which take them out of the classroom or group

situation. Preschool-aged children need a consistent environment for their over-

all healthy environment.

Head Start programs, whose staffing patterns exceed the staffing guide-

lines, thus raising personnel costs, shoul4 certainly be given the opportunity

to drmonstrate their unique needs and negotiate their selected patterns. ACYr

must also take into consideration that if the staffing 'guidelines', specifically

classroom or group size and child/staff ratios, are less stringent than state

or city licensing codes, Head Start programs must adhere to the more stringent

requirements. There are several states and/or cities with 'good standards.

As an advocate for Bieck children, N8C01 believes that small classroom or

group size offers children strikingly better,opportunities for healthy devel-

opment. Therefore, NUM reccomeniWthat AOF include in their staffing 'guide-

lines' the following:

Group/Classroom Size Child/Staff Ratio

3 years la 7/1

4 & 5 years 18 9/1

If classrooms or groups consist of mixed ages, then the group size should be

based upon the age of the youngest child, if children in the youngest age

category make up twenty percent or more of that group. While it is true that

differences in fundamental purposes may preclude standardization for'determining

the size of Hem' Start classes, overcrowding has already become a problem. The

benefits ot smaller classroom and group size cannot be sacrificed to increase

enrollment.
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8. ACYF has appropriately decided to direct a substantial portion of FY 82

funds to raise Head Start salaries. NBCDI fully supports this initiative; in

Arder to recogn.10the-valukot,services provided and to reduce turnover, re-

directed,runds must be allocated'tp teachers' salaries to assure equal pay for,

arable services within a state.

9. ACYF points out the usefulness ofthe Head Start Performance Indicators

as a management and performance improvement eechanism. We applaud your intention

to continue this effort and, in fact, recommd that edherence to Performance

Standards be mandatory.

10. Special emphasis should be placed on parent education, and the Getting

Involved series should be widely disseminated. This involvement is even more

crude) as more and more teenagers become parents. NBCDI approves the incor-

poration of BES concepts Into all Head Start programs. We expect that ACYF'will

be especially active in the direction of such activity.

OBJECTIVE: Improve the Administrative and Management of Head Start

II. ACYF has announced its plans to eliminate, revise and weaken existing

Head Start regulations. We deeply oppose any intiative to change current regula-

tions that have proven themselves workable and effective. NBCDI has consistently

questioned weakening regulations and requirements for quality control wNere

children's programs are concerned. We earnestly request that ACYF show orous

leadership in retaining controls at the federal level which have contributid to

the success of Head Start. To suggest minimal protection for the most vulnkrahle

segment of our society is an abdication of the responsibility delegated to A&F.

The result would be the deliberate structuring of a dangerous situation.

12. We fully agree that ACYF must assume the responsibility of monitoring

compliance. However, we feel that there needs to be specific analysis which

shows that reduced reporting requirements and proposed modifications In Training
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and Technical Assistance will not Preclude the ability of ACYF to target these

reviews, that is, make them 'less comprehensive.'

Here again, a design must take into consideration the uniqueness of

the various geographical regions In Ws country and their local needs. Stan-

dards must be set by ACYF which will contribute to an overall effort to expand

services and mlintain quality.

13. Along with many other Head Start advocates, we urge the continued use

of the Self Assessment/Validation Instrument (SAVO. Peer reviews should not

take the place of federal monitoring, however. Practice has shown that com-

pliance with requirements Is much-more likely when a federal role is clearly

defined. As the federal advocate, ACYF must continue to demonstrate that it

has a role in-assuring that-quality controls are in place and operating. It is

very likely that as the level of requirenent for reporting program information

Is reduced, the amount given will be less, the amount done will be less, and

quality mill be sacrificed.

CONCLUSION

Recent budget projections..apPear to be tollingjhe death knell for Head

Start. We air agree that excess government spending, runaway Liflation and a

debilitating welfare system cannot be allowed to generate a population which is

totally dependent; consequently, it is essential that we support and improve

those programs which are most likely to foster productivity and self-sufficiency.

Over the long tern, Head Start IS such a program.
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Chairman, Subcomittee on Human
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Medkal Education
249 Ndlic A. Black

Hoy M.D.
A 1100, Professor of CI. Ped.
649!4300

'Febuary 3, 1982

Dear-Mr. Aedrews:

I write.regarding my concern for the proposed changes
by ACYF in the Headstart Program. ,

I am a pediatrician, member of the American Academy of
_Pediatrics and-a consultant to ACYF in the Headstart Health
Program. I have-participated in Headstart since July 1965,
initially as an individual program consultationd since 1970
as the Regional Medical,ConsUltant to RegioNIT CYFU as well
as National ACYF. ,I believe I know the Headstart Program well;
its assets ahd deficiencies.

A strength of the Headstart Program is the definition of
the health appraisal for the children and staff in the Performance
Standards. The quality, as well as the breadth, of the physical
examination is stated. Programs translate the requirements to
their health providers and for each child in this nation a
minimum of quality is assured. Children mannot be lined'up
"Army style" for examination because it ix cheaper, even if all
the procedures are performed. To do so negates the opportunity
to educate both the parent and the child to good health habit'
effecting, not only the Hoadstart child, but also younger siblings.

The opportunity to educate families and staff regarding health
is one of Headstarts great strengths. While the American Academy
of Pediatrics has stated. that the health program for pre-school
children should include screening, follow up, remediation and
education, they_have not specified the detaild to provide quality
assurance. (School Health: A.Guide for Health Professional',
1,81 chapter 4, PreschObl-Aged Children, pp 37-38, AhP.)

Children are a captive population. They can be exploited
by self serving groups. (eg. visual training exercises). Performance
standards protect children from uproven methods and protect programs
from spending their funds unwisely.

A Moplist 011. )403air CsaNT
NonlmeNre UshonOT
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ih Conclusion, -I hope you and the Congress will continue
§our commitMent to our Nation's disadvantaged children by pre-
serving Headstart. It has taken 16 years to build quality into

...the health prograC I hope you will not allow ACYF to' dilute

the effectiveness of this worthy endeavor. The collective
health professionals and advisors have written to Mr. Hasa
at HHS'and I enclosed our letter.

Sincerely

F oy Hel ig,,M.D., FAAP'
Associate Professor, Clinical

Pediatrics
, Northwestern University

Medical School
Regional Medical Consultant
Headstart - Region V
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P.O. lox 866
Columbia, Maryland 21044

4JanUary 25, 1982

Mr. John Buss
Office of Planning and Development
DHHS
Box 1182
Washington, D.C. 20013

Dear Mr. Busa:

This statement has been prepared to articulate the views and
professional judgement of a large group of health and mental
health professionals who have been involved in providing con-
sultation to the Head Start program over many years. Several
of us have been involved with Head Start since 1965. as staff
and consultants with the national consultation contracts with
the American Academy of Pidlatrics and WestInsbouse!Health
Systems and in other capacities. Therefore, we speak fiom
long commitment and intimate knowledge of the 1,800 programs
and 370,000 childrem,served by Head Start.

This statement responds to major issues which surfaced In
several documents prepared by the federal government on Head

,Stert policy concerns. These docueents'incrude:

1. Head Start Programs and Funding LIMAS. John
Hopkins. Office of Management 4 Budget, HHS,
7/10/81.

2. CAO Report to Congrt... Head Start: An effective
program, but the fund distribution formula needs
revision and management controls need improve-
ment. HID 81-83, 7/23/81.

3. Head Start Directions for the Next Thrle Years.
Draft Memo, ACYF (John Busa). Fall 1981.

4. Head Start Regulations Reform. Draft Memo,
Warren Master, Acting ACYF Commissioner. 11/12/81
and 11/16/81.

4
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. .
%

We wilsh to.comment on the following issues, whicheuld have serious

. impact on Head Start children and families:
-...P. 6 , o

,

1. Reducfhg Performance Standards on Medical Physfcal Examination

." *
Current Performance Standards, which were prepared with input
from professional assqciations such as the American Academy
Of"Pedfatrics, include criteria for quality assessment ind
evaluation to address the health risks of preschool children.

% The draft regulation ieform memo of 11/12/81 proposes to
reduce Ihe depth of health Performance Standards by eliminating
requirements relating to specific content of the medical exam-

ination. We oppose this reduction in standards. A thorough

q;ality assessment has heen found to be cost-effectivz for
this age group as it identifies-prohlems early which would be
more costly to repair later.* Particularly among higher risk

groups such as'low incomerand minbrity groups, a greater
jsumber of significant disease findings will be uncbWered by
a quality examination and screening protocol. Some-practi-

"'tiotiers serving children in low-income communities would not

provide the full range of needed examinatiolwand'screening
services if the minimum content of tbese services were not
known to And spelified by the Head Start program and parent
through ihe guidance of.the aerformance Standards. It is

for theie reasons that the Medicaid EPSDT program as well as
the Head Start program has established a uniform set of
examination procedures which are spelled out for providers.

The establishment of a uniform minimum set of-.tandards for

.the medical examination is in keeping with Head-Start's
' mission to give disadvantaied children a chance to catch-up

or get a head start in development, by assuring the advantage

of a quality examination at this critical period of growth.
Such standards assist in guiding and educating both Head
Start staff asd, most importantly, the parents as to the
kinds of preventive, diagnostic,.and therapeutic services
they should expect and acquire for their children: Removal

orthese standards will place head Starr children (especially
the child who is not eligible for EPSDT, and,,therefore, not
covered by their standards) at a divinct disadvantage in the
acquisition of appropriate health services and will in effect

relegare them to seeond class citlzenry in the medical category.

2. Removing the Requirement of Written Action Plans by Programs

An integral.part of a good management system is planning., ."Tbe

program benefits from advance thought, and evaluation ie

facilitated. To be effective ind binding, plans mist be written.
This lack of organization by Head Start programs is the single

'most frequent health deficit in our experience. The GAO report

,also cites this deficiency at the, regional And national level.

'

*NM, Office Research Demonstration S. Statistics, Effectiveness of

Preventive Child Health Care, April 21, 1981.

N.
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It is not in the interest of Head Start children to respond to ,
these critiques by dtopping the requirement of written plara.
While elimination of written plans might lower operating costs
in the short run, it would tend to raise program costs in the
long run since anticipatory preparation will not occur as
effectively without the discipline of a written plan. This
regyirement has also been of great help to local programs in
negotiating with the private sector of service providers in
their communities. In addition, a major problem among Head
Start programs is the high turn-over rate of local health
staff. The written plans are essential to offer continuitj,
for the Head Start health component as new staff come fn and
attempt to maintain quality health services.

3. Drop_the ProRram Requirement fin albcwl Nutrition and Mental
Health Consultant

The addition of local nutrition and mental health consultants
(in 1975) has vastly improved the comprehensiveness and quality
of the health ISrogram. Prior to that time, ihe nutrition area
was considered only in terms of food service. Monitoring of
the growth and development of the child through thdrOugh
nutritional assessments was rarely done. Menus were planned
by untrained personnel with linited nutrition knowledge.
Since the food service area has typically offered entry level
positions into Head Start programs, such positions are usvally
filled by community residents who bring-their own,personal
experience but usually are not professionally trained. Super-
vision of these positions by a profession/a has been necessary
to ensuTe cosi-effective administration of the program; for
exaople, a professional is able to negotiate contracts with
food vendors and plan food quantities efficiently which un-
trained personnel have not been effective in doing.

Nutrition education for children or parents was also limited
before 1975. Nutrition education has been found to be impor-
tent lh addressing certain critical aspects of nutrition for
Head,Start families, such as long-term impact of poor eating
habits and the need for assistance in purchasing nutritional
foods economically and preparing them in the healthiest manner.
These changes uere largely accomplished through the increase
in professional input into thc program via the requirement
'for a qualified nutrition consultant and the preparation of
additional guidance and.program ideas by experts at the federal

, 'level for dissemination to the local level.

Prior to that time, %any parents and Head Start staff thought
of the mental tealth program area as being concerned with
mental illness and handicapped,,emotionally disturbed children.
The importance Of mental health education, primary prevention,
and services to the Head Start concept of social competence iplif
not widely understood or acted Upon at the local level. This
,previous approach vas changed because it was found to be in-
sufficient and ineffective in meeting Head.Start goals. It was
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agreed that, as we strive for physical health and educational
enrichment, Head Start must alsO "graduate" socially competent
children who will become productive, self-respecting adults.
It was recognized that this "primary prevention" approach to
mental health is an important meansof breaking the poverty
cycle. Again, this change was largely accomplished through
the requirement for qualified local mentll health professionals

to assist the programs.

What is being proposed is a return to the deficient earlier
program, which had been,found to be ineffective. There is

no justification for such a change, but amide evidence that
this kind,of professional input is essential to program

effectiveness.

In conclusion, we-believe the 16 year success of Head Start is related

4 to the family orientation, the quality control of Performance Standards,

and the multidisciplinary preventive approach to the Health component.
We believe the deletion of program regulations will reduce Head Start

to an 1,neffectual child tending program.

Ne, therefore, request that you and the agency you represent give
serious consideration to the implicatiOns of the proposed changes.
Please support retention of standards for physical examinations plus
requirements for written health plans and for grantee use of local
nutrition and mental health consultants. Ne believe that by doing so

you will help preserve key program elements and you will help assure
many children from disadvantaged families of a head start on health.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

E.C. Curtis, M.D., MPH

ECC:md

This letter is written on behalf of myself and Head Start Health professionals

uhose,names appear on the following page.
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Terry P. Bayer, MPH, RD
Snn Jose, CA

Arthur Bolter, M.D.
San Leandro, CA

Roy E. grown, M:D., MPH
New-York, NY

Miry*Bucher, MSW
Dallas, TX

E.E. Caldwell, M.D.
Nashville. TN

Susan Campbell, RN, MPH
Washington, D.C.

Thomas Clark, MSW
Denver, CO

Thomas L. Coleman, M.D.
Philadelphia, PA

Judith 1. Curry, RN, MSN
Chicago, IL

Harriet Delgado, Ph.D.
Bailey, CO

Lois R. Earl, H7H, RD
Alexandria, VA

Kathy Glenn, MS.
Dallas, TX
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Betty Hutt, MS, RD
Federal Way, WA

Maria Humphrey, RN
Seattle, WA

Susan L. Jacoby, th.D.
Clenside, PA

Richard Kearsley, M.D., Ph.D.
Boston MA

Wei-M, Lew, Ph.D.
San Mateo, CA

Lyllis Ling, MS, RD
Kansas City, MO

Harleen M. Lyons, MPH
Arlington, VA

Robert McCurdy. M.D., MPH
.Boulder, CO

Stephen Maddox, M.D.
Fort Worth, TX

Nancy Ileade, MPH, RD
Evanston, IL

Mildred Monroe, MS, RD
East Point, CA

RD Hannah M. Nelson, RN
New York, NY

Fernando Guerra, M.D.
San Antonio, TX

Margaret Cuy, RN
Dallas, TX

Marlene Echo Hawk, Ph.D.
Oklahoma City, OK

Floy Helwig, M.D.

Evanston. IL

Mantle Herbold, Ms, RD
Boston, MA

Janice L. HoftmanUillis, M.A.
Wilmington, DE

Antoinette K. Palladino, MPH
San Francisco, CA

Beth Pannbackei, MS, RD
Denver, CO

Donna K. Pinkrtatt, MS
Atlanta, CA

John R. Price, Ph.D.
Arlington, TX

Charlynn C. Robinson, Ph.D.
Dunwoody, GA

Mary Lou de Leon Siantx, Ph.D.
Annandale, VA
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Rebecca-Smith-Andoh, how
Chicago, IL

Dorothe R. Weinberg, Ph.p
'Skokie, IL

Christoper William, M.D.
Portland, OR

Jackie Williams, RN
Atlanta, CA

Starks, J. Williams, M.D.
Independence, MO
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REPRESENTATIVE TONY VASKA

.pttoka *ate Tusistaturt

Xmore of yavrestnfidiins

Honorable Ike Andrews
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

February 8, 1982

OISTPUCT fl

ATIWITIANAK
Ornal.

010 11.1.44

SAUK.
1..111Ht
IMILTIRAM

IMALIMI.11
101MarrVit

Mart.
ORMA17..Va

;ON
TORIMIO[11.wawa.
Wmvmumt

Re: Alaska Parent Child Program

Dear Representative Andrews:

On February 23. the House Resources Subcommittee of the
Education and. Labor Committee will be meeting for an Oversight
Hearing on the proposed changes to the Headstart program
which-would eliminate funding to the Parent Child Program
(PCP). I would like to urge your support for continued
funding for this program:

The Parent Child Program is a very beneficial program.
Contrary to the confusion that some people have as to the
differences between the Headstart Program and the PCP,
the two programs do not overlap as to individuals serviced.
The Headstart Program is for children from 3 to 5 years of

age and is designed to facilitate the relationship between
the child's school and the home. The PCP seiVices children
from 0 to 3 years of age, and in some cases pregnant women,
and is designed to facilitate the relationship between the
child and the family. They are two separate programs. Both

are equally important.

Rural CAP administers Headstart and PCP for my district.
For FY 82, the federal government provided $221,914 and the
State provided $196,103 for PCP's total budget of $417,914
in the area Rueal CAP adminrsters. For FY 83. Rural CAP is
requesting $455,527 for PCP and needs the federal share. _If
the federal monies are cut, the State plans to,eliminara FCP
and direct the state funds into strictly Headitart slots.
The administrators of PCP do not want to see 'this happen and
we have received many letters from the district supporting

0 PCP.

I urge your support for continued funding for the PCP
An Alaska. Thank,you for your help.

Sincerely78 /
i!

(L,14714ti li.e..4._

Rapretentati Anthony Vaaka

cc; Eligio White, Rural CAP
Sharon Hodgins, Headstart
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Honorable Ike Andrews February 10, 1982
House of Representatives

2201 Rayburn Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Honorable Andrews.

We who are at the receiving end of the Headstart and the
Parent Child Programs funded by the Federal, want to make
our comments known for the Oversight Hearing scheduled
for the February-23rd, on the,proposed changed being,con-
sidered for-th&Judstart and Parent Child Programs. We
cannot stress enough the importance of having the Parent
Child Centers and the Parent Child Programs as well as
the Headstart Programs, which have taught.the parents Bs
well as the child in early learning, family awareness
and,the basic parent/child relationships of thi gen2ration,
which only shows that it works and we will fight to.keep it.
This program has shown great improvements in child development
when moving on to higher grades, while statistical facts
are not available because this program has only been active
in our area only a short while, both parents and teachers
can distinguish differences between children who have been
involveth,in the program.

So pleaseicindly give our children somcconsfderatton*
in your

final analysis.

The Parents and the Childrens who benefit from this program
and the future Parents of the Village of Kasigluk wish,to
remain,

Sincerely yours,

KAS1GLUK VILLAGE COUNCIL

(4e'
Al vie Kassel Sr
President

Kasiglie Village Council

a
cc: file

Representative Don Young

Clarence Hodges, Commissioner, ACY&F
Sharon Hodgins,Y-K PCC Coordinator

4/0
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PACIFIC BASIN CONSORTIUM
cwo moo
frftu......y Mot.
h*VRAI, 14~ 1111811
(MI 34111

February 12, 1982

The Honorable Ike Andrews

Chairpt In
Sub -Comm-ttee on Roman Resources

2118 Rayburn House Office luilding
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Andrews:

FEB 1 8 1982

During the past three years, our project staff and the Resource

Access Project of the Pacific (RAPP) staff have worked closely and

cooPeratively providing teacher training services in the Pacific Resin.

Although each project is funded by a different agency and serves a

different target population (RAPP eerves
preschool-aged children and

the Consortium-serves older children), the goal of both projects is to

improve the quility of services for &II handicapped children. Wft ars

most supportive Of the RAPP project and view our taskie being nuch

msre difficult should funding cuts eliminate the services of RAPP. More

importantly, we believe the:quality of services for handicapped

children will be significantly reduced slsould
funding for RAPP be

reduced.

It is important that federal fundinit
agencies understand the

nature of program funding in the Pacific Resin. Rxcluding the state of

territories in the Pacific hove little or no alternative

funding resourien. There is no local funding available for programs

that receive cuts in federal funds and proposed funding cuts will, in

effect, eliminate needed services.

We strongly support the activities of the Resource Access Project

of the Pacific and encourage continued funding.

Aloha,

(Slfsk,t

Daniel D. Anderson
Projeet Diritctor

DDA:ay
cc: Stsu Puruno

A RECIAL EDUCATION PEARONNEL PREPARATION PROJECT

Us*, Sass's., Swift Osass Hssa4 TAM Plaaa 44 as haft. sal Cassaraeslis el as Naga" Wass,* Walls
PSC 81-197
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ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY -FOUNDAMPti, )nd.
1414 ~NOW

KAMM CM, KANSAS WM
AKA COX tIOVI 7 O5

February 12, 1982

DOUSE SUB-COMMITTEE ON IIUMAN ,ERVICES
Hon. Ike Andrews, Chairaan
2178 Rayburn House Building
Washington, D.C. 205I5

Dear Sir,

I am requesting that msupport the continuance of RAP.
They have proven to be excellent trainers. In additton, RAP
has been a reliable resource to the-Head Start program when -

_expertise was,needed. I feel their continuance is vital.

AAA,/ SAN.

Thank you,

re
C\

Ce4-u-e...,

Sy a Davis, R.N.
Health Coordinator
Early Childhood Development Pibgram
1014 Armstrong
KInsas city, Ks 66102

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
COMMUNT, ACTON AUNCY IMAKNANIO SC TK 110ANO Of CONAIIIONtfd OS fANSMI Off, MAWS APO P4
IWO Cf CON.11.04041 OC WIAPCOTTI CCVNTY AS PNOVC40 IC TN ECONONC COMONTUNff ACT Of MN
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FEB 1 1981

A HELP UP, NOT A HAND OUT
10511th Am 5 E.,
Cedar Rapids. Iowa 52401
(319) 3667631

February 15; 1981

HOUSE SUB-COMMITTEE OM HUMAN RESOURCES
Hon. Ike Andrews; Chairman
2178 Rayburn House Building
Washington; D. C. 20515

Dear Honorable Ike Andrews:

Thank's to resource programs such as RAP; HACAP Head Start has
been able to provide services to the participants with handicapping
conditions.

We urge you to lend your support to the continuation of the RAP

4Resource Center.

Sincerely;

Carol Chadwtck
HACAP Head Start Director

CC/dh

too.a0pponwwy ailenty

HAWKIYE ARIA COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM

:3 6 7
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OAKLAND PARENT CHILD CENTER

751 E. 14Ilt Strom
Oakland. California 94604

nom 0151 451.1777

6, iTez-

36s
95-358 0-82-24
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OAKLAND:PARENT CHILD CENTER

751 E 14th Seto
0Aland.C4fornle 94606

Phone: (415) 451.1777

FACT SHEET

Oakland Parent Child Center has existed in the Oakland Community

for fourtien years. F. present the grantee is Frederic Burk
Foundation for Education of San Francisco State University.

Region IX of ACYF, San Francisco, California, provides the funds

for the program.

Purposes of Program

To make available comprehensive Head Start services to low income
families having children under the age of three and to-expactant
mothers. These services include education, health, mental health,
nutrition, social services, parent involvement, and dental sezvices.

Coals of the ProgFam

1. To strengthen aid enhanc e. the parent as the primary teacher of

the child.

2. To strengtilen the family unit.

3. To he1p,,parents learn ho., to cope positively with their daily

problems.

4. To open doors for parents in careei ,levelopment, surp,rt
systems, and recreational and cultural activities so that some
hope begins to be a part of the'r "tves.

5. To help them find help.for thei,...ves from existing community

agencies.

Program Comp?nents

The Center's major program emphases are those of Head Start which
stresses a coordinated approach through cross-component goals

The emphases include:

1. A sensitive, caring environment for infants and tOddlers.

2. A concern with developing pride in one's racial heritage through

books, music, pictures, food, ceremonies, and beliefs.

3. An attempt to implement a child development curriculum that .

recognizes racial differences and is consistent with accepted

knowledge in the field.

3 7
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FACT SUEET

4. A parent education program that grows out of stated needs
of parents.

5. A career development program implumented in-Center by training
clerical, health, and teachek aides and supported by the Adult
Education Program of Oakland public Schools.

V. A comprehensive health progiam for children and their parents.

.7. A teen parent program designed to foster a positive sclfLimage.
*

8. Decision-making skills through participation in Policy Council,
Council and Center Committees.

9. A grandmotherprograM for parents of teen parents.

During the Center's existence in Oakland, the impact of the Center
may be measured by the follo./ing facts:

1. Over 1,500 families, low-income, have been served during the
fourteen years.

2. At present Oakland serves 160 famine:-

3. Approximately one-fourth (25%) of these families have a two or
three-year experience with the Center.

4. The Center has a staff of twenty-eight (28) with dtatt having
backgrounds including early childhood education, psychology,
nursing, counseling, and administration.

5. The basic budget for the Cepter is $501,439.

6. The handicapped budget is $19,466.

7. Parents and chtldren in-Center attend four days a week from
10:00 atm. - 2:00 p.m., with the exception of the teen parents.*

Children receive bleakfast ai..1 unch undel the State Food
Program and parents receive --a.

9. The Center serves twenty teen-age parents who arc in junior
high school or high school. The children of these parents
attend the Center.from 9:00 a.m. - 300 p.m. five days a week.

10. Parents participate in the ci 4srooms as aides abd attend
parenting classes.

11. The Center has a viable career develd'pment program that enables -interested parents to beein training in clerical, health, and
teaching areas.

.

t..
.

3 72
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12. 'A few parents are enabled,t,o continue their education in
community colleZjes. These parents also participate in
classrooms.

13. Over half o: the Center participants are home based. 'They
receive 9 hcme visit once a week end a cluster meeting once
a week. '

14. The cgAter hat interagency agreements with the Oakland Public
Schons, the State of Caltfornia, Alamed,a,County, and local
health agencies.

15. Te Center works closely with other community agencies in ILI
fXpCChant Mo.ther.Program.

16. The Ctnter haa continuing relationships with agencies in the
community serving high risk families andsis used frequently
as a referral base by these agencies. )

17. Ten percent of the Centeephrticipents are handicapPed.
.

18.. Approxi, mately thirty percent (301)of the present staff were
parents in the program at one time.

19. Approximately ten percent (10%) of the parents who were on
welfare when enrollkng in the Center are now self-supporting
citizens of Oakland or near-by communities.

.26.. The paTticipants in the Center represent Black, Asian, Viet-
namese, and Latino minor ties with a preponderance of Blacks.
Thesstaff is representative of all of these groups.

"' 2/16/B2'

.77.7
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EEK CITY CdUNCIL
Eek, Alaska 99578

2ebruary 10,- <19132

Honorable Ike Andrews
House of Representatives
2201 Rayburn Office Bldg.
Washingtdh, D.C. 20515 -

,)ear Honorable And'rews:

FEE1 2Z 198g

On behalf of the ci nrny'i.. of Eek I am writing to you
regarding thé pro ed changeb in the Head Start Program,
particularly, t Parent Child Program one of which is
operating bete the villa of Eek.

We strongly feel that the program should not be eliminated.
It is vitally importantto the village, the children, and
'the families that it should be continued. The program shows
those,chifdren who are involved are learning more in the
beginning processes of education than those who did not
particl,pate. We need the Parent Child Programito continue
o insure a good education for our children in the present,and the futhre. We know that am early education for the
younger generation is essential, because they will be the
ones who will takg over the present leaders of eVery
communityhank you'for your time and we hope to hear
from you.

Sincerely,

Nidk N±thas
Vice-mayor

I

cc: Clarence Hodges, Commissioner, *

Administration for-Children, Youth, & Families
Sharon Hodgkins Yukon and Kuskokwin,
Parent Child irogram

374 N.
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February 18, 1982

Hon. Ike Andrews, Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
2178.Rayburn House Office
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Andrews:

The Resource Access Project of the Pacific provides much needed

training to the Micronesian Head Start personnel as well as to

Head Start programs In Hawaii. I SM especially concerned about

continuing the support services currently being provided to the

program in Micronesia since they are so isolated due to distance

andtvery poor communication facilities. More Important, the '

cultural diversity among, them is great but not as difficult to

bridge'as from_the American culture.

It Is because 'of this need to understand and work with the various

Island people in a time of much social and political uncertainty

due to the changes In their relationship with the United States, .

that it is important to continue to provide guidance through pro-

grams and a group of people who have already established a firm

foundation with the different HeUd Start directors.
"t

I have personally done training for various groups of teachera,

therapists, and administrators with Dr. Setsu Furuno and Dr. Vivian

Halverson in projects and programs before RAPP was established in

Hawaii. In addition, I have been a consultant to the program working

with M. Shirley Solomon the RAPP trainer. lis. Solomon In particu-

lar has provided continuity of training ve1 several 9ears and

done an exceptional job.

The assessmcnt of needs and well planned serial training being done

by the same trainers in RAPP is very important, and their work has

been of the highest quality. I urge you to support the continua-

tion of this vital program.

Sincerely,

Carol Hosaka
Early Childhood Education Specialist
Esmehameha Educational Research Institute

CH/kk

375 .
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I Gil 4 0 ii0L
Aiken Cowsty Commissar .4CtiO" COMMI44400%,

etaOrT4..4 atAr."0.A ANDERPON
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

CHAIRMAN. OAR O OP DIRECTORS

February 18, 1982

P. 0, OC 20*/
UT PARK AVENUE. IN
AIKEN. S. C. 111101
IS/ 414114117.4

S.

The Honorable Richard S. Schweiker
Secretary
Department of Health and Ihman Services
Hubert H. fficaphrey Building

200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D, C. 20201

Dear Sir:

As President of the South Carolina Head Start A--ociation, an organization
composed of Head Start Parents; Staff, and Directors, allow mo to extend
our heartfelt appreciation for-your extensive efforts on behalf of the
program Your opposition to placing Head Start undef a blcik grant cer
tainly saved the day. Anyone wishing for the demise of Head Start could
find no quicker may tosinsure its loss of

efftctiveness than by having 50
differept conceptS of how best to meet the needs of Head Start children
and psrents. In essence, the present grantee system provides a unified
approach to meeting these needs with full range of local flexibility to
adapt to each individbal eituation.

Our association has already respdnded to the strategy paper preparzd by
your staff. We should like to note, however, that the time period for
response was so short that it did not,present-to respondents adequate time
for careful and thorough preparation.

We would also respectfully point out our fi_.!:rs on turning the entire C.D.A.
program over to local state control. It does not appear prudent to have
the organization utich piovdes the training of candidates also do the
assessment. Likewise, doing away with a national organization to oversee the
assessment of candidates greatly decreases the uniformity of the C.D.A. pro
gram and uould probably lqad to less national recognition of the worth of the
Child Development Associate Credential.

We are also troubled by the propgsed change in the Performance Standards. In
1978, * revised draft of Performance Standards was being considered. A task
force in Region X compri*ed of-ACYF Staff, T and TA Providers, and Head Start
staff and parents reviewed the proposal, consulted

with several state associa
tionsuand submitted the RegionA report dated May 1978. We mention this
only betause Head Start programs and Associations

were not asked for input on
the newly proposed regulations.

Inflect, many programs have not received a
copy of the proposed new draft.

PIN:4*AM AREAS, Al. rte. ininen.. ....WV INOVI# OS .4.IN.. Hoo

3 7
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We are strongly against any lessening of the quality of service that haat

made Head Start tha successful program that it is. The current Performance

Standards are not considered by Head Start personnel as an onerous collec
tion of irrelevant rules but rather as a minimum set of goala to be achieved
if the-program is to provide thasservices rthich congress had in mind shen

legislating the program. Ths current standards have-and continue to provide

the-direction the program needs.

We trust you will give due consideration to the concerns expressed by Head
Start programs in South Carolina and ncroa's the nation.

Again, allow us to express our appreciation for hiving such a loyal friend

of Head Start occupying the Secretary's chair.

cc : The Honorable Ike F. Andrews'.
The Honorable ThoMas E. Vetri

Sincerely,

6
Jose A. Warren, President

rolina Head Start Association
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Febv al, 19, 1982

The Honorable Ike Andrews
Chairman of Subcommittee on Human Resources
2178 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

77 Parkingway

Mho/. MA 0210C
(617) 471-0360

Dear Congressman Andrews:

I have served on tfie advisory board of the Headstart 1

Regional Access Project at the Education Development Center
in Nwton, Vassachuaetts for the past three years. Through-
out this-time, I have been impressed by gle high level of
.training and Aechnical assistance-services the WRAP has
Offered to Headstart programs in the New England area. Such
high quality training and-aseistance to Headstart staff are
vital to the continued provisioa of excellent services to
handicapped children in a least restrictive environment. RAP
services have aided regional Headstart programs serving handl- ,

capped,children constituting at least 10% of their total popu-
lation, as demonstrated in the recent New England Headstart .

Census.

In the .interest of excellent services to handicapped
preschool cbildren, I strongly support the line item funding
of the Regional Aecess Projectr,.

4

Sincerely,

LOsTai;r17oodruff, Ph.D.
Director,
Project Optimus/Outreach

GW/hj

Wwren Powers, Preeirient Flawed G. Hersch, Ph.D., Exeerith, Moo.

318
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Community Action Agency
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FAMILY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

, HEAD START/CFRP

Jackson-Hillsdale MichiOn

Head Start was created in 1964 under the
Economic Opportunity Act as part-of

, the "war on poverty".

It MU designed to provide pre-school children from
environmentally and so-

cially disadvantaged families wiVi . "Head Start on formal education.

-
Many times.health andsocial services as well as resources and experiences are

limited for the disadvantaged child.
Head Start provides for nutritional, medi-

cal, dental, and social services, and
actively-involves parents,.families, and

the community in the process. This does not mean that Head S'tail itself pro-

vides all these services.

Families are referred to local organizatitns
providing services, but if needed

services are not available, Head Start parents and staff work with communitY

people to develop new alternatives.
Community volunteers often provide needed

1
professional services to Head Start children.

In the early 1970's chilJ development
specialists announced that research.showed-

working with the total family, rather than just the 3 to 5,year old child would

!ave a greater, longer lasting impact
onIthe Child as well as the family.

As a result, the Child and Family Resource Program was developed. The Jackson-

Hillsdale Program was chosen to be one of ten research and demonstration denters

nation-wide. In 1973 we began serving 80 families in this expanded project in

addition to our regular Head Start children. Thep, families received services

for children 0 to 8 and a more intensified focus on the family as a unit.

An fesel 044.nwhylEmpley. 14171Ir
191.dd. c.,my 00 f .0 St. j4. strort 101114114.41khlorm 40742 M714374744

Lan. Noah Avpnue P.O. MK 12 A4444.4441414 41121 (117) 201141
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Due to the popularity of CFRP among Head Start parents and staff and to promis-

ing research data, our current program model was designed to combine funding

from both Head Start and CFRP into one basic program. Because of this new model,

ill of our families may choose to be Involved In Just the basic Head Start option

for 3-to 5 year olds or the more comprehensive
option Involving the entire family.

We currently operate 2 centers located at 1901
Francis Street in Jackson and SS

Barnard Street in Hillsdale. Over 450 families with about BOO children are now
enrolled in the total program. Over 200 families are currently enrolled in the
CFRP option. These families must meet federal low income guidelines. For a fam-

ily of four, this income cannot exceed $8450.00 a year. In keeping with the na-

tional concern for miinstreaming the handicapped into regular classrooms, 10%

of our enrollment must be made up of medically documented nandi apped ^hildren.

Infant Toddler Home Visit

Parents with children under 3 years old who choose the comprehe sive option are
assigned a home parent teacher who visits the family twice a modth. During these
visits she brings in developnental activities

to leave with the pother and shows

her how to use them with the child until the next visit.

Nutrition, mental health and physical and emotional growth are all considered when
plading these visits.

Each child's current-development-is assessed and lesson plans are inillvidually

Ldesigned to heIR him or her develop to their full potential.

The home parent teacher stresses that the mother Is the primary teacher of her

children and models'sound techniques for working with them.

All children 3 to 5 years old are included
In the pre-school classroom option.

Their parents are urged to come in to volunteer and to become involved in center

activities, but no child's enrdilment is contingent
on the participation of the

parent.

Children are fed nutritionallx balanced meals and exposed to a wide variety of

learning experiences and materials. Teachers hold regular conferences with each

parent to report on their child's progress.
Three year olds are included, In a

home visit option similar to that provided for infants
any toddlers, but also

come into the classroom once a week for group activities.

A linkage between the home, Head Start, and the public schools has been developed

by CFAP,to ensure school age children are provided with a comfortable transition

from Head Start into the public schools.
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Parent Education

Two Parent education sessions a month are offered to parents while all their

.
children are in the center for group experiences.

Topics such as children's developmental stages,
discipline, consumerism, meal

planning, and personal needs are discuised. Mothers of infants Join their babies

in the infant-tpddlerroom for
planned group activities with their children. Par-

ents of older children viS,c
the Creative Environment Workshop to make toys or

'learn games for their children.
Friendships quickly develop in the parent edu-

cation groups and parents look forward to their twice-monthly meetings.

Ass'essment

If the parent chooses the family
centered option, they are asiigned a Family Life

Educator who meets with them to help
them identify family strengths and goals.

A plan is developed by the family and
the staff people working with them by out-

lining ways in which the family can reactithe-goals they have set for themselvei.

Referrals are made to connect the family with needed community services. The Famr

ily Life Educator meets with the
family monthly, more often if necessary, to help

find solutions to housing problems, assist in
budgeting problems, and job hunting.

The Family Life Educator encourages the
pafents to take action, to return to 'the

school, contact service agencies, or do whatever is necessary to become more in-

dependent and in control of their family situation. Parents may choose to become

involved in the Policy Council, an option av lible to all parents of Head Start

children. The Policy Council consists of a pa _Jt representative elected from 0

each parent education group and representatives from the community. The Policy

Council assists staff)n policy-making and
helps design the over'all program each

year. Policy Council membe'r., also serve on the Board of Region Il Community Ac-

, tion Agency. Thru Policy Council, parents begin to learn leadership skills and

dev,tlop-confidence in their ability to deal with problems. Parents begin taking

a more active role in their community.

Parents also volunteer in many areas of Head Start as classroom aides, clerical

volunteers, assisting with health screenings, and serving on committees to deal

With all aspects of the program.

Patentsleseme involved in the programes"decisio'n mrkers" at center meetings and

Policy Council. They receive training at workshops and parenting sessions and

work as volunteers and paid employees in the program.
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Some parents go on to become involved in the community by serving on public

school committees, agency boards, and volunteering in local schools and agen-

cies, and by4aking an interest in local politics.

Total families gain an increased sense of dignity and purpose as they find

improved services, learn how to work their way through the complicated network

of community services, and see their children benefitting from the results of

their efforts.

A sense of pride and togetherness is seeo in the entire community a a result

of joint efforts such as a new playground, a community parent education council,

community peri-natal coaching, and community wide staff and parent workshops.

The community benefits from the skills.and increased sense of involvement these

parents exhibit in their daily interaction with others.

3 82
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Sandy Jirenez enrolled In the CFRA when her youngest child, Adrianne. was

four months old. Her two older daughters were ten and thirteen yearS old. Sep-

arated from her husband, Sandy had been totally involved in the day to day busi-

ness of single parenting and felt shy and self conscious ahout meeting new peoPle.

Part of her commitment to CFRP required her to attend bi-weekly parent education

sessions. Here she learned how important she was in the education of her baby.

Sandy learned child care and home management skills, home safety, discipline

methods and nutrition. Perhaps most important*, Sandy learned what a capable,

strong person she could be. Through the supportof CFRP staff and parents in

her group, Sandy learned to speak up for what she believed. She was soon elec-

ted Policy Council Representative for her group and began to take an active

role in nu program projects.

Adrianne benefitted from the medical and dental screenings provided and

Sandy began to work with her to develop the skills necessary for future su ess

in life. Sandy felt child rearing was less tiring and more fun now that she .

was applying her newly learned parenting techniques and began encouraging other

parents in her neighborhood to enroll in CFRP. Sandy also began taking college

courses.

As Adrienne grew older and was enrolled in Head Start, Sandy began to work

iven more on Policy Council projects. In talking to otter parents, she soon

realized that some of the typical problems of low-income parenting could be

solved through political action. After election to the Michigam Head Start

Fede'atien. she realized that she could work for the rights of low-income citi-

zens. The best way, she felt, was.!o be seen and'heard in the community.

Sendy became an advocate of children and low-income families-at all levels

of goverwent. She was,a membe, of Jackson Public Schools Bi-Lingual Advisory

Committee, is Chairperson of the Public Assistance Committee ofthe Jackson

Coalition for Human Concerns, a Parent-Aide for the Department of Social Services,

was Appointed by the Department of Civil Rights as their representative to the

Foote Hospital Advisory Board of Directors and organized a successful attempt to

convince the County Commission to refrain from supporting legislation to cut

- welfare benefits in Michigan. She voiced her concerns to local Congressmen

over lunch, has been asked to Join the Advisory Team of Cooperative Extension

to recommend future program planning, and many other accomplishments related to

the concerns of low-income families. She still supports her local CFRO, get-

%
ting donations from local businesses to support CFRP projects.

Sandy credit her success to the opportunities add support she received

from CFRP. She stresses that CFRP has made 9reat changes in the lives of her

and her children. Sandy no ..nger receives public assistance and Adrienne is

doing exceptionally well .in kindergarten. Sandy is now a grandmother and states

that parenting skills she learned through CFRP are now having a positive effect

on the second generation of her family. Last week, Sandy received the Susan B.

Anthony Award for outstanding service to women in her community.
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PARENT CHILD CENTER, INC.

J. Morrissette.NduIula. ExecutIve Daintor

Mr. Gordon A. Raley
Staff Director

Committee on Education and Labor
Subcommittee on Human Resources
Room 2178, Rayburn House Office"81dg.
Washington, D. C. 20515

MAR i 1981

March 4, 1982

Dear Mr. Raley:

t am sending some additional information.from two Parent Child
Center programs and a copy of this Center's response to the Head
Start strategy paper. Please use the material in any way you con-
sider appropriate. I understand-that other fact sheets or summaries
were sent to Sigrid Caudle by other

programs and that she will submit
theffi to you.

Thank you for the guidance and support which we received from
your office in the preparatiod of our presentation before the Sub-
committee.

Sincerely yours,

41e-dag-,i41,-
(Mrs.) J. Morrissette-Ndulula

Executive Director

JMN/jhg
Enclosures

2515 GERMANTOWN AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19133 121E) 229.1600

38s
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PARENT CHI1D CENTER, INC.

J. MO rIssItte-Ndulutk Executi4 Dimctor

Submitted to the
Deiartment of Health and Human Services

Administration for Children, Yanth and Families
/ Jolin Busa

_Acting Deputy Commissioner
,

.

From the

. .'Philadelphia Parent Child Center:Inc.
Hattie Lawrence, Chairperson, Policy Council

?' *.

-Region III, Head Start Bureau
c. ,z Powell James, Chief

'Date

November 24, 1411._

Subjeci
Response to the Draft of the Head Start Strategy Paper

"Head Start-Directions for the,Next twee Years"

2515 GERMANTOWN AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA 15133 (215) 229.11100

3 8 :I
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PHILADELPHIA PARENT CHILD CENTER, INC.
2515 GERMANTOWN AVENUE

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19133

Response to the Draft-of the Head Start Strategy,Paper,
'Head Start Directions for the Next Three Years

On behalf of the parents, staff and Policy Council of the Philadelphia

Parent Child Center, we wish to thank the ACYF staff for sharing the strategy oa-,

perand forinviting us to respond and contribute to the thinking in relation

to the' future of Head Start.

We agree that Head Start should improve the quality of service, expand

if possible the number of children served, and operate programs more efficiently.

However,-these same words seem to have a somewhat different meaning for ihe

'ACYF Office than they have for local programs. We agree with some of your

plans asprojected in the paper; however, while others appear at first glance

to be helpful, upon closer examination their possible effectiveness seems

questionAle or at least unclear. furthermore, still'other suggestions, if

implemented, would be neglectful and in-some instances harmful to our young

children. We are greatly concerned about those in the last category and there-

fore request that the following proposed changes not be implemented:

1. "Conversion of Parent Child Centers (PCC's) to Regular
'Head Start Programs"

2. PConsolidation of Small Grantees"'

A discussion of the two issues follows:

"Conversion of Parent and Child Centers (PCC's) to Regular Head Start Programs."

Our discussion'of your thinking to discontinue PCt's will cover three areas.

They are need, theoretical and experimental supPort, and cost. -

3 9
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Need

The PCC program intervenes at the earliest possible stage in a child's

development, at-the stage when many deficits can be either prevented or

eliminated before they become entrenched. All of us agree with the health

profession which stresses the importance of prevention. Why not adopt and

apply this same thinking in relation to "comprehensive developmental services"

to children?

Many of the children who are targeted by the PCC program,are in danger

of developing deficits (learning and others), unless there is intervention.

And this intervention does more and'costs less in the end than if it began

at age three or four.

PCC's affect more than the children and the parents involved....TheY

benefit the total family'of the child, neighbors and friends of the family

and as a result; impact on the total community.

Theoretical and Experimental Support

As ACYF's Head Start/Directions draft paper points.out, there is no

doubt about the effectiveness of preschool programs. Reliable researchers

such as Zigler (Early Childhood Intervention Programs: A reanalysis, 1980)

and Lazar (Intervenan is Effective, 1980) have amply documented the ability

of early education-program to increase "disadvantaged" children's abilities

in all areas to levels at least equal to thoseof "advantaged" children. It

has also been shown that these gains can be maintained through the elementary

years - -for example by Gray (Family-Oriented Hone Visiting Program: A Longi-

',7'

tudinal Program) and Lazar (The Presistence of Preschool Effects: A long-Term

Follow-up Of 14 Infants and Preschool,Experiments).

-The draft paper suggests that in order to provide for a larger number of

3 91.
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children the Paknt Child Centers should be eliminated and the money used

to provide more slots in Head Start programs for four year olds. The authors

of the draft seem to have overlooked or forgotten the lessons learned about

program effectiveness during Head Start's early years. The original programs,

conducted during the summer for four year olds, were generally not very suc-

cesSful in promoting any long-term (or even short-term) gains. It was soon

realized that programs needed to be extended in length and that childreq)ad

to be enrolled it an earlier age.

A Irnber of studies have indicated that the earlier a child is involved

in a prgschool program the more successful he is in school. Palmer (1976) found

that fifth grade children who had been enrolled in an early intervention pro-

gram when they were 24 months 9id had significantly better reading abilities

than (I'd children who had not enrolled in the program until they were 36

months old._ Indeed, Heber and Garber (1972) stress that prevention of learn-

ing problems requires "increasing emphasis on early detection and intervention."

Their program, which focused on mothers during pregnancy and during the early

development of their children demonstrated long-lasting increases in children's

learning ability, language development, and IQ.

A very comprehensive study (Vopava, 1978) of early intervention programs

which had proven to be successful identified five characteristics as being the

most Significant indicators-of program effectiveness. These were: child's

age at the beginning of intervention (the younger the child the more effective

the intervention), adult/child ratios, goals for parents, home visits, and

parent involvement. The investigators concluded that "the most effective pro-

grams were those where one intervenor worked with an infant or toddler and

his/her parent in the home" (emphasis added). This is a ver _good descri tion

of a Parent Child Center!

3 9 2
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Cost

.We can appreciate problems due to budgetary constraints. Inflation has

made the operation of all of our programs more difficult. As you consider

discontinuing PCC's, the issue becomes whether the cost benefits derived
4.

from the conversion of PCC's to Head $tart Programs will outweigh the de-

trimental effect of the loss of such vital services to our children, families,

and cOmmonities.

There is the need for long range financial planning on the part of

ACYF to avoid the danger of short sighted savings. We hope that the Office

will avoid being"penny-wise and pound foolish."

It has been estimated that the cost of PCC is approximately $11 million,

while the total Head Start budget is $830 million. This is equal to approxi-

mately 1% of the total budget.

Since there is general agreement ihat the earlier interventiOn'begins

with children the greater the long-lasting returns, this means that the

dollars would be better spent. But to discontinue PCC with the hope of saving

money is certainly not a cost-saving measure. It means that we will save money

next year, but we would be borrowing frOm the future. To expand and operate

an effective PCC program will mean that Head Start's job would be easier and

money wouldbe saved in the future. But to delay the beginning of our efforts

until the child reaches/the Head Start age only means that Head Start's future

problems will be much greater and much more-costly. The proposed conversion of

k.
PCC's will have detrimental results which will not be seen immediately but

_which will emerge after the current ACYF policy makers have moved on to other

-positions and will no longer have to take responsibility for their decisions

of this year, the next and the year after that.

396
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We believe that the PCC Program is
an indispensible element In the scope

of our overall program.

Although we agree with the draft Head Start paper that thellead Start Pro-

gram is "A Program that Works," we cannot Justify
the total sacrifice of PCC's

to sustain Head Siart's existence:

"Consolidation of Small Grantees"

This item might just as easily fall under items in the Draft which-are

unclear, and need further clarification.
We-need to know your definition of

a "small grantee."

The experiences of our Center in relation to the grantee issue constitute

strong arguments against the concept of continuation of what we would call

"super grantees." If the National'office is sincere about helping programs

operate more efficiently it will reverse4this practice and.will begin moving

in the opposite direction, which Might result-in there being more grantees than

currently exist. Our-Center has had three-Head'Start grantees (two for Cle PCC

,program and one for the Head Start program).
One (Family Service of Philadelphia)

made it possible for the program to operate well and we were content to remain

under'that agency; however, the agency initiated the steps to have our Center

become its own grantee. Needless to say, the other two grantees made the oper-

ation of our Programs difficult, and funds spent to operate these grantees were

not efficiently handled. Based on what we have heard from almpst all program

people most of the grantees fall into the catergory of our latter two grantees.

Not only are they noi especially helpful, but they actually impede program

effectiveness and increase operating-costs.

If the intent is to eliminate delegate agencies,
this might very well be

good step. We feel that as another cost saving measure, that instead of

having costly-levels of bureaucracy, it'wodid be far more cost effective for

1

9 4
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the money-to be put into the-hands of those operating the programs-(delegate

agencies become the grantees).

ProposedPlans that are Unclear_

1. .Limiting the Duration of'PrograwOperations

-We would appritiate knowing how the ACYF staff see,this ProPosal

as operating, especially_the eight month year. It is our-yiew that sOch

discontinuity might be harmful to the children's development if such:a

policy is implemented. In addition, it does not makesenie to pay staff
for eight months when an acceptable salary for twelve months would be il--

most-the same.

2. Increase in Numberof Children Served, Increase in Staff Salaries,

Increase in Quality of Program

The possibility of increases in all of these areas does not seem
possible in light of continuous increase in inflation..

3. Wh the Child and:Famil bevelo nt Demonstration Pro ram?

Why-start up a new prograM when the PCC and CFRP programs are'al -
ready in-place and.studies needed might very well be done in the,Already

existing.programs?

Areas of Agreement

1. Utilization of Community'Resources- '

Objective 4 states thatkACYFAntends to "strengthen Head Start's
relationship with other pubTic, private and voluntary agencies and
organizations, and it stresses "increasing,the utilization of non-
Head Start resoOrces." This sounds verY good. Many Head Start pro-
grams have secured the cooperation of other organizations, both private

and public. However, we must be mindful that these agencies have, in

almost all cases experienced large budget cuts. They are often.not able
to provide the same level of service that they provided in the past. '

Many Public, and also frivate, agencies and organizations are
hindered by various regulations from providing effective service to

Head Start programs. Our program,for example, serves children who
live in four different catchment areas of the local mental health/mental

retardation programs. Theregulations governing these agencies prevent
them from serving children outside their catchment area -- so that it
has been impossible for us to convince one mental health/mental retarda-
tion program to provide comprehensive mental health service to our
agency, and it is too time,consuming to attempt to develop good Working
relations in tenas of,consultation, referral's, classroom observations,
testing of children, etc. with four different agencies.
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Wehave found.that agencies are much more willing to provide services
when we pay for them, and that the agencies which

provide services are
more accountabje to us. We presently have an excellent relationship with
United Cerebral-Palsy of Philadelphia for example. For a very small amount
of.money-($35/child); United Cerebral Palsy provides the services of a
psychologist, physical therapist, occupational therapist, and speech pathbl-
ogist. They art more than willing to Visit our Center, see parents in their
homes, meet with social service staff, and proVide workshops for parents and

. staff. Ihey would'not, however, have been so eager-to provide these ser-
vices-for free.

N

2. Training and Iechnical Assistance

.We feel that these serVices could be much reduced, especially on-the
state level. Afterall, if Head Start trainers have been doing their jobs
effectively over the last 15 years, programs should have become more and
more-effective and efficient in their operationt and less and less in need
of expensive training.

We have foUndhowever, that the'regional training office is especially
able to meet our training needs. We have found that a program with a rela-tively small staff of highly qualified trainers

who-are available on an
individual, on-call basis, are'most effective in Providing technical assist-ance to our program. We also agree-that 'raining staff time should not be
wasted helping regional office staff pepfbrm on-site compliance.reviews.
(As discussed in the draft paper on page 26)..

We do feel that a small amount of money should be availableto local pro-gramsto use fortheir own immediate particularized training needs.

The draft paper did not discuss conferences (National,
regional, state)and workshops for large groups. We think these are generally wasteful in

terms'of the large amount of money spent
on transportation, room and board,

and time. The benefits of such conferences are questionable and do not seemto be worth the considerable financial-outlay involved.

3. Other Draft Recommendations

We also aree with various other draft recommendations such as stream-
lining and integrating reporting systems, limiting class time toJio more
thah six hours a day, and reducing class size.%..

It appears to us that the proposals that were made in the 'Strategy
- Paper" excluded the contributions ofspecialists in the fields of early

childhood, developmental psychology, pediatrics, or even the experienced
specialists in ACYF. We are reasonably confident that the representitives
of any or all of these groups would have strongly advised against discon-
tinuing PCC's and CFRP's and converting to an eight-month year.

There has certainly bten,enough solid research in the area-of early
childhood that any proposals for changes in the Neal Start program should
be based on what has so far proven to be effective.

3 9 6
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In summary, we request that the following recommendations be implemented:

(1. PCC's and CFRP'S should be retained.

2. The duration'of program operations will continue to be a local optizn.

Dele4teagencies should be eliminated and txtremely large grantees

discouraged: Funds should flow through the letter oUcredit system .

directly tc; the'Opeiating agencies. The,entire question/of grantees

should be examined.in greater detail. Perhaps the functiOn'of grantees

'could be-redefined and the role of regional office eumined in relation

to the monitoring,and supervision of grantees.. Cosperation among grantees

should be fostered by the regional-office.

4. Reporting iystems should b$ streamlined.

5. T & T A shoutd be streamlined.

6.' Class size should bt reduced and the quality of programs increasede

7. Compliance reviews Should tie done by ACYF staff.

8. We'encourage the increased utilization of comAJnity resources._. However,

such a plan should be.qualified by the realization that there are limita- '

tions inherent in the amount of cooperation attainable from community

organizations, corporations, and

(Mrs.) Hattie Lawrence, Chairperson
Policy Council
November 24, 1981

4
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PARENT-CHILD CENTER

198 Geneva Avenue
Dorchester, HA 02121

1982 Program Summary

The Parent-Child Center (PCC) will begin its fourteenth year of pro-
gram operation January 1, 1982, and is fundid through ACYF as part of the

overall Head Start effort. The PCC is a non-delegated agency that comes

directly under the jurisdiction of ABCD, Inc. The requested Federal Fund-

ing Level is 8338.839, which is supplemented by approximately $84,709 of

non-Federal, in kind contribution. (ACYr) requires 20% non-lquieral Fund-

ing for PCC).

The philosophical; theoretical and structural framework for PCCs is
similar to the Head Start program, except for certain differences in em-
phasis, as follows:

- PCCs focus on families with children from birth to 3 years of

age-and-pregnant-women.--
-PCCs focus on intervention and prevention at the earliest pos-

sible age.
- PCCs are expected to give even greater emphasis to parent in-
volvement and participation.

The program concepegrew out of the early Head Start experience and
the recognition that the period from.birth to 3 years represents a cru-
cial time for shaping the future life of a child and that intervention
should begin au early as possible to prevent or mitigate the disadvantages
of pbverty.

Ilm PCC strategy, then, is to provide an array of services, Including
child development, health, social service, and nutrition to low-income
families who have at least one child under the age of 3 and to pregnant

women. The pcc services and work program are an outgrowth of the folloW7

ing general objectives:

-To improve and enhance the overall developmental progress of

the child.
- To increase parent's knowledae of their own children's deve-

lopment
- To strengthen ths family unit ard functioning by including

and involving parents directly, in the daily program
- To promote and develop Positive parental attitudes and

practices relating 0 child rearing and parenting..

The Child Development component at PCC offers a range of age-ap-
propriate actities and choices, based on each child's individual needs,
which are designed to promote maximum congnitivc, emotional and physical.!..
development.
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The Social Service component provides outreach to new families; en-
rollment and orientation; needs assessment, resource referral, home visits,
long and short term cac work qnd other supportive services which assist
parents in overcoming economic and personal problems in order that the,
may be freer to function as parents.

Comprehensive health service, arc ensured through routine enroll-
ment of every family in the neighborhood Community Health Center. Direct
health services arc provided by our staff nurse and include physical and
dental screening, rcferral and ,follow-up, home visits, health education
for staff and parqnts - emphasizing preventive medicine - and maintenance
of complete fardiy health records.

Excellent nutrition Is demonstrated through a breakfa, snack and
hot lunch program. In additioa, early and intensive attention is given to
special nutrition needs such as prevention of nutrition related deficits
during pregancy.

o

Because of the daily involvement of parents in our program, they are
able to gain gnowledge and understanding of the stages of chfld development

_enables-patents-to-gainrInte to IegiValiou i community resources,

and the importance of their *role during this time._ Theiraarticipatlon

to participate in the planning and implementation of program activities,
and to act in all program components as observers, volunteers and finally as
paid employees. This emphasis on parental involvement supports the hyr)-
thesis that childrim's gains will be reinforced when accompanied by paren-
tal knowledge and confidence in their own ability as teachers and advocates
for their own children.

The PCC operates 11 months each year and serves 90 children and
families in two, two-day cycles each veek in the intensive, center-based
program. 'The fifth day is utilized for a variety of activities such as
orientation for new participants, specialized services to individual fam-
ilies, staff,training, report writing, and program evaluation.

During July, pcc offers an enrichment program designed to include
the total family in recreational, educational and

interactional experiences
which contribute to strengthening the family unit.

The maximum length of center participation is three years. This
allows parents and children the opportunity of participation and experience in
each of the three, age-appropriate 4evelopmental

units; permits FCC to serve
more families, and provides optimal'benefits to families without fostering
dependence and delaying the experience of families, successfully, meetingtheir own needs.

The Boston Parent-Child Center is one of the 32 Bational PCC programs
and the only one of its kind in Massachusetts. It iD the only progrnm in
the 11 ABCD target areas which focuses

on children under three years of age
and their families.

While the prograA may be unique, the need for services to this popu-lation is not. The on-going recruitment and enrollment gives evidence to con-
tinuing problems In all areas surrounding

the lives of these young, low-
income families.

95458 0 --82 ---26
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{10 I 0 SOX 2054 - COSNER WHITHE Y AND LOOMIS
DAYTONA BE ACH, FLORIDA 320i

TEtE;HONE 11441253-SM 25241IS

February 15, 1982

Mr. Ike Andrews, Congressman
House of Representatives
2201 Rayburn House
Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Andrews;

I am employed by The Head Start Child Development Program as
Outreach Handicap Coordinator and nerve handicap components of
Read Start programs in a seven county area in Northeast Florida.

An extremely valuable contribution in assisting these pro-
grams to meet the needs of their handicapped children is made by
RAP (Resource Access Project - located in Chapel Hill, N.C.) Some
of the areas of assistance offered to Had Start grantees; pro-
viding training and technical assistance; identifying local, re-
gional and national resoueces; and determining local areas of need
through surveys.

I heartily ndorse the efforts made by RAP and do sincerely
hope that funding for this and the other fou5teen RAP'S nationally
will be sustained in the future.

c.c. Trish Mengel
Sally Marshall

4 04

Sincerely,

)1649(-028/00
McConnell,

Outreach Handicap Coordinator
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PEB 1 9 912

11 Wigglesworth Stt
Boston, MA. 02120

February 17, 1982

The Honorable Ike Andrews
Chairman of Subcommittee on-Human Resources
2178 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Attn: The Honorable Ike Andrews

This letter is in support of the National Regional Access
Projebt which has been providing technical assistance, training
as well aS disieminating information to Head Start programs about
special needs children and their families. The vital contribution
they are making must be continued if we are going to keep our
commitment the youth -of AmeriCa. 4

RAP has been working hard to orchestrate a network of agencies
'and persons who work with special needs ivues and together we are
identifying and developing new ways of delivering services which
qare both cost effective and beneficia,l. We believe that these
efforts should continue and enlist your help in this ,effort.

Sihcerely,

LMD:ph

o;etta M. Dixon, ACSW

402
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March 11-, 1982,

401

Woonsocket -%
HEAD START
2 Bourdon Boulevard
Woonsocket, R. I. 02895
Tel. 401-789-1850/51

The Honorable Ike Andrews
Chairman of Subcommittee on Human Resources
2178 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Slisila Skiffinekin, Cinder

Dear Mr. Andrews:

This letter is to express support of the Resource Ac essProject contract. As I am sure you are aware, Head Stert pro-grams across the country are mandated to seek out and service
preschool handicapped children. The Head Start program of,which I am director has been committed to the philosophy ofmainstreaming. The program staff and parents fully recognizeand support the concept of mainstreaming for handicapped chil-dren as well as the non-handicapped children.

Yet, the task to recruit and
effectively service our handi-capped enrollees demands much effort, extensive knowledge of

handicapping conditions and experience and skills. The ResourceAccess Project has been instrumental
in assisting Head Start intheir mainstreaming efforts. Through the Resource Acess Pro-

ject, our Head,Start staff has received informative materials,
meaningful training sessions and assistance in locating appro-priate resources for the family and handicapped child and/orprogram.

Head Start's success in intergrating and mainstreaming
handicapped children into classrooms has been in a great partdue to the technical assistance

and shared expertise of theResource Access Project. Head Start's success in servicing
handicapped children has been proven to greatly reduce the costof extensive and prolonged special education services. There-fore, refunding R.A.P.'s contract should be viewed by the admini-stration as a cost effective measure. We urge you to support usin these efforts.

Sincerely,

Sheila A. Skiffington
EXecutive Director

4,
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NATIONAL MIMI MAD START DOUNCTORS ASSOCIATION

101 CASOVITIZET TAMAQUA'S, OKLANOMP74444
' 0141) 414401 EXT. 230

7114.001 March A, 14$2
MANIMINT

.111.11 ON1111..Olta=a4 ~NM
NM ll'aRT
ONSOMMIIMOT The locatable Iks Andrews, Chairman

Yana TAMP
966-Committee on lumen Resources

nirmlIbtarmeav. 217$ Rayburn 1.0$.
rwzik.i., Washington, D.C. 20515

merrmemm, , Dear Conareseman Andronni:OM.. Ma. mum

MAR 10

Os 'fussily, February 23; 1942, the louse Plucation and Labor
SubcommitteelliAlimen Resources Conducted oveieight hearings on
"lead Start: Direction.," for the Next Throe ars", policy position
paper issued by the Administration on Children, Youth, and Families.
It was y honor and pleasure to be invited to testify before the
lumen Riaources Subcommittee.

I did appear before this Co.mittee of which you are thi Chairman.
Allow me to express my appreciation that the Indian and Migrant Head
Start Programs were given consideration to testify.

The 11$ Indian and Migrant Head Start Programs are funded to
serve over 29,000 eligible three, four and five year olds. We want
you.to know we've developed and maintained excellent programs with
the funds granted us. It is ourmmesage to you and your Committee that
we've bean trustworthy and resfasible to our children and therefore,
continue to deserve lead Start as is with regulations and accountability
requirements and reasonable budgetary increases to remain at an accept-
able operational level.

To you and the Committee Ambers, I thank you for hearing us and
the consideration you're-displaying for the Head Start Program. I am
antioue to read the Congressional Records of the Head Start Hearing.. -

Sincerely, Li--
Y4i.nne lushyhead
President, NIHSDA

cc: Chief Rose 0. Swimmer, Cherokee Nation
Mr. Hank Aguirre, 114FD
NINSDA Governing 3oard Members
Ne. Dorcas Hardy, DKRS
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A Family Service Center

Calt/it - Child Center
206 Monk Delmer

91,994:1713) 92112222, WS 2111 en. 920.22211

Howse, Taus 77011

M6:1 y is82

March 9, 1982

Congressman Ike Andrews
Subcommittee on Human Resources
Rayburn Office Building, Room 2178
Washington, D.C.

Dear Congressman Andrew;:

On Tuesday, February 22, 1982, I attended the Congressional
Subcommittee Hearing regarding the Head Start'and Parent-
Child Center programs. I was devastated with the proPosed
plan to convert the Parent-Child Centers into regular Head
Start programs. How can the conversion plan be justified
when the 13-year history of PCC has been eXtraordinary.
For example,'since 1969, the Houston farent-Child Center
has served approximately 1,300 low-income Mexican-American
families with each family consisting of an average house-
hold of 5 children. In reality, the program has provided
educational.and social services for at least 6,500 indivi-
duals.

Having served as a research project undek a grant to Bank
Street College of New York front' 1970 to 1980, the Houiton's
Parent-Child,Center has been successful in generating exten-
sivg data utilized in interpreting and measuring program
results and benefits. Dr. Dale Johnson, Professor of
Psychology at the University of Houston and Principal Investi-
gator\of PCC for 11 years, has been.responsible for collecting
and interpreking this data. For example, in May 1977, 24
PCC children who entered the public school system were obser-
ved by their teachers in the classroom. vThe results indi-
oated thaethese children's school performance was far superior
than the other class members. In addition, the PCC children
were more extpverted, more task-oriented, and less hostile

than the other class membe,rs.

Follow-up studies conducte&by Dr. Johnson confirmed the
1977 results. The follow-up studie, although incomplete,
indicated that PCC children entering kindergarXen and first
grade are academically prepared to enter fourth grade. More

415
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so, from 1969 to 1980, 25 percent of the pcc children were
identified by the public scho61 system as gifted and talented
by being placed in Houston's Vanguard or Magnet School Program.
Furthermore, 5 percent of the 1980-81 children graduating
from PCC were identified by the program teachers_as potential
academic achievers.

The_studies conducted by Dr. Johnson-also revealed that by
the end of the program (child's age, 36 months), the mothers
were More affectionate, used praise more often, alloNwed more
freedom to explore, and encouraged cognitive, intellectual,
language, and social development with their children. In
1980-81, at least 20 percent of the PCC children completing
the program were placed by their parents in a pw-school
program such as Head Start.

In addition to enhancing the mothers' parental and child
development skills and the children's academic prepartion,
tile program was responsible for preparing the families to
better handle the stress of daily living within their
community. For example, with the assistance of the PCC's
social service program, the families were referred to
employment trainim, programs, educational assistance
programs, direct fob plAcement, and other related referraIy
services. In addition to experiencing improved economic
and employment changes, the families developed more effective
communicAtion skills with the schools regarding theirchild-
ren:s educational and social needs. For example, follow-
up Studies =by PCC staff indicated that the PCC families were
more actively involved in school related functi6ns than the
families without PCC experience.

Besideemaintaining an active role in community and school
related functions, the PCC families completing the program
became active participants of the PCC Alumni AssoCiation.
The primary-goal of the Alumni is to facilitate the PCC
families in becoming a self-sustaining group capable of con-
tinuing-their-relationship with the center and interacting
with the community. The Alumni Association, consisting of
100 PCC graduating-parents, functioned with much visible
pride and unrelenting enthusiasm: In 1980-81, the association
was responsible for coordinating activities such as fundraising,
educational seminars, family special events, etc. The success

of the Alumni Association was attributed to their positive
experiences and continued involvement with PCC and the
community.

If the statistical results indicate that the educational
growth and development of the PCC families and their
children has been phenomenal, then, why disrupt the stabi-
lity ahd soundness oi the program. The conversion plan
would mean a change in the program's philosophy, goals, and
objectives. With the current upheaval occurring within
Reagan's social policy, can the PCC's sustain a change and
continue to contribute to the growth and development of the
families and their children?

35458 0-82--27

Sincerely,

/rene M. Porcarello
PCC Director

41
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MR 2 4 set
Washington, D.C. Parent Child Center, Inc. ,0

2120-24 FOURTEENTH STREET. NORTHWEST
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 20009

(202) 462-3375

Hefei C. Syvid Y Caudle. Executive Director

March i6, 1982 -

Honorable Ike Andrews, Chairman
SUb-committee on Human Resources
U. S. House of Representatives
Room 2178, Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Congressman Andrews,

Thank-you for the opportunity to submit written comments for
the hearing records of February 23, 1982, On "Head Start: Directions
for the Next Three Years."

Sincerely,

6
Sygrid Y. Caudle,"
Executive Director

Frodid By HEWIUPO Hood Solt Nita Way Department of Hwarn Pommes

419
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WASHINGTON, D.C. PARENT CHILD CENTER
1325 "W" Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20009

Sygrid Y. Caudle, Executive Director

Comments on ACYF Strategy Paper

"Head Start: Di-rections ler the-Neit Three Years"

TOPIC: "PHASE OUT OF PCC!s"

There are several Head Start Programs in Washington, which

serve approximately 1665 children. There is on1Pone Parent Child

Center in Washington -With the program capacity to serve one hundred

(100) children and families. There are thirty-two (32) additional

Parent Child Centers scattered throughout the United States.

Nowhere in America, with the exception of ; few selected rural

areas and urban centers, is the need for early intervention as a

practical model of human development stimulation, more critical than

Washington, D.C. In 1978, almost 300 births were by women under 20

years of age and 92% of these pregnancies were out of wedlock.

Washington, D.C. hasothe highest teenage pregnancy rate in the country,

with 19.38 pregnancies per 1000. The national average is 10.74

pregnan_pies_per_10,00-__ ,

Looking at those facts and taking into consideration the state

of America's public schools Which start at age five, justifies the

Parent Child Center intervention model being offered as a program to

'the Washington community specifically and to comparable to locales

nationally. Parent Child Centers are the only concept that focuses

on the total family. Although our primary focus is on children aged

4 2 0
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0-3, many PCC's operate Head Start Classrooms to continue to serve

children from 3-5 years. It has been demonstrated that our children

and parents are better prepared for school and the paient participation

so badly needed in community schools.

While our parent client groups get younger and younger, and the

general public support as well as private employment (D.C. youth

unemployment close to 50%) opportunities for the parents diminish, we,

find too many single parent families who lack guidance and support

for appropriate child development. We recognize that there are

strengths within single parent families which nurture healthy develop-

ment. However, our experience has shown that when times get hard, it

is usually those who arc weak or who are unable to do for themselves,

suffer the most. Early intervention to focal parents and to children

aged 0 to 3 is critical for they are the most helpless. PCC's have

lielped in preventing infant deaths, and reducing second pregnancies

and helped in identifying and correcting early health and develop-

mental problems. In fact they have accomplished and arc continuing

to accomplish their goal to give a head start to those in need.

We believe that to continue PCC's and expand the focus of the

Head Start.Program to the earliest years of a,child's development

important in nurturing parent involvement and support, while giving

the child a head start in setting good patterns for later develop-

ment and competent functioning. Good parent education program have

positive results by helping the parent to establish as a high

priority in their life the child's growth and development.

Early intervention models have shown that focusing on supporting

and educating the mother in the early years of the child's life,

gives the child and the mother positive gains in attitudes,ps well

las the childq development.

a

4 2
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In reviewing national data, compiled by The Comptroller General,

July 23, 1981, the elimination of FCC would serve a minute percentage

of children eligible for Head Start. In Washington, D.C., the PCC's

budget would only'allow for services to approximately one hundred

(100) more children. This is not a considerable increase when look-

ing at the unserved Head Start population. However, PCC's prepare

these children for eventual enrollment in Head Start Gentirs.

For the PCC clientele, phasing out the programs woulft cause
'

increased family disruptions because.2E the general econOmic
4

recession and drastic cuts in public services. When AFDC, medical

benefits, supplemental bitnefits, food stamps and othe.r.domestic,

services are being cut, It is not easy to approach or explor; other

ways to imptement PCC p-ograms. Ale fqmily focus, comprehensive

support services and resource networking that hAve made PCC's so

successful arc essential to the'community and must be maintained.

. -
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WASHINGTON, D.C. PARENT CHILD CENTER
2124 - 14th Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C., 20009

Review of ACYF Strategy Paper
"Head Start Directions fpr the Next

Three Years
A Washington, D.C. Perspective 4,

The Washington, D.C. Parent Child Center is pleased to-present
its initial Comments en the ACYF Strategy Paper. There are
several Head-Start programs in Washington which serve approxi-
mately 1665 children. There is only one Parent Child Center

' in Washington with the prograi.capacity to serve one hundred

' children and lamilies. Our analysis of the strategy papei was
deveieped from the perspective of how could we restructure and
improve the delivery of service* to the population in'the
District of Columbia.

Nowhere in America, witht,exception of a few selected tural areas
and urban centers, is the need for early intervention as a prac-
tical model ofhuman development stimulatiOn more critical than

in Washington, D.C. It is no secret that Washington, D.C. has
one of the lowest quality publiC educational systems in the
country. Even though improVed leadership and'a stronger back-to-
basics curriculum approach haS brought about some improvement in
recent years, the toll on inner city youth is staggering. In
1978, almost 300,births were by women under 20 years of a 4, and
921 of these pregnancies-Were put of wedlock. Washington, D.C.
has the highest tienage pregnancy rate in the country, 19.38

pregnancies'Oer 1000. The national average is 10.74 pregnan-
cies per 1000.

These two facts-taken separately as well as together justify
the Parent Child Center intervention model being offered as
41-prograwto the Washington community specifically and to
comparable locales nationally. While our. parent client
groups get younger and younger, and the general public sup-
port as well as privaie employment (D.C. youth unemployment
close to 501) opportunities for these Parents diminish, we
find too many single parent families who lack guidance and
Support for appropriate child development. We recognize
that there are strengths within single parent families which
nurture healthy development. However, our experience has
shown that when tines get hard it is usually those'who are
weak or who are unable to do for themselves who COmpletely

suffer the most. Early intervention to focal parents and to
chi/iron age 0 to _3 is critical for they are most helpless.
PgCol have helped in preventing infant deaths and reduced second

pregnancies and Helped in identifying and correcting early
health-and develdpmental problems. In fact they have acCom-
plished and are continuing to accomplish their goal - to
gxve a head start to those in need.

4 23
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The'strategy.paper on Page (9) states "while PCC's provide worth-
Wine and beneficial services to these children and families, they
are not directed toward serving Head Start's primary target popu-
lation, viz., pre-school children aged 3 - 5." The paper states
further, "As part of our general objective to provide as many
ediollRent opportunities for low income children in the 3 - 5
year ase range as'possible, we are planning to convert PCC's to
regular Head Start programs during FY 1983." To expand slots
for the 3 - 5 year olds by eliminating the 0 - 3 years of age
slots is not an acceptable or perhaps well thought out strategy
for increasing Head Start slots in the.3 - 5 age range. This
6onclusion may be drawn from data compiled nationally but does
not apply.to the needs of Washington, D.C. In Washington, 4.

D.C. the PCC's budget would only aflow for services to approxi-
mately one hundred (100) more children. This is not a considerable
increase when looking at the unserved Head Start population.

There has been a steady decline of elementary school enrollment
in Washington, D.C. In 1979 there were 7688 elementary school
enrollees. In 1980, there were 7310 enrollees. In fact many
schools are being closed. If theee wei.e 7688 elementary school
eligible children in 1979 and approximately 6520 children eli-
gible for Head Start, there is a 100 plus difference in the two
populations. It is not inconceivable that the groups will grow
closex together: As the "Report to .congress" by the Comptroller
General, indibate (July, 1981), the District of Columbia Head
Start serves approximately 25% of the eligible populations. It
is our contention that Head Start should be expanded to increase
the service to over 50% to 751 or the eligible population. We
feel that PCC's should be continued as a program option for the
0 - 3 year olds of a specific population. The amount of funds
and supportive services to achieve this goal could come in part
by reducing the administrative cost'in the District of,Columbia's
Head Start Program, examining scheduling, program duration and
length options, and using the federal leveraging ability to en-
courage local governments to contribute more directly. We suggest
that AGYF examine the range of possible match relationships Head
Start Programs can have with local educational and government
programs. It is idealistic to think that the! PCC model will be
a high priority on the list of local priorities without an incen-
tive attached. As a spe Alically focused targeted option PCC's
are extremely important.

We also recommend that the eight month program length should be
pilot tested prior to being implemented in Washington. The ap-
parent benefits of this strategy may not be greater than its
draW backs. For our clientele, 4 month program reductions
would cause increased family disruptions because of the general
economic recession and serious cuts in our client public services
in the city. If this option was being proposed at a time when
AFDC, medical benefits, supplemental benefits, foodstadps and

other domestic services were not being cut, it would be easier
to approach exploring ways to implement this or a variation less
cynical. 'In plain old terms, the resulting effect could be more
damaging. We do not suggest that children need to be in an educa-
tional program all year. However, the other program services
provided by PCC's are essential to maintain.

Please find on Pages (4) and (5) the charted out areas of agree-
ment, disagreement or need for clarity of the areas presented:
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ITEM AGREE DISAGREP NEED FOR
CLARITY.

COMMENTS

1) Redirection of discretionary
/resources. X Head Start programs should be funded

directly 2nd not channeled through
grantee agencies.

2) Completion of the phase-out
summer programs. X Not supportable because of cuts in

social programs.

,

3) Canvorsion of Parent and
Child Centers (KC's) to
regular Head Start Programs.

/

.

X PCC's intervene in the earliest stage of
a child's development which help in the
prevention or elimination of deficits be-
fore they become entrenched. The'costs
spent in quality intervention at this age-
prevents a greater financial outlay in
later life,

4) Limiting the duration of
program operations,

-X
.

Without testing the effects of a light
month program on Head Start, the pros.
and cons can not be substantially dis- ,
cusi.

5) Limiting per-child costs in
"High. Cost Grantees."

42, ,)

X
i

We agree that by increasing the utilize-
tion of community resources cost'per child
would bo cut. However, at this time 4,
would be very difficult to reduce the
par child cost in most geographic areas
with the reduction in social service pro-
grams and serviLes. Perhaps.a regional
average for cost per child could be used
as a ceiling.



ITEM AGREE DISAGREE NEED FOR t COMMENTS
CLARITY

1) Consolidation of Small
Grantees.

.

X
Programs should receive funds directly,
eliminating tne higb indirect cost thus
allowing more funds for the.expansion of
the program-to children who are not served.

2) Development of staffioi
and guidelines.

.

X

'
,

The Federal and local government with Head
Start program representatives need to work
Aion these changes. Federal and local govern-
mentS should noc differ on the child/staff
ratio,

3) Develop and transfer cost
Analysis technology.

..

. The Use of tools and techniques for making
a'better analysis of cost would be a posi-
tive help for programs. .However, they
should be tnols and techniques that are
developed for use by Head Start operations,
not just a general program tool. Federally
funded programs need Io practice this
policy. ,

4) Re-emphasize existing
policy on Head Start
resources as the "
"Dollar of last resort",

.

X
_

Many volunteers have hud to join the work
force due to the increase cost of living.
Many programs who once donated services
must now request a small fee because of
funding cuts or lUck of substantiaLdona-
tions or increase cost of supplies.

3) increase volunteer efforts.

'
. -

,

X

a
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1) Review and Streamline Regulations and Requirements:

In "an effort to reduce regulatory burden the following recommenda-

tions are made:

a) Reduce the frequency of condUcting communitir
needs assessment tu every three (3) or four
(4) years. Communities do not change that
rapidly and city plans are drafted on a ten
(10) year basis. The Washington, D.C.
Parent Child Center ties into the citys'
planning process.

b) Those areas in the component plans that
are repitious should be eliminated at-
least from one of the plans. ie - Ethnic
Pride referred to on page 7 and again on
page 9.of the Performance Standardb:.

ci Inclusion of clarity and uniformity guide-
lines for Career Development in the
Performance Standards.

d) Eliminate the xequirement to retake height
weight of children when it is conducted at
the time ef phybical.

e) Page 44 of Performance Standard to correspond
with the CCFP requirement and chart for meal
requirements.

f) Eliminate cost to programs ig providing every
child a menu each month. At the Washington,
D.C. Parent Child Center they are posted in
each classroom an&reviewed with parents pie-
fer recipe and,basic nutrition information.

2) Compliance Monii'oring and Program Assessment:

PCC will continue to use tile SAVI in its monitoring of
Program Performande. ACYF should conduct a full scale
on-site compliance review on a yearlx basis but pro-
grams to review should be selected on a random basis.

3).Streamline and Integrate, Reporting Systems:

4) More staff time could be given to program functioning:

S) Improve Community.with the Head Start. Community:

In order to continue having a successful Head Start Program,
-Head Start Program staff should be involved in the drafting
of,,changes and reirisions.
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el Washington, D:C. Parent Child Center, Inc.
2120.24 FOURTEENTH.STREET7NORTHWEST1!

DISTRICT OF COMMA 20009
(202) 462-3375

DCA. C. liethr. Chalpsem
Itygnit Y. Caudle. Ezerutivt Director

January 27, 1982

Dear Sir/Madam:

To give you a better knowledge of the Washington
D.C. Parent Child Center,

I have enclosed the following documents for your review:

, A. Ove4eiew of Ole iiashington D.C. Parent hild Center;

B. Review of ACYF Strategy Paper "Head Start Directions
For The Next Three Years;"

C. Report to the Congress "Early Childhood and Family
Development Programs Improve the Quality of Life for low
income FamLlies! Page 88 gives a description-of the
Washington D.C. Parent Child Center.

For further inquires and i'dditional information pleasi contact me on462-3375.

Sincerely,

/*

Sygrid Y. Caudle

Executive Director

Funded Ily HEW/UPO find &art Noted Way Dopvtowsva of !humus Resowc.,

428
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OVERVIEW OFPCC

The Washington, D.C. Parenf Child denter (OCC) Was begun in 1968
as one of 36 Parent Child Centeri funded by the Office of Economic
Opportunity as a part of.the Head Start program. As a non-profit
community based organization, PCC has expanded its services to
include the Head 'Start Home Base program, programs for high
school equivalency and parenting skills training for parents,
day, care and child-development services for children from infancy
to school age, and coordination of health care, nutrition, and
other human services. Through 211 of the services, PCC now pro-
vides services to approximately 2,500 individualt.

PCC is financially supported, with funds coming from the Depart-
'ment of Health and Human Resources, United Way, the D.C.
Department of Labor, generous in-kind contributions, Office of
the D.C. Public Schools, local clubs, 2nd individuals.

The Center is presently located at 2124 - 14th Street, N.W. and
2002 - 14th Street, N.W. with one other location 2t Cardozo
Senior High School.

A primary goal of the staff and the Board of Directors at PCC
is to combat and defeat the fragmentation of services to young
children and their families. By utilizing to capacity 211 of
our existing,resourcos, both material and human, we are very
slowly beginning to realize the attainment of that goal.
Through the realization of this goal, PCC has been able to signi-.
ficantly influence the life opportunities and capabilities of
those we serve.

Here, at the Washington, D.C. Parent Child Center, Inc., we see
parents become independent of public aSsistance; able 2nd willing
to discuss,child abuse 2nd neglect openly; and develop positive
techniques in ter.shing 2nd disciplining their children. We see
not only how parents, some of them for the very fArst time in

, their lives, have improved their own self-image and esteem, but
also how tremendously well they progress with regard to language,
math, and reading skills. We see evidence of an,improved quality
of life for our pazents...and they see it too. We see, on 2 daily

. basis, the provision of comprehensive services to handicapped
children inclusive of diagnostic, treatment, and follow-up services.
We see the benefits received by our parents through the provision
of support services_in_the_area.ofhealth, social- services and
family counseling.

Currently, the Washingtoh, D.C. Parent Child Center, Inc. is able
to offer the following programs on 2 daily basis to our partici-
pants.

HOME-BASE;

The Home-Base Piogram requires that trained Family EducatLon
Assistants go into the homes and work with parents.

4,2:y
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on an on-going basis, PEOviding infant stimulation skills.
Parents and their children are seen_in the home by the Family
Education Assistants at least once per week. During the home

_visit,...parentS_observe the techniquel_demonstrated_by_the_EEk
and utilize these same techniques during-the visit and later
for follow;up when the FEA is not present. Each family is
invited to bring their child in the center for group activities
supervised by their Family Education Assiatant. Pare'rits also
participate in.center based activities and workshops scheduled
thronghout the montE These workshops provide parents with
additional information'on parenting skills, child development$
health, nntrition, social services and career development.

PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAM (PEP):

The foremost purpose of the Parent Education Program (PEP) is
to provide 'proper motivation and encouragement to parents
througn tmcreasing their confidence in themselves as individuals
and as parents, as well as to provide basic academic and job
training experiences. The program provides guidelines for the
parents which help them become more acutely aware of their

' responsibilities to their city, their community and their
children.

The Parent-Education Program was designed to develop each parent's
self-esteem and aPpreciation of themselves; provide G.E.D. train-
ing (General,Education DiOloma) in reading, language and
mathematics; assist,in the development of basic practical,knOwledge
and understanding of health, nutrition, consumer education, and how
to prepare for future Employment. Parents also receive hands-on
experience at PCC as child care aides, receptionists, kitchen
assistants and bookkeeping and clerical skills. The Parent
Education Program at PCC has charged itself with providing
child care and development programs for the children of the
PEP parents while they are receiving their training.

The program is designed to address the needs of twenty (20)
parents and their children. The parents, for the most part,
range in, age from 18 years to 2t years of age.

PARENT EDUCATION NURSERY.PROGRAM:

The-PEP Nursery serves the children of the parents who are ac-
tively involved in the Parent Education Program at PCC. The
Nursery is set up to house twenty-five children, five days per
week-from 9:00A14-until 2:30PM. It has colorful learning centers
of Interest to encourage the children to learn by doing and to
learn througn pfiy. nithin.this classroom may be found a house-
keeping center that the children utilize to dress up in and
imitate adults; a science center where objects ach as rocks,
leaves, and an aquarium and other objects are used to stimulate

4 3
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young-minds; a block corner that the children use to build,
tear down, create, and discover, a wood-work cehter, music

area, sand area, library and a manipulation ceuter where
children are given the opportunity to "put together and
"take apart", Parents of children in PEP Nursery are re-
quired to participate in the classroom hands-on cnild
development activities.

INFANT EDUCATION CENTER:

Zhe Infant Center program is designed for children from 6 weeks
to three years of age. It is in operation five days per.week,
from 7:00AM until 6:00PM and is de$igned for 30 children housed
in'three classrooms. The program was originally designed to
help parents become upwardly mobile by giving them an opportunity
to improve their economic status. Quality'care is given to the
children while their parents are at work, in a job training pro-
gram, or in school completing their high school education or
learning a vocational skill.

The curriculum presently being used With the children is geared
toward the individual need$ of each child participating in this
program. The Portage Guide to Early Education is being used in
addition to other sources.

There are five areas of concentration relative to children's
behavior that are closely monitored in this program. They
are cognition, self-help, motor, language, and socialization.

Approximately 10% of the children enrolled in the Infant Center
have handicapping conditions which range from severe to minimum.
Teachers-and Teacher's Assistants carry out the Individualized
Education Plan (IEP) developed for the handicapped child. Thanks
to cooperation agreements with handicap resource agencies, like
D.C. Society for Crippled Children, PCC is able to provide day
care services to severely and multi-handicapped children.

NURSERY:

The Nursety Program has a staff/child ratio of one to eight. It

--serves-children from-3 to 4-years of age and is currently designed
to serve 30 children. This program was essentially designed to
equip low-income children with skills needed to succeed. Its pri-

mary purpose is to develop the whole child.

In or,der that this purpose becomes a reality, the staff concentrates
on developing: 1) a positive self-concept with the child, 2) inde-
pendence in making choices and decisions, 3) socialization and
interaction skills and 4) concept formation ability.

4 31
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In the Nursery desigm$ there is,a combined
curriculum model todevelop age-appropriate skills for the children. Concentratedattension is given te the

development of social skills, physicaldevelopment, health, safety, language and art. Planning is doneweekly and enrichment field trips are taken to interesting andeducational places throughout the provam year.

PRE-KINDERGARTEN EDUCATION PROGRAM:

Once ihe children leave the Pre-Kindergarten
Program, they auto-matically enter Kindergarten

though in many instances they areperforming above first grade levels. The success of the Pre-Kindergarten Program can be defined based on the children'ssuccess in grade school.
A.longitudinal study that was con-ducted a few years ago indicated that PCC children whoparticipated in the DISTAR
(Direct Instruction for Language,Arithmetic, Reading) Program performed well above grade level'when compared to their peers in the first grade.

The staff was quick
to recognize that in order to develop achild's interest and
cognitive skills, provision of a curri-culum which exposed them to a wide variety ofpsubjectsowas

mandatory. .PCC childreein the Pre-Kindergarten Progfambecome accomplished in alphabet
skills, language arts, social

dramatic activities, and creative activities.

There are 30 children in the
PCC Pre-Kindergarten Program,Ranging in Age from 4 to $ years. They are in structured

classes five days per 1.ieek.

SOCIAL SERVICES COMPONENT:

The Social Service Component of the WaAlington, D.C. Parent
Child Center, Inc. provides supportive and preventive ser-vices to the families enrolled in P.M programs. Services are,rendered to help families with financial, personnel, inter- t'family, housing, and social pfoblems. The seaff consists ofthe Social Service Coordinator

Assistant, and social wotk
college students who serve on a'volunteer basis.

Our Social Services Component has two primary purposes: to pre-serve and strengthen the family unit through direct services andreferrals to community and local service agencies and to generatea positive_change_in_the_family_through
education and ,s1i1.15...deve_-_.lopment in meeting day-to-daY

problems'in living. Problem withhousing, eligibility for p±sblic assistance and related services,unemployment and crisis situations are some of the areas inwhich the Social Service
Component has intervened and successfullyresolved.

Records are kept on each referral made by the Social ServicesComponent in the appropriate family file and documentation ofall phone contacts, correspondence,
home visits and officevisits is kept.

4 32
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HEALTH:

It is a truism that poor health is not only a medical problem,
but a social and economic problem as well. At PCC our primary
objective is to ensure cnkt each child and his or her parent(s)
are healthy to the maximum extent possible. This objective is
to accomplished through the Health Coordinator's efforts to

. obtain adequate health care for them. Our efforts are geared
toward improving the health of members of dur community and
preventing health problems via improved nutritional education,
health education, consistent prenata4 care, good dental care,
regular screening, etc., of our parents and.children.

Numerous agencies in and around the Washington, D.C. area provide
PCC families with direct health services, including:

Howard University Hospital
Howard University Hospital DeRf. of Pediatrics
Family Life and Child Development.Center
The Children's Hospital Comprehensive Health Clinic
Shaw Community Health Center
D.C. Society for Crippled Children
Childrens' Hearing and Speech Society
Oper Cardozo Neighborhood Health

Cedter
District of Columbia General

Hospital

Also, in conjunction with Howard University Hospital, PCC has
developed a Health Needs Assessment to determine the major health
needs within the total PCC community.. This Health Needs Assess-
ment will assist us to prioritize needs and determine the amount
of ies6drces and energies to be_recruited andused in health
education, preventiVe health and menial heilth-needs.

NUTRITION:

Previous surveys and inquiries into the nutritional problems
experienced by the residents of the PCC cbmmunity are found
to be directly related to inadequate income, transportation
problems, food purchasing habits, neighborhood stores vs. the
absence of large chain stores, management and budgeting habits,
eineffiaiW use FoodStUMpS,

Supplemental Foods, etc.)

The Washington, D.C. Parent Child Center, pc., feels obligated
to involve both the parents and children in its nutritional pro-
gram through education. By ingolving parents in the program,
they learn which foods and what amount of food are best for their
children and consequently, the entire family.
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Studies have indicated that poor nutrition dufing early childhoodhas an effect not only on physical growth, 'but on mental growthas well. The emphasis on improving
nutrition is designed to im-prove *11 aspects of the child's growth end develpmen6. It isimportant that a child be guided and provided with varied

experiences so that he/she learns good eating habits for life.

Meal time ,at PCC is an important event; one that the child looks 3forward to a his daily routine. Cycle menus are planned to
include the four basic food groups. The meals are planned insuch i way. that the children

have pleasant experiences with tex-tures, colors, shapes, smells and tastes:

The children are served three meals per day at the Center; break-fast, lunch and one snack.

' The classroom staff loere closely with the nutritionist. Lessonplans are formulated to help the children understand the namesof different foods, seasonal
foods, utensils used in cooking,how foods look, taste and smell,

how food provides energy, andhow food helps us grow and keeps
us healthy, among other things.

Parents and staff members are exposed to workshops that coverways to save money on food bills, how good nutrition depends ona number of different factors;
how to introduce new foods to. children, the process of infant feeding, how to bring childrenand food toSether happily, etc.

In addition to the workshops,
the nutritionist al*so schedules

conferenCes with parents who have children with special nutri-tional needs. In addition, trained kitchen staff makes sure thatthat the Center is in complete compliance with regulationsrelewant to food handligs and food preparation.

HANDICAP SEINICES PROGRAM:

It is the primary goal of the Handicap Services Program to enrollchildren with varying degrees of handicapping conditions intothe mainstream of the programs offered at PCC while ensuring
that all individual needs arp met. To achieve this goal, PCC-utilizes existentcommunity-resources

to_provide serXices to.enrolled handicapped children..

We have successfully expanded
and strengthened our relationshipswith other agencies serving

handicapped-children.. Alliances-- ...have-been-forded-with Georgetowri-Univeisity
Affiliated Programfor Child Development as well as with Children's Hospital, Howard

University Hospital Child Development Center, the D.C. Societyfor Crippled Children, the Public Schools of the District of
Columbia, Galludet's school for Contemporary Education.
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The program at PCC for handicapped children is geared toward the
total child's development in the home as well as in the class-
room. Handicapped children between the ages of six weeks and,
five years of age and who have been diagnosed by a licensed
diagnostician are eligible for enrollment in all PCC programs.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT:

Career Development at the Parent Child Center applies to both
staff and parents. Staff is provided with the opportunity to
attend workshops at the college level that will enable them
to up-date their knowledge and skills in the respective areas
of concentration. Staff is also provided with classes that
will assist them in a more effective and efficient means of
delivering family and child services to community residents.
We allow for and encourage both upward and horizontal mobili-
ty depending upon the capability and desires.of the staff
person. Implicated in eacli stepof,upward mobility is increased
responsibilities, in-service training programs, college training
programs, and increased salaries. -

Horizontal mobility is a means or allowing growth and preventing
stagnation, as it allows staff increased Inowledge and experience
in different directions and develop the ability to assume more
duties and responsibilities. In-service training, education
received and demonstrated, and work ability ire the primary
factor* in determining the ppce in which an individual staff
member will be able-to advance. %

Classroom staff teacher and assistant teachers will also be pro-
vided the ppportunity to OUrsue Child Development Associafe
credentials as another form of possible career enrichment.

Parent participants are mainstreamed into the career development
activities at PCC by providing opportunities for employment at
the'Center with continued in-services training through the same
channels AS other staff members.

SPECIAL INIJIATIVE PROJECT-WIN PROGRAM FOR TEENAGE MOTHERS:

PCC is sponroring a vocational, academic, and life skills
training program for teenage mothers in the District of Columbial
The focus of tbe program is on enhancing the employability and
academic status of the trainees, since the PCC project is
sponsored_by the_fAcleral WIN (Work Incentive Program). However,
_the_curriculum_design coñi.insan. dded_fcature tp
personal growth and development, arid the Lift-eve:1cent of paebniing
skills. The transitional phase of adolescence towards young
adulthood is a very difficult developmental phase, without the
added responsibility of a young infant. When a teenager has a
child, she is often bewildered, with nowhere to turn and is
lacking the necessary informal and formal support Systems to

4 3 5
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continue progressive development. Although public assistance
alleviates the burden of providing for the very basic necessi-
ties qf life for the young mother and her child, it still is a
very meager eans of support. Frustration is evident when the
mother looks at herself to find that, more often than not, she
is a highschool dropout, without Any marketable skills or social
resourles needed to survive comfortably in the mainstream of
today's economic and social systeps. Voluntary enrollment in
thiS program demonstrates that the participant has personal
initiative and motiVation and desires to change her life situa-
tion to make a better life for herseleand her child. The WIN
Program is designed to provide her with the opportunities to
succeed in her effqrt to become A self--sustaining and fully-
functioning adult.

The program at PCC is tailored for success because we stress
and.provide opportunities for training in several marketable
skills, areas and stress attaining the necessary academic
pre-requisites necessary for gainful employment. A samplingof our course offerings includes:

4Vocational.

Academic

Bookkeeping
Office Skills ,

Day Care
Non-Traditional Occupations

for Women
Nutrition Aides
Word Processing
Home Nursing

GED Classes
Demonstration Reading
Project for Non-Readers

In addition, we have the capability to provide trainees with
many supportive services and general life informatin that they.mend to survive and understand the surrounding world. Althoughthu focus is on academic and vocational training, we at P= want
to impact on the total development of the young women: Ouf LifeSkills Courses include:

- Sewing
- Nutrition
- Body Dynamics
- Family Relations

436
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March 22, 1982

Honorable Ike Andrews, Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
U.S. House of Representatives
Room 2178 Rayburn House Office Building
Wash., D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Andrews:

Enclosed are-comments from The National Consortium For Child
Mental Health Services regarding the Administration For Children,
Youth,.and Families proposed future strategy for the Heaa Start
pAgram. The tonsortium would appreciate the inclusion of our

written comments In the hearing record.

Should you have any questions regarding our statement, please
contact Derek Penn at (202) 462-3754.

Enclosure
cc: Dorcas HardY, Ass't Secretary HHS

Clarence Hodges, ACYF Commisioner

_

Sincerely,

William Buzogany, M.D.
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THE FOLLOWING MEMBER

ORGANIZATIONS OF

THE NATIONAL CONSORTIUM FOR CHILD MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES

HAVE ENDORSED THIS STATEMENT

ON THE PROPOSED FUTURE STRATEGY

OF THE HEAD START PROGRAM

American Acade* of Child Psychiatry
American Association of Children's Residential Centers
American Association of Psychiatric Services for Children
American PsychiatrieAssociation
American-Psychological Association
American SRciety for Adolescent Psychiatry
Child Welfare League of America
Children's Defense Fund
Notional Association of School Psychologists
National Association of State Mental Health Program Directors
Nationil Congress of Parents and Teachers
National Council of Community Mental Health Centers
National Mental Health Associalion
Society of Professors of Childysychiatry'

Presinted to

Subcommittee on Human Resources
U.S, House of Representatives

The Administration for Children, Youth, and Families

Office of the Assistant Secretary for .

Human Development Services
The Department of Health & Human Services

4 3
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March 19, 1982'

,The National. Consortium For Child Mental Health Services is

comprised of 18 profes onal, provider, and consumer organizations.

ItS goal is to act upon national child ment.11 health
issues and de-

velop for improved services. The COnsortium promotes the

delivery of appropriate mental health
services to all children in need.

The provision of adequate mental health services has not been address-
_

ed In the Head Start planning for the future described in .the-Adailn-

istration's paper entitled, "Read Start; Directions rot:the Next

Three Years" (10/22/81).

The National Consortium For Child Mental Health Services is con-

cerned about the &emphasis of mental
health services in the Adminis-

tration for Children, Youth, and Families'
(ACYF) proposed plan for

Head Start. The original legislative intent of Head Start, as stated

in the ACYF paper, was "CD foster the developmeneand well-being of

children, thus enabling them to deal more effectively with both their

present environmentand later
responsibilities in school and community

life." The ACYF strategy paper states that "In ord, to accomplish thic

goal, Head Start progrt:ms emphasize cognitive and language develop:tient,

social and emotional development, physical
and mental health, and par-

ental involvement,"

The Administration is now proposing to overturn the very core of

the program's regulations--the
Comprehensive Performance Standards--

which have Contributed in a critical way to Head Start's success. Tfie



effectiveness of Head Start 11,;: in large part re'sulted from its

Comprehensive Performance Standards, includinvme6tal health, health.

social,services, education, and parent involvement components. Con-

templated changes in these standards are alarming and silould not occur.

particularly as the Head Start statute states that any revisions in the

the standards shall result in standards "no less.comprehensive" than

those in efact on November 2, 1978.

3A second conc'ern is that the position of mental health specialist

at the national level has been vacant for the last four years. Thi's is

inconsistent with the legislative intent. The current "commitment" with-

out implementation obviously does nothing to foster A mental health

program within Head Start. A mental health professional is necessary to

Lssure_implementation of a strong and effective program.

Notably scarce in the ACYF paper are references to mental health.

This is particularly noteworthy
since prior to the departure of the last

mental health specialist from the Head Scart national office, a four--L.

year long demonstrations program in mental health (the Child and Family

Mental Health Project) was funded.
This project developed materials and

procedu;es tb address a number of
operational problems about the mental

health services The one professional enhanced all operations in addition

eo promoting economies and efficiencies in local operations.

The Head Start demonstration project
in mentll health has pioneered

the use of mental health services in
this program designed to support

. -child development through prevention. Its determined in the project,:a

comprehensiv mental health program can be.deli%,.red in local Head Start

programs if 866,00/child is allocated yearly out of the existing budget.

This is compared with the greater ccist of services to young people who

have emotional and behavioral problems later in their development. Yet,

4 .1
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the longstanding problems of aOceptance of mental health services

as an integral part of Head Start's comprehensive program persist.

Finally, we are concerned that déspite President Reagan's promise

to keep Read Start Part of the "social safety net," cutbacks in other

programs such as CETA, the Child Care Food Program, and the Social

Services Block Grant have affected the operating ability of many Head

Start programs.

The National Consortrum FOr Child Mental Health Services recommends

the following:

I. Preservation of the current Comprehensive Perfbrmance Standards,

including the mental health component., without changes;

2. Renewal of support by ACYF for the concept that the mental

health component is a strategic element of the Head Start program;

3. Funding for Head SXart in FY 83 at the full authorized level of

$1.00? billion;

4. The appointment of a mental health specialist at the national

level to work with the Director of Health Services;

5. The provision of assistance, through granrs and other mechanisms,

and through the use of materials already developed for ehis 4

purpose, to-enable each Head Start program to provide comprehen-

sive mental health services.

As stated in the ACYF proposal, "Head,Start is a program that works.".

It has helped some Of our most vulnerable children. This proposed deempha-

*sis of comprehensive mental health is an egregious error on the part of

the ACYF and the National Consortium For Child Mental He:kith Services

strongly objects to this.

Sincerely,

?.1.).Wiarn 79217.24.1/0.0.

William Buzogany, M.D.
Chairman
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READ START PARENT POLICY COUNCIL
P.0, Box fa Fon Wont*, Minna S1604

)

The Honorable Ike Andrews, Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
2178 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

?WI 2 6 198z

Dear Congressman Andrews;

Please find attached petitions
concerning the proposed regulatoryand "streamlining' changes for Head Start. These petitions aresigned by a few of the more than 6,000 parents whose

children areserved by the Navajo Child
Development Program, the largest IndianHead start program in the United States.

4As a Head Start parent
add chairman of our Parent

Policy Council, Iam deeply concerned with
the proposed changes outlined in the "HeadStart Strategy Paper" and I fully agree with

Congresswoman Chisholm'sstatement that these changes
are nothing more than "tinkering" withmon beneficial program our children and our families.have.

As you may know, budget
cutbacks which the Administration has eitherproposed or has already
implemented have had a profound iMpact uponthe Indian people. Here on the Navajo Reservation,

the unemploymentrate has been projected at eighty
percent for this year with thedlimination of cETA and many other programs. Head Start will pro-vide the only meals

our children receive for many families. We feelthat the existing regulations
governing Head Start are this country'scommitment to the disadvantaged child. How can you "streamline"such a commitment?

The attached petitions not only demonstrate
our opposition to theproposed tinkering with Head Start, but also our heartfelt appre-ciation to you and the Congress of the United States for maintainingthe last web of an already torn "safety net".

Respectfully,

/7211$2ap ael 4artin, Chairman
CENTRAL PARENT POLICY COUNCIL,

NAVAJO HEAD START

Enclosures

4 4
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H EA D START.. WPM( COMMUNITY ACTION, INIC..
ItlogimWsioreii Snute Pine. NORTH CAWOLINA 28727 704,0WIAKICIV
P.O. Box 338 March 17, 1982 688-2196

Honorable Ike Andrews, Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
U.S. House of Representatives
Rooe2178 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Sir

Thank you veey much for inviting me to comment on "Head Start: Directions
for the Next Three Years." ACYF is to be commended for its report's
honest appraisal of the benefits afforded our nation's underprivileged A

children through Head Start.

One aspect of Head Start should receive further emphasis--that is the
services rendered to handicapped children. Head Start has a policy of
mainstreaming handica6ed children. Early intervention through direct
services (therapy, medical treatment, counseling, etc.) is critical to
these children, and it can be argued that early intervention saves
enormous amounts of federal funds over 'he years. Probably just as
important to these handicapped children is the change in attitudes
that accompany the mainstreamed cpild. The child learns to cope with
his own handicap, parents begin to plan for the child's future,
teachers learn that each child is an individual, peers learn to respect
differences, and all grow to.accept the child as a whole person.
Mainstreaming is a concept that Head Start adopted long before PL 94-142,
and its success is one of Head Start's strongest assets. I am hopeful

that services to the handicapped will continue to be a focus of Head
Start through the next three years.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER"

f



I would also-like to comment on "Objective 3: ImprovE and Streamline
the Delivery of Training and Technical

Assistance." A network of
state-wide providers makes sense only if two conditions are met. Thetraining and technical assistance

provider should maintaiji regular
interaction with state level agencies, and the provider should oe re-iponsive to the needs of local Head Start programs. In order zo inter-aCt with state level agencies

(Department.of Social Services, EPSDT,Health Department, DeRartment of Public Instruction, Developmental
Evaluation, Mental Health, etc.) the T 6 TA provider should be located
within commuting distance of the state capitol. An interagency task
forceshould be formed of representatives

of these agencies to foster
collsbOration. In order to be responsive to local program needs, the
state T 6_TA provider should utilize

the existing network of cluster
coordinators. These spectally funded coordinators are already in
place; they are knowledgeable of Head Start regulations, and they are
familiar with local program needs.

These cluster coordinators could
help to bring about a very easy transition to a streamlined system
of training and technical assistance delivery.

Thank you-for including these comMents. May we all work to keep
Head Start meaningful- to,the children and families we serve.

Sincerely,-

William A. Weeks
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Subcommittee of HUman Resources
2178 Rayburn HOB
Washingtèn, D. C. 20515

Parents of
Oanado Preschool
Oanado, Arizona 86505

Subject: Legislative Alert

Date: March 19,1982

'Dear Sir:

We the parents of Oanad. Preschool and as concerned citizens
oppose any more cute from the U.S.D.A. Child Care Food Program.
Wc feel Congress should not ignor the disadvantaged children.

We also oppose any proposed de-regulation of Head Start
Regulation and Performance Standards. We do not wish to be on
Block GrAnt.

We furhter oppose any cuts from the Indian Health Services.
We need those nurses in our communities.

Please, deeply consider our request.

Respectfully,

1,1 /117Z/1

WesleY W. Atakai
President
Parent Advisory Committee
For and on behalf of the parents

4 4 6
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RESOLUTION OF GANADO PRESCHOOL

Opposing further congressional ,mts from
USDA Child Care Food Program, opposing
Block Grant and cuts from Indian Health
Services.

WyEREAS:

1. The Agency Parent Advisory COMmittee at its
regular monthly meeting at Wide Ruins, Arizona discussed
financial difficulties Head Start Programs now experiences.

2. The parents and teachers having been informed
of proposed cuts from USDA Child Care Food Program, proposed
Block Grant and cuts on Indian Health Services

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED:

A. The Ganado Preschool opposes further cuts from
USDA Child Care Food Program.

B. The Ganado Preschool opposes proposed de-regulation
of Head Start Regulation and Performance Standards. We do not
wish to be on Block Grant

C. The Ganado Preschool opposes any cuts from Indian
Health Services.

We certify that the parents supports this request
this 1/ day of March, 1982.

Passed by a vote of /' in favor of and f,

opposing.
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wesley Atakai
PAC President

/
Alice Dennison
Teacher
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The Honorable Ike Andrewa, Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Reaourcea
2178 Kayburn Home Office Building
Waahington, D.C. 20515
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NA VAIO CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
DRAWER 260

FORT DEFIANCE, ARIZONA Ii504
(802) 721-5220, 5250, 5280

March 19, 1982

Dear Congressman Andrewa:

I have recently been made aware of teatimony to your subcommittee hearings
made by ACYF Commiaaioner, Clarence Hotghea, in which he reportedly claimed-
support of Head Siert Directora for proposed changes in existing Head Start
,regulationa. A3 Director of the Head_Start Program of the Navajo Tribe, I
have never been contacted by anYone concerning theae changea. The over 350
staff and over 6000 atudenta parenta of our program Caa represented by the
varioua Local, Agency and Central Parent Policy Counci/s) are united in op-
poaltion to the current adminiatration'a efforta to consolidate in any-way
Head Start fundinv-thrOugh a block granting procesa. We are also oppoaed
to propmed ACYFJchangea in Head Start regulations. While being marketed
by Mr. Houghes ia "streamlining" we recognize these propeaala as effort to
make funding cuts and to destabilize programs through reductions in regu-
lationa and perfoArlance standards.

Mr. Houghea ahaUld take the opportunity to visit our Navajoland and aee
firat hand juat what one-of his program, Navajo Head Start haa done and is
doing for the isolated, unacculturated, non-Engliah apeaking, impoverished,
Navajo children, their parenta and their communitiea. May I also extend
thia invitation to you, Honorable Senator Andrews, we would be moat hono,
to receive "you here.

While our needs are great, such a small amount of money 33 we operate on,
does so very much for tomorrow'a NavajoAdults when they moat need oppor-
tunitiea to gain the basica of health, happiness, and succeaa. Head Start
does work-herc and, it is in the best intereata of not only the Navajo
people but ale(' of all Americana to continue to provide these children the
chance 3o many other children have to really make it in life.

I thank you for your time and again we invite you to come be with u.:t.

If, we can of any help pleaae call us at (602) 729-5360.

Y1-4t4k,

Ronald W. Ber
DIVISION OF

PROGRAM

4 4 is
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ting Head Start Director
0 CHILD DEVELOPMENT
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NAVAJO CHILD MR0'4E/IT MORAY
Ocroor 240

Fen Detlesco. Adaped

(GO2) 224220, 1210, 6214

March 19, 1982

Sub-Committee of Human Rocources
2178 Raylurn H.O.B.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Sir,

This letter is being written on behalf of the Fort Defiance
Agenoy Child Development Program now serving twenty-two (22)

communities in the southern part of the Navajo Indian Reser-
vation. The program by overwhelming percentage is serving
children from the most disadvantaged homes, and the communities
itself are in need of conomic and social development.

Tho parents, from various Communities has stated their concern
and is strongly inipposition of the de-regulatioi of Head Start
Policies and is in full support of all efforts for restoration
of funds for the following service providers; Indian Health
Services, USDA/CM and Bureau of the Census. These programa
are essential to all Navajo oommunities in providing adequate

Health and Human Services. Any program now in existence heavily
rely on other program to integrate services for the beneficial
and well-being of our children, youth and families.

Tour attention to this letter will be appreoiated, communities
within our agency would continue to support the present program
policies and would look forward to the NNSA committee with a
favorable results.

MLS/wby

4 4

Sincerely yours,

MacArthur L. Stant, Chairman
Agency Parent Policy Council
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The Honorable Ike Andrews, Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
2178 Rayburn House Office Building
Washingten, D.C. 20515
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NAVA/0 CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
DRAWER 240

FORT DEFIANCE, ARIZONA 144504
(1102) 720-5220,5250, 5204

March 22, 1982

Deer Congressman Andrews:

On behalf of Navajo Child Development Program, Chinle Agency Head Start
Program and parents, serving 700 children. It is-through this program
that we share the aspirations of providing the best possible program for
children and'families In accordance with the laws of congress and the
administrative regulation that have been established over 17 years and
more, regulation that have been carefully natured through cooperative
planning with regulatory agencies, parents,and staff.

Now,we are hearing all of that might Changed. Changes of this nature
would only jeopardize what has envolved over the years to have a mah
better program. It is for these reasons and much more that have deter-
mine Us to be one-hundred percent against any de-regulation, any changes
or streamlining of Head Start regulations, funding and audits.

We thank you for listening to us and to consider our plead not to make
changes.

vid Ka elty, Age
Chinle Head Start

4 50
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The Honorable-Ike Andrews,-Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
2178 Kayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
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NAVAJO CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
DRAWER 244

FORT DEFIANCE, ARIZONA 41504
(102) 720-5220, 5210, 5214

March 22, 1982

Dear Congressman Andrewsi

I am writing_this letter with'weat conceins,for the Indian Head Start
Programs, particularlyAhn:Westirn'Nevajo Agency of-Navajo.Child
Development Program,. whicnleam a directer,of. MY main issue,of con-

cern is the propoialloAlotk-grant Indian-Beed!Start programs through
ANA with programclike_the Foster'0randparent4rogrim, If this should

come about, therimble-be-a abbstantial deireaSe iri-Head Start funding,

thus hurting direct joirviies being currently provided to disadvantaged

children, familiei;and Communities.

Block grantihg-VoUld also mean dereiulation ofHead 8tart-TerfOrmance
Standards and-Widellhes, thus, decreasing the chances ter survival of

small Head Start4rograas.

Therefore, 1 itrongly-oppose the issue of block granting_Need Start
funds and I amtnOliciting'your support in the Continuation of the current
grant applicaiion:procees-through Indian and Migrant-Programn Division.

I would very much,inpreciate your concern=and support on this issue on

behalf of:thethildren'servedIhrough mrigehcy.

Res tfu ly,

mer, Agency Director

Navajo Child Develoment Program
WESTERN NAVAJO AGENCY

LM/eb



A HELP UP, NOT A HAND OUT
Ilth Ave. S.E.

Cedar Rapids, IOWA 52401

(3(9) 366.7631

March 22 1992
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HOUSE SU) -Mein= CN HUMAN moopers
lion. Ike Andrews, Chairman
2178 Rayburn House Ruilding

Washington, D.C. 20515

pear Honorable Ike Andrews:

Region VII has been fortunate in having the opportunity for staff to
participate in training provided by the Homehase Training Centers
located in Gering, Ntbraske

Please consider the training needs of Head.Start staff in the decisions
affecting the,priorities for the Head Start Program.

Sincerely,

Carol Chadwick
HAM. Head Start Director

CC/dh

HAWKEYE alttA COWAUNITT ACTION PROGRAM
Aa bowl Desonw.t, Asety

...MenemAWKY a the Lamed Way

4 5-
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The Honorable Ike Andrews
Chairman, Subcoamittee an &man Resources

U. S. House of Representatives
2178 Rayburn limo* Offioe Building

. Waehington, DC 20615

Dear Congressman Andrewss

1/41s)
208 North Durkin
Springfield, Illinois 62702

March 22, 1982

Your continued support of Head Start as demonstrated in the Petiruary

Oversight Hearings is appreciated by all who are touched by the Migrant

=Head Start PrOjelot-in Illinois:
Ae I listened to your review of the

program in both statement and question, the depth of your knowledge

and coemittment was evident.

Indian and Migrant programs nationwide
thank you for the opportunity

to submit teitimo4 to the Committee. The occasion to articulate con-

corns and needs was most-important to those who represent our most

invisible poor Read Start is to date the post significant effort

which any nation has made on behalf of these children. An equally

workable model his yet to be-duplicated either in conception or effeot.

I thank you acain for your oonviotion that the goals of Head Startare

attainable and worthy of the national investment.

t.

4 5

Mo t Ainoerely,

Paula A. Reibsaimen
Migrant Head Start Project
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EVELYN K. MOORE
Eaecutirs Director

BOARD OF DIRECTORS,

DAPIWA DAVIS
Proakiwit

!Hawked, CT
CLARICi WALKER

f Irst Prositent
SW*/ 5504, MD

LORRAINE EWINO
Secone Wee Prwiratint

MoatelAk, NJ
WHITNEY WALKER

. S.c. Mrs&
MAMMON% DC

WILUAM BROWN
- PSINdINSA, PA
JAN DOUGLASS

MINIM, GA
YE1TA DAUBER
WANSABIon, DC

CYNTHIA HAMMES
Ildissport CT
DEE HOLD&
Nsw Yak. NV

SETITE HURD
Sesrsenente, CA

DONALD LAYDEN
OnnowIth, CT

WILUAM MARTIN
OrNmebwo,

ROSERT MEADOWS
Orsonsboro. NC

ERNEST SMITH
los An94,CA

BUNNY WILBURN
SoNIN, WA
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SIINg SwInc, MD

GERALDINE WILSON
New Tat. NY
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NATIONAL
"SLACK
CHLD
DEVELOPMENT
INSTITUTE, INC.

March 24, 1982

-The Honora8le Ike Andrews
Chairman
Subcommittee on Humes Resources
2178 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, O. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Andrews. ,

Enclosed-Is- thelationer 8likCIiI Ovjint Institute'swritten statement-on tlie,Adeinistration's
proposed changes for theHead Start program. This statement was prepared.to be .inserted in-to the record of the Subcomnittee on Human Resource's hearing heldon February 23, 1982.

We are,very pleased to have this opportunity to submit ourresponse to the Administiition's proposals. If you need-arty addi-tional information, please feel fret to call me at (202) 387-1281.

EKM/ald

-Enclosure

erely yours,

P1404.4...
Evelyn K. Moore

1463 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005 (202)387.1281

-4 58
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Statement on the

Administration's Proposed Changes in Heed Start

to the

Subcommittee on Human Resources,
House Education and Libor Committee

March 24, 1982

,

Prepared by: National slack Child Development Institute
1463 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 387-1281

Evelyn K. Moore
Executive Director

45j
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My name is Evllyn K. Moore and-I mm the Executive Director of the National

Slack Child-Development Institute (NBCDI). As a non-profit membership Organiza-

tion, NBCDI is dedicatlad toward improving the-livai of Z1ack children and their

families through public policy advocacy.
Presently, the Institute has an organized

network of twenty-nine affiliates composed
of volunteer community advocates who,

in addition to monitoring public policy, provick, services at the grass roots level.

Through cur affiliates and membership, Nem
affects over two million Black children

yearly.

I am pleased to share with the Subcommittee
on Human tesources the Institute's

responses to the Administration for Children, Youth and Families'
(ACYF) Proposals

for Head Start, as outlined in its draft
strategy paper, 'Head Start - Directions

for the Next Three Years'. In its advotacy for.illack children and their families.

the Institute has been particularly
supportive of programs.and policies which have

a positive impact on Black children at early dsvelopmental stages. Head Stait is

such a program. In addition, Head Start continues to-be a bulwark for the Black

community. It is especially beneficial to those)ow-incoma Black families working

toward self-suffidency and their children. As a result, NBCDI has a mandaf to

call for the maintenance of those
aspects of tile program which have proven to be

beneficial. A review of r.ead Start must be based on a commitment to oppose the

adoption of any modifications which would undermi\ne its positive program elements.

We appreciate this opportunity to call ;our attention to the recommendations out-.

Ilined in ACYFs' draft strategy paper which have tha\ potential.

ACYFs' recommendations appear to be based on the premises that

I. Head Start can rely on other institutions oriagencies for support.

2. The proven quality of Head Start can be maineined without additional
.dollars.

4.60
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We fear that by openly stating that Head Start can withstand a loss in

real funds during 1982, ACYF may give ammunition to those who support the

Administration's proposal that Head Start not receive an increase for FY 1983.

None of the measures suggested in the strategy paper compensate for the loss of

actual dollars; ACYF should not assume that its economizing will not damage the

program in any appreciable way. We, therefore, have urged ACYF to avoid any

statement which indicates that decreased funding will not hurt the Head Start

program;

The reality is thatowithout additional dollars, necessary expansion is

impossible and quality control is questionable. Added to the delay of an

increase in funding until 1983 are the cuts in AFDC, title XX, CETA and USDA

'funding -- all of which contribute to the child care "package' uSed by many

Head Start families.

NBCDI has recormended that ACYF undertake alid publish a state-by-state

study to determine the actual cuts in programs which provide dollars for child

care in order to assess the reality of such services being available as tradi-

tional Head Start resources are redirected.

OBJECTIVE: Expand/Maintain Enrollment

1. ACYF has proposed to phase out summer Head Start programs, convert

Parent and Child Centers into regular Head Start programs and redirect.discre-

tionary resources for expanding Head Start enrollrent. While we agree that any

dollars saved through these measures should go towards an expansion of enroll-

ment, ACYF appears to be wholeheartedly endorsing these moves, a position we

strongly question.

The paper does kot make note of any careful analysis of the framework with-

in which these proposals are made. Obviously those communities which have Summer

Programs, Parent and Child Centers, or full day programs have assessed their needs
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and are trying to meet them. The Office of Human Development has designated

ACYF as the advocate for families. It is contradictory to its mission that

ACYF play the role of the 'hatchet man' in projecting the.direction Head Start

should take. Forty percent of single slack women are heads of households. _and

the number is increasing. In many instances, these programs are their lifeblood.

ACYF must not make a blanket announcernent that programs which provide services
\

for infants or which offer a sufferer expe ience. otherwise unaviilable,
are fluff.

It is against the public interest and cont ary to its purpose that ACYF should

take such a stand. Those ccwnmunities which have recognized a need for these

programs must be allowed to provide them with continUed federal assistance.

ACYF must take its role as child and family advocate seriously. The chil-

dren terved by Head Start are among the most vulnerable and least4able to protect
\

themselves. Long term gains should not be compromised\by using:short term cost-

effective strategies. Program operations should have priority when choices have

to be made. It is not clear that ACYF. has considered whaiNactually is more cost-,

effective. Ho'w much does it cost to maintain people in ins6ttions? Would an

informed taxpayer prefer these costs over those associated with\(educing the

likelihood of institutional care? It is the obligation of ACYF to Resent analyses

of these alternatives so that taxpayers can make inforn .d choices. \

.2. ACYF has also recoonended that per-child co in "high cost" Rbgrams

be reduced, either through the establishment of an al olute ceiling or through

negotiation of individual cases. NBCDI is concerned that the paper does not

give adequate consideration to the vast differences among geographical regions

within the country, or between rural and urban needs. Head Start programs in

New York and Mississippi obviously will not have the sane costs. ACYF has not

given Head Start programs an opportunity to negotiate all relevant cost factors

in order to arrive at a design for meeting the unique needs of diverse conrun-

ities. Any plan to control costs must be done after a case-by-case analysis
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since variables change within and among states. We favor the second plan which

would give grantees and/or delegate agencies an opportunity to justify costs or

reeeive advice and assistance in,reducing their expenses. The first option, which

would establish a ceiling on the Head Start-funded cost-per-child, is unacceptable.

3. In an effort to reduce personnel costs, ACYF has proposed to prepare

staffing "guidelines', which would be used as "benchmarks' for individual pro-

grams. NBCDI believes that reducing personnel costs by developing staffing

guidelines in an effort to reduce Head Start staff my negatively impact program

quality. While the number of staff and their hours of work are a function

of personnel costs, they also contribute toward the documented success of Head

Start and the gains children and their families have made. However, we strongly

recommend that both existing Herd Start programs that provide quality services and

retearch, such as the National Day Care Study, be utilized in formulating these

guidelines. They should not only address the number of staff and person hours

for programs of varying sizes and geographic locations, but also classroom size

and child/ staff ratio.

4. ACYF's initiative to conduct a comprehensive cost-analysis of Head Start

should continue. CoJsidcring the variables in a geographically diverse program

like Head Start, it is cr ticAlwthat any cost-analysis be thorough, representative

and accurate. The "Analyzing Costs in Human Services Programs° project in OHOS

has proven extremely successful in analyzing day care costs and in training pro-

viders in useful budgetary skills. We are pleased that ACYF intends to apply

this important technology to Head Start.
-

5. We are deeply concerned that when ACYF discusses increasing the utiliza-

tion of non-Head Start resources.it implies that those sources can fullv compensate

for the loss of Head Start funds. While some Head Start staffs are more skilled

at utilizing non-Head Start resources thanothers, litle XX, Department of Edu-

cation, USDA and AFDC have all been affected by budget cuts. Head Start families

1:3
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will be competing for feimr services with less dollars to fund them. Many families

will find it impossible to purchase.these services from the higher priced private

sector.

ACYF stated In the draft strategy paper that program quality will remain

constant because the gap in funding can bi filled by other programs. With,the

FY 1982 and proposed FY 1983 budget cuts. It Is obvious that mother resources"

will not remain constant. There is ho discussion in this paper which demon-

strates that political realities allow these conclusions. Without an increase

in the Reid Start budget. It is highti unlikely that current enrollment levels

will be maintained. For example. In Kansas CitY. Missouri where the Head Start

services are carefully coordinated and systemically supplemented With other

coemmnity resources, ieveral centers have had to close and funds diverted to

maintain the high quality and current enrollment level of those remaining.

These were hard choices made at the local level.

6. ACYF places strong emphasis on increasing volunteer efforts as a method

of supplementing Head Start resources. Unfortunately, however, the voluntary

sector wIll not be able to fill the gap caused by bud9et reductions. This issue

must be a factor considered in any plans for Head Start. As unemployment levels

climb and inflation rises, it becomes less and less likely that volunteers are a

viable pool for supplementing Head Start staff. Economic circumstances will

require that volunteers beCoffe gainfully emplc/ed. The very groups mentioned,

senior citizens and students, are those severely affected by budget cuts in social

services, job training programs, and financial assistance for education. ACYF

must undertake more analysis in this area to determine the reality of the recom-

mendations pertaining to volunteers as a Head Start resource, and the capability

of coarunity and private resources to supplant components of Head Start.
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OSJECTIVE: Improve Program Quality

7. We are delighted-that ACYF intends to reduce class sizes, and we hooe

that it will apply this principTe when it prepares the staffing guidelines.

Recently, NIICDI urged ACYF to establish child/staff ratios on a classrOom or a

groui basis versus center basii. Since some Head Start programS have self-
,

contained classrooms rather than open classroom situations (one large room), It

is critical that at least one teacher and one teacher aide be present'at all
_

times.

If a fire were to occur in a classroom with one teacher and fifteen to

twenty.children preseni,,a very dangerous situation would exist with unneces-

sary:tragedies. We need not be reminded:of the recent explosion at Gate City

Day Nursery in Atlanta, GeOrgirlto know the kinds of accidents_that can occur.

Further, othercenter staff, such as administrative staff or component coor-
.

dinators, should not be considered caregivers and therefore should not be

counted in determining the child/staff ratio fsir a classroom, grouP or center.

For the most part, these individuals are not trained in early childhood principles

and have many other responabilities.which take them out of the classroom or group

situation. Preschool-aged children need a consistent environment for their over-

all healthy development.

Head Start programs, whose staffing patterns exceed the staffing guide-

lines, thus raising personnel costs, should certainly be given the opportunity

to demonstrate their unique needs and negotiate their selected Patterns. ACYF

must also take into consideration that if the staffing 'guidelines', specifi-

cally classroom or group size and chIld/sWf ratios, are less-stringent than

state or city licensing codes, Head Start programs must adhere to the more

stringent requirements. There are several states and/or cities with *good'

standards.
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As an advocate for Black children, NBCDI believes that small classroom

or group size offers children strikingly better opportunities Tor health);

development. Therefore, MUD! recommends that AGYF include In their staffing

*guidelines' the following:

Group/Classroom Size Child/Staff patio

3 years 14 7/1

4 1 5 years 18 9/1

If classrooms or groups consist of mixed ages, then the group size should to

based upon the age of the youngest child, If children in the youngest age

category make up twenty percent or more of that group. While it is true that

differences in fundamental purposes may preclude standardization for datermining

the size of Head Start classes, overcrowding has already become a problem. The

benefits of smaller classroom and group size cannot be sacrificed to increase

enrollment.

8. ACYF has appropriately decided to direct a substantial portion of FY 82

funds to raise Head Start salaries. NSCD1 fully supports this initiative; in

order to recognize the value of services provided and to reduce turnover, re-

directed funds must be allocated to teachers' salaries to assu're equal pay for

comparable services within a state.

9. ACYF points out the usefulness of the Head Start Performance Indicators

as a management and performance improvement mechanism. We applaud continuation

of this effort and, In fact, recommend that adherence to Pereorimance Standards

be mandatory.
-----

10. Special emphasis should be,plaied on.parent education, and the Getting

Involved series should be widely disseminated. 'This idolvement is even more

crucial as more and more teenagers become parents. NBCDI approves the incor-

poration of BES concepts into all Head Start programs. We expect that ACYF will

be especially active in directing this activity.

14
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OBJECTIVE: Improve the Administrative and Management of Head Start

11. ACYF has-announced Its plans to eliminate, revise and weaken existing

Head Start regulations. We deeply oppose any Initiative to change current regula-

tions that have proven themselves workable and effective. NEM hts consistently

opposed regulations and requirements that weaken quality control where children's

programs are concerned. We have earnestly requested that ACYF show vigorous

leadership In retalnI4 controls at the federal level which have contributed to

the success of Head Start. To suggest minimal protection for the most vulnerable

segment of our society Is an abdication of the responsibility delegated to ACYF.

The result would be the deliberate structuring of a danw!rous situation.

12. -We fully agree_that ACYF must assume the responsibility of monitoring

compliance. However, we feel that there needs to be specific analysis which

shows that reducnd reporting requirements and proposed modifications In Training

and Technical Asslitance will not preclude the ability of ACYF to target these

reviews.

Here agaln,,a;desnn must take Into consideration the uniqueness of

the various geographical regions !n this country and their local needs. itan-

dards must be set by ACYF which will contrio.tt tn an ovo-ell effort to expand

servIcet and maintain quality.

13. Along with many other Head 0..rt advocates, we urge the contInued'use

of the Self Assessment/Validation Instrument (SAVI). Peer reviews should not

take the place of federal monitoring, however. Practice has shown thlt coo-

pllance with requirements Is much more likely when a federal role Is clearly

Wined. As the federal advocate, ACYF must continue to dEmonstrate that It

hat a role In assuring thet quality controls are In place and operating. It Is

very likely that as the level of requirement for reporting program Information
ottr

Is reduced, the amount given will be less, the amognt done will be less, ind

quality will be'sacrIfIced.

CONCLUSION

,Recent budgetproposals appear to be tolling the death knell for Head'

Start. We all agree that excess government spending, runaway Inflation and a'

debilitating welfare system cannot be allowed to generate a population which Is

totally dependent; consequently, It Is essential that we ,support and Improve

-Ahose programs which are most likely to foster productIVIty and self-sufficiency.

'Over the,long term, Head Start Is such a program.

4 f;
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Illinois Head Start & Day Core Association
711 West McClean. Peoilo. Illinois 61605 (309) 671:3916

MN ARLAND ORAGG, J R.
Passiemm
/*MON A. CURRY
Vim livaiert
CONSTANCE COLEMAN
Trauma
DOROTHY TAGGERT
RestrOlne &mastery
B RENDA Matt
CmarePrelryl Sweaty

a.
D owd Mmatren
MAXINE awas-ipeas
EAREAN LANG
WII.J.IE LAMSON
HILDA PONE
VANESSA RICH
JACKIE SCHAEFER
SANDRA VAN

AO.

March 26, 1982

Ike Andrews ,

Rayburn Office luilding
Washington, D.C, 20510 .

Dear Ike:

rl

vi

)*
o 1011,

19
On behalf of the Illinoi, Head Start Day Care,Association 14,11Ow

me to voice our concern relative to Aar. plan to end Home-Rased
Training Centers throughout the county by October 102.

Currently there are fourteen (14) programs involved in the Woe -

lased Options in their communities. We are concierned, as'you are,

with the quality of services toi,iit StarroChildren and are ger-.
tain that all efforts will be mAcle to provids the most efficient -V.
and effactIve servicimaossible to the Head Start Family.

ft'is our hope that you will review the proposal by ACTF, and re-
cognizing the value.of the Home-lased Option, request that auppott
for Nome-Rased TrainingTenters be continued beyond 15 October 1982.

Reepectiully,

HO arle"11.,3raSS.
?resident
Illinois ReadsStert 4 m:y Care Association

1

14.0/srag
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MONTICELLO SCHOOL HEAD START

Richk Huff, Director

Monticello, Kentucky 412633

frik 2p2

Human Resources Subcommittee
Ike A. Andrews, Chairman
Washington, D.C. 20615

Dear Congressman Andrews:

This is a letter of inquiry and request for clarification concerning
the status of Head Start Programs, and in particular Sumner Head

Start Programs.

We were recently notified by our Regional Office in Atlanta (Mr. John
Jordon and Mr. Hill Sadler), that Summer Programs were to be terminated
effective this Summer and that we had the option of either converting
to a full-year program or lose our funding for the Summer programs

completely.

Since its inception in 1966, Summer Head Start Programs have provided
health, family, social, and educational services for thousands of
disadvantaged pre-school Children in our community.

Our Eummer Program is sponsored by the Monticello Boar4 0 Education
acting as a delegate agency< of the Lake Cumberland Head Start. Ours
is but a small program, but because of a lack ok facility space, etc.,
we would be unable to convert to a full-year program:

Some of the questions, our parents are seeking answers to art th

following:

1. Was the decision to eliminate Summer Head Start Programu a

National or Regional decision?

2. Converting to Full-year HeadkStart Programs means that we
would provided needed services to feWer children. -- Is it

:better to serve 160 children for example in Summer Head
Start or serve 20 in a full-year program.?

3. 3s the original philosophy and intent of the Head Start
Program being followed in trying to serve as many economically

deprived children,as possible? (Conversion is normaliY on

a 4 to 1 basis).

4. Does a sponsor's inability to convert to a Full-year Program
mean the loss of services to children in our area?

. 0
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With budgetary blmz, it would-seem that Summer Head Start
Programs prov1flng medical and dent'al services, hoi lunches,
family services, and handicapped services to children who truly
are in need of a "Head Start" should not be terminated simply
because we are unable to convert to a full-year program. Without
SummersHead Start, our area faces the loss of these services
which have.been extremely beneficial to our commurlity.s best
resourco OUR CHYLDREW.

,f Please respond.

ctfully,

Richie c:Iff

Summer Head Start Director
Monticello Board of Education
Monticello, Kentucky 42633

Rif/raw

472
. 96-368 0--82---30
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APR 2 1982
-

HEAD START
of the Lehigh Valley

(215) 691-1819 iv

40 EAST BROAD STREET BETHLEHEM. PA. IBOts

44.42 19, 1981

CongAi44man Ike AndA
eRathbwut Howse Niicettding

Washington, DC 8015

Dear& Congke44man AndAms,

It has come to my attention that Sanding Ion HoMe StaArInaining

Cehtem Kat cea4e in OctobeA. This decision i4 oS guat conceAn to

me as a 4upeAvisok. oS a Home Based ptogum. I undeAstand the decizion

i4 an inteAnat one and one not due to insucient Sunda. I unge you

to 2mpac1 on this Tattot by
uvAking to (266u48 u6 that no gap in out

tAaiminy 4eAvice4 guitt Ae4ott th1A decaion.

I wa4 an obseAveA this pa4t Feb. . at a Satettite TAaining

conducted by thg Home Statt TAaining CenteA pom PaAkeubloy, W. V44inia.

It um ogvious 14 me that an intvauptIon in the tAaining 4eAvice6 they

movidcwoutd be dettolentat to the
continuity and quatity oS Nome Sue

mogAamming.

lheAelione, I'm Aequirany that: .

1. TheAe be a Aeasonabte tAane,yion peAiod to pAevent

4 gap in 4envice4 to Home Based Head StaAt pl(opnam6
*

and alien Head StaAt options Wth a stiong home

vieiting compOnent1

2. TheAe be pAovi6ion4 Oa Home Based 1Aainin9 to be

continued mat a TAaining and Technical Assistance

neWoAk 14 in place and iunctioning expettty in att

its Aupon6ibitit2e4; and

V 3. TheAe be 4uppott Sok the Home Based eiSott 11set6 as

a viabte and eSSective option Solt detiveting Head

StaAt 4eAvice4 to Samities.

CJIM
C.C.: DO4W4 Hatd1r

Ctlicence Hodges.

o

Respecqutly,

eotozot.ea e
Consta'nee Jones
Home StaAt Supeavi4oA
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,CRS Main File Copy

tarly Iiatervention
Is Effective, s-8

Succss of Head Srart-type programs is due
mostly to parent involvenient, not to any

particular curriculum. .

bkvirm LAZAR

J1.11. 40
ri4-1,1, Y33'

Can those who do poorly in
school hoprove their perform.
once significantly with the help

of some form of intervention? The
debate over this question is perhaps
the oldest in the history of Allesitan
adsselition and concerns the malleabil-
ity of intellectual ability.

Today we label the opposing sides
in this debate as Vette venus
'WM ronnientsr; during colonial days
it was the "damned" versus the
`ehosen.tAt the heart of the contro-
versy Is the markt-between the
elitist and the populist traditions el
our countiv. Since Stamm r. Baud
of Edwreslon in 1954, Went policy
hes gradually moved toward the

poadow. row periurmance
in school is wen as the result of the
child's social, ethnic. economic, or

hysical cooditiom and changes in the
child's environment, coupled with an
enriched education. should, In this
view, enable most if 'hot all children
to perform sornpe tently in Our schools
and coney .

Three pa ricipal groups oppose this
tho.e who believe that Intel-

ligence is peimarrl determined by the
individuars heredity; llsou who bev
titre that only intraftmilitt interven.
don (usually maternal) at a very
early age has arty significant influence
on karninr and thou who believe'
that only menolwalttical and eco-
nomic theatrical' influence individual
inteffectuel development. The ques.
don of which of these views k valid
is oNe of considerable policy concern.

Esrey Imenmairm
Early intervention programs for chil-
dren front low.income families Wert
built on the premise that approprieu
strikes from ouulde the family could
compensate for the disadvantages

levret Larne Is leo fers".... Ckernwws
nerwiwinf Nrivww'Seevite Pram
Coma Universiry, Idiom New reek.

which, it was believed. were respon-
sible for the generally poor perform-
ance of these youngsten Ira uhool.
The programs always Included an
educational focus: some had other
services as Well, Head Start, for ex-
ample. included health services, arid
some Heed Stan grantees also pro-
vided psychologic1 andfor social
services.

If the critics of public intervention
were correct, Head Stan's 1970 an-
nual budget of 5320 million was
being wasted. The Nicon adrninistta.
tiom_esger to mit expenditures for
the poor. pulakized alesaluation of
Heed Stan that was designed by gov.
ernment employees and contracted to

private firm by a previous adminis-
tration. The agency that designed the
study had lost its bid to control Head
Stan, and, in faintest to 'the soa-
trattoff,..11 should be said thst they
simply carried out their instructions.

The probkrns of the Westinghouse-
Ohio Univeruly evaluation of Heed
Stan were numerous. These was To
random assignment of a control'
group, no baseline measures, no data
bn or control of threontent of tho
programs studied, nor any control
fon the length of intervenUon. Fin.
thee, Heed Stan was not designed to
change 10. It was intended to help
children do better in school. The
co/relation between 10 and school
performance is about..40hardly
enough to crow about. much less to
use as a predictor. Yet the Wetting%
house-Ohio report that the difference
between the !Qs of Head Stan rsdu
ates end their elassinatei wag in-
significant at amend of the fust grade
wes used as justificatios to try to
close down the proems. While the
Nixon administration fafied in that
effort, they did freeze the Heed Start
budget at its 1170 level where st
stayed throughoot the Nixon and
Ford years.

0'062

JANSIsay

Echaanct leadeuk: v.38'

4 '78

301 .30S
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How tax one evaluate an catty
intervention program such as
Head Stan7 Obviously. if a

prograin ts intended to enable chit-
Men to perform at their age/grade
level in public schools. then the legiti-
mate meature of program success Is
the pmformance of those children In
school as ,eornpartel to an originally
randomly ufected control group for
whom the same baseline measures are
available.

One cannot conduct that kind of
evaluation with Ht.! Start Its stoic-
rum and operations have made n im-
possible to meet the ropmeitients of

deceot design_ But there were alter-
natty feud Start was inspired by a
Chita. independent experiments In
early InterrentiOn conducted at reu
uarch rattitutions in the late 1950s
and early 1960s. It occurred to me
early in 1975 that if a sufficient num-
ber of these original experimental
and .ontrol oubrects could be found,
am each ol those studies could pro-
ride an independent test of the hy
pothesn chat early education coukl
affect later school performance Dr-
cause at lean ten years had passed
since the orpnal experunents were
concluded, the actual 141001 N rf ors.
-e 1-,e2 b. ...tattoo MOtiout
resort to predebons from test scorer-
Wah help from the Otftee of Chad
D evelopment. Ruth *Abel and I
trkirded It otrho early experiments
that were large enough to turvive
heavy amnion The investigators
were able to locate. on smage,
three quatten Of the original experi-
mental and control suhrsts. and
comparisons of the baseline data of

were located %nth lhose
itt. ',Ile Mt found demonstrate tv
imPorlarit amain elfects

F. ftunatelv, alt but One of the
onginal tneesbgat-ies agreed to give
us copes of their of,g.Inat data tor re
acatius agreed la a common format
hir a follow-op et tb-ir subiects. tor
agreeg ro pro, 4, the f'olhow-up dal*

kr (carted alta etvts v tidy
anCywi

With battbOott M4Kott, help Isom
their own I. itiitriotch
ottotbly AM heti work, the siesta-

gates .hdl
than 2 per,ettt iittlye to partst
pate, and enabled s to demonstrate
quantoatoteg thee tf you prosxte
rug\ rermlity C4UsattOil tO etttl the
Motest of children they von leant
and that the eather education bepets

104
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f longer rts eaects will be obviousi
rat very sottseiVuove anslysis of our

hotheigs demonstrated that fhttdrett
01 these programs am mute ttkOtst.
IA in arbour than are the trouirtil
groups Spes.so.y, peograrn ctuldren
here tar leas likely to have been as-
s yost to st,Cc.at edOsattora slasSes Ot
to be noltrej s hC or !MN grades
Man win the comroag,roup children-
Program children Were also less
batty to drop out ot school before
*Jed,. Iron limo NIA whool than
were the contoof s.

The drileirmes tit asvoment to
special classes are patucularly urs .
twain for school adnumstrators
These differences held up eyen alter
tonte-41,g for pee- and post tne _
ettityall 10 oed Ior a vantly of f atra-
gnoutd and famarial vanablea. There

is little doubt that the differences were
due ro the effects of the preschool
programs These egecta were so
marked as to be cost ettectoe tr,Nye

stud et. the Ygsilaiitwreily
Preschool Program. a I 'mai cosi-
benebt analysis was earned out by a
pan of economists They demon
stated that the sainoga to she whiol
district horn tett...eat need for =petite
eduCatort more than 14,4 for the
cOsta of the preschool program N'ars
ous atd.volu al .10.141es uncovervid even
liner-gulped difkrencea femafe pro-
gram partoyponts who became preg.
oast darrng dual her scheol years
were more likely to return to school
and graduate after llama their babies
than were the COMM stibeCtli Who
became pregnant dunng Ittell high
school rut.

1EDUCAT/Owat,
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-"eters,
They All Worked

S. Altogether these medics insluded 27
Merest 'treatments" or cuniculums.
Several of the studies were origisally
desired io compare the effectiveness

Adous curricu'ums. On these out.
:men criteria we found no differences
between curriculums. They all
worked. This finding elan should
be of perticular letvest to educatort.
Ovr Anthem suggest that the hot' for
Me best minkulunt is a futile, Or at
least. a commercial march. Any rea-
Mealy designed, ageappropriate set
ef learning goals cm be achieved ii
o *umber of ways. There are many
reads to .

Similarlkwirlownithat while in.
teacherntaer-

-1"=110I-'....1.....i.allMTIVe.
"r, nrr"11""-177

Vos

Ill MeV
as did

the site ma e a
react. ,centenbseed,

sad Ceellbillet1011 programs did
equally welL Children frorn different
lasuly meetings did well as did mai
red urban children block and white
children, only children, youngest,
oldest, sad middk children.

We fomr! :LI= a are Intern.
!eta program characteristics related
to positive outcomes:

1.2tieof intervention-the earlier
the better

.7Atii leen
chi tee the better

rethe knee
1. rad- dna of trent*

a. Of

the Mit the tile
S. fo

the chad=the more, the
lite not ust

These stud:es do not let us take
this cluster apart, but current wotk
as esperirnent at 41 sites, conducted
by the New York State Department
of Education has demonstrated
clearly that &en parent participstion
In preschool is related to licad;tnic
*chic% e meet in the elementiry grade s.
Theo subjects aren't old enough yet
to see how long that relationship will
holt,

The current follow-up of the oldeat
sateen In In coniortmm studies is
atthni completios and Ohtepats
s.snous billed of Ide thetess in early
adulthooTol the original taped:nem
tal and control selijeets, is clear
already that lion 'moisten who

SumaelM1

participated is latent arid preschool
educatioe programs ore doing letter
than the controls.

What do these findings mean for
educational theory and educational
policy? Obviously It means that early
educetion, whether hi or out-of the
home, whether by leChet- or- i
parent. en enable Kai 'minority
children to meet the requiremeeta of
public lcbools. Them studies- also
suiiest that the search for `the best"
curriculum la like_ looking fot a per
feet procrustean' bed. They suuest,
further, nhatV &yen good laservice
training and sapervidon, paraprofee
lion& can do s bee job-and stn can
parents.

h Is my belienhat tin balk men.
thew nay Pf0,111111 had suth Poet
Vedic effects is /tOf cuniculat, but
rather is a result et changn in the

rents-values and asucipations for
r children A single shot of pre:

!Wily month le pro-
dodoes change. believe that

its

se

darn
the I
provided the value dam that

she professionalizatIon cf eduestion
drove parents sa' t of the:, eh:Liras
learning. an euae1tij4 I condition for
learning resy have beeweerely dam-
aged. Penton we cao prevent -that
loss In the P-Sure by bagging parents
beet Into 1....rtnerthlp In the educa-
tional enterprise, 111
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From One Decade to Another:
A Positive View of
Early-Childhood Programs

The decade of the 11170s was one of immense
achievement in early Intervention programs. Such
success is the beet kept secret al educational pohcy.
More about this In a moment.

The promise of the les, when federal support
for children's prop ra ms mushroomed as an offshoot
of the War on Poverty and in response to the re-
search insights of Jean Paget. Uonfarnin Bloom.
and James McVicar Hunt. had dimmed by 11169 In
response to the disappointing findings of the
Westinghouse evaluation of Prolat Head Start.,
Serious analysts of saki policy were prone to cite
early childhood oduretkn as the classic instance of
the government's tendency to overestimate Its po-
tential for intervening to accomplich good ends 'n
complex human affairs. Arthur Jensen made head-
lines with the charge that compensatory education
had failed.leaving the clear Implication that the poor
and minorities may be genetically incapable of
feerau. Yokota. of learned critiques of the Weer-
legate.** study ana equally learned rebuttals Mied
library ghettos. Decision makers In Washington got
the melange. effectively forelltalling any significant
expansion of child development as. vices through
the adminlatretions of Richard Nixon. Gefale Ford.
and Jimmy r..srter.

'Since 1111111, the research and evaluation soh,
*OWE has boon building up. Hatt a score of major

Jolet A. Calimun la director, Chad Welfare Iangueof
Amedes, Waahlbgton What. anal Now conunkalener,
Aentlokrefka kr ClAilan. Youth and Families (ACM.
U.S. Derartmenr of Health anal Hu IT Raymond
Celery if 041. Caveloement and PAInlitg Ohlslon. Heel,
Start as-t-mr. ACTF.

studies have been completed on Head Start. pre-
school education, and day care. The breakthioughe
In research methodology are impressive. Longitudi-
nal studies following the same children over several
years are now common. Tra experimental designs
with careful controls and random assignment have
giroven to be feasible. Observational methods and
parent and teacher ratings are used to Supplement
standardized tests. Work is.undar way to design
evaluation reellalree sensitive to racial-ethnic, lin-
guistic. and other life circumstances of low In-Come
andminority children and their familia. An aware-
ness of the criticality of rare,. siblings, and signif-
icant others to the child's learning and development
has prompted researchers to'broadon the focus of
study to encompass the ecology of the larniti,Tech.
niques of Mathematical modeling and data analysis
are incomparably more sophisticated, If Is now
standard practice to use a variety of anelytical ap-
proaches to test f or tho robustness and consistency
of offsets. Many of the problem* that plagued the
Westinghouse study ei.J earlier research have been
overCOme Car are at least atter understood.

The truly astonishing limiting that runs through
all of these studiee is ene of consistently favorable
Went on the twee of the children'and their families
who participate In well-designed early Intervention
programs. Although the studies very greatly in size
and sophistication, the uniformity of the menage is
staggering. The conclusion that compenutory edu-
cation had failed was premature and an egregious
error. The emerging conventional wisdom that local
communities are Incapable of mounting programs
that could elicit the desired change, in aildren's
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cognitive, langur:H, socioemotional. and physical
development has been persuasively disproven.

How have educators. researchers, policymak.
ere, andothers concerned with children 3 programs
reacted to these startling results? Amazingly
enough, virtually not at aff. There are no headlines.
no volumes in the library.The predicted explosion of
kindergarten and preschool education programs in
public schools has not occurred, although vacant
classrooms beckon. Public Law 94.142 has not led
to the anticipated upsurge of services for ths very
young Child in need Of special education an dother
support Public sector funding for day care his in-
creased bi miniscule amounts. Head Starrsidget

. has grown steadily, but, with the notable exception
Of..1978. the expansion overall has failed to keep
pace with galloping inflation. (At the time of writing.
budgetary action for 1961 and 1982 had not been
finalized )What growth hastranspired in private day
care and nunlary schools has been a direct result of
choices by parents, mostly high Income families
with two wage ea mere, who can afford uns ubsidi zed
care. Nor have there bean knowledge break-
throughs In the research community. All too many
writers on early childhood education are still relying

-on sources that are ten or mere years out of date.
Governmental researchers have been remiss in not
keeping in touch with the academic community, and
the ravens is similarly true.

The purpose of this article is to providgConve-
nient overview of salient research and evaluation
developments concerning Head Start, prescpoOl

'education, and daycare during the past detade.The
Intent is to stimulate the reader to pursue these
findings to their sources, with the hops that, to the
extent that the evidencr is found persuasive, a
semehing reexamination of our theories, practices,
and public policies governing Child development
will occur', The author* offer some observations
concerning possible directions In which this
reexamination might lead the nation during the dr
cede of the '80e.

Head Start: Tile 'Past Detatto In Review

Since its inception In the summer of 1965, Head
Start has served 03111( 7Ya Million lOw Income chil-
dren and their fainilleiat coil of $6.5 billion. The
Head Start budget for MO was $735 million The
Administration's budget request for 1981 $820
million: for 1962, It Is $1150 mIllion.,,

The overriding goal of Head Start is to eliclt
gains In the preschool child's Oozier compotence.5
By social Competence Is meant the Child's cognitive
and 'language, skioemollonal, and physical de-
1N1 theory Into Plectra*

velopment,un.Ompassing the child's functioning at
home and In the neighborhood, as well as later op-
portunities for success in public 30001 and an as.
pects of the child slife.Corollary goals involve bene.
fits for parents and the commuotty. as Head Start
works as a catalyst for improved services for low
income end minority famikes.

In 1,262 communities nationwide, Head Start
grantees and delegate agr.nCies, governed by local
citizens, including representatives of parents of the
children lamed. administer programs of corn-
prehensive developmental services to 376.000 chit.
dren Head Short provides education. parent In.
volvement. social services, and health services (I a.,
medical, dental, mental health, and nutntion Set.
vices). Special education and related Services are
tailored to the nCeds of the 12 percent of Head Start
participants who are Ilandicapped.

Conclusions abou t fife worth of Head Start (and.
by extensiori, the value of preschool education)
have been based almost exclusively upon studies
carried out in 19611.4 ik with attention centered
on the Westinghouse evaluation, Not only are these
studies out of date, they describe a program that is
dramaticelly different from present day Head Start.
In the fall of 1968, 70 percent Of :feed Start partici.
pantS ware In Summer p rog rams of a mere 84 wrks
duration. But during the period 1969.1972 and up to
the present, major changes have occurrk in Heed
Start.

The Head Start Improvement and Innovation el.
foa,spearheaded by Edward Zig ler, the first director
of the Office of Child Development (the predecessor
to the Administration for Children, Youth and
Families), let) to a revitalization of the program.
Head Start wis converted to anII12 month full year
effort: pert day and full day program criteria were
clarified: program performance standards wars
promulgated that specified the basic activities that
must be carried out by wary Head Start grantee and
agency; and allowable progrnm models were
specified, Including homo baled services. Ex-
perimentation and kaidation were accorded hico
priority,

The result.) of this -period of program re-
eurgence are now largely available. George
Washington University in 1977 complied the find-
ings of fifty reaearch and evaluation studies
that had been carried out since 1969.3T/1161,4141th of
data highlighted the Impact of Head Start on the
Cognitive and social development of the child, On
child health, on the lordly, and on the community.
Salient findings are as follows:

Improvement in reading achievement and in
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performance on standardized tests of intellit
genes or general ability;
Head Start participants performed equal to or
better than their peer, when they open regu-
lar school and there were fewer graCe reten-
tions and special class plecements (a half
dozen Mulles document long esrm benefits);
Poshive contributions to the development of
sod mature behavior and sett concept.
Vie when the programs have high de-

gree parent pert:cipation:
Lower ebeenteeism. fewer cases of anemia.
end generally better health and nutritional
Practices among Ileed Stan children:
Improvement In parenting abilities. r-
hantement of positive reactions between
mothers and their children, and an increase
in Meer parent participation in school pro-
grain&

Other, more recent studios reinforce this pic-
ture of favorable Head Start impact and provide
greater insight Into which populations of children
benefit In which ways. They also enhance ou: un-
deretending of just what combinations of program t.

veriablesfentribute to desired outcomes. A major
evaluation of nationwide landom sample of 55
Head Start programs mainstreaming handicapped
children f ound that. contrasted with non-Head Start
programs. handcApped children In Heed Start were
almost universally served in a context^with their
nonhenclicapped peen! Head start children evit
danced growth in physical, setf-help. social, and
scademic skills. Gains of six months In communica-
Men age wire recorded for speech Impaired chile. en
In Heed Start beyond the levels attained by 8 ,ind-
icaPPed children who did not attend any preschool.

Data from the Head Start Program Information
"Goon (PIA). completed bY all Head Start grantees
end delegate agencies as of June 1180. sketch
broad profile of services., The following picture of
vital health services emerge', a marked contrast to
median and dental liersicee pmerelly available to
the preschool child of poverty:

00 percent of Head Start Children Completed
an required medical screenings (I te.. com-
plete medical and developmental history:
thorough health screening; and medical
examination);
25 percent of children screened were Iden-
tified as having e health problcm requiring
medical treatment. and II percent of these
children received treatment;

70 percent of Head Start children Were pro-
vided dental examinations;
45 percent of those examined needed dental
treatment, and 90 percent of thtno needing
treatment received treatment:
72 percent of Head Start childron completed
all required Immunizations fcr DPI. polio.
meow's. rubell& and mun,ps.

Head Start also works with parents to ineure
linkage to community health resources so that the
child end family continue to receive comprehensive
health care atter leaving the Head Start prOgrem.
During the 197140 operating year. PiR reports show
that:3 percent of Head Start children were enrolled
in the Medicaid Early and Periodic Screening. Oleg-
nosis, end Treatment Program. In a 197$ study of
families that had participated In Head Start during
1976. 79 percent of the parents reported that the
program helped them arrange ether medical CAM.'

Supplementing the MR and the 1971 study. an
evaluation of parent involvement documents exten-
sive parent participation in Head Start., These
sources reveal, for example. that:

On the averege, for every tO0 children en-
rolled. 14 parents provide volunteer services
to the progrem;
27 percent of all Head Stan staff members are
parents of current or former Head Start chit-
dram
17 percent of parents-reported that Head
Start helped them get a Job or further their
education;
24 percent of parents serve on policy councils
or committees:
82 percent of parents reported that Head
Start Oared them en opportunity to get to-
'ether with other Heed Start parents et Nast
once month, mitigating the potential social
Isolation of low Income families.

Head Start has reified the expectations of par-
osents for their children: It relied their expecta-

tions for Memel/es; It h Involved them actively In
the educetion of their c ildren which often carries
over Into public school settings; and it has given to
parents a seneithat the/ are effective people, for
their children. for themselves, and for their com-
munities. This has been one of the hidden end pro-
found Mfeds of Heed Start.

ma positive mesons of the favorable lmpactof
early intervention In Hied Start has been echoed In
other preschool education programs.

Velum XX, Numaer 2 117
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Preschool Educe len: Lie Snip Effects

A silver lining In the cloud of snence that has
surrounded Inquiries into the Impact of child de-
velopment over the past decade is afforded by the
pathbreaking research of the Consortium for Ion-
gitudinal Studies. This Innovative project was
leunched to address the policy relevant question of
whether preschool Intervention programs have a
signifiont long lasting Impact on tow income chil-
dren.

In a bold departure from conventional method-
olsgy, which tends to compartmentalize research in
the human services (in contrast with team efforts
which are more common In the physical sciences).
the Consortium represents e common enterprise of
twelve distinguished investigators These dozen re-
searchers. ell of whom had carried out experimental
and quashexperimental studies of preschool pro-
grams In the early and mid-1960s, collaborated in
pooling their data and conducting follow-up
studies., The follow-up utilized common instru-
ments to analyze the longitudinal Impact of pre-
school programs as meal-wed on 1.599 youngsters
who ranged from nine to nineteen years of age at the
time the data were collected In 1976-77. These
young people were mocked down and Identified as
part of a population Cif app roximately VW children
who had attended the original preschool programs
located In eleven Communities In the Northeast.
Southwest. and Midwest. The preschool programs
kwolved diverse delivery systems, theoretical Oen-
teflon., and curricula. Some programs nrolled
children se early es three months; some began al
four years of age. Some program models focused on
the home, ot hers on the center, and e few combined
both approeches. The experimental programs gen-
erally employed random assignment: the quasi-
experimental programs typicelly used matched
comparison groups of children who cid not partici-
pate In preschool.

The reanalysis of the pooled original data and
the follow-up data was carried out with unusual
rigor by sole ntists at Cornell University who were not
Involved In any of the program. Differential effects
of attrition did not appear significant. The major
findings. direct'. attributable to the Impict of the
preschool progiams, were ill follows:

A dramatic reduction In the proportion of
children assigned to special education clas-
ses (for the six projects In which pertinent
data wens collecte<Wthe median rate of as-
signment to special education claeses was
percent for children who had attended pre-

13111 Theory Into Proctle

school and 29 percent for thesontrol group);
A greater likelihoOd for children who had at-
tended preschool to be promoted on grade
level with their peers (when all projects are
pooled, the average effect Is reduced inci-
dence of graile failure among low Income
children who participated In one of the Inter-
vention programs):
An Improveinent In children's scores on
mathematics achievement tests in fourth
grade and a "suggestive trend- of Increased
scores on fourth vac), reading tests:
Higher scores on ID tests which held up for
three yea rs afte r the Completio n of preschool;
gains had disappeared by the time the chil-
dren were age 13 or older;
There were attitude differences, consistently
favoring former preschool participants, with
the children tending to give achievement-
related reasons for being proud of them-e
selves and with mothers having relative)),
high vocational aspirations.

The Consortium's findings have been high-
lighted In the media. Commentary has tended to
view the significance of the results as proving the
worth of Head Start. Another line of reasoning, gain-
ing currency within the policy community, is to die-
miss the Study as of httle consequence for-Head
Start or other public programs.

Both of these points of view a re understandable
overreactions. Only two of the research projects in-
volved Head Start, so the study can hardly be con-
sidered a definitive analysis of the effectiveness of
that federal program. On the other hand, it is Reel-
ous error to dismiss the results as irrelevant to Head
Start.

The significance for Head Start and for public
policy gene ral ly Is twofold. First. the Co nsOrtiu m has
demonstrated conclusively that well designed pre-
school programs can produce Important sustained
gains In the low Income and mlnonty child's school
performance. On strictly economic grounds, pre-
school education has emerged ass worthwhile In-
vestment In human resources. Its potential should
be checked out further In future research, but the
preliminary evidence Is unequIvoCal. Second, this
longitudinal research has validated the finding of
the long term Impect of Head Start on children's
school performance, Including keeping pupils out
of owlet education classes and helping boys and
girls to remain on grade level. The results that have
been found In a half dozen king term Head Stan
studies are now validated In the Consortium's larger
scale and better designed research project which

484
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analyzes the Impact of preschool programs that
share many features In common with Head Start,

Day Care: Standar** sr Status Oue?

No overview of child development research over
the past decade would be complete without & men-
tion of the National Day Care Study. This com-
prehensive analysis was carded out during the
period of 157445 and touched on most aspects of
tederelh -upported day Care. The principal conclu-
Non of the study vats that "revision of current fed-
eral day care regulation& would allow the govern-
ment to buy biller care at slightly lower cost
meaning that more children would be better s
within current budgets:1

A major coot effectiveness study of center based
preschool day cars was conducted at 67 day care
centers In Atlanta. Detroit. and Seattle. The study
hod a sophisticated research design and addresSed
three policy questions. First.-are there program
characteristics NAbject to hidersl regulation which
can be related to differences in the quality of care
received by children ander six? Second. what im-
Pact do these program variable* have on cost?
Third. what is the potential Impact of alternative
federal policies regarding center characteristics on
the cost and quality of Care?

The study found that group size and child-
caregiver ratio were related to quality and Cost, with
the group siseyealable proving of paramount impor-
tance. Smaller groups were consistently associated
with Inner Ore, Socially active children. and higher
'COM On developmental te sNi. A reduction in groU p
size from over eighteen to groups no larger than
fourteen produced a IS percent gain on child stores
on the Preschcol Inventory and e 24 percent gain on
the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. Caregiver
qualifications, specifically child related education
and training, also showed moderately strong and
crmeistent relationship to chid outcomes. with but a
minimal Increase In cost of care.

The study provided the foundation for a sweep-
ing revision of federel daycare regulations, promul-
gated March 1111110.0 Group size. child-caregiver
ratio, and caregiver qualifications were among the
program variables In which significant im-
provenients...were made In the regulations. Con-
troversy Involving the regulations prompted the
Congreee to suspend Haim until July 1, 1U1. and
until an eassument Is made of current practice in
the states.

Early ChlIallteed Education: Prescdptien
fee the 111111141

The above review sketches the broad shape of
the knowledg*Implosion that has occurred in child
development programs over the past ten years.
What Implications does this have for future social
policy toward children? The authors have three
principal recommendations.

I. Adopt the Proposals of the Head Start Blue Mb-
bon Panel. In October 1980. a report of *prom!.
nent study committee on Head Start was pre-
sented to the Secretary of Hee.: end Human
Services end to the President.. The committee
wee chaired by Edward Zig ler, Sterling Professor
of Psychology at Yale (and long associated with
Head Start as a member of the odginal panel of
experts that designed the Program in 1965, and
later as director of the Office of Child Develop-
ment), and was composed of thirteen other dis-
tinguished members, all but three from the pri-
vate sector.

The Padel analyzed the avallible evidence
concerning the performance of Head Start and
reported that the program's "successes are Im-
pressive!' The panel set forth a comprehensive
action plan to strengthen Head Start in the, com-
ing decade.1 he plan included a number of steps
to safeguard program quality and to protect the
program from the deleterious Impact of Inflation.
Clear standards for group size and child-staff
ratios would be required. Head Start classroom
staff would bo required to have nationally rec-
ognized credential, such as the Child Develop-
ment Associste (GOA). Head Start staff would re-
ceive salary Incresses and employee benefits to
prevent excessive staff burnout and turnover. In
addition to these steps to upends quality, the
panel recommended that Head Start begin a pro-
gram of ccntrolled expansion to serve a larger
share of the income eigible children (Head Start
p rose ntly serves about one out of five of the target
population), with a minimum of a two percent
increase per year. Innovations In program design
ware urged, specifically anextension of senriCell
to children under age th ree,S1xp ended assistan ce
to children of working parents:and broader op-
tions for full day care.

These propoSels offer a rich cornucopia of
Ideas to rejuvenate Head Start that are worthy of
careful scrutiny by the new administration as It
evolves its program strategy for low income chlk
dren and f Smilies.

,Volume Humber 2 1311
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2. Implement Me flederal day care regulatiOns. The
new Congress should move to put the day cars
mutations Into force as rapidly as possible. The
regulations are the product of a careful process
of consideration and Input by many groups rep-
resenting ail sectors of thCaociety.Thoy rest on a
solid footing of high quality reSearch. While
perhaps not perfect, they will lead to consider-
able improvernont In many day cane programs
nationwide wlth incalculable benefit to
thousands of childreo.

3. Launch a child development era oi Innovation
and reseerch. The spirit of the country seems
unlikely tia support massive exponditurea In chit-
dron's programa. TN atm. has been trut of the
past de cm do. Neve rtheloss. It has boon possible to
mak, significant progress through resoarch and
4valuation. But the noteworthy stud'. a discussod
above have been completed. Few innovations of
major Importance are o n the drawing board. This
la the time to Invert public funds strategically so
that future goneratioqs will have an oven more
secure Mowledge bap on which to formulate
social policy for children. Possible researctr
theme could InclOdo longitudinal studios of the
Impact of vary early Intervention. Mr noticl.and
attentive demand for day care among various
populations, and studies that emphasize the in-
fluence of family ecology on childron's learning
and dovelopmont.
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háè'ut of Head Start
by Stockman

Ey Spencer Rich
44' Nom rola sox mew

The Office of Managernent and
Budget has proposed phasing out
the familiar Head Start program for
preschool children, from kw-income
homes-by merging it into & commu-
nity whims block grant, sources
said yesterday. . .

lead Start nes.orsa °ale social
"safety net" program! the Reagan
administration callpd inviolate ear-
lier this year. .

The OMB plan'.to eliininata its
separce identity and shift its funds
to the Nock grant oper four years

_tan+ Rkhard S. An a letter

Kw 6imit by

Health and Human tykes $ccre-.

of appeal to omp pink* David A.
-Stockman, sources'sakk

Schweiker, fighting several fiscal
1983 cuts proposed by Stockman,
reportedly said in the letter that he
oppmed "putting Head Start into a
block grant.

Equally important_Schweiker told
-Sto-ckman, under the OMB. plan
total funding available for Head
Start in fiscal- 1983 would be $780
million, substantially less than the
$950 million thepresident originally
proposed for 1982 and the $912 mil-
lion for fiscal 1982 that Congress has
provided in the latest government
funding resolution.

Schweiker, objecting strongly to
the funds reduction, said, "I believe
the president appropriately placed
Head Start as one of the 'safety nei'
programs." 487

RICHARD &SCHWEHM
Amply pnilsolo It %Dor at appeal

in the same letter, sources said
Schweiker warned Stockman that
other OMB-proposed 1983 cuts
would underMine medical research
in -the United States, block further
progress in disease control and vio-
late treaty obligations to American
Indians.

Calling such cuts "unwise and in-
appropriate," he also said that Stock-
man's proposed one-third personne,
cut in the HHS division that ran-
ages Medicare and Medicaid pro-
grams would make it extremely dif-
ficult to maintain control over these
two programs, among the largest and

See HEAD START, A7, Col. 1



Stockman Seeks, P
HEAD START, FronfAl

'twee* pawing in the government.
'lle also objected to elimination of
hoe for a meante office on smolt.

and health.
f Stockmen has now propoied large
euta for Almon all the government's
Slornenk agencies m an effort to re .
strain the projected 1983 deficit.
whith OMB now says will otherwise
moved 8150 billion. Schweiker is one

of *metal Cabinet members appeal.
,ing these cuts to the president, in a
4aocess expected to last until Christ-
Mew

heed Start, authorized in 1964 as
put of the Johnson administration's
war on poverty:has been one of the
most popular of AI social programs,
especially among minority groupe.

Schweiker in his letter warned
that "It Ls not reaconable to expect
Congress to agree to incorporating
Heed Start Into this Neck,"

Party thb year, the White Howe
said Head State, solving about
374,000 children, was on& of &even
essential social,pregreas safe hap
thebeid(staL

'The new OMB'plen. according to
sources, calk for shifting one.quarter
of the Head Start funds into the
block grant to the slatee earh year
for four yearn.

It also calk for merging the child.
abuse and runaway youth programe
in the same rent. Schwetker said
they would more properly fit in the
social services bbek pont.

In comment on Ohm' programs.
Schweiker reportedly protested:

A plan to merge six mom health
programs, including the food pro.
gramfor women, infanta and chit-
dren, into four existing health block
grants and then slash funding for all
the blocks combined to 81169 bil.
lion in fiscal 1983..

THE WASHINGTON POST
DECEMBFR 12, 1981
(P?,. A-7)

t of Head Start
H. objected lo includng the

chIld.healeh screening and develop.
mental disabilities programs in the
health blocks.

te addition, he said ;IN lkiirs
ea: far too low, a one4hirdatt (cern

wist aittlis Programs in Are. Pio"
posed blocks (including the'az ad.
ditions) had received as individual
programs in facal 1981. ,.

Stockman.proposed cuts in the
National Institutes of Health and In
alcohol, drug abuse and mental
health ramrch.

Schweikee said the cuts 'would be
seriously disruptive to continued
proems In biomedical research,' and
demanded restoration of $172`mil.
lion to put NIH at 83,75 billion and
a)cohol.drug.mental health research
at $300 million.

An $86 milhon cut planned by
Stockman in Schweiker's $638 mil.

lion request for Indian health or-

Schweiker said the Indian health
proper& "reflects our treaty oblige.
,tigne" and restoring the moray
'Mold allow NHS 'to fulfill di ob.
kazoos without reduction a wt.

A. OMB plan to cut direct se-
taitim of the Centers for Dimes
Control. 'a center of excellence un-
equaled anywhere elm in the world.'

from about $242 million to &bout
8197 million.

The cut.-he sesd, "would erode our
ability' to reduce levels of 'infectious
and other diseaoes?

An OMB plan to phme out the
Public Health Service Commiseioned
Corp& "

,0 An OMB plan to halve the 5f03
million Schweiker requested for SI.
E/isabetla Hospital.
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st, A - ' a, ateris' Cf:...A
r e.4 a.,,:tterog .tod ugly andu 'oder

Ma" silty nephew could be
n eery Le....use he was 'poor, escugh7 Nor
dw, the ouage of 10,1.1).4 Scrocgt resemble
that ornery old fictional curmudgeon that,
eso ry year about this tune, fackersaCTOSS OW'
TV *melts.

No, quite tht contrary The Scrooge is
hsrdwnst. youthful baking beavrid his

ars On top of that. he is smooth and hon
es tongued In fact, many of the &Am ap
ply .5ole butter prolutly does not melt in
his mouth. h-s smile a num ena.,,gh to melt
the heart of It:sta. citizenc even ohen his
acteus and demons Hueateri to rob them of
their future

This is a Scrooge in lamb's clothing, a
ran who es so ofitaRe, so homey. so pod .
not,red that a is darn rear impossible to
&dike him 1ndted. it seem he Li So loVtd
by he charges that they ko on liking him
even as he goes about Mean .g back on the
ansunt of food and education they get. They
latest horn .hen he &VS that fattening the
defeme budget is for their own good because
it protects them from the nasty Communets

his version of a Grin& no doubt.
It Is only when this soett talking Scrooge

gut, slmcng his budget cutting az hke
some Paul Bunyan that the ughnee of the
situation starts to show. And what shows ut
rot Pet the ugliness of Scrooge 1991 Be-
cause when budgets get trimmed, it e only
the poor .ho end up screaming. Nobody ebe
sterna to hear them or, tf they do, much rare.
Moat are too busy .orryang about their own
financial future. They can't see bryond their

Pao

oUOTHY
Glum

SCROOGE 1981

rwasawi sows. ro m.o. cu.

own shrinking dollar They just keep hoping
thmp soli get better After all that's "hat
losable old Scrooge promises sell happen if
they rust let hint do .hat he thinks a beat.

Besides, he had sasured Americans that

' e A. .'3 e: 3 `
.1. .11 ia 0 art 5.r

4ron horl i^ 1 !.
woald be f,fi'Ver sde from tuclAt
Bead Start 045 one of wen rwantiaI a mu
groms..e were told tiot too long ago It to+ I
done a good j. b And it MAs vtiU despor,t,ry
needed.

FOC th06e of us .ho had been sec:rag-I
about the future of our nation's poor skid
dren and who had tarn &hen to near de
traction by all of the other health and oel
fee program cuts, that ow good news. Here
naas a program that had proven successes.
Underprisaleged kids .ho had participated
in the preschool Head Start Program have
been shown to do better in school than thwe
.ho had not had the adsantage of Heed
Start In faci. .hat was really needed was
+We Head Stait be.ause only 20 percent of
the Amernan &lateen .ho need it can par-
taripate.

At least Head Start was rare. toe sighed
with relief At least some lucky krds .ould
have a chance at an equal start in lift

But to and beho1/41, yet in time for Christ-
mas, Scrooge has reminded us he a stall a
ahnflint at htart. Merry Christmas, poot
preschoolers. the 37440 of YOU in Head
Start programs across the country may be
among the let because Scrooge's helpers
hove propmed phasing cut Head Start by
merging it into community sersue block
grants Oyer the out four years.

Now, everybody know: that that is ket
way of raying the program's days art nuno
bered Consider the, in the meantime!.
&mop's helpers are recommending that,
starting in 1993, lkad Start's budget be cut

See GILLIAM, G1, Cot 1

; Scroo,e's Present:
Cuts in Hew! Start

GILLIAM.From DI
to 5790 miHon from the 8912 million C1.447e35
has okayed for 1982.

Typkal ts the traction of Marian Wright FAH
man, president of the Children's Defense Fund.
'This es outrageous; she said 'This is the most
succeeful program They are out to gut the
way nature of the program,*

Of cause, we all know that Dickens' tale has a
happy ending. Scrooge eventual/y has a dramant
change of heart, thanks to an mening's encounter
with Christmases Past, Present and Future, and
showers estryont in sight .1111 giftiand joy. But I
hoe Itriollt doubt that ow real life Scrooge will I,
eves undergo such a drimatie metamorphous.

Not as long 4$ he believes eradicating budget
deficits is more important than educating the

4&,:y
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Head Start Cut ts Shot flown.

By Spencer Rich
wa.,!angtan Pon Staff ter

President Reagan yeSterday repeated, through a
spokesman, that he opposes raising taxes next, year, and
reportedly also shot down.,some proposed spending cuts,
including one to phase out the Hod Start program.

His Office of Management and Budget, in one of a
number of.proposals to hold down the likely deficit in
fiscal 1983, has urged that Head Start be merged into a
broader block grant to the states and phased out as a'
separate program.

Reagan reportedly vetoed this, and also vetoed similar
proPosals by the OMB to phase out the present, program
of community development block grants and so.called
urban development,' action grants to local governments.

In what has become almost a pattern in recent weeks,
OMB Director David A. Stockman has been proposing
huge cuts in programs, Reagan has agreed to only more
modeit cuts and-the achninist ration has in a sense been
able to have it both ways: as economizer and savior of
prograMs:

But the Stockman proposals illustrate the budget bind
the administration is in as it prepares its spending plan
for the 1983 fiscal year that will begin Oct. 1. It. will send
this to Congress early next year.

The administration's economists say they think the
1983 deficit, will be slightly more than $150 billion with-
out spending cuts and tax increases be3ond those already
provided by law. Congressional economists say they
think the deficit could hit 8175-billion.

Two reasons are the fax cuts Congress voted last, sum-
mer at Reagan's behest and the defense spending in-
crease he is pressing. Aides say he is backing off neither
of these, and he said al his news conference last week
that, he had no plans for tax increases next, year.

Even so, earlier this week there were reports that, the
See BUDGET, A4, Col. I
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president's senior advisers were Ang.
.ng him unanimously to back tax
increases that could mount to,over

0 blllion over the next three years.
0.3 a way of trimming the deficit

Yesterday, however, aides said no
sues proposal had been presented to

Moreover, White House cornmu.
acat:ons chief David Gergen told
reporters that, 1"ne pres.dent, as he
rattle clear last wee'a, is opposed to
any new ncreases in taxes. He be.
"eves that the growing burden of
-2.3ation has been a major contribu-
tor to the cconoinic deter.oratton of
recent years. He also believes that
the tax cuts passed earlier thts year
'ay a strong foundation for economic
recovery in 1982 and should not be
changed.'

But Gergen left the door open for
conirieration of some kinds of tax
increases, provided they do not in.
terfere with the central thrust of the
Reagan tax cut program, when he
added, It may Ise that proposals of a
type that would not conflict with the
stbnalative nature .of his economic
xmc-ram will Ix peesented to him by

eEn'S

..... WCt.littll.

Tr)0

OKI tan ito Lax naases
his athiisers or by others, including .
he leaders of Congress. The Ines%
.dent has not invited anyi such pro-
posals nor have they been presented

,

to him."
.

Others said that if the president
does look at any proposals along
bete lines it will not be until after
the start of the the new year.

The popular Head Sta:t program
aims at giving pre.school children
from low.income homes a leg up on
eels and attitude% needed to suc-
ceed in school. Head Start had been
called one of the seven.eMential and
untouchable social l'safely net" pro.
grams by the president earlier thrx
year.

Under the StockmanPlan, which
Secretary of Health and Human Ser.
vices Richard S. Sehweiker strongly
protested, 'Head Start Would have
bcen phased out over focn,years as a
separate program and cut in fiscal
1963 to 3780

In addition to rejecting the
phaseout, the president reportedly
has decided to keep the program
going in 1983 at aoout the same
0912 million level as in 1982.

Capitol Hill sobrces said the pres-
ident also had dee eee. ors;net Om.

ingbut th'e, community development
.14ock granta,and the urban develop-
rnent action grants, for which Con-
gress authorized about $4,1 billion in
fiscal 1993.

Under a plan developed by Stock.
man and protested-by Houling and
Urban Development Secretary Sam.
uel R. Pierce Jr., the two programs
would have been cut to about 81.2
billion in fiscal 1983 and zero in
1984. Wire service reports yesterday
mid Reagan had decided to allow
83.8 billion in fiscal 1983 for the
grants.

Hill sources also said that the
White House had decided ,th allow
10.000 new units of subsidized hous.
ing for the low.income elderly next
yeax, but whether it was allowing
any such units for the non.e;derly
was not clear.

Congress recently hm been autho.
rizing 200400 or more added units
of such housing each yearHUD
asked for about 100,000 for fiscal
1%3 and the OMB proposed none
in its initial budget rnark.up.

In still another decision, sources
said the WMte House has ruled out
a proposed substantial increase in
the pm:rum cliarred to elderly So.

ea! Seturity beneficiaries for the
part of Medicare (Part B) covering
doctor bills.

The premium is $11 a month, and
covers about 24 percent of the cost
of the Part B program, which is
much smaller than the Part A hos.
pitif insurance program, for which
the government foots the entire bill.

The proposal had been to raise
the premium enough over the peat
few years to pay 34 percent of total
Part 13 costs, but it has been Jett-
soned, sources said.

The Part B premium increase was
only one of several dozen changes in.
the basic benefit or so.called entitle.
ment programs, which are among
the largest in the budget and which
because they involve almost auto. 1
matic spending, are different from )
the disgetionary programs subject I
to the annual congressional appro. )
priations process.

Many experts, including influen.
tie Republicans in Congress, say
that in addition to dealing with taxes
and defense Reagan must cut these
to hold down the deficit. They say
there is not enough !eft in the din-
cretronary programs to. reach Ins
gtkits.
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HHS
U.S. DEPARTMENT Of HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE .

Thursday, April 15, 1982

HHS Secretary Richard S. Schweiker, in an action he said will "reinforce

our strong support for Head Start through more effective use of the $912 million

appropriated for the program," has decided to comOlete the conversion of the

65 existing summer-only programs to full-time programs that roughly parallel the

conventional school year over a two-year period.

Childeen°whose exposure to the Head Start program has until now-been

restricted to the summer months will have a greater opportunity to enhance their

pre-school de4elopment on an eight-month basis, as a result of changes Schweiker

announced today.

Under hi's plan, the federal funds that serve 4- and 5-year-old youngsters

in the summer programs would-be redirected to support year-round Head Start

activities. Summer programs will be offered additional funds to aid in the

Claire Oorrell - (202) 245-6343
HOME - (703) 549-0628

transition.

"The Head Start program is an integral part of this administration's social

safety net. During a year of bagetary constraint, Head Start's funding increased

by $93 million. These improvements I'm announcing today will enable Head Start

to further enhance the quality of its services," Schweiker said.

"It has long been recognized that Head,Start programs of six to eight weeks

are too brief to produce lasting developmental gains for participants," Schweiker

said in explaining the move toward year-round status.

Schweiker also announceelhat HHS will continue to fund Parent a Child

Centers, an $11 million prevention-orientel activity that detects problems of

pregnancy and early childhood before they become serious and expensive to remedy.

In addition', Schweiker said he will:

o Order in-depth, case-by-case analyses of high-cost programs in order

to assist in improving manageMent efficiency, so available funds can

serve more children,

o Foster a non-government organization, independent of federal suppoft,

to assess and credential graduates of child development training

currently being received in about 350 universities and community colleges.
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4.121 IIART WICK ROAD, ROOM L-220 :!t
COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND 20740

(301) 451.5786

Congressman Ike Andrews
Hunan Recources Sub CAmmittee
Full Committee on Education and Labor

2178 Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Attention; Michelle Stent

This letter will serve to provide a historical perspective and a
current upeate on the Head Start Training and Technical Assistance
changes as they affect Region III. Your attention to these issues
is requested.

In November of 1981, the draft strategy paper was distributed widely.
(See Attachment A.) In Region III, our Regional Office Head Start
Bureau Chief reassured us that the strategy paper included a regional
resource center for which we could bid.

Then in early February, this same Bureau Chief shared with me the
draft announcement for T/TA. He indicated then that the National
Otfice had decided to :streamline the T/TA network to diminish duplication

of services ind to be more cost effective, thus eliminating Regional
Resource Centers and supPorting only statewide providers.
(See Attachment B.)

qn Region III, the State Training Offices and Regional Training Center
iwve worked together for eleven. years. We have clearly understood
roles and responsibilities and have a cohesive network that it has
taken years to develop. Further, all but one contractor charges Eit or
less indirect cost. Clearly, we are a stable, cost efficient operation
that does not duplicate services.

In early March, we tried to secure a meeting with Commissioner Hodges.
He was scheduled too heavily to met with us, so we asked Senator Mathias's
Office to intercede for us. Jill FOrter, Senator Mathias's Administrative
Aide, was able to get us fifteen minutes on March 8. A group representing
the regional T/TA providers, representatives of state director's
associations and the parent representative to the National Head Start
Association met with Commissioner Hodges.

He was available for thirty-five minutes. He said he was not aware of

the deletion and that they would review wording. He said that he was
concerned that the proposed changes should not disrupt regional systems
that were cost effective and working well. He then called in John Buca
who maintained that the strategy paper never alloaed for both state and
regional centers and refused to hear the differences as we described them.

UNIVERSITY OF MAIO LAND Will' ERSIII COLLAGE. CONFERENCES & INSTITUTES PROGRAM

4 9
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We presented a list of ,oncerns and specific losses. (See Attachments
C I. D.) However, it seemed that the concept of streamlining of the
T/TA system, which may be appropriate in war regions, is more important
than the reality of the streamlined systePs that already exist in this
and other regions. (See Attachment ).)

Then on March 17 and 18 at the ...gional T/TA Network Meeting ih

Philadelphia, the contractors were to'd of the June JO termination date.
The new Project Officer said they hoped to have the grants funded by
then. If not, there might be a "gap in services".

Clearly, the universities in Region III supporting ;hose .antracts at
an 81 indirect cost are not going to carry staff or ypo_e until the
government decides to fund grants.

On Harch 22, Jeanette Hummel, the State Training Offteer from Virginia
(VP1), started trying to get a meeting Och Dorcus Hardy to discuss the
implications of this change. Through Virginia Senator garner's office,
Tfavis Harel, legislative Aide, and Representative Wompler's office,
Rob Foster, Aide, the ansuer was a flat "no".

The University of Maryland has issued termination letters to all Resource
and Training Center staff.

We are stymied at this point. Does the Human Resources Sub Committee
want this administration to rake changes for the sake of change?
Please help us to be heard.

Sincerely,

tiJoan X. Herren -

;)
Jeanette Hummel
State Training Officer

Proi^et Director

kOfth-\\33 *14.11/11119'..--/a

cc Senator Mathias
Senator Warner

JgH/pp
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Attachment A

-27-

Proposed Policies and Oltions

We believe that a mod,fied T and TA delivery sY5t6m -- if it is_to beari
improvement over what we currently have -- must embody severalessenal'
characteristics:

o It IntL.Lpreserve T and TA functions which-are vital to The continued success
and improvement of Head Start programs. Among these functions we would
include: CDA-training and assessment; assistance to grantees in identifying ancil
correcting both programmatic and management defkiencies; assistance to local
programs in effectirr linkages with other child and family service agencies; and A
support to grantees tor the provision of services to children with special .
requirements.

o It must,be considerably more decentralized. Among other things thismeans:
allót zing a much larger share of available I' and TA resources for programming
at the ACYF regfonal office level a., opposed to the national office (the split is
currently 3ri percent national and GG percent regional), and the establishment of

network of State-ide or sub-t:Itc T an0 TkproviderSifirit:ecriOlether and
_coot:dinged en a regi_ontil

-
o It must be more accountable to the Ilead Start grantee community and

responsive to its needs. This can be accomplished in Several ways: through
employing a "bot;om-up" approach to identifying needs and setting priorities;
through the utilization of peer reviews to identify strengths and weaknesses in
local program operatioas and to share c%periences; and through an approach to
T and TA planning that emphasizes collaboration among grantees, T and TA
providers and regional of fkes, and pi omotes the sharing of information.

o It must be flexible. This translates essentially into the use of grants and
cooperative agreements as the funding mechanisms of choice. Unlike
contrac,ts these mechanisms make it much easier for T and TA providers to
adapt worl; plans to meet changing needs and priorities.

o It must bt. stable. This means that there must be a reasonable commitment tO

-f- retain, on an on-going basis, those T and TA providers who are doing a good job
and ...lir) have earned the confidence qf the programs they serve.

, The figure on the following page depicts the basic structure of the T and TA
delivery system we propose to implement. Our plan is to establish a State-wideN.

*This is a general model that may not be appropriate fer every State or federal
region. Depending on local circumstances, it may be more practical to establish
two or possibly three sub-State T and TA ptoviders. Alternatively, it may be
desirablein some ACYT regions to establish a multi-St.rte structure in which one T
and TA provider would serve several States. :: -.
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4321 HAPTIVICK ROAD, ROOM L-220
COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND 20740

(501) 454-5786

- that the programs have nut been made aware of the changes outlined
in the draft and have had no opportunity to comment. Many arc
unaware that these changes are being considered.

- that no prior pilot :system similar to the one being' proposed has
beeri evaluated according to cost effectiveness and quality of

service. The impact of these changes is unclear.

- that Head Start pr_ ram staff and parents would be expected to

provide 548 days o training and technical assistance in a:year
to the 177 prograMs in Region TIT in addition to performing their
assigned tasks.

- that state and local governments who do not have a baaground in
Mead Start uould be aslad to provide effective training and technical

assistance.

- that the quality of the training experience will:be diminished
-if the training needs are not clearly assessed, if the trainers
are expeA but not skilled, nnd if the evaluation is not utilized

to improve future events.

- that there will not be a body to coordinate regional activities.
Staff and parents share information and jobs are filled across

state lines. Also, urban and rural programs come together to

resolve mutual problems.

- that program staff and parents will feel betrayed since the strategy
paper described T/TA services one way and the Federal Register will
request proposals for a distinctly different approach.

RECUAMENONT1ONS

- allow a conx.ent period on the new training and technical assistance

revisions

- allow for regional discretion on state-wide and/or region-wide centers
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4321 IMIP1 WICK ROAD, ROOM L-220

COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND 20740
(301) 451-3786

Head Start Resource and Training Center:

- hires all staff with previous Head Start program experience

(forcer directors, component coordinators, etc.)

- networks with all other training and technical assistance
providers

Westinghouse State Training Offices
Home Start Resource Access Project
Development Assoc.

University Extensions - Maryland, Penn State, VPI

provides this service at 8E indirect co$t rate (the University
of Maryland, University College provides inkind support for 31Z
indirect cost rate)

- provided over 300 training events during the 1981 contract year
to 177 programs in Region III for 5,192 directors, staff, and .
parents

- developed 15 training modules
3 filmstrips
4 guides
1 manual

in the contract period from February 1980 - February 1982

- conducts comprehensive Training Needs Assessments, compiles data,
distributeb the information to all state offiCes and other
T/TA providers

- provides in-depth teChnical assistance to programs found out
of compliance by targeting certain programs for repeated
on-sites by specialists

- conducts five da)e-management seminars and on-site technical
assistance to Head Start directors and component coordinators

4 9
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4321 11A1r1WWK ROAD, ROOM 1.-220

CouncE PAK MAR11,,IXD 20740

(301) 451.5786

Clarence Hodges, Commissioner
Administration for Children, Youth and Families
Department of aealth and Human Services
P.O. Box 1182
Washington, D.C. 20013

Dear Commissioner Hodges,

Thank you for seeing us on Monday and taking time to discuss our concerns
regarding the draft announcement being prepared for the Fed,ral Register
on Head Start Training and Technical Assistance Services.

Our visit reaffirms our conviction that the draft announcement differs
markedly fron the content of the three-year strategy paper of 10/22/81.

In the,strategy paper on p. 27 (see attachment A) under bullet 2 (underlined)
it states: "It must be considerably more decentralized. Among other things

this means: allotting a*nuch larger share of available T and TA resources
for program:4.ns at the ACYF regional office level as opposed to the national
office (the split is currently 34 percent national and 66 percent regional);
and the establish..ent of a network of State-wide or sub-State T and TA
yspviders ltnked together and coordinated on a renional basis."

This statement led us to believe in Region III that the Regional Office
would have the option to program T/TA dollars into statewide providers
-linked together and coordinated as it presently is - on.a regional basis

with a regional training ceiter. This impression was further reinforced
on p. 26 (see attachnent t) with an organizational chart that illustrated
these options.

To further our e ctation that the National ACYF Office intended to maintain
those systeas tha are providing quality service and are cost effective is

bullet 5 on p. 27: ":t nust be stable. This means that there must be a
reasonable commitment to retain, on an on-going basis, those T and TA providers
who are doing a good job and who have earned the confidence of the programs
they serve."

Further, it appeared that flexibility according to regional needs would be
allowed by this statement, also on p. 27: "This is a general model that may
not be appro,riate for every State or federal region. Depending on local
circumstances, it may be more practical to establish two or possibly three
sub-State T and TA providers. Alternatively, it may be desirable in some
ACYr regions to establish n multi-State structure in which one T and TA
provider would serve several States."
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Please be reminded that the T/TA network in Region III has been stable.
The state providers and regional center have a history of nettmrking
with one another and other community organizations to provide responsive
T/TA to the programs since 1971.

The Region III network is one of the most cost-effective in the country.
All contractors (save i'he most recent STO) are universities who charge
88 indirect cost rate or less. The University of Haryland University
College (8% indirect cost rate) contributed $58,199 inkind toward our
indirect cost in 1981. The amount they contributed in 1980 was $55,085.
The size of this gift is staggering. It seems incomprehensible that a
change at the national level would imperil p system that has had a long,
stable record of quality and cost efficiency.

Hr. John Busa, when he met with us, aiked what is it that a regional center
does that a state provider could not do. In Region III we work in_concert
with one another and are not asking formne or the other. At present,
these arc the icinds of things we each do:

State Training Offices

broker for T/TA
getting inkind training from
local and state organizations

working with programs on day-to-day
probl=s; following up after the
in-depth review

arranging training events using
Head Stnrt progran staff members

supporting progra-m in conducting
programmatic needs assessment

develop statewide newsletter

Regional. Training & Resource Center

specialized training eventS
requiring both content and knowledge
and 2 practical understanding of
Head Start

training Head Start program staff
members in how to train skills

developing materials to facilitate
learning, i.e., training nodules.
manuals, guides, filmstrips

develop/distribute/analyze and
coordinate training needs assess-
nent and in-depth on-sites to
programs with serioas problems

The six states in Region III range from small (Delaware) to large
(Pennsylvania). By pooling 2 part of the resources for these states, the
Regional ACIF Office has been able to provide all six.states with quality
state and regional services. By limiting this system to statewide providers,
only large states will have large T/TA grants, hut small states will suffer.
In Region III this is not necessary since the system is in place.
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Please consider a delay on this announcement so that the action to be
taken can more clearly support the Intent of streamlining and inptoving
T/TA without jeopardizing current successes.

Sincerely,

Jo K. Herren, Project Director, HSRTC
Paul Pittman, President, Maryland State Directors Association

Head Start Director, Hagerstown, MD
Gene Kephart, Head Start Director, Cen-Clear Child Services, Philipsburg, PA

Region III Representative to National Head Start Directors
Association (delayed because of snowstorm)

Mary Ann Foster, Head Start Director, Higher Horizons, Bailey's Crossroads, VA
Representative from Northern Virginia Head Start Directors

Joyce Spicer, Region III Representative to National licad Start Parents
Association

Bill Hughey, Head Start State Training Officer for the District of Columbia
Margaret Copeland, Parent-Child Center of Philadelphia, PA

cc Senator Mathias
Senator Sarbanes
Senator Spector
Secretary Schwciker 4

attachments

JKH/pp
4
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